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Search for Truth

Introduction
Beyond symptoms: the real causes of the crisis
Until now we have got it almost completely wrong. For more than
fifty years we have been speaking of the urgency of adapting to the
laws of nature. It is now a question of survival that we tackle the
problems differently: only if we are capable of learning to think in a
radically new way will we be able to find the right solutions to the
present crisis and implement them.
Climate change, declining biodiversity, major disturbances in the
principal ecosystems functioning, and a breakdown of equilibriums
that exacerbate droughts, floods, fires, meltdown of glaciers and
permafrost, acidification of the oceans, salinisation of soils, and
much more. There is a seemingly endless list of imbalances that
constitute the present crisis of our blue planet, as there is of the
imbalances in the relationship we have developed with it and with
one another.
This crisis is much more than a question of excess of greenhouse
gases or a question of choice between non-renewable and renewable
energies, coal or solar, electric cars or planes; or placing hope in
future sources of power generated by technology not yet even
operative. These visible imbalances are only side-effects and sideaspects. The excess of greenhouse gases is not the problem, but only
the symptom. The question is then: what are the real causes of the
crisis?
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One thing is certain: this crisis will not be fixed by only
technological means, whatever they may be. It is infinitely much
deeper than what mere practical measures can solve. We have to
recognise this truth with an open mind; this is a crisis that concerns
human society globally – and principally our Western society
because we, as Westerners, are at the root of the problem: in the
ways we produce goods and consume them, in the ways we transport
people and goods, and in the ways we relate to each other and even
in how we think and in what we believe. It is our general way of life
that is both in question and at stake. In other words, the present crisis
makes explicit and unavoidable the radical question of life and death
for our modern Western society.
Let’s face it, we will only be able to survive if we accept the need to
face this challenge: to fundamentally review the way we live.
It is why I felt compelled to write this book: to demonstrate that the
present crisis concerns much more than the practice of “necessary
good ecology” – in the restricted meaning of a balanced way to use
resources and recycle wastes – although these are also parts of our
immediate challenge.
My message is this: although this is precisely what most of our
leaders try to make us believe, it is urgent that we stop believing we
can fix the problems without asking the real questions. The real
questions do not only concern how we use resources, but also how
we live together and relate to this universe that gives us life and
everything we need.
Conventional ecology is not enough
“Good ecological management” is a necessity. It defines how we
may use natural resources and how we have to allow them to recover.
It tells us how to treat waste so it can be recycled and turned into new
resources. It also proposes different means of taking care of species
threatened by extinction or even suggests how to reintroduce these
4
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species into suitable habitat where they have been eliminated by the
excesses of our civilisation. Good ecology is good management of
nature when it is considered in a context where we can control and
dominate it.
But this is not enough: although the practice of narrow ecology as
management represents great progress in comparison to mere
economic exploitation, it still tends to regard the world as a heap of
resources that we have the right to exploit for our convenience. It
does not question radically the belief that humankind is at the top of
creation and that therefore creation is at its service.
I know also that there is a much more radical trend in ecology (called
“deep ecology”) that refutes this dominating position of humankind
and proposes instead a true integration of human beings into the
network of life. Radical ecology is a more recent interpretation that
offers much more credible solutions to the crisis we are confronted
with. Yet, this radical and courageous position seems to be critical of
ecology as a science of management. It uses all the knowledge
traditional ecology provides but it goes far beyond its conventional
narrow frame. Without thinking outside the square it can no longer
consider and transform our relationship between us (humanity) and
nature (the cosmos) as if these two poles were distinct and opposed.
We must finally (re)discover that both nature and humankind are no
longer distinct from each other but form one single whole. There is a
relationship and dialogue between humankind (us) and nature (it)
based on two contrasting parts of different constitutions; and yet at
the same time, there is also a fundamental unity (the cosmos) that
links human beings (us) and nature (it) because they are of the same
essence (life) and form one indivisible whole. Essentially, there is no
“it” and “us” in competition or tension; there is only union and
synthesis. Once we realise this, we may truly start to belong – both to
the cosmos and to our community.
It is why it would be preferable to use the word creation than the
word nature; nature seems to be what is external to us – we call it the
5
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environment, that is what is around us – whereas creation is a
permanent process of inner and external transformation that leads us
through life. Creation should not be understood as a finished product
or the work resulting from the seven days of Creation (capital C) as
told by the Bible, in the form of a symbolic story or myth; creation
(lowercase c) should rather be perceived as the permanent flow of
life that animates everything, from stars to whales, and from bacteria
to plants and humans, in an ever-evolving movement that generates
new forms and offers new potentials. Creation is then the constant
flow we experience every day of life as the fundamental energy that
moves the cosmos and shapes its many expressions.
This short consideration shows the necessity to go beyond
conventional ecology, beyond processes, beyond management of
greenhouse gas emissions, beyond alternative sources of energy. We
have to do all these things, but we also have to go much further.
Climate change as a lesson
First, we must stop considering anthropogenic climate change, and
all the signs that accompany it, as a problem to be solved by
technical means. Of course, renewable energy is part of the solution,
but it is only a tiny aspect of the solution. Although more solar and
wind energy may help, it will not change radically the way we live.
Climate change is in fact a precious gift because each crisis is also an
opportunity for change, especially when there is no alternative other
than real and effective change – urgently. It is not only a precious
gift of opportunity; it is also a revelation of what needs to be
changed. Let’s then recognise that climate change makes visible
what has gone wrong with our ways of living. It shows us how we do
not follow the laws of nature and of life that have shaped our
universe. It reveals to us that we live in conflict with our planet. This
is a very precious teaching – because it is about our survival – and
we must listen carefully to this message if we want to find the right
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solution to the crisis. The problem is at the same time the solution:
our planet shows us what has gone wrong but it also tells us in this
way how to correct it. This is a double revelation, first concerning
the pathology and second concerning the cure.
We can observe how our ways of life are in conflict with the world.
The universe has been evolving towards higher complexity and
deeper consciousness for billions of years. In contrast, our current
Western society aims at homogenisation and oblivion. While the
universe tends towards greater subjectivity and stronger cooperation
and communion, we instead escape into illusion, materialism,
individualism and competition. We need to recognise urgently that
our society is truly regressive: we are walking backwards, against the
laws of nature and, instead of opening ourselves to the deep mystery
of life, we are escaping into multiple ways of artificial selfdestruction.
Let’s then listen to this revelation. Let’s embark on a deep
transformation beyond technical measures, accept the need to review
the way we live and think, and question the beliefs that guide our
projects, preferences and priorities.
The diagnosis and the treatment
This book proposes a very different approach to this crisis, one that
differs radically from the approaches offered in the usual debate and
what it regards as the main issues. Consequently, the options put
forward here to remedy these issues are also radically different.
Sorry, but there will be no ready-made recipes; nevertheless, there
will be key indicators pointing in the right direction to find answers.
Principally, we have to review the way in which we relate to nature.
Through the present crisis, nature (or the environment) clearly
demonstrates to us what we are doing wrong. It emphasises the flaws
and twists in our ways of thinking and living. It provides a large
catalogue of our illusions, addictions, bad habits and misconceptions.
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This is evidently painful to consider, but being prepared to look
seriously at these attitudes is the prerequisite for seeing clearly where
the problem lies and comprehending the pathology.
Luckily, however, nature does not stop there. It tells us also the
solutions, once again not as ready-made answers, but rather through
the challenge of the model it proposes. When we observe the
orientation of the laws that rule nature on Earth and in our wider
universe, we discover an incredibly deep treasure of resources that
tell us about the essence of life and show us the way.
It is why this book has two sides:
• One is a sombre side that describes our unpleasant, dark aspects:
our illusions and greed, our desire for control and domination, our
tendency to avoid seeing clearly what there is, our resistance to
letting life take us where we are afraid to go, our fear of facing the
urgency of change, and our refusal to let go and adapt to our
environment. Remember, this universe is much more powerful
than we are: oceans, deserts, mountains, volcanos, hurricanes,
tsunamis, earthquakes, fires, floods, meteorites and solar storms
have such powers that they reduce us to insignificant creatures. We
should learn to adapt to the rule of this master.
• The other side is joyful and promising: it presents the positive
ways in which nature teaches us how to live a harmonious and
good life. Nature shows us that the laws governing evolution and
the interaction between beings are based on generosity, creativity,
complementarity, cooperation and solidarity. This may seem
incredible to you. You may oppose this affirmation saying that
competition is very much present in nature. Yes, it is; but it is not
the predominant pattern. Two different beings compete because
they cannot eat the same piece of food or stand in the same place,
but their survival is nevertheless based on complementarity and
cooperation: one produces what the other eats; in return, the latter
feeds the former with its dejections. Minerals nourish plants and
the sun provides them with energy, plants feed animals, forests
8
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protect many living beings, and the waste of one becomes a
resource for the other. Interdependence is stronger than
competition. Diversity is the key to complementarity and
reciprocal service. If you look more carefully, nature provides
everything we need and does so free of charge: it gives us life, air,
water, food, heat, fire, materials for clothes and shelter, and much
more. Everything we use, whether out of necessity or for
enjoyment, has its origin in nature. Of course some work is
required to turn these precious resources into a useful form and
take them where we need them. Nevertheless, it remains true that
everything is provided. And our society does the same: it freely
shares with us its experience, knowledge, education, teaching and
wisdom, and in principle initiates us in all major human values
such as equity, peace, security and love… unless a form of
rampant privatisation has taken over. Is it not incredible that we
live on a planet that shares all this wisdom of how to live together
but that we have neglected listening to its powerful teachings?
And there is more to this: the way of interacting that nature
incarnates as a model for what we should practise becomes also the
model for how we should relate to each other in human society. It
provides the rules for cooperation, diversity, complementarity and
reciprocity that we should implement in our social relationships.
Once again, is this not incredible?
Not only does the analysis of our flaws and misbehaviours (the
sombre side) and the models of harmonious behaviour presented by
nature for our social living (in particular, its laws of generosity and
cooperation) constitute a fascinating global proposal; they are also –
and this is the most striking fact – the solution to the crisis we are
confronted with. In other words, nature itself, which suffers from our
misbehaviours, spontaneously proposes the means for its recovery
and, at the same time, our own recovery in the fullness of being
human. Thus, the patient becomes the doctor.
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It follows that if we are prepared to observe nature and listen to
climate change and what it reveals to us – not as destructive
dominators but as attentive listeners – we will re-establish a
harmonious relationship with our wider surroundings, not only with
nature (creation) but also with our fellow human beings.
This is what I intend to demonstrate and illustrate in this book.
I hope you will enjoy following this path together.

Change as a search for truth
Here, I will explain my approach and methods. This next part of the
introduction will be repeated in each volume of this series that deals
with the six main imbalances of our society.
Altogether this is the story of our self-destruction and of how we can
come back to a more meaningful life.
This book tries simultaneously to describe the complex reasons for
the disintegration of our modern Western society and proposes
simple practical ways of transforming our patterns of development,
through a change in our attitudes and behaviours in our everyday
lives. It describes the many deep imbalances which are causing our
living conditions to deteriorate and are generating ever more injustice
and suffering. On the other hand, it tries to propose a different vision
for our future, through practical ways of changing our behaviours as
citizens, workers and consumers.
The necessity for change
Our world suffers deeply and terribly: through exploitation,
destruction of natural habitat and biodiversity, climate change and
pollution. The poor suffer hunger and precariousness, whereas
depression and boredom afflict the rich. Market values predominate
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over human values, femininity is repressed, older people are rejected,
and individuals feel lonely because of the dissolution of community
connections. Rich societies drive overproduction and heavy material
consumption. This is accompanied by extreme rationalism,
domination by technology, devaluation of intuition, reification of the
body and a lack of spiritual guidance. The list is almost endless.
The need for change is urgent and there is no more time for talking;
it is time for action. Our survival itself is at stake. Our main problem
is not about knowing what to change and how to change it. We
already know the solutions. They only have to be tested,
implemented and improved. The main problem is in fact how to
break through our own resignation and initiate the change. We seem
to be irremediably stuck on the track of our own destruction. We
seem to be incapable of reaction as though paralysed – like rabbits
paralysed by the headlights.
This book is a form of psychotherapy for our Western society. I seek
to describe our values, attitudes and behaviours by tracing them to
their historical roots. However, as this is a work of personal
interpretation, it does not pretend to be universal! Any form of
psychotherapy is subjective; it is also usually painful and this is
unavoidable. Although these descriptions are not very pleasant, they
nevertheless should help us see the truth about our common
behaviours and the dominant values that lead to them.
Truth is often hard to tell and hard to hear, especially when it
challenges us and shows up our worst sides. In this case it certainly
hurts, but it is also liberating. We must learn to be tender with people
and ourselves, but hard with facts, attitudes and behaviours. We must
accept that there cannot be any radical change without this effort to
see things as they are, even if it is painful to recognise what it is and
how sick we are. Change can only happen when we change ourselves
– when we look clearly at ourselves and at the consequences of our
values, attitudes and actions.
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It could be said that this is a spiritual path in the way it touches our
humanity, our deep nature, our vocation, our deepest values on which
we orient our lives, our aspirations for happiness and a better life,
both for ourselves and for others. Change, when it is so fundamental,
cannot be led by material considerations. It must be guided by
spiritual values like justice, peace and compassion. It has to be rooted
more in our being than in our doing. It concerns more the nature of
our personal and collective attitudes than the question of the
technical means we can employ to correct only minor dysfunctions.
It is essentially a philosophical choice: a choice about the meaning of
life.
I will show how self-limitation is the necessary path toward change:
first, because self-limitation helps to limit the negative impacts on
our natural and social environments, but also because it opens us to
the unknown, making room for human values and for a personal and
collective deepening of what matters most to us. Most of the
philosophical and spiritual traditions teach that self-limitation is the
way to happiness.
The six imbalances
As a way to structure this research, I have identified six main
imbalances which threaten our world. I intend to describe each of
these imbalances in a separate book, of which this is the first. Rather
than dwelling on the negative, I want to describe them in a positive
way, in order to demonstrate that these imbalances are not only
threats to our survival but also the key to the solutions. The problem
reveals the solution. Each of these imbalances can be expressed as a
polarity between two terms, where the first usually dominates the
second:
1) humanity and nature,
2) wealth and simplicity,
3) masculine (Yang) and feminine (Yin),
12
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4) Northern cultures and Southern cultures,
5) the intellect and subtle faculties,
6) appearance and Reality.
In each of these polarities the domination of the first term over the
second prevents the second from being fully expressed. Thus the
polarity – in its imbalance – also represents the key to unlocking the
full potential of these neglected faculties; these neglected potentials
challenge us to leave more space for the “weaker” qualities and
provide greater opportunities for creativity to express what has been
lost. It is why these same polarities also point to the instructions for a
deep transformation of our society. For this reason they will be
described in the reverse order, where the second term (the weaker)
will be mentioned first as the guiding and changing force, and the
first term will be mentioned thereafter as the energy which must be
tamed and adapted, as a form of reconciliation between the two poles
concerned.
According to this new order, I have derived the following six
imbalances or polarities:
1) Effort and comfort: towards a reconciliation between nature and
humanity, in search of harmony and peace of mind.
2) Vocation and subsistence: towards a reconciliation between
simplicity and wealth, in search of caring and equity.
3) Recessive and dominant: towards a reconciliation between
feminine and masculine, in search of a new anthropology.
4) Circular and linear: towards a reconciliation between South and
North, in search of an end to white supremacy.
5) Knowledge and learning: towards a reconciliation between subtle
faculties and intellect, in search of a new incarnation of our
spiritual aspirations.
6) Spirit and matter: towards a reconciliation between Reality and
appearances, in search of true being.
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Each of these imbalances will be presented in a separate book which
can be read independently of the five others, in any order which suits
readers, according to their focus of interest.
An initial volume, as a general introduction to the series, precedes
these six parts and exposes the generalities concerning the nature and
dynamics of change, especially in regard to community and the need
for self-limitation. This introductory volume is called:
0) Community and self-limitation: initiating change, in search of
forms of cooperative living and solidarity-mutuality.
The risk of generalisations
In order to make things more explicit, I will use generalisations. Any
generalisation is never true at all times, because there are always
exceptions or even regular situations which can contradict it. It is
only a finger pointing at a major characteristic that is difficult to
grasp; it may be a dominant factor, and yet it may not consistently be
true. Generalisation is therefore a good way to emphasise a dominant
trend which can only be recognised beyond complexity and diversity.
In these books I will try to describe our modern Western (or
Northern) society, which does not exist as such anywhere in
particular; nevertheless, there are certain characteristics that are
identifiable in most of what are regarded Western countries. I
understand Western countries and societies to mean the rich nations
that consume most of the world’s wealth and have dominated the
world economically since the time when they took advantage of the
Renaissance and the Industrial Revolution and colonised other
continents. If we accept here not to make any distinction between
colonisers and ex-colonies, one could say that these rich nations are
mainly those of North America and Europe, Australia, New Zealand,
Japan and a few others.
In the same way of generalisation, I will talk about traditional
societies. These are mainly the indigenous societies which developed
14
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in the Southern countries as well as the traditional societies which
were established in Western countries before the development of the
market economy and the Industrial Revolution. Most of these
societies still exist in isolated or intentionally self-reliant parts of
Western countries. It seems to me that the traditional societies are
principally those which consume mainly what they produce
themselves locally (relative self-sufficiency) and which are guided
by values other than trends of mere materialistic accumulation. These
societies, because they are fragile and usually localised, are probably
more transparent – in the sense of being more visible or readable for
what they are; by contrast, our Western society has built a façade that
hides its true content and processes. These traditional societies
should not be idealised but nevertheless represent a more human
scale of development that can inspire us.
To be clear, this distinction between Western and traditional societies
does not mean Western societies are “more developed” – whatever
this means; it means only they are more powerful because of, for
example, their better ships and weapons; therefore, they tend to
dominate the traditional ones. Nor does this description exclude that
some of the so-called traditional societies have developed great
complexity, or have even also known forms of power such as
empires or kingdoms as it has been the case in China, India, Africa,
South America.
A testimony as search for truth
Each of the following statements is more of a point of view, a
testimony, a challenge or a call for change than the expression of an
objective and absolute truth. Who could say what truth is? There are
many expressions of truth (small t). Each one of us has his or her
own truth. These individual truths can be even contradictory; they
nevertheless remain valid. Together, these form a kind of gigantic
mosaic which may represent the perennial Truth (capital T). This
diversity results in a complex picture which can only take shape
15
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because our individual or collective inputs of understanding and
creativity are complementary, though sometimes antagonistic.
Yet it is also important to see that this perennial Truth (capital T)
exists independently from what we say or believe. We cannot cheat:
our own truth must be in conformity with the perennial Truth. This
means that we are not free to invent false discourses or fake news to
defend our interests. We are responsible for searching for the Truth.
Luckily, this means we cannot shape the world at will! We can only
adapt to it. Once we accept this elementary constraint, we can be
open to other expressions, yet remain critical.
Based on this understanding, dialogue is not a confrontation between
those with conflicting opinions; on the contrary, dialogue is an
attempt to synthesise these diverging differences into an allencompassing multidimensional picture. As an analogy, at the level
of the human body, the hand seems to be in disagreement with the
foot – because they are different – whereas, at a higher level, the
unity of the body means they are organised according to general rules
of composition of the parts into a larger whole. This harmonisation
can usually only occur at a level where rules of a higher order can be
found that define how elements of lesser order are brought together
and can be composed into the whole; these rules of higher order –
because they are synthetic – generally allow antagonistic elements to
be integrated and to cohabit harmoniously.
There is still a major handicap in our search for multidimensional
truth. Our post-modern society has developed a way to respect each
expression of truth to be of equal value. This is a very important
progress. However, by respecting diversity we tend to accept
indiscriminately any forms of expression and thus, instead of
searching for truth, we fall into a form of confused acceptance:
anything goes. It seems that in the name of freedom of expression,
any truth can be asserted even if it is blatantly incoherent or falsified.
Fake information and videos are produced on purpose, and the
privileges and interests of their authors define the way they are
16
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spread. These corrupted elements infect public debate and falsify our
potential for real dialogue. The art of public debate has been lost
because now it relies on pure confrontation – on mere opinions
without regard for the Truth. This has shifted the focus from the allencompassing whole to divided individuals. Humanity is fragmented
and has to relearn how to listen carefully and respectfully to others’
point of view, though with a critical mind that does not accept
cheating. Thus, truth is an inevitable force in our world.
Dismantling systematic self-defence
Questioning our ways of life is difficult because our representation of
the world and justification of the way we live are firmly set in a
rational construct which accepts no cracks or faults. It is like a
fortress preventing the unknown to enter. Most aspects of life
continue to be ignored in this representation – as it is an artificial,
rational construct made by the addition of a limited number of simple
parts without a structuring order. This mechanism of defence seems
to be closely linked with the way our brain functions.
Neurological science has described how the left half of the brain
tends to reorganise perceptions and generate a rational construct that
reinterprets what has been perceived: it tries to order the information
it has received to make it coherent, understandable and rational. By
contrast, the right half of the brain tends to grasp the whole picture of
the information in a form of perception that remains more global and
synthetic, in touch with the mysterious dimension of life we cannot
grasp but only experience1. This means these two antagonistic
tendencies resulting from the conflict of two modes of interpretation,
although they cohabit and complement each other, create a struggle

1

See the remarkable book by Iain McGilchrist: The Master and his Emissary:
The divided Brain and the Making of the Modern World. Yale University Press,
2009.
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between our differing modes of perceiving the context of our
existence:
• the resistance of our left brain – which constructs a simplified,
rigid image of the world and defends it as a rational,
understandable representation –
• and the challenge of our right brain – which creates a perceptive
experience of life with freshness, openness and sensitivity.
Clearly, it can be understood as an attempt by our fragile faculties of
intuition and perception to force open our rational mind to more than
reason. We need such opening of our mind not only for our
immediate physical survival, but also to maintain our intuitive and
creative faculties, because we urgently need to recognise the failure
of our attempts to dominate the world, which are based on mainly
technical considerations and means. We can only do so if we escape
from our imprisonment in the fortress of false representations and
privileges created by our rational mind.
It is likely that my description of a better path will seem inconsistent
or too idealistic. As the Buddhist saying goes, when someone points
their finger at the moon, we should look at the moon, which remains
mysterious to us, rather than at the finger, which cannot say what the
moon is. We have to allow what our intuition and experience of the
world tell us to resonate with what we have deep inside us and which
we have continued to ignore. Again, this is a function of our right
brain with its intuition, inspiration, creativity and love of globality
that will allow us to see more broadly. If we can evoke what the true
nature of life is – and who knows what that is? – a more accurate
perception of its deep nature could change us completely as
individuals as well as our ways of living.
Since my wife and I started living close to nature in Numbugga, on
the far South Coast of New South Wales in Australia, we have been
trying to put into practice the many options I am describing in this
manifesto, according to our ability. The method of reflection
18
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proposed here is therefore not mere theory but based on actual
practice and personal experience. Of course we are far from having
solved all the problems we encounter in our daily life, and equally far
from practising an ideal way of life. One of the major problems that
remain unsolved, for instance, is how to purchase local products and
forms of transport that fit with natural cycles. Although we are
beginning to see roughly how this challenge could be met, it is still
not a practical reality. And there are many other questions that
remain unanswered.
Statements, patterns and options
Instead of exposing each point as an argument starting with a general
premise and then developing its content until reaching a conclusion
to express the main idea, I have formulated the main idea as the
starting point and then explained it.
This reversed structure seems more challenging as at each new step
of my explanation, it starts with a new key statement. Through this
method this book presents successive key statements summarising
patterns2 for changed behaviours. Many of these patterns are the
expressions of an alternative understanding of our society and, as
such, provide powerful incentives for change. The many options
these represent emphasise that their implementation depends on our
personal or collective choice (or commitment) and the way we
choose to interact with the world. As citizens, creators and
consumers, we are the real actors; there are no other actors than we,
the people. We have to choose consciously which options we want to
pursue, individually as well as collectively.

2

This approach has been inspired by the books by American architect Christopher
Alexander: A Pattern Language (1977) and The Timeless Way of Building
(1979), both published by Oxford University Press, New York.
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In summary, the text of this book is built on a series of chains that
contain the following links: initial statement – new pattern of
understanding – change of perception – option for a new behaviour –
choice of action. Please note that I can provide only the first part of
the chain up to the option; the second part (the choice and action) is
yours.
Concretely, the description of these patterns starts with a heading,
followed by a statement of two or three lines that summarise the
option. Then the main concept of each option is explained in a few
paragraphs. The further text that follows develops each idea in more
detail, and this text will be in smaller print with indent, each time it
concerns more detailed considerations. You can either skip these
sections of smaller print if you are not interested or delve into them if
you want to know more about the topic. This reading at two different
speeds offers some flexibility to the reader. At the end of the book
the reader can find a list of these statements (or options) with their
titles and their two-line summary. This is a way to summarise the
content of the whole book.
The proposed options are often described as lists of characteristics.
Where I see five characteristics, someone else might see four or six.
However, this is not important. What is more important is our
attempt to make reality more understandable and our respective
influence more evident. These lists are inspired by the numerous lists
in Buddhist teachings which describe, for instance, the Three Jewels,
the Four Noble Truths, or the Five Aggregates. Such imitation of
wise teachings can seem very presumptuous, but it is more of a
humorous wink. Reality is much more complex than the description
we make of it. That said, although simplifying our “road map” might
make our understanding and actions easier, it does not necessarily
simplify reality. Feeling encouraged to act should not lead to an
illusion of mastery; it is only a way to break our sense of being
overwhelmed by complexity or our feeling of resignation.
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In a nutshell
The options proposed in these pages align with the following
principal orientations, which constitute the “spine” of the way of life
based on self-limitation as described in these seven books:
• Spiritual orientation: Change cannot occur for material reasons
only, but has to be guided by spiritual values such as justice,
peace, harmony and compassion.
• Self-limitation: We have to learn how to reduce the impact of our
way of life by choosing simplicity, by prioritising human values
and relationships over material purposes. Such intentional selfrestriction is a form of liberation which brings real happiness: as
EF Schumacher put it, small is beautiful.
• Cooperation: We are all interdependent parts of a wider, common
social and natural body. Cooperation is the basis of harmonious
development. Although competition can be considered healthy
when it remains limited, it is only an illusion, a race in which each
hopes to be quicker and smarter than the other, but in which there
are many more losers than winners.
• Local community and consensus: The local community is the
scale at which change can take shape, based on a common project
which grows with time and with the maturity of its members, in
consensus. At its outset this project takes shape slowly, perhaps
with marginal outcomes, through the personal action of a few
members. Finding consensus is not an easy process; it requires of
all participants listening skills and the ability to compromise
without losing what matters most.
• Cumulative effect: The world is what it is because of the
cumulative effect of our respective personal impacts (negligible
for each of us) and of our personal renunciations (at a high cost to
each of us). There are no other actors than we, ordinary people,
although certainly some people have more impact than others.
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• Whitewashing and corruption: The goods we consume are
generally produced in conditions based on exploitation of the
poorest, or of poorer countries, and on destruction of the
environment. When these goods are repacked and presented on the
shelves of our local supermarket, they have lost all traces of this
form of corruption associated with their production. They have
been whitewashed (or greenwashed), as have so many other
disruptive aspects of our modern society: such virtuality hides the
truth or makes it difficult to grasp.
• A choice is a vote: Each choice we make – about the goods we
acquire, the technology or means of transport we use, the way we
travel, the souce of energy we consume, or the work we do – is a
vote that encourages and reinforces these patterns of production or
behaviour, and validates the beliefs or values that have produced
these goods, services and behaviours. We are therefore responsible
for all of our choices because they shape the world.
• A new anthropology: All these options constitute the practice of a
new anthropology, that is, a new understanding of the meaning of
life based on the preeminence of human values over material
goods. This new anthropology is necessary not because its values
are morally superior, but because it provides the conditions for
experiencing the real essence of life instead of keeping us
emprisoned in an illusion of material comfort and security which
isolates us from others and our natural environment.
The power of truth
The above points closely relate to what I said earlier about the search
for truth, which is illustrated well by the example of Mahatma
Gandhi, who practised his own truth rigorously and freely. He called
this practice the power of truth (satyagraha in Hindi). He showed us
the way of integrity (remaining whole) and the importance of our
own testimony in fostering the change we want to see in the world.
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In staying faithful to our understanding of life and to our own
spiritual path, which is a search rather than a ready-made answer, we
become more creative and capable of following our own vocation.
We take the opportunity of being recognised and appreciated by our
own community for what we are. Is that not a more positive path to
happiness than trying to conform to the kind of success promoted by
our materialistic society and which is merely a frustrating and
disturbing illusion? The practice of the power of truth is the most
powerful non-violent way to convince others and change our world
to be more humane, as well as to change ourselves to help us
discover the depth of life and real happiness. Be happy, radiate joy
… and others will follow you!
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PART A
Re-uniting with creation
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Chapter 1:
The turnaround of landscape
The current imbalance between nature and humanity is certainly the
principal imbalance of the six I mentioned in the introduction, and it
seems to be also the key to the five other imbalances, which also
stem from excessive domination and exploitation of our natural
environment. This imbalance is real and apparent in the lack of basic
resources including water, food, shelter and dignity for a significant
part of the world’s population, depletion of natural resources,
disruption of natural cycles, destruction of biodiversity, climate
disruption, overproduction and overconsumption, and the list goes
on. Nature is suffering from the impact of human behaviour while, at
the same time, humanity is suffering from its separation from the
surrounding harmonising cosmos.
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Nature as our indifferent Mother: mighty but
fragile
The “Garden of Eden”
As we have progressively isolated ourselves from it, nature has
nowadays been reduced to a tamed leisure place which we can
enjoy during our Sunday walks.
In our view, nature is no longer the context in which we live and
without which we could not survive. We no longer see it as a
powerful, independent living body with a self-regulating system but
have reduced it to a “nice and beautiful Garden of Eden” we like to
admire from the outside when it suits us: lively birds, colourful
flowers, stunning landscapes. True wilderness has largely
disappeared; we are rarely in contact with it or it is preserved in
marginal clusters of national parks with clearly defined boundaries,
outside our daily life. Some of it remains out of reach, far away: in
deserts, high mountains, deep forests or oceans. Since we are no
longer daily confronted with its imposing power, nature has become
a synonym for leisure: walking, climbing, surfing, skiing, swimming,
sailing, fishing.
This will be our starting point: nature in our modern understanding is
no longer understood as the Earth system which provides air, water,
food and everything we need, as it did for humankind in the past
millennia. By contrast, our Western culture has created a new,
artificial concept of nature: as a huge and marginal playground which
is external to our daily life and a place where we can simply enjoy
leisure and recreation. This new image of nature is perpetuating our
new relationship with nature. The virtual image, rather than the real
experience, has become our new reality. As this image is an illusion,
it is not astonishing that its inadequacy generates ever more
tremendous imbalances, not only in the state of nature itself and our
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relationship with nature, but also in our understanding of the
meaning of life and our ways of living.
Changes in perception of the landscape
Traditional societies have generally considered nature as the
nourishing Mother, but Romanticism has reduced it to a landscape.
Before the 18th century, European villages and towns used to be
oriented towards their inner space, in the form of a market square or
church or community space. They turned their back to nature because
they had to protect their inhabitants from all kinds of natural harsh or
even dangerous influences (wild beasts, wind, cold or heat, flood or
drought, and also, of course, human enemies). Although or precisely
because country people depended on nature for their survival, they
had a deep fear and awe of it; the whole surroundings were perceived
as hostile. In the Middle Ages, nature (or creation) was respected and
even revered as the nourishing Mother but was feared at the same
time because of its tremendous power. Humanity still saw itself as
part of nature, at least until the Gothic era.
In the 18th century the structure of European towns (more than
villages) reversed and houses started to turn towards the outside
view, when the surrounding nature could be admired for its beauty.
The world view of Romanticism during the 19th century had turned
nature from a harsh, autonomous and uncontrollable entity into a
simple picture called a landscape. This turnaround was possible
because the urban civilisation was believed to be strong enough to
provide the necessary goods and offer security and protection to the
population without having to depend on this unreliable environment
which could turn into a threatening presence; they were rather
relying on fields and vineyards that seemed to be under better human
control. Therefore people, at least the privileged classes, saw nature
in very different terms that contrasted with urban life. Nature was no
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longer a threat but mainly a nice picture or a pleasant garden. Or a
heap of resources to be exploited.
As an expression of this turnaround, tourism became the way of
interacting with landscapes in an active and playful way through
mountain climbing, skiing, hiking and, more recently, surfing, scuba
diving and rock climbing. This spelt a new era for the wilderness,
especially the European Alps: they became the place where tourists
from the cities, mainly from Britain, used to spend their holidays
playing with the challenges of nature, climbing rock walls, walking
into snowy fields above the tree line, reaching high summits that had
never been conquered. From the living and nourishing entity it is in
reality, nature was turned into a mere landscape to look at and to play
with, in the belief we are not part of it.
This change in perception of the significance of nature has taken
place because people in Western civilisations have increasingly
distanced themselves from nature. which they see as an external
entity distinct from themselves. Human culture was then to be
understood as a force antagonistic to, and in conflict with, nature,
which reinforced human superiority and dominance over nature: we
can control it, use it and adapt it to our needs. This has led ultimately
to a breakdown of our relationship with the immediate natural
environment, and this is so especially for city dwellers.
Nevertheless, this turnaround has not changed the true essence of
nature. Our attitude is only a belief, an illusion, while nature remains
what it is: the source of everything that satisfies our essential needs
and much beyond – even if we are not aware of it.
Nature feeds but also threatens us
Nature is not simply a landscape but the powerful context to which
we belong and which nourishes us as much as it threatens us.
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Nature is not only this idealised Garden of Eden and clean picture I
described above; it is the broader context that not only surrounds us
but of which we are integral and indissociable parts. It encompasses
the whole universe: galaxies with stars, planets, black holes and
space. Our own sun and moon determine the cyclic rhythms of our
seasons and all natural phenomena on Earth. As beautiful as nature
remains, its forces can be terribly powerful and violent with results
we human beings cannot bear physically and psychologically.
Nature is not only made out of beautiful singing birds and colourful
flowers, peaceful rivers and forests, but most of it consists of empty
intergalactic spaces, rough oceans, deserts, ice, rock and sand,
mountains, deep forests and wild places where humans can barely
survive. Volcanoes, avalanches, storms, floods, earthquakes,
tsunamis and hurricanes remind us of the tremendous power of
nature which we perceive as violent because it makes us feel very
fragile.
On the other hand, nature provides us with all the food, water, air and
heat energy we need. Without it we could not survive.
Our relationship with nature is thus manifold, ambiguous and
complex. This complexity between power and fragility, which both
characterises nature as well as ourselves, can be expressed by two
contradictions, or more exactly, two antinomies (laws which are
opposed although they harmoniously cohabit):
• the indifference of nature towards us, although nature is also our
Mother,
• and the fragility of natural balances and cycles, although
tremendous forces are at play since the origin of time.
Beyond these physical interactions with our environment, there are
many other important aspects of our relationship with nature, such as
the harmonising dimension or the teaching we receive from it, which
I will examine later in these pages. For now I will concentrate on
these two antinomies.
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1) Nature’s indifference towards us despite being our Mother
Because nature is our Mother, we resent its threat, due to our very
narrow comfort zone, as a shocking indifference towards us.
Nature does not care about us. Everything in nature happens as if we
were not here. We are too small to confront it. We can only hide or
protect ourselves as well as we can. Yet nature is our Mother.
Despite her violence we need to maintain our link with her because
she provides us with everything we need, directly or indirectly.
Everything we have or use is a gift from nature.
This is the first contradiction: that nature, our Mother without whom
we could not survive, remains indifferent to us and our fate. We
suffer from this indifference because nature does not behave towards
us as we imagine a Mother should. Therefore, we have to live with
the tension of this contradiction, because there is no survival outside
of nature.
2) Nature is powerful but fragile
Nature is powerful yet fragile; natural forces are tremendous but
equilibriums, established over millions of years, remain very
fragile.
While ever changing, nature has attained relatively stable
equilibriums over millions of years as the result of complex systems
of antagonistic forces that have made human evolution possible.
Evolution is proof that the laws of nature are not frozen but are also
constantly and dynamically evolving. If they were rigid and never
changing, they would prevent evolution3; same forces can have same
effects and yet same causes do not always generate same
3

Read: Rupert Sheldrake: The Presence of the Past – Morphic Resonance and the Habits of Nature..
HarperCollins, 1988.
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consequences. A small influence can also perturb greatly this state of
balance and bring changes which can disturb seriously, or even
threaten, the equilibrium of the whole.
This is the second contradiction: nature is mighty and at the same
time fragile. Nature and a relatively stable climate have fostered the
world in which we live: our current geography appears to us as the
balance resulting from a very long evolution and continuing
geological processes since the origin of time. Deserts are hostile
places for people; mountains stand between valleys and define the
degree of relationship we can develop with our distant neighbours;
oceans draw the limits of the solid ground we live on in a way which
seems impossible to influence; prevailing climatic conditions
determine the necessary protections or means of our survival.
Yet humankind has tried to reshape parts of its surroundings.
Through its many activities and influences, it has modified the
topography of the Earth slightly. By building bridges, drilling tunnels
and damming rivers, it has changed the appearance and use of land.
Cities have become places where natural climatic conditions seem to
be ignored, as long as they are not extreme.
Every time humans interfere with their surroundings, they change the
game of the forces at play and slightly tip the general balance. This
activity provokes imperceptible but cumulative perturbations which,
beyond a certain tipping point, bring sudden and dramatic changes:
deforestation, mass erosion, changes in the water regime, overexploitation of resources, destruction of biodiversity and climate
change. It means that even small, seemingly insignificant changes
have a strong cumulative effect and eventually lead to more profound
states of imbalance that occur in stages, if not cataclysms. Although
it seems so mighty, nature reveals itself to be at the same time very
fragile.
Such change is characterised not only by the quality and quantity of
transformations generated by our actions, but also by the rhythm
(how fast) and location (where) at which these changes are
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implemented. Let me illustrate this. If I cut down a single tree (slow
rhythm) in a dense forest, it has little local effect and hardly
influences the general balance of the forest. However, if everybody
cuts down a tree (fast rhythm) in the same forest (same location) –
which they are entitled to if I am – it results in a cataclysm. If I cut
simultaneously the few trees (faster rhythm) in front of my house
(restricted location), the climate of my place will be strongly
influenced, but this will have only a local impact if the same action is
not repeated elsewhere at the same rhythm. This shows that not only
the nature of change is important, but also how fast and where it
happens. It introduces the notion of intensity in time and place,
which is too often ignored.
Of course, because it is impossible to live our lives without leaving a
trace, an impact of our life on Earth is inevitable. Yet it is a question
of measure and especially a question of awareness: how do we
impact the general equilibrium through our individual or cumulative
actions? This is a constant question of quantity, quality, rate, timing
and location.

Two contrasting perceptions of the cosmos
Each culture has developed a different type of relationship with
nature according to its own wider world view. It is very telling to
compare the perception by our Western modern society and the
perception by traditional societies.
Two different interpretations of the world
The world and its evolution can be interpreted in two different
ways: 1) a materialist interpretation or 2) a spiritual interpretation.
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As human beings we are part of the cosmos and therefore it is
impossible for us to have a detached, objective and complete view of
what the cosmos actually is. As living beings in a vast universe we
can only observe, experience and interpret what we may grasp with
our five senses and with our mind. We can either adopt a scientific
approach which relies on demonstrable, replicable experiments on
measurable phenomena, statistical analysis to test the hypothesis as
well as publication in a peer-reviewed journal, or we can adopt a
philosophical or spiritual approach which will also integrate rather
subjective aspects of our own experience and observations, and
therefore be less reliable in terms of providing rational explanations.
But this second approach may well also reveal itself to be more
accurate because it will be able to integrate some broader immaterial
aspects which the scientific approach would discard.
In order to simplify this fundamental, complex choice I will simplify
the description as if there were two homogeneous terms only. I will
describe here two main possible alternatives or models of
interpretation of the essence of our world:
1) The materialist model: This consists of the scientific approach,
which can only accept what can be proven by measurements or
by replicability of the same experiment that consistently gives the
same results. According to this approach, based on the available
evidence, the universe started with the Big Bang and it has been
expanding since then. Although there is still some uncertainty
around the origin of life itself, life forms have evolved from a
common ancestor through random mutations and natural
selection. There is no testable evidence for an origin or creator
and there is no assumption of an intention or design in the
evolution of the universe. Oops, it just happened!
2) The spiritual model: This other model – which is the inheritance
of millennia of perennial philosophy and spirituality – accepts
that what science describes is true but it says also that the
evolution of the universe is not merely the fruit of chance and
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necessity. This evolution tends toward an end or an aim which is
unknown to us but which still guides the general trend of
evolution. This interpretation does not exclude chance and
necessity but sets them in the broader frame of an intention. Life
is thought to have a source that is neither mechanical nor
material. There must be a source of intelligence or energy which
animates the whole universe and influences its physical and
biological evolution, yet without any determinism. This
intelligence is of a spiritual nature. It is not so much a creator
who started the process, but rather the energy that animates the
whole universe and is the source of continuous and infinite
creation and invention of new life forms. As explained earlier,
creation is not a finished product but a never-ending process.
In both models, the mystery remains of how the whole process
started. Is there a creator who is at the origin of the universe or not?
This question remains open. To accept the second explanation of an
origin is evidently easier for those who subscribe to religion or
engage with philosophy because it can be confirmed by a more
global approach nourished by their personal experience of the
universe, in which intuition plays a role beyond rational thinking,
whereas science cannot accept this explanation without having the
means to measure this origin or to prove that it exists. How would we
write the mathematical formula for God?
The materialist model poses two major problems which can be
summarised in four questions:
1)

If it is accepted that the world is of a materialist nature, what is
the source and nature of our sense of justice, generosity,
gratitude, beauty, faith, hope and love? Are these immaterial
realities determined only by hormones or genes or any other
chemical functions? What is their material expression? How can
such immaterial dimensions exist in a materialist approach if they
are not material? How do the people who adopt the materialist
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approach experience these immaterial dimensions of life, and
how do they explain their presence?
2) In a similar vein, what is the essence of life? What is the
difference between a living body and a corpse? How does life
translate to material terms that exclude any spiritual dimension in
humans or other sentient beings?
3) Is the present complexity of the world just the fruit of chance and
necessity? Can pure probability, even in almost 14 billion years,
produce such complexity and diversity as what we observe in our
part of the universe – from bacteria to platypuses and whales or,
from consciousness to the complexities of the human mind?
4) If there is no spiritual dimension to life, because there is no
material form or explanation for the essence of spirit, why do
people who defend the materialist approach not consider
themselves as just stuff – a complex organisation of material but
nevertheless merely matter? Why should we then value the life of
a human being more than the existence of a heap of stones? Why
should these people have merits if their actions are only the result
of chance and necessity? Why should they expect to be loved?
Visible or hidden reality
The world can be understood as the fruit of an evolution towards
more complexity or as the expression of an invisible intelligence.
Another consideration may also show the fundamental difference
between these two approaches:
1)
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The materialist approach understands the world as moving
towards more complexity. Particles appear, then atoms and
molecules, then cells, then organisms, then thinking beings. It
describes an evolution towards more complexity and greater
consciousness. Consciousness seems to arise progressively
through the evolution of matter – although it is not matter itself
through mere chance and necessity.
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2)

The spiritual approach observes the same move towards
complexity on the material level but it considers it as the
progressive expression of an intelligence which “hides” behind it
or, on the contrary, progressively reveals itself through it. The
material form is then understood as an expression or revelation of
the spirit that animates the creation. The whole evolution can be
understood as the incarnation of this intelligence which makes
itself ever more “visible” – although it is not visible in its essence
– by successive steps of more complexity. It is a bit like the wind
becoming visible in the motions of the leaves or the branches.
It is important to understand that, according to the spiritual
perspective, this intelligence does not impose itself. It only offers
its quality to those who welcome it. It is not a powerful will for
domination but a discrete presence of love that asks to be
searched for. True love makes itself invisible because it is
gratuitous and cannot be imposed. It remains then hidden but yet
discernible in its manifestations. Consciousness, as discernment
of what is not visible, is then in this context the reflective image
of more maturity and more subtlety in the understanding of
reality. The universe is first a spiritual entity that creates its own
ever more evolved form of expression as a constant creation of
energy and of signs which make it visible and recognisable.

At first sight these two approaches seem to be antagonistic. This is
not the case. They are very much complementary. The former, out of
its own will (in the interest of scientific rigour), has imposed limits to
its own quest: the facts it accepts must be observable and
measurable, and the experiments must be able to be repeated with the
same results. This is a strict limitation which is the basis of the
seriousness of the former approach. Science cannot invent fables;
phenomena and processes must be observable to prove their
existence with reasonable certainty. It is why the latter approach
opens some more breadth to the quest by including also less
graspable aspects of reality.
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This is indeed the integration of both approaches that provides the
greatest amount of information and inspiration. The risk of the latter
approach is to find refuge in an abstract divine entity that would be
believed in but never experienced in our present incarnated life. It is
then a belief only that has little to do with our present life. By
contrast, the former approach remains entrapped in material
phenomena and loses a wider perspective. When both approaches are
combined, they can present a wider picture for our present
experience as living beings caught between our spiritual essence and
our material life that allows us to integrate both dimensions: spiritual
essence and material expression. This is indeed the meaning of
incarnation. Matter becomes the expression of spirit; matter reveals
the essence of spirit. Without matter we would not be able to discern
what the spirit is.
It is also interesting to note that these two approaches nevertheless
agree about one essential point: in the whole universe matter is
almost inexistent in comparison to the void between particles. At
reduced scale the Earth would be a grain of 1 mm in diameter and the
sun would be as big as a grapefruit, 10 m away. Between them there
is almost nothing (except two planets smaller than the Earth). The
same is true about the atom and the void between the particles that
compose it. This means that our universe is made more of
relationships (attraction or love) than of matter (the almost inexistent
particles). If there is such a low quantity of matter, how can the
materialist approach base mainly its understanding on matter? What
holds the whole together? What are the relationships which are
dominant, in the in-between? The question remains open.
As you can see, I favour clearly the second approach because I
cannot follow the materialist one although I am fascinated by the
revelations of science. Or rather, I favour the integration of both
approaches. My whole life experience points towards a possible
combination of both interpretations of reality.
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And now what I consider the most important consideration: if there is
an intelligence which guides the evolution of the universe, this
presence must be the key to all understanding. It becomes then a
priority to discover what or who this entity is. Numerous schools of
philosophy and religions have attempted to describe this intelligence.
Although they propose an abundance of hypotheses they offer only
partial descriptions of this reality, not the truth itself, not the reality,
but only “the finger that points at the moon”. In the following pages I
will not go into considerations about who this presence is. I will
simply accept that it is and that it is primordial. I hope the reader will
follow me.
I believe our society is probably having this great crisis because we
live according to the materialist approach in a world that has been
shaped by the intelligence searched for with the spiritual approach.
This has created a deep contradiction in our behaviour as we lead our
lives with a mentality that is in deep conflict with the true essence of
the world in which we live. We are then out of tune. We are out of
harmony. The urgency is therefore for us to abandon the narrowness
of the materialist approach and open it up to rediscovering the
intensity of the spiritualist approach, without diminishing the wealth
of the first.
This search will be the theme of these pages: Do I interpret the world
according to the materialist or the spiritual approach, or both? Do I
look for what I can get for myself in a world reduced to its material
components? Do I do this with an egocentric attitude? Do I try to
discern what the implicate order of the cosmos is? Do I learn to adapt
to it, as a sacred order which is the true source of life (hetero-centric
attitude)? Of course all these different questions can combine
endlessly one with another in so many contrasting ways.
1) The egocentric attitude has little meaning and seems absurd
because it limits itself to the material and visible world.
2) The hetero-centric attitude is by contrast infinite in meaning and
mysterious. The discovery of the source becomes then an endless
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transformation of ourselves in our attempt to adapt to reality as
we discover it step by step. An ever new consciousness is the
guide. But it can also become an escape into fiction and
superstitions.
Which path between these extremes shall we choose?
The orientation of the cosmos
Nature is the visible expression of the cosmos; if we observe it, we
see that its evolution is guided by a conscious and deep meaning.
As I mentioned earlier, the cosmos (and thus, nature or creation) is
not only a heap of stones, plants and animals, set in a complex
system. I argue its evolution cannot be the haphazard consequence of
chance and necessity, because it is not only material but it is also
immaterial. I believe the evolution of the cosmos is guided by an
intelligence of spiritual essence which expresses itself through a
permanent process of creation. Nature is therefore much more than
what we see. It also includes the forces which shape it and which
endow it with a conscious spiritual orientation.
As Teilhard de Chardin4 demonstrated, consciousness is present in
every being, from the rocks to the plants to the animals, certainly at
different stages of evolution but yet everywhere present, because it
could not just appear in human beings without having previously
developed in simpler forms. The cosmos is indeed the framework for
this spiritual and material evolution (the growth of consciousness),
which includes us and which we need to follow in order to discover
our true essence.

4

Teilhard de Chardin: The Phenomenon of Man, HarperCollins. First published in
French in 1955.
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This statement by Teilhard – to which we will come back later in
more detail – says that nature as cosmos – the whole universe – is
guided by spiritual forces. It is why it cannot be reduced to a mere
heap of raw materials we can exploit as it suits us. If it were so, we
would also be nothing but physical and chemical heaps of material –
complex heaps but nevertheless heaps of material, without any spirit.
The affirmation of a leading spiritual presence emphasises that we
are all spiritual beings who are integral parts of nature (the creation
as a process): we not only depend on it for our physical survival but
also receive from it the energy that nourishes us spiritually and
recharges even the subtle content of our beings.
Nature itself is not the source of this energy but only the expression
and transmission of it. Nature is not the god but one of the main
channels through which we receive our vital energy. Life is not a
physical entity only, even if it translates into material expressions. It
is first an immaterial energy that translates itself into many forms.
Air, food, water and other gifts reveal their deep content which is
more than compounds such as minerals, hormones, genomes,
vitamins, carbohydrates or proteins.
This sacred dimension of nature, of food, of life, is also perceived
sometimes as a menace; we fear this mysterious power because it is
unknown and not easily graspable. We feel awe when we become
aware of the depth of the mystery of life and of the hidden conscious
orientation of its evolution towards what Teilhard de Chardin used to
call the Omega Point, although we ignore what this end point is and
means for our evolution.
This mysterious and hence unknown end point is probably one of the
causes that trigger in us a kind of fear of life and of nature, as we feel
confronted by something that is so much bigger than anything we
can represent ourselves and overwhelms us completely. We then
constantly tend to search for security in material settings because we
do not feel comfortable to be confronted by the mystery. We feel a
bit fragile and as though we were naked, so we look for comfort. It is
why, I guess, we are constantly caught between our desire to
discover and experience life fully and our anxiety of letting life rule
our lives. That is why we tend to escape constantly to find refuge in
meaningless activities that exempt us from focusing on the essential,
which turns out to be too challenging for our taste of an easy and
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smooth life. Nevertheless, the attraction of discovering the meaning
of mystery remains also powerful. It is why we never stop coming
back to the search for truth if we are truly alive.

The 4 types of escape from the threat of nature
Illusion, destruction, accumulation and uprooting are four
mechanisms we practise to escape the indifference of nature and
our feeling in awe of it.
Because of what we perceive as threatening or indifferent in nature,
and because of our fear of setting out on a harmonising path which
would give us access to a deeper spirituality, we take refuge in
mechanisms of escape. This denies us the positive influence of nature
as well as the realisation that we belong to it. These four mechanisms
are:
1) Illusion: we create for ourselves an illusory and artificial bubble
of protection through the use of force (energy) and virtuality
(technology).
2) Destruction: we transform and adapt our surroundings to our
wishes and own representations of how the world should be – and
end up destroying it – to give ourselves the illusion that we are
able to dominate and control our environment.
3) Accumulation: we exploit and plunder nature because we want
to find refuge in greed and accumulation that seem to give a
meaning to our lives and raise our personal status.
4) Uprooting: we disconnect ourselves from nature and lose track
of our evolutionary history, because we do not allow nature to
harmonise us, both within our selves and in our relationships with
nature and society.
I will describe these four mechanisms more extensively later on,
because they illustrate clearly the main trends of how we have
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twisted our relationship with nature and creation, in different forms
of escape from life. This description will provide a good half of the
material of this book, especially regarding our negative impacts on
the world.
Before I do so, however, it is essential to illustrate how and to what
extent humanity is an integral part of nature. How we choose to
behave in our relationship with nature, and the qualities we want to
foster in this relationship, remain fundamental choices, although our
Western technological civilisation tries to deny this premise.
Harmonisation or self-destruction
If we want to survive, we have only one choice: to integrate
harmoniously into nature. If we don’t, we will be destroyed. It is an
urgent choice!
When we impact negatively on our environment by engaging in one
of the four forms of escape (illusion, destruction, accumulation or
uprooting), we are contributing to the destruction of our present and
future suitable conditions for survival. Therefore, we will be the
principal victims of our own destructive trends, ignorance, stupidity,
greed and arrogance. Given our extremely limited ability to adapt
physically and psychologically to extreme conditions, we have no
chance of surviving if certain conditions deteriorate any further: a
few degrees more in average temperature and we will not be able to
nourish ourselves anymore nor to protect ourselves from the
harshness of climate. Severe conflicts over food and water are
already about to arise, in which we are likely to destroy one another.
Yet our power of destruction is also limited, although very harmful
for so many. The apparent indifference of nature towards us is, at the
same time, an expression of its infinite strength. It will survive us
even if we will have already destroyed many of its fundamental
equilibriums. It may never recover fully from the most severe
impacts and to a pre-human condition because the finely tuned
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balance that has allowed us to thrive has been broken. Many species
have already disappeared and many habitats that have been
destroyed cannot be restored. Nonetheless, long-term evolution is
nature’s fundamental mechanism that gives it resilience: it will
always return, sooner or later, to a different state of equilibrium,
whether it has to go through a hot, dry stage or through another ice
age, it will probably take several millions of years to heal. This
process will certainly come at a very high cost to many species, and
principally to us, Homo sapiens.
Humankind is much more fragile than we think. Our dependence on
each other and our surroundings is a true sign of our belonging but
also of our fragility. Because it cannot address the whole range of
variables at play, technology cannot provide the necessary means to
compensate for the degradation we have caused. So far, in the main,
technology has increased degradation rather than contributing to our
harmonisation with natural laws, and I therefore believe it is illusory
to think it could save us. Although technology will play a supportive
role in our rediscovery of a true relationship with nature, it is not the
ultimate solution. From the very narrow viewpoint of the radical
conservation of nature in its present state – and only from this narrow
viewpoint – the best solution for nature would probably be for
humankind to disappear, because this would eliminate the cause of
the problem. At the same time, however, this would be a terrible loss
of biodiversity and consciousness for the whole universe. Is this an
anthropocentric view? This is certainly not a radical solution we
should wish for.

Generally speaking, we still refuse to see the urgency to change and
adapt, and we do not perceive the present crisis as an incredible
opportunity to improve our quality of life. However, a true
harmonisation with nature would require of humankind a
fundamental revolution in the way we live, which would resolve the
tension between the two previously mentioned contradictions:
between belonging to nature and yet resenting its threat and
indifference to us; between the might of nature on one hand and its
fragility on the other. This harmonisation can only be achieved by
integrating all of our activities in all aspects of our lifestyle into the
natural cycles and limits as defined by the cosmos, as I will explain
further on.
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Self-limitation is the rule for our future, not as a regression but as an
invaluable opportunity for change and for a transformation towards
more harmony, truth and real happiness.
I contend that our resistance to this necessary change is directly
fostered by our Western culture that is at the root of our present
problems that chart a trend toward our demise. By contrast,
traditional societies, especially those which have been practising
ways of life which remain integrated with nature, constitute very
powerful challenges to the modern Western lifestyle – if we dare to
open our eyes and recognise the depth of their practices beyond their
simple material appearance.

Comfort as an insulating bubble
Comfort creates an artificial bubble which prevents us from being
in touch with the natural rhythms and forces acting in the cosmos.
At first sight, comfort seems to be a positive thing that our modern
era has allowed us to discover and get accustomed to. However,
when you look at it carefully, comfort is really a form of
imprisonment, inasmuch as it creates an artificial bubble of isolation
which reduces our potential to perceive what happens outside this
bubble. In becoming dependent on our artificial physical and
psychological comforts provided by our built and technological
environment as well as by a culture that teaches us that we are the
top of creation, we become ever less flexible and less open to other
life experiences. A degree of physical discomfort, as disturbing as it
may seem, can have a positive effects of stimulating our vitality and
preventing us from “falling asleep”.
In our Western society, physical comfort plays a very important –
perhaps even central – role in our choices. It governs most aspects of
our everyday life: heated or air-conditioned buildings, cars, lifts and
other means of transport exempt us from many forms of effort,
especially from experiencing with our bodies the physical forces of
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thermal energy, gravity and the work required to overcome distance
and difference in height and thereby grasping their significance. We
are accustomed to a stable temperature inside our dwellings
regardless of the temperature outside, so we wear the same light
clothes inside. Artificial lighting also creates independence from the
natural diurnal cycle day and night, or from natural light altogether,
which allows us to be awake at any time of the day. Although this
offers a degree of freedom from external constraints, it contributes to
reducing our organic connections with natural rhythms and cycles
determined by the sun and the moon, and the seasons.
Indeed, who would notice in a big city when the moon sets or rises,
whether it is waxing or waning and which phase it is in? In an urban
setting, time is linear, according to the digital measure of the watch,
and no longer cyclical, according to the variations in the position and
angle of the sun above the horizon.
In our contemporary Western way of life, we become ever more
dependent on the protection of our physical bodies as well as on the
avoidance of having to exercise flexibility of our minds and spirits.
Therefore, we are progressively reducing our capacities to cope with
sharp contrasts in temperature, adapt to external changes and tune
into natural cycles. Such adaptation would open us to an unknown
world and potentially new experiences. It is striking to see how our
distant ancestors could resist very harsh conditions of life which we
would not be able to survive in our present state or how, with
comfort, our “needs” have grown to an incredible extent. It does not
mean that all comfort is negative, but comfort must remain minimal
so as not to imprison us in an artificial bubble.

The body as a sensitive receptor
Comfort aims mainly at delivering us from physical effort, i.e. from
using our bodies, which become therefore almost like dead weights.
As comfort is understood principally as a physical concept, it relates
mainly to the needs of the body. Physical comfort provided by
artificial means has to replace the natural organic functions of our
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bodies to adapt to changing conditions. This deprives us of activity
and meaning, except for the basic bodily functions that we take for
granted: breathing, sleeping, eating, digesting. At the other extreme,
some of us exercise intensely in the gym or playing sports, often
motivated by a desire to learn how to control our bodies and to attain
excellence in competition. In either case, whether our bodies are
neglected or controlled, they lose their faculty to become a receptor
of what our environment tells us; they are no longer “captors of
subtle energy” as a solar panel absorbs sunlight.
Such strong self-inflicted limitation of our bodily faculties means the
intentional impairment of an important dimension of our beings in
their relationship with incarnation, which has to be understood as our
confrontation, as subtle beings, with the material world as an
expression of a deeper invisible reality. When it is not purely
physical, comfort also acts in a similarly diminishing way at the
psychological and mental level, by depriving us from using our full
faculties. Our spiritual search is also very often prevented or
hindered by too much comfort or indulgence.
A minimum of protection or comfort is certainly necessary to spare
us from expending all of our energy on fighting a hostile
environment. The mature notion of comfort concerns therefore a
subtle balance between exterior conditions and personal effort.
It is also generally well known in psychology that physical effort is
an excellent remedy against depression. Exercise allows tensions to
be dissolved and it especially provides us with a real experience of
gravity, height, speed and distance that helps us negotiate our daily
life. It makes the environment real and therefore helps us to know
more clearly where we stand.
Many people have escaped physical effort to such an extent that they
need to drive to the fitness centre, where they will have the
opportunity to run on the rubber band of a machine. Is that not the
most extreme contradiction, when it is so evident that running is
possible anywhere?
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Effort is what turns the wheels on a bicycle: we have to start
pedalling to find our balance and we need the dynamic energy of
movement to allow us to go forwards and steer the bike. Effort
creates a stimulation which allows us to adjust our balance to the
ever-changing movement. As it is the case for riding a bike, we
should practise in our daily life a degree of effort which should, as a
general rule, always be just a bit more than what we would like it to
be. This tiny supplement of willing effort is generally enough to
maintain a healthy dynamic and openness to the unknown
dimensions of life. This is true on the physical level but the same can
be said for our psychological, mental or spiritual efforts.
I feel that our bodies work in a similar way as receptors inasmuch as
they are our direct and principal links with the material surroundings
and their deeper meaning. Without our five senses we would not
have any knowledge of the world nor of the nature of life. It is why
we need the material world as a support that makes visible what is
not. The captor’s function of our bodies is then central to receiving
this message and needs to be activated as much as possible because it
offers a complementary perception to our mental interpretations.
My personal experience is that the hand has a fascinating capacity to
inform our whole being how to better adapt our movements, instant
after instant, to the action we are involved with. When we work with
our hands they almost lead us without us taking conscious mental
decisions. Their own sensitivity and intention seem to take charge of
the whole action. This function of the body as a captor is deeply
engraved in us and very trustworthy.

In a similar way, the body constitutes a kind of book which allows us
to read and understand our psychological state because they often
express physically, and thus make visible, what is happening in our
deepest psyche. Sensations, emotions, feelings and other inner states
may express themselves mainly through our bodies and become
therefore visible and understandable to us before we become
mentally aware of them. Physical pains and illnesses are also in some
cases signs of psychological issues. They may describe, and make us
aware of, the tensions and conflicts we experience at a more hidden,
interior and unconscious depth. Although they are not pleasant, these
different forms of suffering have to remain perceivable to us because
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they make us aware of many unconscious aspects of our present
experience. Yet comfort, or simply our own doubt or denial, too
often hide them or cover them with a veil of illusory wellbeing.
Essential links are broken by individualism
Comfort and search for pleasure develop our egocentric tendencies,
mainly by breaking our social and environmental links.
Search for comfort and pleasure is principally self-centred and this
self-centredness prevents us from opening up to those around us.
Such an egocentric search imprisons us in our own world and our
own preconceived egocentric representations of what life should be.
It deprives us of a way of looking freely at the world without our
view being deeply deformed by the filter of our own individual needs
or desires, or by an emphasis on individual frustration and
dissatisfaction. Yet as we may learn to better see the rich gifts of our
surroundings, we may also become more generous and therefore
more creative.
Detachment from our individual comfort and pleasure allows us to
concentrate on our personal or collective vocation, at a community
level; detachment reveals to each of us the many more potentials in
our surroundings. It links us with our neighbours and even helps us
be more generous: when we feel less of a need to care for ourselves,
we are also open to the needs of others. This form of freedom makes
us more complete and more creative. We are no longer the centre of
the world but interact with our environment, thereby restoring the
natural links of our interdependency with other beings. We integrate
therefore into the wider system of life, in our natural and social
surroundings.
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Whose culture is primitive?
Traditional societies have too often been considered primitive, but
they demonstrate a greater level of maturity in their capacity for
self-limitation.
Our Western world assesses other civilisations by the measure of
their material comfort and of the technological level of development
they have reached. In this simplified logic, Aboriginal or Amerindian
people are perceived as primitive cultures because their level of
technology, as we measure it, has remained low.
In comparison, our Western world seems very primitive when it
neglects some very fundamental dimensions of our lives, such as our
psychological development, our spiritual path, our body sensitivity
and expression, or even our moral requirements like the need for
care, love, equity and justice in our relationships with each other and
in our society in general. When materialism locks us up, it is a
terrible reduction of our being and exclusion of opportunities to go
down a deeper and more meaningful path.
According to my own experience and observation – and in
comparison to our entrapment in our bubble of comfort – traditional
societies seem much more complete with access to a broader range
of human experiences (although their means are very limited) while
our modern society seems to have preferred to implement a wider
range of diversions and distractions, indulging us in the use of
unrestricted tools. Traditional societies seem in this way more
mature because they remain wider in their options and touch the
more hidden dimensions of life.
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Chapter 2:
The traditional model
The traditional choice for harmony
Our modern Western culture has largely chosen to escape nature into
an artificial bubble of material comfort. In contrast, other cultures,
such as the Amerindian or the Australian Aboriginal ones, have
chosen to remain deeply rooted in the harmonising rhythms of
nature, despite the price of greater physical effort. In this next section
I will explore how their conscious choice for self-limitation and
simplicity reveals to us that the untold contradictory relationship
between comfort and effort constitutes an essential factor in the way
we choose and foster our future development.
The choice of minimal comfort
Amerindian or Australian Aboriginal cultures have consciously
reduced the impact of materiality to remain connected with nature.
These traditional peoples have made this conscious choice to forgo
further development of the material aspects of their cultures to
prevent isolating themselves from their surroundings, thus remaining
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deeply connected with their natural context, which they consider to
be the source of life. The surroundings are not considered mainly as a
physical or psychological threat – although they can be – but also
and before all as an expression of the spiritual world. It is therefore
essential to remain open to their message. A greater level of physical
comfort would create isolation from this expression and would
therefore be a hindrance to their spiritual path.
This conscious choice of self-limitation creates an opening to the
mysteries of life because it refuses to find an artificial form of
protection which would go beyond what we need. In reducing our
comfort we become more involved in the natural rhythms of life and
may be better able to receive their implicit teachings.
The concentric circles of Ojibway tradition
The Ojibway people describe our integration into nature as
concentric circles, where humanity stands at the most dependent
periphery.
In the tradition of the Ojibway, an Amerindian nation, the network of
life is seen as a set of concentric circles that denote dependency5. The
central circle is occupied by the Sun, the Earth, air, water, soil and
minerals; in the next surrounding circle are the plants, which depend
on the nourishing elements contained in the first circle; in the next
circle are the animals, which depend on the two previous ones
(minerals and plants); and in the outer circle is humankind because it
depends on all other elements contained in the circles closer to the
5

See Derek Rasmussen, in Interculture, (precise reference of the issue unknown),
Intercultural Institute of Montreal, 4730 av. Papineau, Montreal, CANADA
H2H 1V3 (now closed). The archives of the Institute can be found on the
website http://iimarchives.org Derek Rasmussen was at that time the adviser for
Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., the organisation that represented the Inuit people of
Nunavut (Quebec, Canada).
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centre. It is fascinating to notice that this tradition observes nature as
it is, while our Western civilisation has developed the complete
opposite attitude in putting humankind in the centre and projecting
its wishes and illusions onto reality!
One could say crudely that humankind is in fact a kind of parasite on
nature. Nature can live without it but humankind needs nature for its
survival. Technology, as powerful as it can be, does not change
anything in this regard.
A Copernican revolution
The recognition of the truth of the Ojibway perception means a
complete change of mind: a deep transformation.
The analogy between the Ojibway perception and Copernicus is
evident: in both approaches the centre becomes the periphery. If we
accept both interpretations as a fundamental way of understanding
reality, our anthropocentric representation is no longer feasible. We
must see ourselves as interacting with, and being dependent on, one
another in an intensive network of complex relationships with nature
and with our brothers and sisters: the rocks, plants, animals and
human beings. The fact that humankind is standing at the periphery
of the Objibway representation, as a parasite, does not diminish our
value in any way. We remain as useful as we are because we are a
necessary part of the composite network. Our value does not depend
on the centrality of our position or on our power. Rather, it is related
to our ability to open to the diverse relationships we can develop
with our environment. The richness of this other way of being
depends more on our attention to the surrounding context, our faculty
to listen, our ability to understand what is going on and on our
respect for the different actors, whether large or small, strong or
weak. It depends more on our capacity to adapt than on our ability or
will to impose our preconceived views, desires and representations
on the others (nature or society).
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It is strange that our modern society, which assumes to be scientific,
rational and objective in its thinking, can adopt an opposite attitude
and base the conditions of humanity’s survival and its relationships
with the world on such an emotional, anthropocentric perception that
is contrary to observation. I contend this is rooted principally in the
fear of nature’s indifference and might, as I have described before.
The Ojibway perspective relies much more on facts, while our
Western modern so-called rational perception is here falsified by
illusion, projection and emotion: it is why our fear to recognise what
is as it is can only prevent us from living fully.
Our illusory way of perceiving and thinking describes a peculiar
psychological state characterised by a lack of maturity in being able
to integrate a complex reality into one’s world view. In daily
interactions, young children often remain confused because they
cannot establish any distinction between their own desires, their
experiences and their unaffected surroundings. As long as they have
not yet learned that the world exists independently of them, they
cannot interact in a mature way with what is distinct and different
from them. They have yet to experience that other actors have often
points of view that are irreconcilable with their own, and must learn
to see the world as others do, while remaining themselves. In this
way our Western society seems still very childish.
The development of language and concepts should help us establish
a distinction between our own perceptions and the external reality or
perceptions of others. Very often though, instead of being the fruits
of our objective observation, we use concepts and self-created
representations to reinforce our preconceived ideas and patterns, and
they even encourage us to create an illusory world based on these
concepts which we have carefully elaborated to reshape the world
according to our desires.
Many people never grow beyond the childhood stage of development
because they have yet to learn to recognise how much the world has
its own logic that does not obey their power. Therefore, they never
become capable of understanding another perception without seeing
it from their own point of view or perceiving it as an act of
aggression or a threat. In this way, the others become their enemies
or are dismissed as “primitive”.
Modern society’s prevailing attitude towards the creation is a
powerful illustration of this deep distortion in our understanding of
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life as it is based more on our own projections than on an attentive
and loving observation of the true nature of what surrounds us. The
capitalist market economy and technology have seduced us to see the
world as a product to be dominated and consumed.

The Copernican revolution of the Ojibway perception of life provides
a model for deep change in the way we interpret the world, which
may also lead to a deep change in our attitude: a radical conversion
in our world view called a “metanoia” that has the potential to deeply
transform our relationship with the world. It would re-harmonise us
with nature and its cycles as well as with our brothers and sisters –
all other living beings. It would open the doors to a new future and
offers a new quality of life deeply rooted in our environment and in
our interaction with it and other people.
Connections with land and belonging
We have lost the awareness of being rooted in, or belonging to, the
land and the living community that have fostered and shaped us.
Our increased mobility today, even though it provides new
opportunities to experience global diversity, has broken our roots.
Many of us have lost the feeling of belonging to the place that has
given birth to us. In contrast, traditional societies, and especially
Indigenous Australian or Amerindian cultures have always
considered their belonging to the land as a dominant feature of their
life and culture. To them, each place has its special energy and
power; in some places they feel such a powerful energy that they
cannot submit to it for too long. These special places are usually
declared sacred sites, such as power places in nature, or megalithic
stone arrangements, just like Romanesque churches or Gothic
cathedrals in European societies; these special sites, where one feels
the presence and action of a special energy, have become places to
which people return to have their own energy recharged.
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Yet any place where we live also has its own features. If we observe
the nature of our connection to this place, we discover how much we
belong to the land more than the land belongs to us.
A place is also a network of relationships that give expression to the
living community that provides us with the main resources and gifts
we receive in our lifetime. By the expression “living community” I
mean all the sentient beings that live in a place, whether human
beings or animals or plants … or even rocks. All together, they form
the surroundings and are thus part of the energy cycle, exerting
influence through their presence and actions, the quality of their
behaviour and the maturity of their perception of what happens or is
offered by others. This is not only true for human beings!
For First Nations people the land has its shape given by their
ancestors. Their myths explain the form of the topography and the
content of the landscape. The land becomes the visualisation of the
spiritual entities that shaped it and us at the same time. Rational
Westerners have the tendency to consider these traditional beliefs
with contempt; yet this is a huge mistake, because these myths offer
an explanation of what is visible and give it a meaning. They
describe the landscape not as a picture but as a content of meanings
and energies that influence us endlessly, even if we are not aware of
them. In this way nature becomes creation as I explained it earlier. It
is very similar to the spiritual approach to interpreting the world, as
opposed to the materialist approach.
From my own experience, I know a swamp that is the source of a
slow meandering river, where I feel drained of my vitality and where
I could almost fall asleep and, like the Sleeping Beauty, remain
forever if I did not have the reflex to escape. In contrast, in a
different place such as a dry riverbed full of boulders and deep
cavities, I feel re-energised as though the energy of the intermittently
flowing river has been stored in the boulders. I personally feel the
energy of places as something very powerful and mysterious that we
completely undervalue in our rational and materialistic culture. In
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comparison, traditional cultures have usually remained very aware of
this kind of quality and power and know how to live with it.
Rediscovering this invisible link is a rich learning opportunity we
need to undergo. We can acquire such a new awareness of our own
place and living community even without losing our mobility. Once
we are enriched by this newly awakened sensitivity to the energy of
places, we are able to discover and get to know other places in a
much richer way.
This deeper understanding of our true relation with the land is a very
important aspect of our relationship with the many traditional
cultures of the world, or rather, of our lack of it or denial of its
importance. Through the present trend of globalisation we are on the
way to destroying these cultures as well as all the precious teachings
they could offer us. It is urgent to rehabilitate them by giving them
our respect, protect them from annihilation and listen to them
seriously. But this deeper listening and understanding of their rich
heritage can only occur if we change our minds about how we relate
to the land. As long as we do not understand how much we belong to
the place that has given us life – whether at birth or during our
lifetime – we will be unable to relate to these ancient cultures.

The importance of our belonging to the land is one of the keys to a
true reconciliation with all indigenous cultures, especially with First
Nations Australian and Amerindian cultures. One could even say that
such reconciliation can only occur if we show ourselves ready to
listen and accept to be taught. Only then can these First Nations
people accept to teach us and guide our discovery of our true link
with the land. Reconciliation will be then the opportunity for a deep
change in the way we look at the world, but it will first require us to
“allow” traditional people to play their full role in our society. I write
“allow” not because we (as white people) are entitled to decide
whether we want to or not – how could we justify such an abusive
right? – but because, to our shame, we have forcefully acquired the
corrupt power to prevent the full expression of their true nature. Are
we finally ready to risk this deep inner revolution and enrichment for
all? This depends on us, and only us.
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Traditional societies as our teachers
Traditional societies which have developed a harmonious,
integrated relationship with nature should become our teachers
and guides.
Traditional societies that live in harmony with nature make our
failures visible because they show us that it is possible to live
without destroying the Earth. Their traditional approaches are
fundamentally different from our materialist approach inasmuch as
they do not consider their relationship with nature as a subject of
purely scientific or technical study (as is ecology) but integrate this
dimension of their survival into the most comprehensive picture they
have of life in its entirety and their relationship with the land, their
ancestors and the divine (what we would consider spirituality or
theology).
It is essential to recognise the links between the ability of these
traditional societies to live in harmony with the cosmos and their
many other typical characteristics, which can be described as
follows:
• Traditional societies do not make any distinction between culture
and nature. Culture has to provide the means for interpreting the
way we should and do relate to the world in its whole complexity
(that is, its visible as well as its invisible dimensions). Culture
thus defines the way we relate to nature and to other human
beings. Culture consists also in a link with nature and with our
whole natural, human and social environment. This link can
evolve into two different directions: either in acceptance
(adaptation) or refusal (creation of virtuality and illusion).
• Traditional societies do not make any distinction between
spirituality and the more practical aspects of daily survival. For
them the mystery and the sacred dimensions of life penetrate all
aspects of social life and of everyday living. There is no such
concept as spirituality because the dimension of the sacred is an
integrated aspect of their way of relating to others and to the
whole, of which they are only a part and whose source of energy
(the divine) is as well in them as in others.
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• The approach to life in traditional societies ensues more from a
feminine or Yin attitude (listening, welcoming, preserving) than
from a masculine or yang attitude (imposing, controlling,
dominating). By being more receptive, as they generally are,
women develop a better faculty to understand, to adapt and
therefore to respect and preserve; by contrast, cultures with a
more technological and materialistic approach – rather
masculine, dominating and patriarchal in their essence – will try
to impose their will or projects; they aim at transforming their
surroundings, to adapt them to their own wishes and
representations, despite the richness of the content they tend to
ignore. Of course this dominant feminine or Yin attitude in
traditional societies does not mean that these societies are not
also, as often, patriarchal in their structure, with strong trends of
repression of, or violence against, women. Beyond cultural
differences there remains probably in us humans a tendency to
dominate and to control.
• Biological and cultural diversity is better preserved by traditional
people than by our modern Western approach of life6.
Biodiversity is best preserved where cultural diversity (ethnic,
linguistic, religious) is still well maintained. For instance, it has
been noticed that the biodiversity has been best maintained where
the language diversity has also been best preserved. Countries
with only one dominant language (US, UK) have generally a
poorer biodiversity than countries where many languages and
dialects are still in daily use, many people speaking fluently
many – sometimes four or five – autochthonous languages (in
Africa or Asia). This research indicated a strong correlation
between cultural diversity and natural biodiversity. It is obvious
that a unilateral approach resulting in exclusion of diversity
would destroy what does not fit into this restricted picture. The
way we exploit natural resources is a clear illustration of this.
By contrast with the traditional approach, the approach of the
Western world to nature conservation, climate change and other
environmental problems is typically scientific and technological. We

6

See Resurgence No 250, Indigenous Intelligence (many different authors in the
same issue),. Ford House, Hartland, Bideford, Devon EX39 6EE, UK. Website
www.resurgence.org.
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ask the question: what is the problem and how can technology fix it?
The debate tends to focus on the means rather than on the aims or on
the way we perceive life. We believe that technology should be able
to provide the solutions without our having to consider to what
degree our destructive impact on nature stems from our ways of
living, which in turn ensue from the way we see ourselves as the
masters of the universe. We must also consider how much of this
destruction occurs because we deny the sacred dimension of life.
Because of their deeper understanding of people’s relationship with
nature, traditional societies that still live in harmony with nature
must become our teachers and guides to help us rediscover a more
mature understanding of our integration into, or adaptation to, our
natural surroundings, as according to the Ojibway tradition.

This question of our rightful integration into our natural surroundings
goes far beyond the strictly technical problem of natural resource
management or use of sustainable energy sources. It is closely linked
with the meaning of life itself and with the way we relate to the
invisible aspects of our existence.

Reconciliation with traditional thinking and
being
Reconciliation with First Nations cultures
Reconciliation can only happen when First Nations are given the
opportunity to contribute freely to transforming our Western
society.
Traditional cultures of First Nations people in Australia, in North and
South America, or elsewhere in the world, have suffered much and
their populations have been diminished and displaced to such a
degree that they are struggling for survival, at least in those places
where white culture has dominated. Many of them have lost or are
losing their indigenous language.
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Although no culture is perfect and can deliver us a readymade truth,
First Nations people should be trusted to lead us on the path to
another understanding of life and thus a truer relationship with our
natural surroundings (land) and social surroundings (community).
Our capacity to listen to what they have to teach us would clear the
path for the recognition of these usually despised cultures. It would
pave the way for their integration into our modern society and also,
very importantly, for our integration into their traditional way of
perceiving life, in a way which would be their way and not our
Western one. Of course, that is if they are willing to. They would not
need to leave behind their identity in their attempt to accommodate
our Western priorities but would be able to contribute their own
specificity and their own difference. Their integration and our
integration would therefore mean another way of living together and
another way of being in the world which would inspire us and
certainly invite us to change. We would have to adapt to their way of
perceiving reality inasmuch as we would be able to recognise the
wisdom of their perception. Giving them this opportunity would
restore their dignity and likewise restore our lost dignity; it would
give expression to our understanding and openness to otherness as a
source of unlimited richness and diversity as a fundamental condition
for a more complete life.
The first step on this path consists of reintroducing local languages
in their full diversity. In Australia, local Indigenous languages
should be taught at schools in the regions where they were practised
inasmuch as they can be brought back to full liveliness. Similarly,
this applies in North and South America to Amerindian, in Africa to
African, and in Asia to Asian languages. These traditional languages
should become again the normal ways for expression and
communication for all traditional people as well as for those white
people who have settled in these same regions. As mentioned earlier,
a high diversity of languages coincides with, and supports high
biodiversity and provides a form of immunity to globalisation as well
as a resistance to habitat destruction.
Diversified societies are much better able to resist crises and weather
difficult times. We have to remember how much the languages of
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colonising nations, and especially English, have been tools for the
domination, assimilation and homogenisation of the colonised
indigenous cultures. The worldwide influence of English has
therefore a large part in the destruction of language diversity. This is
why it is important to recognise how much our approach to language
diversity is also linked with how we approach nature conservation .
The introduction of indigenous language teaching in schools seems
at first glance not to have anything to do with the conservation of
nature. But it will certainly contribute to establishing the deep roots
for a new approach to our social and natural surroundings
stimulating a more alive and creative form of diversity.

Another rich field of discovery for our materially rich but spiritually
poor Western societies is offered by the study of vernacular
craftsmanship, especially of architecture, such as of the varied
traditional local forms of housing or town aggregates as they have
formed through millennia of traditional living. The diversity of
traditional architecture is absolutely mind-blowing, when one thinks
of the differences between an igloo, a nomadic tent, a rammed-earth
desert house, light bamboo tropical constructions, underground
housing, and Aboriginal constructions.
The same is true for the technical instruments and artefacts of such
diverse cultures used to cultivate the ground or produce the tools
necessary for daily living. This great diversity offers us the
opportunity to become aware of how much each traditional culture
has developed a deep know-how of its living conditions and invented
original solutions that respond to them appropriately. Moreover,
these technical and cultural solutions are usually provided with very
simple means that are generally completely sustainable and in
harmony with the environment. Thus, each respective way of
responding to the external conditions creates a fabulous system of
interaction with the land, the climate, the availability of materials, the
complementarity of people’s skills through trade and crafts, the
cultural options and preferences. The perfect sustainability, the high
suitability and extreme diversity of so many contrasted solutions
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show us the amount of wealth that hides behind the diversity of
cultures.
This way of cooperating with traditional cultures and the recognition
of their valuable contribution to the transformation of our modern
society is probably the key to many problems of our time. In
Australia, it will be impossible to achieve reconciliation and offer a
decent place to First Nations people as long as the Western paradigm
is to integrate them – that is, force them – into its own way of
functioning. Indigenous cultures will be able to find their true
expression and an authentic role in Australian society only when they
will be recognised for their extremely rich understanding of life and
when they will be given the free opportunity to contribute to the
transformation of the Euro-Australian white model. Our recognition
of the importance of our relationship with the land will be only the
first step to treat many other issues that are seemingly unrelated to
the “re-integration” of the first inhabitants of this continent.
These issues include:
• an official recognition of the fact that the land has been stolen
from its traditional custodians;
• a response to the Uluru Statement of the Heart, through the
establishment of a First Nations Voice enshrined in the
Constitution;
• the honest study and teaching of history concerning the time of
early white settlement and the recognition of the killing of
Indigenous people by the settlers (Makarrata and truth-telling);
• an explicit understanding of the Western way of life as one of
domination and control;
• a recognition of the violence inflicted on the land, resulting in the
destruction of the fundamental equilibriums of nature;
• an examination of the extractive mentality concerning natural
resources that underpins the present destructive and excessive
mining of these resources (from minerals to agriculture and
fishing); and
• an open recognition of the widespread denial of the reality and
impact of climate change and of:
•

the heavy materialism and consumerism;
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•
•
•
•

•

the excessive pragmatism and lack of long-term creative vision
in politics;
the obsession with economic growth;
the dominating masculine pattern of action at the cost of a
more feminine, peaceful and caring attitude;
the dominant link to the Anglo-Saxon world and insufficient
links with surrounding nations, and the absence of an
Australian identity that does not rely on its colonial past; and
the resistance to welcoming refugees from Southern countries.

Indigenous land rights
Indigenous people have the right to use their land in the traditional
way that excludes all interfering polluting activities such as
mining.
Naomi Klein, in her book This Changes Everything7,, gives a
powerful description of the destruction of the environment by
extraction activities for fossil fuels (coal, oil, gas and tar sands).
British conquerors in North America had recognised the rights of
indigenous people to continue to live according to their traditional
way of life, sustained mainly by hunting, fishing and cultivating the
ground. Although indigenous people were forced to give up their
land to the invaders, their own rights for using the land were
officially recognised; these rights remained in place and are still
today enshrined in legislation, despite evidence showing that in
practice, these days they are rarely respected.
These fundamental rights to the management of their traditional land
have been often referred to – and sometimes successfully – by
indigenous North American people in their many attempts to prevent
mining or other extraction activities. These activities are
tremendously polluting and hence endanger the traditional way of
7

Naomi Klein: This Changes Everything, Simon and Schuster, 2014.
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life based on restrained use of resources in a pristine environment.
This legal entitlement is an essential aspect of the re-conquest of
basic rights that would allow them to protect the environment from
aggressive exploitation.
From another point of view, it is also fascinating to imagine how
these same rights could be extended to all inhabitants of a given
territory – even to people who are not indigenous – if the access to
clean water, clean soil and clean air were recognised as a basic
human right. This means that a new strategy could be implemented
that would be based on elementary human rights that could empower
us – if we wish – to prevent the destruction of our environment and
to promote another form of development based on the fundamental
principles of equity, sustainability and harmony.
The next step after recognition of these fundamental human rights
would be to implement small-scale development projects based on
renewable energy generation, as described by Naomi Klein.
Indigenous people could become – if they wish – the new actors in
this development as it would be based on the same values they have
practised, maintained and protected for so many millennia through
their way of life. In becoming the custodians of their old form of
harmonious development while also adapting to new sustainable
technologies and processes, they would become the leaders of a new
future, not in adopting the rigid pattern of Western white society
obsessed with profit, but in developing a fundamentally new practice
of justice and equity, in a different relationship with nature and the
cosmos based on harmony, such as they have venerated it in their
own culture since the origin. On this level, our Western civilisation
has completely failed and it would be a fabulous and honest
recognition of our failure to pass the baton to more competent people
to lead us onto this new path.
In the short term, this development would provide skilled jobs for
many indigenous people who live now in misery because of their
marginalisation, neglect and rejection by white agents and
governments. Such a transition should not be a problem as it is only
the restitution of a lost status. People would be very glad to recover
their rights by the acquisition of new technical skills. In addition to
this learning process, it would allow the recognition of the role they
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have always played, particularly in Australia, in protecting this
continent for more than 60,000 years since they became its carers.
Here again, this would restore dignified relationships between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people and give shape to a new
forms of solidarity and true community. A long learning process is
therefore necessary for all, whether Indigenous or Euro-Australian.
This project is described here with woulds and shoulds, but it
depends only on us to make it the reality of tomorrow. The only
obstacle is so far has been a lack of will.

Ecotheology
When ecology – integration into our surroundings – merges with
theology – contemplation of the sacred – harmony and peace arise.
Ecology has developed as a scientific approach of understanding
organisms and how they interact with each other in their community
in our surroundings, having developed tools to document populations
of species to protect them and the ecosystems they depend on. Some
ecologists also work in managing the natural balance in the
production of resources, pollution control, ecological restoration and
of waste management. Ecology makes an important contribution to
the protection of the environment but, as such, it remains in general
still an expression of our self-centredness, domination and
exploitation of nature, because it remains grounded on the perception
that we have to manage natural resources and the way they are
produced if we want to survive. As said earlier, what one calls “deep
ecology” is different because it challenges this pattern.
We can illustrate this statement by two examples that show how
ecology has to grow into a much wider discipline:
• In the debate about climate change, most people mention excess
greenhouse gases as the main problem and alternative energy as an
important part of the solution. In general terms, they talk about
“protection of the environment”; it means us in the centre acting to
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protect the environment – “environment” means etymologically
“what is around us”. These arguments about energy certainly
address the real issue of our overconsumption but they
nevertheless do not seem to address or question the way we live
nor our main priorities in life, much beyond the question of the
necessary management of our impact on the environment. The real
issue is in fact not about the tension between the environment and
us; this is only the visible part of the iceberg. But the real issue is
that, together, the environment and us, we form a whole and unity,
and this means that we have urgently to rediscover the way we can
make this unity a reality of every day. This unity is no longer
about the environment (around us) but about the milieu
(etymologically the centre or the core of life). Of course we can
only achieve this by curbing our excesses and by self-limitation
but the core of the problem remains nevertheless how we may
implement radically this form of true unity; this means that we
have to find new ways to live in symbiosis with the natural context
in which we live; this is a far more wider and deeper ambition than
just reaching relative equilibrium with the environment in our
consumption of resources and production of wastes. Indigenous
cultures have well understood this fundamental difference. It is
why they are so far in advance of us.
• And the second example: When I say or write “nature”, most
people understand I’m talking about the environment; this entity
“around us” this means it does not include us. They do not see that
nature is much more than this external context in which we live; it
is indeed an all-encompassing constant process of creation as the
visible expression of the flow of life that animates us, in the same
way as it animates the whole cosmos, in a process of incessant
transformation and invention of new forms. This constant process
of creation is what keeps us alive at each instant of our lives. But
this very narrow understanding of nature as an external “thing” is
almost never mentioned as being the real cause of the core issue of
our belonging to nature and of our dependence on this process of
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unending creation. Only this other understanding of nature as a
process of unending creation could help to heal the way we no
longer feel part of the whole.
It is why, writing these pages, I try to convince you, reader, that we
have to go beyond these too-narrow understandings of our world.
This is the great turnaround of mind this book is about.
Ecology is not only the science for the protection of nature, and the
management of resources and wastes. It is much more; it should
become, above all, the art of the right understanding of our belonging
to a wider system with many other sentient beings, of which we are
only a part (as according to the Ojibway perception) in this process
of constant creation. It is more about ways of being than managing
our relationship with nature.
On the one hand, quantum physics has introduced in science an
awareness of the impact of mental influences on material
phenomena. It has even recognised the existence of the divine, for
example when Albert Einstein or Stephen Hawking spoke of
“knowing the mind of God”. Nevertheless, quantum physicists try to
understand the influence of the divine on our world as if it were
another form of physical force. They try to integrate its new
awareness of this presence into the traditional pattern of scientific
description. There have been attempts to write the mathematical
formula which would express how God influences our world. Is it
not yet another way to try to master or define what God is and does?
It means to still refuse to surrender to the sacredness of life.
On the other hand, theology has become in many ways very similar
to other academic disciplines. It is no longer the art of contemplation
of the unspeakable truth and nature of God that one experiences in
daily life as it was the case for instance for the Desert Fathers.
Theology has become too often an intellectual discipline which one
can study at university; in my opinion, it should take an approach
that is very different from other academic fields. In contrast with the
field of other disciplines, nothing can be said about God that could
reveal his true nature. The finger points to the way but does not
describe the aim, which remains hidden and impossible to describe.
This is the big difference with other fields of research: in theology
the topic remains unknown! It is why the best way of describing
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without defining the characteristics of the subject has always been
the apophatic way of the Eastern tradition. It is more about what it is
not than what it is. The path of liberation is described rather than the
“object of worship” (which does not exist as such). When theology
becomes once again an everyday practice for contemplation of the
unfathomable sacredness of life, it returns to its real source and its
true vocation.
When ecology and theology return to their true vocation, they can
merge; and a new awareness arises which sees the unity and
harmony of the universe beyond the apparent incoherence of our
human perceptions which are powerfully distorted by our subjective
and very partial understanding. The new unified approach, which
arises through the merging of ecology and theology, becomes very
powerful by emphasising the close interdependency between matter
and spirit. In this way, our scientific understanding of the cycles of
nature can be integrated into a wider understanding of how the
evolution of our universe is guided by an invisible force, which is
love.

A new anthropology
We need a new anthropology (understanding of life) which will
guide us in our choices on the path towards truth and happiness.
The many contemporary problems we are confronted with, such as
violence, injustice, poverty, the growing gap between poor and rich,
climate change, financial crises, depression and anxiety, and the
decay of democracy are not the main issues. They are rather the
products and the images of the false divide between ecology and
theology I just described; they are in fact the expressions of the deep
ethical, humanist and spiritual crisis we are going through, and of our
inadequate understanding of what life is about.
To get out of this crisis we need to (re)discover the deep meaning of
our existence and of our living together. We need to develop a new
anthropology, a new humanism which is not based on material
contingencies but which explains life and formulates the major
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priorities to inform our choices. We need to discover an
anthropology which focuses on human values, on the deepest
dimensions of life itself and not on its maintenance conditions alone.
This anthropology can only be anchored in a wider understanding of
the meaning of life, much beyond a purely ethical frame. It has to be
a large fresco of the invisible sources of our life energy and its
purposes.
Evidently this anthropology cannot provide readymade answers
because it would be presumptuous or totalitarian to impose a unique
answer when we are so ignorant of what hides behind the screen.
This is a quest that has to respond to our human diversity of
perceptions and cultures. This new anthropology will be rather a
search or the art of asking the right question that keeps us awake and
aware of the unsolved aspects of our life.
Naturally each culture will develop its own questions, understanding
and representations, though it is to believe that a fundamental,
enduring and universal philosophy (called perennial philosophy)
constitutes the base of this new (or old) understanding of life as
being sacred and mysterious. All our faculties (physical, technical,
scientific, intellectual, artistic, philosophical, psychological, emotive
and spiritual) will contribute to making this existing background
more perceptible and conscious for all, yet in a way that would rely
on a diversity of approaches and understandings.
This search for a new anthropology illustrates very well what is
meant by ecotheology as a new way to perceive life and its
integration into a wider framework: the whole universe with its
invisible reality.
This has to be our choice. The new paradigm says: the world
becomes what we see in it, whether it is a fearful field for struggle
and survival or, on the contrary, a fascinating place to practise love
and creativity. In both cases life remains a risky challenge, yet in the
latter it promises a most rewarding content. Let’s discover this new
narrative.
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Four ways to escape from
the power of nature
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Chapter 3:
Escape through denial
In general, our Western pattern of development does not call on us to
incorporate the sense of wonder about life in our daily practice and
as driving energy to better integrate into our natural and social
surroundings. With its dominant ideology of comfort, pleasure and
material wellbeing, it does exactly the contrary. Instead of helping
us, it invites us to escape reality.
As I mentioned before, illusion, destruction, accumulation and
uprooting are the four strategies we practise to escape from the
power, indifference and awe of nature. I will try now to explain these
four strategies more concretely.
Let’s start with the first one: illusion and denial.
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Refuge in illusion
Force and virtuality
We create an artificial place of illusory refuge through the use of
force (energy) and virtuality (technology); both deny true life.
The negation of effort and the creation of a bubble of illusory
comfort constitute the two main ways we use for escaping discomfort
when confronted with the material reality of life; this bubble isolates
– and thus “protects” – us from the mystery to which the raw
surrounding reality would otherwise expose us. With ignorance and
fear, we reject the universe as it is and try to create an artificial world
which is meant to meet our idealised representations of life, and to
satisfy the expectations that ensue from these representations.
To create this bubble, force and virtuality have become our two main
tools for escaping reality.
1) Force (energy) allows us to avoid effort and to escape the harsh
contact with matter’s heaviness: weight, height, distance. Force
provides us each time with the fruits of effort without our having
to cope with the necessary effort itself, nor to be confronted with
the laws of nature acting on us. In doing so, we are never
challenged by the test of consequence: we no longer need to relate
the fruits to their source, nor the effort required to produce them;
thus we avoid the process and get directly to the result (the
product).
2) Virtuality characterises the artificial bubble we have created
which becomes what we want the world to be instead of being an
expression of reality. Because we are cut off from it, reality
outside our bubble can no longer inform us how much the virtual
world we live in is purely a product of our artificial means and
imagination; similarly, we have lost the ability to perceive to what
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extent our self-made laws of virtuality are in contradiction with
life.
Force and virtuality are closely interlinked: we could not create the
bubble of illusory comfort without technology, which relies mainly
on external sources of energy (electricity, oil, coal, gas, solar
radiation, geothermal). Out of our insulation from the external world
arises virtuality because the world we have created is cut off from the
real universe. We remain in a dreamlike state, without being in touch
with life.
Let’s see in more detail how force and virtuality work to insulate us.
1) Force allows denial
Our use of force (energy) changes our relationship with our
surroundings, which lose their heaviness and meaningful reality.
Nature imposes rhythms upon us, such as that of day and night, the
seasons, the phases of the moon or, at a more personal level, the
different stages of our life. The topography of our surroundings
imposes obstacles to our mobility in rivers, oceans, mountains,
passes or deserts. Therefore, distance generates differences:
differences between climatic conditions, between cultures and
languages, between people. You may be only one metre away from
me, but this metre is enough to reveal how you are different from me.
With the use of technology, we are now capable of denying nature
and even the existence of these natural rhythms, distances, contrasts
and differences. Distance is reduced proportionally by the speed of
our means of transport. It no longer takes much effort to cross a pass
with our heavy luggage, or to cross the ocean or the desert, because
our vehicle (car, boat, train or plane) provides the necessary effort
while we are sitting comfortably in a seat which does not even seem
to move. Thus we have lost the experience of effort to overcome
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distance, of our confrontation with matter. Instead we take refuge in
a sort of mental space.
Technology, if implemented under the right conditions and at an
appropriate scale, allows us to be enriched with many aspects of life
we would not otherwise discover. Yet, inasmuch as it provides us
with such experiences, it also transforms our reality and therefore
twists our perceptions of it. We lose the authentic perception of our
true relationship with nature, because the use of energy (force)
distances and isolates us from it. This inevitably breaks our true bond
with nature as our nourishing Mother.
Our too-powerful tools, and the impoverished perception they foster,
have destroyed our capacity to listen and to adapt: we do not know
anymore how to use the forces of the wind, the stream and the waves
to take us where we wish to go. Rather, the wind, the stream and the
waves have become elements of a game we play with when we go
sailing, canoeing or surfing.
I do not mean to suggest we should not use any artificial means or
tools; I only wish to emphasise how the use of these artificial means
changes our perceptions of the world. It shows how difficult it is to
find the right balance that allows life to develop and to be enriched,
without breaking our life-giving relationship with nature and our
surroundings.

2) Virtuality allows illusion
Virtuality allows us to live in an illusory world whose laws we have
created ourselves, impairing our ability to confront the truth.
Without any mediating devices, our daily confrontation with the laws
of nature (cycles, rhythms, materiality, power) usually forces us to
constantly re-evaluate the adequacy of what we are doing and the
impact of our behaviours; we can feel the contact or physical
resistance directly on our own skin. Causes and consequences remain
clearly visible and understandable. As soon as we live in a more
artificial world, however, we lose this ability to confront truth
because the laws of our artificial world predominate. Very often we
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ourselves are the creators of these laws or at least our society has
created this artificial world in order to escape the harsh realities of
nature. Hence, by distancing ourselves from our natural
surroundings, we destroy and lose our reference to a normal world.
Virtuality becomes the source of all illusions and of any form of
reduction of our perceptions or insulation from the context in which
we live. Imagination and creativity are positive forces when they are
used in harmony with the laws of nature and life; whereas when
connected with illusion, they can reveal themselves to be pernicious
and destructive.
In creating our own artificial world, we inevitably create a new order
which may well be in contradiction with life in many ways. This
negative aspect of virtuality is even used by our modern means of
communication, information and publicity to create an ever more
virtual world which that has ever less in common with reality. This
artificial world can then be more easily manipulated.
Thus, fiction becomes ever more the basic law of our life: we do not
know what we consume, nor in which conditions it has been
produced. We generate ever more our income through speculation
(on the stock exchange or through investment) and ever less through
our own creativity or capacity to work using our own skills and time.
The more our relationships are based on virtual links, the more we
can cheat and play. Telling lies becomes the fundamental law in
publicity, in business, in politics, in communication. This is
especially reinforced by means which do not allow direct contact
with others, such as when people communicate via the internet or the
media; this way our interlocutor becomes abstract. And the more
virtual relationships are, the more difficult it becomes to evaluate
their truthfulness. Those engaged in publicity and information have
learned how to use this power – or more exactly, handicap – of
virtuality in their own interest.

The increasing complexity of our wider world makes it easier for
people to cheat, especially those with economic, social or political
power, and likewise for people to be cheated. In contrast, local
development makes everything more tangible and therefore more
transparent – what you see is what you get – and understandable.
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Virtuality is a major illness of our modern society. The use of
computers, the internet and social media creates new addictions that
lead people to spend most of their life in front of a screen where
nothing real happens but what they want to project onto it.
Computers, because they propose a simplified perception of life,
become the refuge for so many people who can no longer relate to
other human beings without feeling frightened, especially if they are
very shy or sensitive, and if they see the craziness of our world in
which they cannot find their place.
A trend towards dematerialisation
The power of force and virtuality makes the world unreal and
therefore frightening because we never know where we truly stand.
By using force and virtuality we change our relationship with the
world because we shape it according to our will and no longer
according to what it is. We have imposed ourselves as the masters of
nature. This form of dominance suits us well when it allows us to
exploit natural resources and satisfy our avidity. At the same time,
this domination destroys the balance of nature and prevents us from
seeing nature as it is. We become blinded; we live in illusion and are
no longer capable of establishing a true relationship with our
nourishing surroundings. The world which we belong to loses its true
face and its reality; we have reduced it to a caricature.
Subconsciously, we know this very well and are therefore frightened
by our inability to relate to the true nature of our surroundings. In
painting our own simplified version on top of the true image of
nature, we have deleted this true image and lost it, condemning
ourselves to find refuge in the false world we have created and
cutting ourselves off from the true source of our harmonisation. In
this way, the real world becomes more and more frightening because
it turns into something inaccessible and unknown. The world
dematerialises.
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It is important to understand that matter expresses what the world is
because it makes it directly graspable for our senses. Matter is
mainly the expression of invisible, though very real, energies which
foster the world, such as gravity or love. The forces of gravity and
love are both invisible – only their effects are visible - but
nevertheless very real. Without matter we would not be able to know
what life is. Our five senses and our mind rely on the material
aspects of life to experience the world. Experience essentially
consists first of a confrontation with matter; and our practical and
direct experience can give us the opportunity to notice that matter
itself is not the core reality, but it is the physical reality which makes
the wider immaterial reality visible: as beauty, justice, care or
compassion. This subtle energy is what drives the evolution of the
universe; it is what inspires us in our consciousness, what provides
us with emotions, with experiences of justice and love. And we
recognise the influence of these invisible energies in their expression
as impact on matter, in the same way as we notice the wind in its
effects on trees and clouds, although the wind remains invisible.

The fact that the real world has become so strange to us because of
virtuality makes it even more difficult to relate to and understand.
We feel estranged and scared. This negative experience of our
imprisonment in our false bubble of security finally makes us more
insecure and reinforces still more our need for protection, illusion
and virtuality, in a kind of vicious circle. This is precisely what
climate change teaches us: we are entrapped in virtuality.
A trend towards demobilisation
Such a caricatured world rejects people who find it depressing or
who cannot adapt because of their differences.
More and more people are no longer capable of finding their way
because they are being, or feel, rejected by mainstream society. They
are discouraged by the complexity of a world where true values no
longer have an impact and where relationships are fostered by force
and virtuality. Like each of us, they are longing for authentic human
warmth but, in the public sphere, they are finding only competition
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and violence in an anonymous frame. Often they are being, or feel,
rejected because they are not considered as people or valued as
useful. This negative perception and fear of the world we have
collectively generated by our artificial means does not encourage
them to be involved in what happens in their local community but
incites them – if not forces them – to seek refuge in marginal settings
where they can more easily create the kind of relationships they long
for. They may have given up hope of resisting, or even transforming,
the destructive effects of the dominating violent and virtual trends
that impoverish our society. Such marginality becomes
simultaneously their prison and their refuge.
As such, marginality is not necessarily a negative state because it can
also, for instance, offer the refuge of protected and advantageous
conditions to create real alternatives. Only when it is the
consequence of rejection, marginality becomes the prison of those
who are excluded from the mainstream because of their differences.
The handicap of marginality grows proportionally to a decrease in
social and bio-cultural diversity. As the direct consequence of
virtuality and destruction of diversity, marginality becomes an
expression of denied creativity that leads to demobilisation. In fact
our society as a whole, in marginalising those who do not fit the
dominant pattern, deprives itself of a huge potential of creativity and
life that cannot become active.

Speed as denial
We can illustrate these themes of force and virtuality with the
example of the car. The car is one of the most fascinating technical
applications of our time. It provides us with mobility; it allows us to
transport goods over short and long distances; it is meant to generate
true relationships between people and places; and it also creates a
bubble of comfort. Nevertheless it is the cause, or more exactly the
expression, of many major problems of our time, precisely because
driving a car illustrates perfectly our modern tendency to escape
from confronting our material reality into denial, by means of speed
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– this is force and virtuality. It shows just how a tool with such great
potential can be turned into a destructive cultural, social and
ecological phenomenon.
1) The car – a tool of violence and virtuality
Our use of cars translates into violence (denial of distance and
effort) and virtuality (illusion of power and false identity).
Although the car is a fantastic invention, the way we use it has
generated many major problems because of the violence which is
inherent in its use – a powerful engine and 1.5 tonnes speeding at
100km/h – and because of the illusions it creates. We can identify 12
main characteristics:
1) By its capacity to reach far places in a short time (that is, with
speed), it abolishes distances and therefore levels the differences
between places and between people (colonisation).
2) By the increasing range of reach it allows, it creates polarities
between places of power and their periphery; it generates daily
commuter traffic making people more and more dependent on
centres, mainly in cities (leading to waste of time, stress,
centralisation).
3) By its violent invasion of public spaces (streets and squares), it
destroys the social use of these spaces, thereby dissolving the
value of the commons as meeting places, that should belong to
all and remain accessible for anyone. Instead, motorised traffic
transforms the town or city into a gigantic highway.
4) By its weight and speed, it creates the risk of accidents that can
kill people or traumatise them for life. Although we despise
cultures that used to practise human sacrifices, we find it
acceptable to sacrifice many human lives every year to our god
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of Mobility because we believe he is more important than our
own children. The same applies for animals that become roadkill.
5) By its use of fuel in combustion engines, it depletes natural
resources, pollutes our atmosphere with exhaust gases and
destroys our environment. Road-building and traffic create so
much disturbance that the surroundings become uninhabitable.
6) By creating a dependency on fuel, it increases wars (invasion) to
ensure supplies from oil-rich countries. There is also great risk of
oil pollution when tankers crash or when pipelines leak or break,
or when a drilling platform collapses.
7) By the importance it plays in the economy, it becomes a lucrative
branch of manufacturing and trade in itself which guides human
activity for profit more than meeting real needs or ideals.
8) By the possibility of speculation which it offers, through
transport over long distances, by playing on the differences of
prices of goods and workforces in different places, it encourages
greed and exploitation; this tendency profits the rich and
powerful and destroys the poor, although this potential could be
also a tool for fair exchange and cultural openness.
9) As a bubble of comfort, it creates the illusion of an artificial
cocoon which isolates us from our surroundings (effort saved in
covering distance or elevation, air conditioning, mobile homes).
10) As a tool driven by external energy, it creates an illusion of, and
fascination for, false power; this fascination often reveals itself
as very destructive once it is beyond our control (more speed and
power just by a light pressure of the foot).
11) By its design and all the little gadgets it offers, it becomes an
illusory representation of the social image and status, based
merely on the power of money.
12) By the small space its interior offers and by the high mobility it
provides, it contributes to developing our tendencies for
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individualism and our false representations of what freedom is; it
reinforces social gaps between classes, especially between rich
and poor.
It is essential to point out that the car as such is not the cause of the
problem, but it is how we use it that generates the many forms of
destruction I mentioned above. In turn, this use determines the design
of cars in response to false priorities that are disconnected from real
needs.
We could consider these negative characteristics of the car and
transform them into many positive qualities of a tool that would then
acquire a completely different meaning. It is worth reading again the
descriptions above, but this time by turning the negative effects
around to form positive statements. For instance: “1) By its capacity
to reach far places in a short time (speed), it (…) flattens
differences…” becomes “1) By its deliberate self-limited ability to
reach far places in a short time (slowness), it (…) enhances the
quality of differences …” The negation of these original disruptions
will then appear as qualities. This negation of the negative aspects of
our use of the car will give an ideal description of what the car could
and should be. Each reader can find their own appropriate form in
this creative exercise; it is an opportunity to wonder what the positive
qualities are when we choose to give priority to the opposite
meanings of speed, reach, power and mobility. We might then
discover the potential qualities of tomorrow’s cars, to suit our new
ways of life.
2) The car as a piggy bank for time
Our use of the car is based on the misguided belief that driving
saves time. In fact the average speed of a car is slower than the one
of a bicycle.
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People who own a car spend a lot of their time either driving it or
taking care of it, and earning the income to pay for the direct costs of
acquisition, fuel, fines, services, repairs, accidents. They also spend
time sitting in traffic jams, maintaining, repairing or cleaning their
cars and incur indirect costs of spare parts and maintenance,
registration, insurance, taxes and damage to everyone’s health. If one
divides the total distance one drives in a year by the total amount of
time spent in the same year in relation to one’s car, the average speed
of a car appears to be between 4 and 14 km/h, depending on the type
of car and the hourly income of its owner. The same calculation for a
bicycle gives an average speed of 12 to 14 km/h, which is superior8.
This means that the bicycle is more efficient than the car.
Cars are indeed only piggy banks for time because of their great
range of reach in a short time which must sooner or later be paid
back for. It means that we have to spend a lot of time preparing our
car before we can drive it, as well as earning the money to pay for
the costs. We forget all too often that the piggy bank needs to be
slowly refilled by our regular and steady efforts of maintenance and
income so it can be used in one go, allowing us to travel a long
distance at high speed.
This calculation of the true average speed of a car is very challenging
because it invites us to change our way of looking at cars as a means
to save time. In fact bicycles are more efficient. It remains yet true
that, despite an extremely low average speed, cars allow to reach a
much longer range of distances in a short time than a bike does. And
it is the main difference between these two modes of transport. The
high range of reach, and not the fact that they save time, is properly
the real advantage of cars.
It is why it is often more advantageous to use slower means of
transport such as bicycles or even to walk, thereby avoiding to the
investment of so much time and qualitative sacrifices in our own car.
8

See Ivan Illich, Energy and Equity, 1973. Calculation of the average speeds of
cars and bikes by Jean-Pierre Dupuy, as an illustration of Illich’s theory and
addenda to the French edition, Energie et équité, Seuil, 1975.
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Most well-planned public transport systems offer a level of
efficiency that cars simply do not have. Indeed it is the basic
principle of public transport development to make buses and trains
more time-effective and to condemn cars to being bogged in endless
traffic jams. I will show further how this individual mode of
transport is not well adapted to the long reach.
3) The car and the natural environment cycles
The use of cars should be compatible with the cyclic laws of nature,
as the use of horse-drawn carts was in the past.
The need to integrate all our activities and use of tools into natural
cycles to reconstitute or replenish resources and absorb wastes may
seem anachronistic, but it is really the only way to go if we want our
way of life to be more sustainable. It does not mean a return to the
Middle Ages. On the contrary, it would mean progress in what
modernity is meant to be: our capacity to discern what needs to be
adapted and what does not. It is the art of intelligent self-limitation.
Although it involves technical aspects, the requirement of integration
into natural cycles is not a technological problem; rather, it requires
social maturity and awareness in the way we choose our rules of
behaviour. The private car is probably the most symbolic tool of our
time and the integration of its use into natural cycles will require the
greatest change in mindset and behaviour leading to adaptation, and
with it, the greatest progress towards real sustainability.
Both the near-depletion of natural resources (mainly fossil fuels) and
the urgency of preventing more acute acceleration of climate change
put high pressure on us to seriously revise the way we use cars and
or any source of energy.
• It is easy to convert existing fuel-powered cars to electricity. But
the question remains how this electricity will be generated. It is
essential to note that the energy used by cars is either a fossil fuel
– which is the original form of energy extracted from the ground –
or it can be a more appropriate intermediary form of energy that
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can fit into the car to be converted to kinetic energy – for instance,
if it is electricity generated from other sources of energy such as
coal, fuel, solar or wind energy. If electricity is generated by fossil
fuel-fired power stations, it does not lead to sustainability.
• How this energy is produced before it is stored in the tank, the
batteries or any other container, is important. Is its source
renewable or not? Are there any wastes and, if so, are these
wastes reabsorbed by the environment in a short time span? Many
other technologies have so far been developed to set vehicles in
motion (steam, compressed air, water, hydrogen, electricity), but
they all come back to this fundamental question: how is the stored
energy produced?
• Truly renewable energies (solar, wind, water) are only available
when natural conditions of production are favourable; this means,
for instance, for solar energy when the sun is shining or for wind
energy when the wind is blowing. This dependency on availability
of favourable natural conditions indicates that the compatibility
with the cyclical laws of nature is only possible if we are capable
of considerably reducing our use of cars and especially to adapt it
to the availability of the resources needed for their operation.
Generally, these laws do not allow high concentrations of such
energy at the same time and place. Their main characteristic is to
be cyclical and spread over a longer period, although storage can
extend their availability, within certain limits.
• Many leaders, scientists and tradespeople want to promote electric
cars as part of the solution to climate change. This is a great
illusion, firstly, if the source of energy used is not renewable, and
secondly, but equally importantly, because it is impossible to
produce electric cars for almost 8 billion people – on a principle
of equity – without exhausting the resources of the planet and
using excessive amounts of energy. For instance, many rare earth
minerals are required to produce batteries. And the total amount
of energy to replace the existing fleet of vehicles in service would
go far beyond what we can afford ecologically at a time when our
global energy consumption should be drastically reduced, not to
mention the impact so many cars would have on the land.
• Cars must become very light and be reduced to the necessary
minimum simplicity, becoming more similar to bicycles or
rickshaws than to the powerful 4x4s or SUVs they are now. In this
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way it becomes possible to use weaker sources of energy such as
solar energy or wind power to recharge them. Experience9 has
proved that a few square metres of solar cells can provide enough
power for a driving range of some 50 to 100 kilometres if the
vehicle is very light, its use is conservative (low frequency of use,
slow speed, minimum power to overcome slope and transport
light loads) and enough time is allowed for recharging between
journeys. Cars can have solar panels on the roof or be recharged at
home via a fixed photovoltaic system. Of course, the first solution
offers more flexibility because the car does not need to return
home, unless electricity from renewable sources is provided along
the route.
• The use of cars must remain very local. Their true potential is the
flexibility and mobility they offer for people who live far away
from urban concentrations or smaller towns. The use of cars
should be adapted mainly for very short distances to take people
and goods to or from public transport nodes, such as train stations
and ferry terminals that provide more energy-efficient transport.
• The integration of the use of cars into natural cycles resolves the
problem of the quantity of energy supply, although the question
remains how best to discern which sources of energy are
renewable and recyclable. I will comment on this aspect further,
in relation to climate change.

4) The car and public space (the commons)
We must learn to protect the commons (goods which nobody can
appropriate for themselves) from invasion and destruction by
vehicles.
Mobility is a positive potential as such, but cars, because of their
speed, inherent violence and use of a non-renewable source of
9

For practical examples of simple solar cars, see: https://www.solartaxi.com
(Switzerland – a car which relies on its own solar panels) or
http://www.sunnev.com (USA – a car for some US$6,000 with a range of 50 km
and a speed of 40 km/h, which was once available in kit form but is no longer).
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energy, become real tools for destruction, because they restructure
space imposing their dominance and their own laws of accessibility –
which are still reinforced by legislation which prevents any limitation
of their full domination. Of course cars do not have their own will
but they are invested with a “mission” and a power that turn them
into imposing “actors” of city life. Their use generates an everstronger polarity between centre and periphery. And they especially
destroy the spatial and social quality of streets and squares, which
usually and traditionally constitute the places where people meet and
social life can take shape, like especially in small traditional towns of
high density (such as in Italy, Greece or the Middle East). When
streets and squares are invaded by vehicles (associated with physical
danger, noise and pollution), people have to find refuge inside
buildings or in protected public spaces such as pedestrian zones.
How many streets have become inaccessible to people and children
because traffic has transformed them into hell? Only social
awareness is capable of limiting the use and intrusion of cars and
their destructive influence. Quality of life according to priorities
linked with emotional, affective and spiritual human dimensions and
relationships must become the measure that defines these limits.
In a city like Los Angeles, 40% of the surface has been sealed for
roads or parking areas and therefore become of no use to human
beings. This extensive priority given to cars over other dimensions of
life, because of an illusory idea of individual freedom, has destroyed
the role of public space in our community. By contrast, traditionally,
streets and squares have always been the places where people can
meet, undisturbed, even more than the private space of the house,
especially in countries where the climate allows people to stay
outside after sunset. These public spaces have always been part of
the commons that are accessible to all and constitute the core of
social exchanges. Old photos show how people used to meet near the
fountain or in the town square or walk around in the evening in
designated pedestrian streets. Since cars have invaded these essential
components of our life, people have been expelled from community
space and are prevented from accessing the commons, either by
regulations or simply because of danger, noise and pollution. It is a
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significant stage of urban development in which commons reveal
themselves to be very vulnerable.
Mobility, and especially mobility by cars, has become the key to the
extension of cities, particularly in the United States and Australia.
Cities drain an ever-wider space in their search for resources, in their
attempt to get rid of their wastes, in their greed for goods, consumers
and workers. This extension of the urban space creates an evergrowing pendular traffic which pushes the whole region to the limits
of possible daily travel. The cost people pay for transport in terms of
their time, mental and emotional exhaustion, diminished physical
health and human relationships, and money, is incredibly high.
A more balanced development is possible which could better support
the potentials of local communities, but this more controlled form of
development can only take shape when social and political will and
awareness intend to control market forces. The local community is
the ideal place for this kind of control because it makes the means
and effects of control more visible. Social pressure has a powerful
influence. Like fashion or publicity, it can force us to do what we do
not want to do, even when we know it is destructive. Yet social
pressure as a constructive and creative force can also incite us, or
even force us, to do what we are too lazy or too scared to do,
although we know it is the way we should go.
For example, modern society wants us to be highly mobile to enjoy
hospitality, recreation and entertainment with our friends. However,
if we have no interest in this kind of activities and we are aware that
much greater mobility makes us neither happier nor wiser, and that it
is destructive to the environment, these conventional expectations
will generate conflict: when friends visit us, we will be under
pressure to drive them around despite the negative effect it has, and
thus our attempts to live in harmony with natural cycles will be
challenged.

The local community has the power to set some clear references and
even rules to encourage behaviours that are respectful in our impact
on the environment. People who behave in this wiser way can thus be
recognised and valued, and their attitudes become a general reference
for good practice. In this way, the commons become the fruits of
what the local community is capable of cherishing and protecting, to
develop them further and make them accessible for all. These
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commons are, among others, public spaces, silence, the ability to
connect with neighbours, and shared knowledge.
5) The car and social networks
Mobility, although it creates an opportunity of contact with
differences by expanding social networks, should not imply a form
of domination of the powerful over the weak.
Distance is the condition for maintaining differences. Without
distance, differences vanish, whether they are physical aspects,
topography, climate, culture, social forms, livelihoods, biotopes,
biodiversity, or any other object of contrast. Effort, time and distance
are necessary components of what grounds diversity, especially
cultural and biological diversity. Therefore, the abolition of distance
through speed and force is not always positive, despite the exposure
towards diversity that it enables.
The new mobility associated with the development of cars has often
become a tool for cultural assimilation and levelling of differences,
for centralisation and exploitation, and for domination of the
periphery by the centre. The cultural link between driving cars, or
using other means of transport like planes and trains, and
globalisation or colonisation is very potent. As early as the 16th
century, sailing ships played this role.
The abolition of distances and differences through the force and
speed of cars and other means of transport generates the integration
of traditional, and usually poorer, neighbouring societies into a
central urban economic and social space and network. This forced
integration negates the respective cultures and identities of these
different societies; it also destroys their social networks.
Further, this forced integration promotes social stratification and
differentiation; first, it generates, from outside domination of the
periphery by the centre; and, second, it internally transforms the
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dominated communities, by creating a new form of stratification in
their social fabric. Such transformations in social structure are
important characteristics of urbanisation. For instance, it creates new
hierarchies in the dominated peripheral society that go against
traditional social forms; it gives rise to new social classes that
acquires a new form of power linked with this domination by the
centre; money plays an increasing role; social status is made more
visible by material wealth; cooperation with, or participation in, the
dominating power reinforces this new hierarchy; conflicts arise from
these diverging interests and antagonistic links with conflicting
sources of power. The increasing hierarchy between cities and their
surrounding regions leads to a form of domination and of complexity
which makes exploitation and wealth transfer more efficient, but at
the same time less graspable, because it is progressive. It contributes
therefore to the concentration of wealth and power in the centre and
the deprivation of poorer regions. Cultural colonisation that
transforms the dominated community deeply usually goes with this,
so urbanisation is as much a cultural issue as a physical one.
Cities grow inexorably and choke in their own concentration by too
much centrality – which is not in contradiction with urban sprawl
which makes this centralisation still worse. Anything which can slow
down their growth will be a help for creating more sustainable ways
of life.
An emphasis on local development allows greater transparency and a
better understanding of what is happening locally. Therefore it offers
greater control by local communities on what influences their
conditions of living. Weaker communities should be protected from
the impact of more powerful forces (market, publicity, economic
monopoly, concentration of power, exploitation).
Social awareness and local empowerment are the keys to this form of
self-protection. Local communities have the potential and power to
choose forms of development that give them more capacity to
control their own evolution.
Whereas liberalism (in the sense of the free market economy) tends
towards centralisation, weaker communities are protected by making
them as self-sufficient and resilient as possible. The requirement of
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relative autonomy and self-sufficiency means the development of as
many sub-centres as possible, instead of high centralisation. Each
local social group should be able to access the essential goods and
services as locally as possible, and such direct access can only be
provided by local production which necessarily means
decentralisation. This option for regional sub-centres is also true for
cities. Everything should be produced at the most local level
possible. This would avoid the transport of goods but, above all, it
would reduce the exhausting need of workers to commute. In
addition, employment in small local units could adopt a more lively,
creative and personal character.

6) The car and market control
In order to escape from the control of major economic interests and
to become social tools, cars have to become simple products.
The design of a product that involves so many different sectors and
so many major economic interests (industrial production, road
building, fuel distribution, repair workshops, sales of accessories,
insurance, the health sector) follows basic market imperatives: profit,
growth, competition, shareholder politics, publicity, fashion.
Technical complexity of the designs tends to increase and meet
requirements that have less and less to do with the function and more
to do with the interests of the producers.
On the other hand, if cars were understood as social tools, and no
longer as instruments of prestige and power, they would be designed
in very different ways. Any product that is designed with
consideration of people’s real needs, while aiming to minimise
negative effects on the environment and social networks, would be a
very simple tool, very solid and basic, that almost everybody could
repair.
Cars can be produced locally in small workshops where people can
clearly see the result of their effort in a product that is understood as
their own production or even creation. Small businesses offer better
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conditions for human-scale work. Especially if this form of
production can maintain good conditions of living in the nearby area,
such quality of work is much more important than the final price of
the product – which would not necessarily be much higher because
simplicity would make it cheaper too. The design of cars can take
great advantage of this decentralised form of production because it
can adapt to local needs or personal desires, through personalised
adaptation of the product. A form of decentralised production would
be well suited to ecologically sustainable types of cars that run on
renewable energy10. It would enable the sharing of benefits among
workers as normal income, instead of transferring it to managers,
investors, bankers or shareholders.
7) The car and individualism
Driving cars should help us develop social links instead of
promoting individualism; the practice of car-sharing becomes
imperative.
As a cocoon or bubble of comfort, a car represents our social
persona. In Jungian dream psychology, cars are even interpreted as
the symbols of our egos. Cars are often seen not as tools for simple
transport but prestigious objects for impressing our neighbours. If we
change this inadequate understanding of cars, we can share them, and
this form of sharing will help us develop social links and create a
greater sense of solidarity.
As we tend to do with anything we own, we also tend to consider our
car to be an extension of our being. It is a representation of our social
persona or status and of our ego. Therefore, we do not allow just
10

Compressed-air cars as invented by Guy Nègre, Nice, France, are meant to be
produced locally in small workshops. Tata India has been offered a contract to
produce them on the subcontinent.
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anybody to sit in our car, as if it were the most private space we
have. In fact, cars are only a means of transport and they only remain
private because we refuse to share this space inasmuch as we attach
an incredible emotional value to it. Practically it is no different from
a public coach. It is only smaller and we therefore have individual
control over how we use it. As soon we change our understanding of
what it really represents, we can open it to other users and uses; and
we can also share it without identifying with it anymore. Car sharing
offers huge potentials that diminish the number of cars and increase
their use per unit.
As it is urgent to readapt the chain of industrial production of cars in
order to adapt their design to new social standards and functions,
similarly it is essential to change our understanding of what cars
represent, in order to change how we use them. From objects of
private property which represent our prestige, social status, intimate
sphere of wellbeing and tools for social competition, cars have to
become simple practical tools for transport, based on social and
ecological imperatives, if possible as common or even public
property.
8) The car as a god keen on human sacrifice
Although the principle of human sacrifice disgusts us deeply, we
sacrifice yearly a high number of victims to our god of mobility and
greed.
Every year so many road accidents kill around 1,200 people11 in
Australia (around 1 in 20,000 inhabitants). As shocking as it seems,
this reveals itself to be not very different from the practice of human
sacrifice, in that it is now to the god of mobility, speed and illusion.
Accidents do not always result in fatality or permanent disability; we
11

Source: https://www.itf-oecd.org/sites/default/files/australia-road-safety.pdf
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can do much to reduce their likelihood by reducing speed, total
weight and use intensity, and by developing awareness and taking
precautions. Each death is a tragedy, especially when it touches our
own children. Yet nothing seems to be able to encourage us to reduce
the destructive use we make of cars, because they are the symbols of
our own personal representation, of all we want to grab that seems
out of reach. Greed and illusion are the great killers.
This statement is powerful enough and does not need any
qualification. Yet, many people will say it is extreme. But isn’t the
death of our own child an extreme tragedy? How can we not see that
this is linked with the illusion we carefully nourish when we have to
limit the destructive effect of the perceived role of this nevertheless
magic tool? Safety is not a technical problem only; it relies mainly
on a cultural choice how to use tools, especially when these tools
become a threat to ourselves. Speed, long reach, intensity of use and
hubris are the main reasons that make the car a killer. Why not
accept slow travel, over short distances, rarely, modestly? Our
ancestors did this for millennia.
9) The ideal car
Both requirements of self-limitation and of respecting natural
cycles help us draw a perfect description of the ideal car.
The potential of cars is completely transformed as soon as it is
understood in a frame of mind that considers as major priorities both
the requirement of self-limitation and the requirement of integration
of our activities into natural cycles. In this new frame of
understanding, the car becomes a useful tool, rich in potentials, of
which the negative impacts can be suppressed when we accept the
laws that guide its use:
1) Accepting slowness allows implementation of transport solutions
without abolishing distances or differences.
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2) By reducing the speed and the range of reach of cars to local
destinations and short distances, strong polarities and trends of
dominance over the periphery by the centre of power do not arise
so easily.
3) By restricting car traffic in public spaces (for example, by
limiting access to a short period of time, at a very low speed and
only in case of emergency), the protected use of commons (with
their parts and qualities such as streets, squares, gardens, space,
silence, time) allows social life to develop more freely in public
spaces and favours the development of social diversity and
complementarity, without marginalising disadvantaged groups of
society. This is the experience of most European cities with their
extensive pedestrian zones or bicycle lanes.
4) When cars are light and their speed is limited, fewer fatal
accidents occur and people’s physical and psychological
integrity are better preserved. Such limitation allows light traffic
to become really effective and no longer destructive.
5) When cars use only renewable energy in a way that is regulated
by its availability and equity, they have less impact on the
environment and their use does not generate so much social
inequity
6) Independence from fossil fuels will contribute to peace,
especially in countries that currently provide these resources, and
avoid the ecological risks connected with transporting dangerous
fossil fuels.
7) When, in a spirit of self-limitation and an awareness of public
service, the economic sector of car manufacturing and all its
accessory branches offers opportunities for creative and better
working conditions and eliminates profit and speculation,
production becomes oriented towards the satisfaction of real
needs and durability.
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8) If travel by car or other means is limited to local distances, it
encourages less greed and exploitation, because transparency of
local relationships provides a strong restriction for possible
whitewashing and speculation, as the actors can be directly
observed and cannot act under the cover of anonymity.
9) When cars are no longer seen as private cocoons but only
practical and simple tools for transport, as bicycles tend to be
when used in cities, they do not create an illusion of comfort but
invite us to remain connected with our surroundings.
10) The use of renewable and often irregular sources of energy does
not create an illusion of power, because one feels more fragile
(or real) when one has to adapt constantly to what does not last
and to what is only temporarily available.
11) When cars are reduced to their simplest possible material
expression, they are no longer images of our egos or instruments
for social representation.
12) Simple cars which are owned in common do not support
individualism; rather, they encourage our ability and joy of
sharing.
These twelve points constitute one possible version of the exercise I
proposed earlier of turning the negative aspects of cars into a
description of their positive potential. Many other, similar
descriptions are possible; there is no unique solution. It is the role of
each local community to develop a positive but restrictive approach
to car use, if possible by consensus of all its members.
Enough about cars, for now. Let’s examine other means of transport,
first the aeroplane, then the ship or train.
The crime of flying
Planes are highly destructive tools: they produce a terrible amount
of pollution (CO2 and noise) and destroy the authenticity of people.
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We only very recently became used to flying. Flying becomes ever
cheaper and makes distant places accessible for a very short time: a
five-day holiday in Bangkok or Fiji, or flying to Paris or Rome for
the weekend, or a business trip to China in a week. Air travel has
developed so much because of our desires to have ever more. Yet
planes are the most polluting means of transport that releases huge
quantities of CO2 (141 g/km per passenger12) in the most sensitive
part of the atmosphere (above an altitude of 10,000 metres) where it
is inaccessible to plants for photosynthesis. The people who have the
privilege of flying belong in general to the very small percentage of
the richest population on Earth; but it is mainly the poorest people
who are affected by climate change, such as in Bangladesh or in
Kiribati because of floods and sea level rise, or in Alaska and Siberia
because of the melting permafrost.
Air travel is also the main instrument for globalisation: it allows the
development of trade over long distances; it generalises our attraction
to materialism and destroys the originality of many different
sustainable ways of living. It encourages tourism, which is one of the
most destructive forms of development in those regions that welcome
it. It kills distance, and hence difference.
Of course flying allows also the discovery of new countries or of
new people. Yet it exacts such a high price. Not only is flying a
privilege exclusively reserved to rich people; it also destroys our
surroundings and exhausts the precious resources we need for our
livelihoods.
It is interesting to compare the impact of this use of resources, by
privileged people who can afford it, with the average quantity of
resources available for each of the world’s inhabitants, according to
the calculation of ecological footprint13; the ecological footprint
12

According to statistics of the European Union, travelling by plane produces, per
kilometre and passenger, 141 g of CO2 and travelling by car produces 125 g,
while travelling by train or ship produces only 44 g and by coach, 34 g.

13

The ecological footprint is the total surface of land each person needs for
maintaining one’s respective standard of living. It includes surfaces for
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measures the surface of land which each of us needs for sustaining
their respective way of life. The calculation gives the following
result: each time we fly a distance of 5,700 km and return, we
consume the equivalent of the resources which are necessary or
available on average in the world for the modest upkeep of one
person; instead of answering essential needs of basic livelihood, this
surface is needed for trees in order to absorb the CO2 that has been
produced by our transport14.
To absorb the CO2 produced by a daily return flight, a strip of trees
in the sky 50 m wide15 would need to be planted at an altitude of
10,000 m. This impossible strip would neutralise the emissions only
from this one plane’s daily return flight with 500 passengers.

providing food, extracting and transforming natural resources, providing goods
and services, housing, transport, energy, consumption and leisure. This footprint
is, on a world average, 2.8 ha per person (consumption), although the average
availability is only 1.6 ha (Earth’s biocapacity); it varies from 0.7 ha for Timor
Leste or Afghanistan to 1.2 ha for India and 3.6 ha for Brazil, and it rises to 4.2
ha for the United Kingdom and 4.6 ha for France, up to 8.0 ha in the USA and
7.3 ha (even 12.0 ha for production) for Australia. Data Global Footprint
Network, 2021. https://www.footprintnetwork.org/
14

According to the calculation of ecological footprint (see previous footnote), the
average available productive surface of planet Earth per person in order to cover
our yearly needs is 1.6 ha. On the other hand, 5,700 km at 141g/km × 2
(including return) = 1.6 tonnes of CO2. On average, 1 ha of typical forest is
necessary to absorb 1 tonne of CO2 per year. Thus 1.6 ha is necessary for the
impact to be absorbed of a 5,700 km flight and return for one person only. The
total “earth capital” that is on average providing the means of subsistence for
one person will be used exclusively to absorb the CO2 generated by this one trip,
to the exclusion of all other normal human needs (food, shelter, mobility, heat,
health, education, etc.).

15

Emissions of a daily return flight over one whole year, per kilometre:
141g/person × 500 passengers × 2 ( return flight) × 365 days = 5.15 tonnes of
CO2; it means 5.15 ha/year of forest are necessary to absorb this quantity of
CO2, which amounts to a 51-m wide strip on each kilometre length. For each
kilometre of the flight (including return) this is equal to the surface of land that
approximately sustains more than three people (1.6 ha/person).
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Of course these calculations are purely theoretical; nevertheless they
show how much we deprive poor people of their basic subsistence
each time we fly somewhere.

Flying is only exceptionally a necessity. Our ancestors did not fly
and they survived. We like it because it is a negation of time and
distance: force and virtuality again! Marco Polo or the monks in the
Middle Ages or St Paul in the early time of Christianity travelled
huge distances by very simple means – on foot, on horseback or by
sailing ship, despite insecurity being greater then than it is now. It is
stunning to see how mobile people have been in the past despite
using only simple means of travelling that involved no external
source of energy (except perhaps the wind) other than human or
animal power. Without going back to such a simple state of
technology, it shows us how far we have to go to reinvent our means
of transport, especially if we are willing to subject their use to the
strict laws of natural cycles and social equity.
Travelling by land or sea
Trains and ships are very effective means of transport in tune with
our human experience and perception of distance and time.
There is no need to hurry. No less than our ancestors, we are able to
cope with distances and with the time it requires to cross them. There
is no need to destroy our surroundings or the conditions for
subsistence of others when we need to travel. Even our wealth is not
a pretext for imposing destruction onto others. In comparison with
planes that produce CO2 in the sky where it cannot be absorbed,
terrestrial transport releases CO2 more or less where vegetation can
absorb it; and it expends three or even four times less energy16 than a
plane does: a plane has a much lower efficiency because it has to lift

16

See footnote 12 above, about CO2 emissions of the different means of transport.
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its own weight (10 times the useful load) at a height of 10,000 m
without producing anything useful through this effort. Slower means
of transport such as trains or ships allow us to experience distances
and diversity as living and invigorating realities. Such travel enriches
us with new experiences; it also makes our adaptation to a different
climate and time zones17 easier and smoother.
For instance, it is easy to go by train from Berlin to Hanoi or Hong
Kong via the Trans-Siberian railways (Moscow, Beijing), or via the
Silk Road (Istanbul, Teheran, Samarkand, Alma-Ata). It takes about
two weeks. It does not cost much more than flying if one considers
that it provides, on top of transport, simple accommodation (sleepers
and protection against rain, snow, heat or cold) for more than a
dozen days and nights and allows much deeper experiences in seeing
so many landscapes and in meeting people of so many different
cultures than sitting in an armchair in the sky. The main difficulty
that remains is getting the necessary visas on time and their cost.
From Hanoi and Hong Kong, the trip can even be extended to
Australia. If, from Asia, one wants to cross over, it becomes more
complicated because regular shipping does not seem to exist across
the Malacca Strait and the Timor Sea except between Malaysia
(Penang – George Town) and Sumatra (Medan). It is easy to travel
by bus in Indonesia and to cross by ferry from one island to the next,
at least to Bali.
This way of travelling is the only sustainable way. For comparison,
if I fly from Australia to Europe and back, I produce about 5.1
tonnes18 of CO2; it means that I need to plant 5.1 ha of forest19 per
year to absorb this quantity of greenhouse gas emissions by the plane
for myself alone. According to the calculations of ecological
footprint, this surface is in fact what is available for three people on
Earth for their subsistence. It is certainly impossible to establish a

17

A travel agency and website in the UK gives excellent information on travelling
by land and sea: www.seat61.com by Mark Smith.

18

18,000 km × 141 g × 2 (including return) = 5.1 t.

19

According to the Global Footprint Network, the capacity of absorption of carbon
by a normal average forest is 1 tonne per year per hectare.
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straight and simple relation between the effect of my flight and the
deprivations of the poorest, but the calculations of ecological
footprint show that I can only maintain the forest which could absorb
the CO2 emissions I produced by flying if I deprive three people of
their necessary resources, ignoring in this statement that I, as a
Westerner, already deprive poor people of their subsistence by
consuming more than three to seven times what should be available
for each person. By comparison, my travel by land transport will
produce only a quarter of that quantity. The effort and the time it
takes will in themselves reduce my needs for transport considerably
because the time and effort I am willing or able to invest is limited .
In this way we can hope to reach a new and better balance. Effort
and comfort are again linked in a new more balanced and real way.

Transport necessity managed by profit
Nowadays profit – not necessity – decides what and who is
transported or not – despite environmental and social destruction.
Although they are not renewable and will soon be completely
exhausted, fossil fuels are sold at a very low price. Consequently,
transport of goods does not cost much and constitutes a very small
part of production costs. It is why materials and goods are
transported across continents only to undergo the different stages of
production where labour and processing is the cheapest. A small
difference in prices will “justify” the effort of transport without any
consideration for the consequences it has for the environment and
social networks. Such delocalisation occurs with terrible
consequences for the smallest or poorest communities. Work, knowhow, creativity, meaning and wealth escape from peripheral societies
in order to concentrate in centres of power, unless local communities
react and organise their own form of self-protection before they are
destroyed or weakened to such an extent that they are disempowered.
Standardisation kills diversity as well as equilibrium, which are the
fruits of interdependency and complementarity.
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It is interesting to follow the journey of an item through its
production: the raw material for a pair of jeans, for instance, can
travel thousands of kilometres – between different places or even
countries – from one stage of manufacture to the next, from where
the cotton is grown to where the yarn is spun into denim, to where it
is dyed, then cut and the garment assembled, to where merely a
zipper is added or a label sewn on. This form of transport is
implemented only because the process of production can be broken
down into short stages that are considered separate, based on cost.
Any lower price available, because it means a higher profit, justifies
transport, as long the cost of transport does not exceed the cost
savings on production. Evidently this way of thinking has a powerful
impact on our natural and social environment, as it is incapable of
considering any other aspect than what can be measured in dollars or
yuans. When it is regulated by market forces, transport has a terrible
impact that affects many different fields of our current activities. The
following list of impacts is intentionally extreme in its negativity, to
emphasise the huge destructive potential transport has when it is
based on such economic principles; especially since we accept these
externalities as being natural and unavoidable.
• It affects our landscapes, which suffer from the impact of gigantic
roads, bridges and tunnels being constructed.
• It takes natural resources from where they occur and depletes
them without taking into consideration the impact this has on
local populations and the natural equilibrium.
• It exports the imbalances of cities or rich countries to poorer
regions, as well as their diverse forms of poverty, pollution,
exploitation and wastes.
• It exploits cheap labour, inadequate social welfare, poor health
systems, slack ecological constraints and poor legal systems in
other countries or regions and does not have to bear the
consequences of social and ecological exploitation.
• It creates polarities between poorer and richer regions and
generates pendular traffic as it has been described about cars.
• It deprives local communities of their autonomy and wealth, and
concentrates means of production into the hands of a minority.
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• It considers mainly quantitative aspects like prices, availability of
resources or favourable conditions, and neglects emotional,
psychological, cultural and spiritual factors.
• It delocalises employment opportunities and destroys artistic or
craft know-how and traditional knowledge.
• It creates scandalous working conditions for the workers, with
poor wages, job insecurity, exploitation, lack of rights and no
ways to defend themselves.
• It involves most of the companies behind famous global brands
that behave without any ethical restraints.
• It generates a dependence of working people on capital
investment and powerful decision-makers.
• It deprives traditional societies of their resilience and own
subsistence production when they convert their agricultural
practices to monoculture (growing exotic fruits and vegetables,
coffee, tea and cocoa for export and a driver of deforestation for
oil palm plantations or soybeans to feed livestock) and submits to
the pressure of international price variations and exchange rates.
• It participates in fostering dictatorships and repressing political
unrest in poor countries because it is in the interests of rich
nations to ensure their own access to natural resources by
supporting these totalitarian and corrupt regimes. This can even
generate wars because of the necessity to ensure secure access to
fossil fuels and other natural resources.
• It causes pollution from accidents during the transport of fuels
and other toxic products, such as oil spills or fires.

Like for the car, this very negative list of the impacts of transport,
generated from the interests resulting from the laws of the market,
can be turned into its positive opposite to suggest an ideal form of
transport – one which appears to be completely incompatible with
the laws of our market economy.
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Re-localisation, slowness and human diversity
We must completely rethink our transport system and its purpose,
in a spirit of strict self-limitation which will make it more humancentred.
Before it is too late, before the depletion of fossil fuels creates strong
social disorder and tension, we must reinvent new ways of
understanding the necessity and potential of transport, according to
three priorities:
1) the necessity to relocate activities so that every local community
has its own form of production and consumption which meets
basic physical, personal and social needs;
2) the need to maintain human diversity and the interaction between
different cultures, which means giving priority to meeting people
who live elsewhere where they live, over the consumption of
their products that are transported to us without us knowing
them; and
3) the aspiration to promote slowness, which gives people time to
live and perceive the richness of the present moment, and
excludes profit as a major criterion in their choices.
Subsidiary centres of activities or centres of attraction must be
created or maintained at the scale of the village, or of the town or of
the city quarter. Centralisation must be avoided at any price. Gandhi
promoted the autonomy of villages for this precise reason. It is a
main factor of human dignity to be empowered and to sustain
livelihoods for the family and its near neighbourhood in recognition
of the contribution it makes. Wealth is not only material.
Transport tends to make every product, whatever it is, available
anywhere in the world. I prefer to travel and to discover foods
different from the ones I eat at home. I prefer to discover the ways of
life of other cultures than to practise those I know already so well:
live for a while like the Inuit and Yupik in the Arctic, or like the
‘Bushmen’, or San people, in the Kalahari Desert. I prefer to meet
the producers of bananas rather than consume their bananas at home
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without meeting them. As paradoxical as it seems, it can be richer to
be deprived of bananas at home because it makes their discovery
over there much more lively and interesting. It gives a meaning to
meeting the people who produce them, and not only because of the
bananas. Truly knowing the other takes time, so this process can
only be slow.

In praise of slowness
Speed is the negation of space and time, which are the basic
dimensions of life. Life and speed are therefore often antagonistic.
As already described we live in a society that lauds speed as a
positive quality, as if the fact of saving time were an important
priority. But life can essentially be understood as nothing else than
time. Why then to save life, instead of living it to the full? What do
we do with the time we save? And what is the price of saving it?
Isn’t it a negation of what life should be?
The praise of slowness can improve our life; presently it tends to
remain under the constraint of speed. By contrast, slowness is the
recognition of the quality of the process itself; it is the value to care
for in preference to the result. Travel is the process, and arriving at
the destination is the result. If travel itself has value, everyone can
travel slowly by boat or train and enjoy the richness of seeing and
experiencing what lies between the point of departure and the
destination. With this new attitude speed, especially in its daily
application, will lose its priority and pressure.
It is well known in city planning that providing easy access for
private vehicles, as it is done in the United States and Australia,
encourages the use of private cars and the accumulation of all these
private vehicles generates congestion, which in turn slows traffic
flow and hampers efficiency of transport. The best way to make
public transport to be quick and efficient is to restrict or impair
access for private vehicles. Users have then to shift from private use
to public transport.
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According to this logic, the mayor of Seoul decided to destroy the
city’s expressway20, which had become inefficient because of the
excessive number of vehicles (about 160,000 a day) travelling on it.
By his radical and politically risky decision he showed exemplary
courage in his ability to view problems differently. These important
public works – which cost about $US359 million – re-established the
original river and a long public park along it, creating in the heart of
the city a space for fresh air and relaxation. The “insoluble” traffic
problems were solved at the same time; people learned to prefer to
use public transport instead of their private car, as access for cars had
been made so much more difficult. Clearly, in this case opting for
apparent slowness has been the key to the solution … and for quicker
and more effective transport.

In our local community, we should praise slowness as a special
faculty and precious gift. Slowness allows also awareness of the
reality of effort, weight and slope, topographic obstacles, distances
and differences. It is remarkable how our human constitution does
not allow us to cope in full awareness with a speed which is higher
than the one of walking or riding a bike. If we travel at a higher
speed we fail to notice what we should. Speed therefore means
impoverishment. Sometimes, paradoxically, the poor who can only
go slowly may well be the rich … for a while!

20

The Guardian, 1 March 2014: “After the success of the Cheonggyecheon
expressway's demolition in 2003, subsequent projects caused little concern. The
artificial river laid out in its place in 2003-05 – at a cost of $359m – created a
9km green swath through the city centre, which is much appreciated by
pedestrians”.
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Chapter 4:
Escape through destruction
Besides taking refuge in denial and illusion through force and
virtuality, we practise other forms of escape from the indifference
and power of nature. To transform and adapt our natural
surroundings according to our desires, we dominate, remodel and,
too often, destroy them.

Refuge in domination
Harmony versus mastery
Traditional cultures search for harmony in adapting to the sacred
order of the universe, whereas modern cultures aim at dominating
the world.
Different civilisations have basically two contrasting ways of relating
to their surroundings:
For traditional cultures, harmony already exists and is a given in the
universe. This is the central law which we must adapt to, because it is
the sacred order which has ruled the evolution of the whole universe
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since its creation and therefore the condition for our survival or good
life.
By contrast, our Western civilisation believes that humankind is the
master of the universe and that it must, as a demigod, dominate and
transform the world in order to complete the creation and make it
more habitable.
I have already described how traditional societies believe in the
sacredness of the universe and how they feel called to respect the
existing order and adapt to it. For them this is the meaning of life.
They believe (rightly) that harmony can only be experienced when
we conform to the laws of nature, life and the universe.
Our Western civilisation has developed a fundamentally different
approach to life where humankind is seen as the pinnacle of creation.
Human beings are believed to have received the gift of their mental
capacities to transform the world and make it more habitable.
Especially since the late Middle Ages, and especially since the
Renaissance, humankind has developed a technical capacity to
transform matter. This mastery of mind over matter has given rise to
a feeling of exhilaration from the power of exercising the right to
dominate and transform the natural surroundings and make them
supposedly more suitable to us.
Domination and transformation
We believe we should transform the world to meet our needs and
desires, and adapt it to our own representations.
Because as Westerners we believe we are the masters of the universe,
we also believe that the world is not what it should be – it is
imperfect; it does not seem to fulfil, in its present state, our needs and
desires – whether these needs and desires are truly basic or
completely irrelevant. As creators (or demigods) we believe we
should not only transform it but make it conform even more to our
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perfect representations of what life should be and of what our
surroundings should provide. This, at least, is what the myth of our
culture is telling us.
In our eyes, harmony does not exist as such but is meant to arise out
of humankind’s action in transforming the world. Harmony is not a
fundamental, pre-existing principle but merely the simple measure of
humankind’s satisfaction in its adaptation of the world to meet its
subjective needs. The existing order will hence be based on
humankind’s judgement of only how to make the world more
liveable. There is no longer any external reference. Humankind has
thus become both judge and judged. In this new state of mind it
becomes evident how things can only go wrong: the differing
degrees of power and of frustration provide the only subjective
measurements.
As we have seen earlier, the loss of our relationship with nature as a
living organism – which we are integral parts of – deprives us of true
external references. Our essential link to other creatures, because we
have lost it, can no longer inspire in us a love of belonging to nature,
nor a healthy adaptation to nature’s main rhythms (days, seasons,
moon phases and other natural cycles) which would reharmonise us.
It can no longer inspire in us a capacity for self-limitation as dictated
by our growing awareness of the limits beyond which nature
becomes unable to satisfy our demands as well as the demands of
other species when these demands become excessive or
inappropriate. We have therefore lost a feeling of solidarity with
other life forms and their physical environment – such as animals,
plants and minerals – which could bring us back to our real place to
achieve true communion with other sentient beings.
As Maurice Bellet21, a French writer, puts it, we have developed two
main principles of action which, combined, generate a third one:

21

Maurice Bellet, Invitation. Plaidoyer pour la gratuité et l’abstinence. Bayard,
2003.
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1) The technological principle: everything which is possible, we will
do.
2) The economic principle: everything which we desire, we will
have (or buy).
3) From these two principles flows a third, the principle of
expansion: we need to produce more and more to satisfy our
growing desires.
As we can see, there are no longer any checks and balances. This is
the domination of the law of the four Ps: Profit, Power, Prestige and
Pleasure. Needs identify with desires; they are just what we make
them and are no longer critically examined.

Domination, exception and competition
Domination relies on the belief that humankind is exempt from
having to submit to natural laws; this leads to competition and
destruction.
Humankind believes itself not to be part of nature. Our belief that we
are no longer part of nature and superior to it leads us to believe we
are exempt from submitting to the laws of nature. Although all
species would be subjected to nature’s laws, we are convinced we are
the exception, and that the whole creation is only there to satisfy
humanity’s needs. Yet this false belief or illusion does not make
nature’s laws ineffective; they continue to be valid despite our denial
of them. Thus, each time human action creates imbalances, the laws
of nature result in consequences that are expressed as disturbances or
signs of destruction. Yet humankind does not want to recognise these
signs for what they are because they are a reflection of our mistakes.
On the contrary, instead of facing the consequences of our mistakes,
we refuse to adapt and act with even greater determination to
dominate more violently that which rebels against our power. This
way, our will for control generates an ever more aggressive human
attitude towards the environment which, in turn, is perceived to be
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ever more hostile and therefore has to be mastered. Nature with its
other living species becomes the enemy that must be controlled or
destroyed. The result is hostility and competition, which are
exacerbated by the increasing destruction that arises from not
recognising the limits imposed by nature.
Such ‘external’ competition with nature is accompanied by an
‘internal’ form of competition between human beings. Not only are
other species perceived as hostile, but other human beings are also
identified as a menace because they compete for the same resources
that must be conquered and accumulated, and thus become rare
because of the greed with which they are coveted. Scarcity is not an
objective fact of nature; it can be a characteristic of a certain context
– such as a lack of water in arid regions – but only relative to a
precise need or expectation which then defines the degree of scarcity;
which means it mainly arises as a consequence of (human) sense of
dissatisfaction with this need, or more generally of avidity and
covetousness.
Integration into natural laws and cycles seems in this sense to be the
best warranty for stability, security and abundance. This form of
integration is based on interdependency, adaptation, cooperation and
solidarity, not on isolation, domination, aggressiveness and violence.
Will for control generates two forms of competition, one internal
between members of the same community, and a second external
between humankind and other species. They break thus two forms of
interdependency; one being solidarity between similar beings, or
with other species, who share the same surroundings; and another
being reliance on a mothering nature that provides everything
humankind needs. Exception and supremacy contribute to isolating
humankind and to turn us into destructive beings.
This form of human-stimulated competition is very different from
the natural competition between different species for their own
survival in the wilderness. Human competition is aggressive and
destructive because it is based on false premises, while natural
competition is only a form of self-protection for subsistence that
respects the laws of nature.
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In nature, although competition is the rule, it is still subordinated to
the general laws of complementarity and interdependence. Each
individual has to survive, that is, find food, escape predators and
provide a minimum of security for its own species to grow and
proliferate. This form of competition is natural. It is a necessity that
is not based on illusion, greed and aggressiveness but on adaptation,
self-restraint and self-protection – which do not exclude occasional
aggressive and violent behaviours. It is not destructive as such; on
the contrary, it adapts fully to the laws of nature and it submits to its
checks and balances. Natural competition relies on what human
competition denies: the role of diversity, complementarity and
interdependence to provide stability and security. In this sense it
never considers the other species as the enemy to be destroyed. It
seems that there is in nature no killing of a whole species by another
for the only reason that they are the enemies. There is only the
killing of the individual that is food or stands in the way. When the
lion has eaten, it looks at the game with indifference. The predator is
only the fatal danger for the prey to avoid, especially when it is
hungry; and, from the competitor’s point of view, only the other
predator’s competition needs to be overtaken to catch the necessary
food for today. It is fascinating to notice that this form of selfprotective competition provides the minimum subsistence needs
without harming the milieu.

The free market economy as a forum for domination and
destruction
Capitalism exploits resources to the extent of destruction;
destruction of social and natural resources becomes the means for
supremacy.
Liberalism as a principle (in the sense of exacerbated freedom of
individuals to do what pleases them and the free market economy22)
22

The English word liberalism is an ambiguous expression; on one hand, it
describes in common language an absolute freedom of speech, an ability to
criticise existing social settings to re-establish justice over inequity; on the other
hand, it also describes, in economic or political science, the neoliberal free
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has no capacity for self-limitation because it is driven by exactly the
opposite tendency: it consists of exploiting any possibility to its
radical end to convert any resource or activity into money or
property, even when this conversion is not useful or meaningful.
Conversion into money (profit) is the only purpose.
By exploiting any resource or potential, it exhausts and destroys it
and, by destroying it, it reinforces even its ability to control and its
power to control people, making them still more dependent because
their natural and social surroundings have been severely degraded.
When, after extraction of natural resources, a place has been
destroyed to its core, it is abandoned and the exploiting agent moves
on to a new place where the cycle of destruction starts again.
This attitude and practice illustrates very well what I describe here as
supremacy and destruction. Domination is a necessary tool of
supremacy which is yet wider because it relies not only on
domination but also on ideology of superiority. Domination leads to
destruction. And destruction is the easiest means for domination.
Social history makes this evident: economic power relies often on
destruction as a way to consolidate domination. When people have
lost their traditional means of subsistence, they have to rely on the
dominating power that is all powerful to decide about their lives.
You can see what happens in sweat shops in the Philippines or
Bangladesh.
This is a law of power. It is why, as an alternative, self-limitation and
self-empowerment prove to be the right attitudes because they
control and restrain our tendency to dominate and exploit. When the
process of production (or more exactly, of transformation) is not

market tendency, which precisely creates this inequity. This confusion dates
from the time of emancipation from monarchy when the bourgeoisie became the
free-thinking and free-acting social force … and yet, this at the expense of the
working class. Hence the confusion in the term: is liberalism meant to be at the
service of a privileged class?
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controlled by self-restraint, it can only degenerate. Self-restraint
means restricting needs to their minimum, instead of exaggerating
them to the extreme that the profit motive calls for.
The biblical heritage
The Judaeo-Christian tradition teaches that humankind has to
dominate the Creation. Yet this has a symbolic self-restraining
meaning.
According to the teachings of the book of Genesis in the Bible,
humankind should master the Creation. The false understanding of
this injunction has strongly justified our trend for exploitation and
domination instead of inspiring us to cultivate a self-limiting attitude
that would have fostered a harmonious relationship with the universe
as something sacred and precious, given since the origin. We have to
remember that religious teaching is often metaphorical, using myths
rather than objective facts. For instance, the story of the Creation in
seven days is clearly not a scientific description but only a poem that
celebrates symbolic aspects of our essence. It is why the call of
Genesis to dominate the Earth should be understood as a metaphor or
a call to dominate our symbolic inner Earth, our inner personal
nature which we have to master to prevent our violent and primitive
tendencies from erupting. Self-mastery is the true control of our inner
Earth and this domination is based on a deep knowledge of
ourselves. This deeper understanding is exactly the opposite of what
has been done in the name of this command.
It is true that the Judaeo-Christian tradition is very anthropocentric
and has reinterpreted the teachings to the “advantage” of humankind
as a super-species. Yet it is also full of symbolic meanings and it
would be certainly delusive to implement its teaching in a literal
sense. Love is the major aspect of this teaching because love is also
the main force in our evolution and love can only respect and care.
The kind of domination to which we are called by Genesis concerns
more our inner depth than the external material world. Spirit governs
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matter. The true spiritual path consists of self-control not avid
exploitation. It is why the injunction for the domination of the Earth
concerns here rather our spiritual path and our spiritual inner life.
This is in fact the key to our behaviour: how far are we capable to
restrain our passions and emotions in order to channel them onto a
positive and creative path? If our civilisation had integrated this truth
from the beginning of time, it would look very different today.
As has been said, the true question in our personal evolution and in
our relationship with nature concerns our desires and needs. It is the
question of the authenticity of these needs, our right to use what is
available in our surroundings, our duty to look after our physical and
social environment, our responsibility to return to the surroundings
something equivalent to what we have received, to ensure that this
wealth will always be available for ourselves, others, our neighbours,
and all living species as well as for the coming generations. This
assessment of our rights, duties and responsibilities requires wisdom,
in which our state of spiritual evolution plays a principal role.

Therefore, in the environmental crisis today guilt is often
predominant, whether openly expressed or hidden. At one extreme
we plunder the Earth and at the other extreme we feel guilt-ridden for
doing so. Our Judaeo-Christian heritage does not help us find a clear
way between guilt and domination because it remains too often at a
moralistic level (you should / you should not) instead of showing
how much the path of our personal evolution consists of an authentic
way of controlling our inner Earth and of relating to the universe in a
mature, self-limiting and responsible way.
Another understanding of guilt
The path of our inner personal maturation helps us relate to our
world better than the path of grabbing the fruit of knowledge.
The traditional story of the fall of man (the story of Adam, Eve, the
snake and the apple in Genesis) has too often been interpreted as a
moral tale about the dualistic distinction of good (obedience to the
law) and evil (disobedience) as two equivalent forces (God and Satan
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as being equal). This is the simplified popular version that does not
express the real purpose of the metaphor.
In contrast with this popular version, another interpretation of this
deep teaching proposes a path of liberation which consists of
undergoing a process of personal or collective learning to explore our
inner world and marry our feminine and masculine faculties. Let’s
examine these two versions in more detail.
Conventionally, the tale of Genesis is understood in a moralistic way:
as human beings, we are inherently bad and have a constant tendency
to disobey because Satan (the snake) seduces us. Nevertheless, God
comes and saves us by wiping clean the blackboard where our sins
are registered. This fate never changes and we are thus condemned to
an everlasting repetition of this scenario. God and Satan seem to be
two equivalent forces that oppose each other. This sad understanding
can only generate a deep sense of guilt and despair. It does not help
our personal growth to a higher level of maturity and deeper
consciousness.
But another understanding23 is possible, which brings life and hope.
According to this second interpretation, this tale does not position a
woman and a man as two distinct opposites but it describes our
personal evolution, or more exactly, an inner path from a nonaccomplished to an accomplished state, from a Yin to a Yang state:
• Yin is the feminine principle (the woman in the tale) that is not
evil as described in the popular explanation, but symbolises water,
or inertia. The darkness means the non-accomplished, not as evil
but as what still has not become light. This is the womb of our
origin, the interiority, the source that has not yet been revealed

23

See the works (mainly in French) of Annick de Souzenelle: La parole au coeur
du corps, Albin Michel, 1993. Or Le symbolisme du corps humain, Dangles,
1984.
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and must be expressed, the creature at birth before it develops into
a mature being.
• Yang is the masculine principle (the man in the tale) that is not the
good but a symbol of dryness, of expression. The light means the
accomplished, as what has found its own expression. This is the
mature state of our own accomplishment in the expression of our
vocation, the enlightened and accomplished being.
Of course, we all, men and women, have both aspects in us,
independently of our gender. We are at the same time Yin or
feminine – the womb, the origin, the non-accomplished – and Yang
or masculine – the expression, like an arrow, on the way to be
accomplished.
We are all called, men as well as women, to search for the darkness
in ourselves in order to bring it to light and then, after maturation, to
expression. From an immature, non-accomplished being, in our own
womb so to speak, we have to grow and reach expression in
accomplishing our vocation. In a poetic and symbolic way, Genesis
describes how, in the beginning before the Creation, there was only
the indistinct world of water and darkness which has yet to come to
expression. “Let there be light, and there was light,” it is written in
Genesis. This coming into light is the process of accomplishment,
that is, of creation and revelation. Light reveals what has not yet
been manifested. In this way, life is our natural movement towards
light and expression.
According to this second interpretation, the snake in the tale can be
understood as our life energy (our kundalini) which helps the nonaccomplished become accomplished. It is neither good nor bad as
such. It is simply our energy of growth and its quality depends on
what leads it to expression, or what it concentrates upon and how it
is used and implemented.
The tale tells us that there is only one path: the path of our descent
into our interiority that leads us to embrace our own darkness and
bring it into the light, providing in this way healing to our own
depths; this path consists in a form of marriage of our feminine and
masculine principles; it is a long path of maturation and inner
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transformation. This process is certainly not an easy one but one
necessary to access life.
Yet an illusory shortcut exists, as the tale of Genesis describes it,
which consists of avoiding the slow and painful path of inner
growth: under the influence of our inner energy, which urges us to
reach the end of the path quickly – that is, under the influence of our
own snake whose energy has been sidetracked – we choose the
shortcut of stealing the fruit of knowledge (the result) before we
have endured the path of growth (the process). In doing so, we
prevent our own knowledge from growing in us by slow assimilation
through the process of life and inner transformation. In this way,
only an illusory form of knowledge will be reached through a violent
act of false appropriation.
This second interpretation of the tale shows redemption (or
liberation) as the normal progression on the path of life. It reveals to
us how our own growth gives us access to life when we undergo the
normal process of inner transformation. According to this new
understanding, we are saved from the illusion of the shortcut.
Redemption happens once and for all and is not subjected to the
infernal circle of repetition as according to the first interpretation.

In summary, the tale of Genesis, according to the second
interpretation, tells us that there are two paths for accessing
knowledge:
The first path is to accept the laws of the universe that help us go
through a long maturation process in unity with the whole Creation,
knowing that the sacred force of life is the only energy which can
help us become ourselves in the expression of our vocation when we
remain open to it and agree to undergo the inner transformation it
requires. This is the slow assimilation of the fruit of the Tree of Life.
The second path is to break the links with Creation and choose a
risky, individualist, illusory shortcut while trying to forcibly
appropriate the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, which will forever
remain exterior because it cannot be assimilated through the process
of self-transformation that is the only way of integration.
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A humorous story by Anthony de Mello24 tells the same truth: A lady
goes into a shop and asks: “What do you sell?” God, who stands
behind the counter, answers: “We sell everything you could desire!”
The lady then orders: “I would like justice, peace and love in
unlimited quantities, please!” But God replies: “Oh, my dear, there is
a terrible misunderstanding! We do not sell fruits, we sell only
seeds!”
The tale of Genesis sets similarly into contrast the way of the seed,
which grows through a long process of self-transformation, against
the way of the stolen fruit, which does not bring a solution to the
sense of guilt. The description of the path of the growing seed is a
powerful teaching on our relationship with nature and the whole
universe. It opens us to a new form of integration into the cosmos.
The growing of the seed invites us to this inner transformation that
brings us in harmony with the universe, according to the wisdom of
traditional cultures and perennial wisdom, instead of leading us into
an illusory domination that tends to absolutely transform the external
surroundings to the limits of destruction according to the folly of our
Western civilisation.

Technology as dominance
Having described the trend toward domination and destruction, we
can illustrate this behaviour by an example. Technology is the perfect
illustration of our tendency to escape into supremacy and destruction.
In our Western civilisation, the use of powerful technology leads to a
lot of destruction, despite the positive potential of tools. Destruction
can mainly be attributed to the nature of our intentions that have
determined the form and use of technology. In turn, illusions, in a
24

Anthony de Mello: One Minute Wisdom, Gujarat Sahitya Prakash, Anand, India,
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vicious circle, are a consequence of this very use which has allowed
us to continue believing in them. Hence, technology has become the
symbol of our mastery of the world because we have chosen
supremacy instead of adaptation to the existing harmony. It is our
new god that lets us believe that we are the only masters. Life in this
way loses most of its sacredness and is almost reduced to the
management of matter with our tools in order to reshape our
surroundings.
It is important to be aware that technology as such is only a neutral
tool that offers potentials and remains neutral as long as it is not
loaded with our way of looking at the world and our intention of
dominating nature. The destruction that technology has brought
about in our physical surroundings and in our social networks is due
more to the use we make of this technology – and the intentions that
guide its use – than to its own power. I can use a hammer to knock in
a nail, just as I can use it to smash the skull of my neighbour.
Because our intentions play such an important role in the impact of
everything we do, it is worth examining the characteristics of our
tools and machines to better understand what makes them so
dangerous when they encourage our worst tendencies.
Tools increase our own energy
By using tools, we enhance our own physical energy and hence the
overall impact while at the same time protecting our bodies from
the effect of this increased force.
Tools are distinct from machines in that they generally depend on our
own physical force, or that of animals, to do work. It means they do
not rely on any external source of power like the wind, combustion
or electricity. They remain therefore more in our control because we
keep in touch with the effort that working with them requires from
us, and we can better adapt our effort to the measure of the
anticipated effect.
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The only source of energy for the hammer is the force of the arm,
whose impact it intensifies while protecting the hand from the
increased impact on the nail. The effect of the hammer remains
therefore in proportion with the user’s own force, or effort, and with
the individual human scale. It is always possible to reassess and
adapt the amount of effort and one’s own movement and impact
required for the task, because one remains directly in touch with all
aspects of the process and no force other than gravity intervenes. The
consequences – that is, the positive effects of our action as well as
the negative impacts of our mistakes – are therefore also reduced to a
human rather than industrial scale. This form of natural limitation
defines the better quality of control we have on our tools as well as
the limit of their use. Here, the rhythm of the tool user determines the
use of the tool. The tool itself does not impose any particular rhythm
as the machine does. This means work can even become a kind of
meditation, such as raking gravel in the Zen Buddhist tradition, or
engaging in any creative activity.
Tools are usually more silent because they do not have motors, and
nor are they polluting. Basic tools have a modest look, and yet they
can be extremely evolved in their design as the result of long
experience of being used. They even incorporate the spirit of the
trade. They are the expression of a certain form of wisdom because
they are linked with the artisan’s know-how and traditions, as well as
ethical or metaphysical values. Craftsmanship consists in much more
than the mastery of matter; it aims at creativity and diversity; it
includes also a perspective of life, a form of philosophy. Baking
bread, building a vault, making wine, designing furniture, cooking a
meal or shaping a violin are activities that are loaded with great
social, cultural and artistic significance and with wisdom when they
are practised by people who love their trade and are highly
experienced in their craft.
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Machines rely on external sources of energy
Because they use an external source of power (such as wind, fuel
or electricity), machines can carry out jobs beyond our human
scale.
A non-organic external source of power provides the machine with a
power that humans do not have. This allows us to carry out jobs
which would otherwise be inconceivable without such external help:
the transformation of matter, efficiency, resistance to extreme
conditions, transport of material, completion of harmful or dangerous
activities, automation. The more powerful machines are, the more
their performance is amplified, but with it, the effects of our mistakes
of perception, intention and execution are also multiplied.
Although machines are more powerful than tools, and using them can
be more effective, mastering them meaningfully is more difficult.
They impose their own rhythm and often also the method to use
them. Therefore, I would argue that wherever possible, especially in
a spirit of self-limitation, it is better to use simpler tools for better
control of the process because machines provide us with an illusion
of power. They reinforce our domination.
The efficiency of machines has been the motor driving our Western
development and also the support for our cultural evolution since the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance, and especially since the Industrial
Revolution. The emphasis on, and fascination with, technology in
our Western civilisation has deeply transformed our understanding of
the world and our connection with nature. Additionally, this recently
acquired power has completely reshaped our human relationships
between individuals as well as those within our communities or
between social groups.
Perhaps controversially, I will take the stance of an apologist for the
use of tools, in opposition to machines, as a way to better show the
positive potential of self-limitation. This deliberate approach will be
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also a way to question our way of thinking and our options for
development that are too often accepted as necessary and inevitable
without being critically examined.
Below, I will describe seven negative factors associated with the use
of machines:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

constraint,
excessiveness,
illusion of power,
degradation of the surroundings,
social domination,
cultural colonisation, and
depletion of energy resources.

Certainly, there is no clear distinction between tools and machines;
according to the distinction above that affirms that machines rely on
an external source of energy, a non-electric bicycle is a tool because
it relies on human energy, whereas a motorbike is a machine because
it is propelled by a motor. A windsurfer, although pushed by an
external source of energy (wind), is nevertheless more like a bike,
that is, more like a tool than like a machine, probably because this
source of energy remains very natural and therefore on a human
scale. An electric drill, although it has a motor, can also be
considered a tool because the impact of the external energy on its use
is minor. It is more similar in its use to a hammer than to a chainsaw.
The following considerations will therefore apply to technology
more generally than to a strict distinction between tools and
machines, although they are simplified as two opposing categories.
1) Using machines creates constraint
Using tools multiplies the faculties of the user in a creative way
while using machines imposes their own rhythm and method
through power.
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As they contribute to multiplying the power of their users, they allow
users to express their faculties fully. Because tools are flexible in
their use, they do not impose their own power or any given rhythm.
They leave users free of using them as they want, according to their
own sensitivity, force and creativity. Likewise, because tools are
usually versatile, they allow many ways to use them, which
stimulates creativity and freedom.
In contrast, machines impose a special and narrow way to use them.
On the one hand, because they depend on an external source of
energy, they often impose their own power and rhythm. On the other
hand, there are normally not many ways to use them because of very
strict instructions for their use and constraints imposed for safety.
Therefore, their users have to adapt to machines more than they can
adapt the use of the machines to their own desires and inspirations.
Machines are more efficient than tools in terms of speed and of
quantity in production. Because of our fascination for efficiency, we
have the tendency to prefer machines to tools, also because their use
requires less effort and know-how. They contribute to simplifying
our ways of acting and of thinking.
Products of any industrial process are all identical. This is the
evident reason why they can be produced at a larger scale and
therefore made available to many people at a cheaper price.
Nevertheless, the price to pay for such quantity is a lack of
individuality and differentiation. Quantity too often opposes quality.
Mass production is led by a profit motive more than by the desire to
satisfy the buyer’s needs. Thus, quantity makes relationships more
impersonal. Whereas craftspeople know their clients and their
wishes, industrial production does not adapt to the personality of its
products’ users.
Although industrial products are very functional, they tend to have
less character than hand-crafted products. In our modern society,
craft products have lost their daily use and meaning. They have
become special, distinct works that acquire a specific artistic value
while they have more or less lost their normal daily function. Art is
no longer part of everyday life but is something apart and very
distinct from it, which is often only accessible to people who can
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afford it. An ever-greater contrast separates art from work in
everyday life because of the uniformity of products that prevails in
an industrial society. Therefore, work as a form of expression loses
its power for creation and personal identification. Art is for museums
or for the shelves or the wall, but industrial products are for everyday
life.

2) Using machines promotes excessiveness
As tools require more effort in their use, they allow a more effective
evaluation of needs, whereas machines, because of their power,
encourage excess.
The slower pace of using tools encourages restraint, adaptation,
moderation and discretion, or self-limitation in the user.
In contrast, machines, because they make it so easy, encourage
excess and excessiveness. They incite us to do things on a bigger
scale than what we really need. They invite us to produce more and
to accumulate the surplus as security for later or to speculate on its
value. For instance, the Industrial Revolution marked the start of
overproduction and accelerated concentration of wealth.
Despite the modern tendency for limitless expansion, it is possible to
imagine small workshops where technology can be implemented
with all the advantages provided by the flexibility and adaptability of
tools, yet without rejecting the power of machines categorically. This
means that workers would identify more strongly with their work and
the results of their effort. It would make workers feel more valued
and recognised. But only self-limitation can lead us to this more
human and more subtle form of production.
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3) Using machines creates an illusion of power
Tools set us in a true relationship with our environment (heavy,
hard and distant), while machines create an illusion of ease and
power.
Using tools requires effort and determination. It does not change the
way we perceive the characteristics of the material we handle, which
remains in our eyes as heavy and resistant as it really is.
Machines, on the other hand, give us the illusion that we are very
powerful because we no longer feel our limits as small human
beings. Moreover, the power of machines makes us even more
ambitious as if we were the masters of the universe.
For example, tools make us very aware of the hardness of wood
when we have to saw it with a handsaw, or of the weight of soil
when we have to shovel it. Likewise, we feel the effort required to
overcome distances or topography when carting loads with a
wheelbarrow. Even while tools help us do these things, they do not
create the illusion of an easy job. It is why tools are not only the
means for transforming matter, but they are also a means for
perception. In a similar way, as already mentioned earlier, the hand
has the absolutely fascinating faculty to detect and guide our
perceptions and choices and skills and agility, as if it had its own
intelligence; it constantly feels and adapts its pressure or direction of
effort.
On the opposite, when we use machines, we lose the measure of our
limits and the understanding of the true impact our actions have on
our natural and social surroundings. We drill tunnels through
mountains, we dam rivers or we span deep valleys with high bridges.
In doing so we lose the awareness of the complexity of the forces we
are playing with, until an earthquake, an avalanche or a flood
reminds us how fragile and vulnerable we remain.
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When accidents or catastrophes occur, we have the tendency to
blame nature or destiny or God, as if the risks we had taken by using
machines and playing with the forces of matter had no bearing on
what happened. Furthermore, we are unable to review our
behaviours in light of how the environment reacts to our actions.
When someone dies in a car accident, we refuse to recognise the
magnitude of the risks we take each time we drive a car, and how
much we continuously challenge the laws of nature.

4) Using machines causes degradation of our surroundings
While using tools has little impact on the environment, using
machines disturbs our quality of life as well as the natural cycles or
balances.
Tools can usually be used in relative silence and are not polluting.
Because their impact is limited, their influence on our surroundings
is also reduced. They do not interfere with the laws of nature unless
used to excess.
In contrast, machines are noisy and often polluting. Despite the clear
advantages they provide, they contribute to degrading our conditions
of life. By the power of their impact they also deeply disrupt the
natural balances and cycles.
In our cities we seem to no longer notice traffic noise despite it
constituting a constant background. This background humming is the
cause of many physical illnesses and depression. Pollution in many
cities has reached the limits of what our physiology can bear.
By contrast, in towns where the streets are too narrow or too steep
for vehicles and where people walk or use animals (such as horses,
donkeys, camels or elephants) to transport loads, one can hear
mainly human or animal noises (human voices, whinnying, braying
or barking) and the air is less polluted by exhaust fumes. In desert
areas, one can hear the next car coming some five minutes before it
passes by. These simple comparisons show how much machines
have a negative impact on our conditions of life and how we do not
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perceive this degradation anymore. Our awareness of this is reduced
proportionally to the advantages we perceive we reap from our use
of machines and which we do not want to be deprived of. It follows
that the degradation of our environment has come to be seen as an
unavoidable, even inevitable, price to pay.
The human species is probably the only species which participates so
actively in the degradation of its own environment and life
conditions. This degradation may even result from mere
overexploitation of resources in the absence of any use of
technology. This shows how little we are aware of what we do.

5) Using machines drives social domination
Tools do not have a significant impact on social relationships,
while machines have completely transformed our social structure.
Generally speaking, using tools does not drive specialisation and
division in the organisation of the production process as much as
using machines does. Especially since the Industrial Revolution,
machines have transformed our social landscape in two main ways:
Firstly, the work process has become more complex and requires a
form of division of labour and specialisation of trades that generates
social stratification. Secondly, the efficiency of machines has
allowed us to produce more than we need (overproduction) and
accumulate the excess as a surplus. This has become the source for
profit and concentration of wealth and power in the hands of those
who become a privileged social class because of the use of these
machines.
Tools are very versatile and can be used by almost anybody given
some basic training and practice. Although their use provides a
special know-how that can become a source of wealth and power,
they do not, as such, generate specialisation or social stratification.
Although trades- and craftspeople certainly form a social category
that can play an important role in society (for instance as guilds),
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they do not owe their influence to the restricted use or intensity with
which they use their tools. Indeed, they owe it more to their
accumulated knowledge and important role they play.
By contrast, machines are directly linked with wealth, not only
because their acquisition requires significant financial investment,
but especially because they are an inherent source of wealth through
their efficiency. Efficiency means quantity, and quantity means
surplus. Surplus means abundant sales and sales mean profit. Profit
means accumulation of wealth, and wealth means power for further
investment and social influence.
Speculation on such values as work, creativity, resources, efficiency,
production and the power of money is chiefly possible to this extent
because of machines.
Wealth can only be accumulated by private appropriation of
important parts of the commons or of the social good, which in fact
belong to the community; they do not belong to anybody in
particular and thus should not be monopolised under private
privilege by any means. This common wealth consists also of such
things as clean air, water and earth, sunshine, natural cycles and
resources, space, time, community, knowledge and wisdom, justice,
peace, creativity, effort and generosity.
The unjustifiable appropriation of common wealth by private actors
(or corporations) who become wealthier than others is the only
process that can explain how of two people who rely on the same
skills, have received the same education and invest the same amount
of physical energy and time daily, one may become rich whereas the
other may not. Try to become rich without investment but only
personal work, with only your own physical energy and skills and
within the limits of 24 hours in a day! And that without speculating
about the prices of your products if you sell them – which in itself is
a way of converting goods into money that cannot avoid speculation.
Any value that ensues from a common process (such as production,
community or cooperation) should remain in circulation and be made
accessible to all instead of being grabbed by a minority to their
private advantage. Only goods that remain accessible to all people
constitute real collective wealth, while private property deprives
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others of wealth. Machines generally work against this fundamental
principle.

6) Using machines facilitates cultural colonisation
While tools remain very versatile, machines impose a unique way
of using them, becoming thus supports of a certain mentality or
culture.
Tools themselves do not impose special modes of using them (as
according to the manual), although they do require certain high skills
and personal experience which ensue rather from long practice and
general know-how. It is very different with machines. Because
machine users must follow precise instructions – the manual – to
make machines work properly, machines seem to impose their own
abstract rules, not only for their use and maintenance but also for the
values they support, such as efficiency, abundance and rapidity.
Much more than for tools, implicit in their correct use is the
application of a mentality based on rules of logic, safety and
coordination. Proportionally to their power and efficiency they
require a certain “obedience” or a more abstract perspective and
planning which are inherent to linear rather than circular ways of
thinking, and to a rational approach to life; by comparison, tools
require logic and rational thinking on a more experimental and
intuitive level.
The use of machines also implies a form of integration into the
global economic system of exchanges because one first needs to buy
them and then ensure the necessary supplies of fuel and spare parts.
Therefore, machines impose many constraints on our mentality and
behaviour. They transform social relationships and impact strongly
on the social structure.
Technology has always been one of the major instruments of
Western societies in their attempt to dominate the rest of the world.
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Where would colonialism have been without good ships and superior
weapons? The same has applied to within Western society itself:
social power is largely based on economic power, which is enabled
principally by the accumulation of wealth.
It was sophisticated weapons and ships, which can both be
considered machines – not wisdom – that have provided the main
means for Western powers to exercise their supremacy over the
continents they colonised. In this conquest, machines have played an
essential role. Apart from the overt power of these weapons and
accompanying violent repression, the irresistible attraction of
material wellbeing to people of any tradition or culture has been
found to be the most powerful influence that may explain why these
people are easily seduced by technology and material affluence. In
ambivalent situations of complex domination, it has been a vector for
their questionable and relatively easy “acceptance” of the supremacy
of Western ”values”. Machines, with the corresponding wellbeing
they may provide, have thus become the means of a stronger cultural
colonisation; they have contributed to changing and even destroying
these gentler social values that traditional cultures have established
over centuries, such as solidarity, reciprocity, generosity, restraint,
awe, and equity. In general, the use of machines is thought to be
neutral and value-free, but this is an illusion. Technology may well
be neutral, but its use is not. Machines cannot be dissociated from
the technological culture in which they were designed.
Everybody has an equal – not a privileged – right to material
wellbeing, access to which must be controlled by social awareness.
As I will show later, this is the role of technology to manage our use
of technical means in general, and of machines in particular. In this
much broader understanding then, technology becomes deeper than
simple engineering. It reveals itself to be a form of philosophy that
includes discernment, and cultural and spiritual values, as an
expression of the social maturity of the community which practises
it, determining the best possible use of technology and resources.
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7) Using machines depletes natural resources
Tool use relies on the renewable physical energy of the user, while
machines need an external – and rarely renewable – source of
energy taken from nature.
Because tool use relies on the physical energy of their user, it does
not exhaust nature. The energy is only available when renewed in the
living being that provides the source of energy, by food intake,
breathing and rest. When the organic beings are exhausted, they stop
work until they have recovered.
Petroleum-based hydrocarbon fuels, or derived forms such as
electricity generated by coal-fired power plants, are generally the
source of energy used by machines, and these are not renewable.
Using machines therefore has a hidden impact further upstream, that
is at the source, prior to their use: they deplete a non-renewable
natural resource. This means the machine user, without being aware
of it, lives off the natural capital. As this capital diminishes, this
provokes the present crisis of peak oil when it nears depletion or
pushes increasingly to exploit extreme (and environmentally riskier)
fuel sources such as tar sands and gas fracking. It is therefore urgent
to reconvert machines into sustainable devices.
The process of combustion further creates wastes (including carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxides, sulphur dioxide,
particulates, benzene and other pollutants, and used engine oil) which
are absorbed by organisms in harmful quantities or remain present in
excessive quantities in the natural environment. This represents the
hidden downstream – or post-use – impact of fossil fuels.
In summary, tools integrate much better into natural cycles than
machines do, because of their usually organic source of energy.
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The 2 myths of technology
Technology relies on two myths: 1) for any problem, there is a
technical solution, and 2) problems, whatever they are, call for
more technology.
Technology is a powerful instrument that contributes to the creativity
of humankind. Yet many dimensions and issues in life have nothing
to do with technology or cannot be transformed positively by it. Very
often we try to solve cultural or ethical problems by employing more
technology, but this does not work; it generates only more trouble.
Technology has thus become more often the cause of our destruction
than the cause of our positive evolution or an aid in finding authentic
solutions. As already said, technology has replaced meaning. Today
it relies on two myths – metaphorical “stories” or narratives – that
propose a specific version of truth or belief:
1) The belief that there is always a technical solution to any
problem, whatever its nature may be. In fact, it is an eternal and
illusory escape toward evermore systematic implementation of
technology as a universal response to problems that yet does not
solves anything.
2) The obsessive belief that technology provides tangible solutions
that pave the way for progress and, because of (1), that progress
in turn will generate more sophisticated technical solutions. It
means in clear language that technology creates virtuality and
virtuality stimulates further excesses which require more
technology, which in turn leads to more excesses. In the end, the
problems are only exacerbated and shifted elsewhere or, more
simply, denied and postponed.
By contrast with the deepening of personal consciousness or the
arising of social awareness – which are both systemic processes with
their own feedback effects – technology is a one-way tool that acts in
a visible manner on matter or even immaterial substance. Its one-way
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use is not influenced by the impact it has, unless the actors
consequently decide to adapt their strategy. Hence it resists the
complexity of systemic responses which would impact the cause by
feedback that would transform the process itself; this so-called
dialectical process of reciprocal influences is, for instance, what a
growing social awareness would consist of, in an endless chain of
influences and counter-influences between causes and consequences.
The simplified one-way action of technology is what we believe
controlled efficiency should be. Therefore, we like technology
because it seems to have a clear and clean impact which we can
observe and grasp easily; this also makes it easier for us to ignore the
more invisible dimensions of what happens around us. But this
illusory and simplified use of technology that misses its purpose
really goes far beyond any material impact: it has also an immaterial
impact; it generates an attitude to life that impregnates our
understanding of the potential and the role of techniques; and it also
facilitates our understanding of our interaction with our
surroundings, in terms of mastery and supremacy; it means it refuses
to understand the process in terms of action and response to
feedbacks we can observe; or, more generally, attitudes of accepting
our own limits, listening and adapting to a given order that pre-dates
us. This simplified understanding of our intended and controlled
action is at the core of the attitude we apply to technology.
Technological solutions seem too often to deny any power to social
maturity and to the capacity of local communities to propose
appropriate solutions which are based more on the human than the
material dimensions of processes. The result is disempowerment.
The use of technology should be complemented by a broader, more
mature approach as the general framework, and be recognised as the
subtle art of understanding and managing our technical means and
the material dimensions of life in our relationship with the wider
material, social and cultural context. According to this broader and
more mature perspective, technology then concerns not only our
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physical acts but also integrates our philosophy of life and becomes
an expression of it, revealing whether we are aware of it or whether
we want to ignore this more subtle dimension.
It is fascinating to observe in our Western society how, in any
difficult and problematic situation, we have a tendency to look for
simple material and technical solutions, despite our very broad
knowledge that many dimensions of life are interrelated. We seem to
be afraid of perceiving the social, cultural or spiritual dimensions of
our acts as well as of recognising the very powerful social potential
of our awareness. Hence, we underestimate the incredible potential
of our own empowerment that relies on our social consciousness,
which would enable us to propose all-encompassing ethical and
social solutions in which technology would remain either
insignificant or ineffective – or would at least play only an accessory
role. To avoid having to deal with this complexity of our powers of
consciousness, we try to reduce our actions to the material dimension
or one-way action that we think we can easily perceive and master.
This is why technology attracts us so much: it makes our actions so
simple! Yet this approach excludes the most important aspects of our
evolution and of what is really at stake: the meaning of what we aim
at and the quality of life we wish to experience.
The first myth of technology (that every problem strives for a
technical solution) is therefore an expression of our materialistic
view of the world and of our narrow understanding of the real
meaning of life. The fact we are looking only for technical solutions
saves us the trouble of, or prevents us from, questioning our way of
life and the values it is rooted in rather than looking for the real
causes of problems. In the case of climate change, we are looking for
new technologies, new forms of energy and new resources. As
relatively rich people (the richest 10% of the world population), we
refuse to see that our standard of living is much above what the Earth
can afford.
The second myth (that we need more technology to solve the
excesses generated by technology) is an expression of the fact that
we are locked into a way of thinking that prioritises technical issues
and is incapable of questioning the nature of processes when they
clearly demonstrate that our scientific and technical approaches are
inadequate to solve problems.
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Our belief in technology is like our belief in institutions. When
institutions do not work properly, we think we should provide them
with more funding or extend their scope of action; however, we
should rather question the whole process by searching for the reason
of their inefficiency and looking for solutions that are rooted in
human ways of thinking, attitudes and values. We should find new
ways to raise personal and social awareness and maturity of people,
instead of deploying only technical and financial means. We do the
same with technology, by increasing its use rather than questioning
the meaning and purpose of the processes involved.

The 3 roles of technology
To find a balanced and appropriate use, technology should become
the art of restraint: right purpose, right means and self-limitation.
Technology is meant to broaden its field far beyond the mere
management of technical means; it has to become a kind of
philosophical approach of how to use these means in the best adapted
and measured way; in this intention it should play three roles:
1) It should be critically evaluated with regard to the needs and
purposes of any action, to check if these are inappropriate (if they
miss the purpose) or exaggerated (excessive) and to redefine
them more appropriately.
2) It should be examined with regard to the different possible means
for the defined purpose (see 1), and the simplest and most basic
available means chosen, according to the precautionary principle.
3) It should be observed and considered with regard to
consequences of the define purpose and chosen means on
natural
and
social
environment.
Consequently,
implementation process should be constantly readapted
adjusted as new awareness arises. This serves to redefine
needs and goals (see 1) as well as the means (see 2).
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These three roles of technology are of course incompatible with the
two myths described earlier; they attempt to prevent any
inappropriateness or excess of technical means and even to reduce
considerably our blind trust in technology itself by introducing the
clause of precaution; they shift the scope of technology from mere
practicalities to a wider scope of reflection on purpose, meaning and
means. Self-limitation, as a way to a better and deeper way of life, is
the key to this process in which technology loses its power to
dominate. Rather, it becomes a tool in the hands and at the service of
the community. Technocracy is thus turned into social
empowerment.
The measure of effort
Technology provides power and spares us effort. Yet the total
amount of effort required remains the same or is even increased.
How can we judge this?
Technology has two main functions:
First, it can achieve what we cannot with our own limited physical
strength and intellect, such as carrying heavy weights or performing
a high number of calculations or selecting a large amount of data in a
short time or drilling tunnels through mountains.
Second, by using technology, we also avoid having to make big (or
small) efforts. A lift can bring heavy weights from the ground floor
to storeys higher up or provide the same service for those with a
disability, but by using the lift we can also simply avoid the effort of
climbing the stairs.
The second aspect is certainly more pernicious than the first in what
it means for our experience of life.
As mentioned previously, effort is our direct means of evaluating the
amount of work involved; it makes us aware of distances, weight,
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topography, climate. When technology comes to our aid, it alleviates
our effort and also creates a kind of fiction that prevents us from
interacting directly with our environment or at least a twist in our
perceptions.
In our awareness of the way the use of technology modifies our
perceptions, we can adopt two different attitudes:
We can believe that our environment constitutes a menace to us
because of its heaviness, its harsh slopes or long distances, or
because of other aspects that we find unpleasant, or we are shocked
by its indifference towards us. In this case, we live in conflict with
our material world. We try then to adapt the world to our wishes and
technology becomes a great but costly ally in doing so.
Or, at the opposite end, we can believe that our environment
expresses the basic laws of harmony. Its harsh aspects (such as
weight, distance, slope, cold or vastness) become challenges for us to
adapt to, to overcome our feeling of fragility. It does not mean that
our fragility is less significant; it means that our awareness of the
inbuilt, hidden harmony in the universe leads us to be more real
about who we are, and therefore more flexible, and search for the
true way to adapt. Instead of becoming its masters, we become its
disciples.
These two different attitudes will generate two very different stances
on how to use technology properly. In the first case, technology
becomes the essential tool for straightening the world and our
relation to it. In the second case, we learn to use technology
sparingly because we must find the right balance between our
fragility and the laws of harmony that prevail in the universe.
For both attitudes, the true measure of the amount of effort necessary
remains an important question, though it is much more important for
the latter than the former. Although from our intuitive experience it
seems our own effort is always reduced by the use of technology,
this is not what really happens: even if it is true that using
technology reduces our own effort, using technology involves using
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yet more energy in total than not using it. As an example, if I want to
move a few bags of potatoes from the cellar to the second floor, I can
walk up and down the stairs and carry one bag at a time. Or I can
pile them all into the lift and transport them in one go. Evidently I
will have the impression that I will save energy (my own) by
choosing the second option, but indeed the total amount of energy
spent is much higher in the second case because the total weight (or
more exactly, inertia to be overcome) of the lift plus the load is to be
taken into account. Certainly, my own physical effort will be
reduced, but this will be at the expense of a much higher input of
external energy and the existence of a tool that itself requires also
energy to be produced, installed and run. Whereas my organically
generated energy is totally renewable, the energy required by the lift
cannot be completely renewable (at least because of the material
used to build the lift).
This statement seems self-evident and trivial, but I believe it to be
very relevant, especially if we examine the wider picture.
First, it illustrates the generally twisted experience in our relationship
with the natural environment. When we drive our car we make
practically no effort, except for the effort required for concentration
and coordination. We are comfortable, usually warm, can listen to
music or eat something pleasant at the same time or talk with our
passengers. We feel very powerful to be able to glide through the
landscape at a speed of some 80 or 100 km/h. We have this
subjective feeling precisely because we ignore the basic principle I
discussed above. We trust our intuitive impression that our own
effort is reduced, while ignoring the total impact in terms of energy
use. Our present environmental crisis is principally due to this factor
of hidden energy use. I am convinced that most of us would behave
very differently if, each time we drove our car, we would see clearly
to what extent it uses disproportionate means and harms the
environment: by destruction through depletion of natural resources,
pollution, noise, remodelling of the landscape, deterioration of public
spaces, among others (see the description of cars in Chapter 3).
How do we then measure accurately what we use, spend or consume
in regard of the impact our actions have on our natural and social
environment?
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Self-destruction by comfort, money and slavery
Our consumption of hidden energy, acquisition of many services
and exploitation of unknown slaves destroys our capacity for life.
This negative impact of our falsely measured effort – on top of the
illusion induced by the use of technology – is increased further, even
multiplied, by the exploitation we can do – and usually do without
being aware of it – of our connections to other people, especially
when these connections are anonymised through money. Like
technology, money plays the role of a multiplier: by its speculative
nature, from exchange to exchange and from conversion to
conversion, it increases its acquisitive ability like technology
increases our efficiency or mobility. This multiplication of our own
acquisitive power in what concerns the work provided by others
creates a relationship of exploitation when some hidden slaves work
unknown to us and provide for our comfort. I call them slaves
because they do not work freely for us.
As explained above, effort is what can be measured as the price we
are prepared to pay personally – physically and mentally – to be
enriched by all aspects of daily experience of life. Not only we
require technology to alleviate our effort but our comfort relies also
in a very important proportion on the work delivered by these hidden
slaves who provide, mostly in faraway countries but also nearby,
their own energy, time and skills which make our standard of living
possible. As technology, this hidden part of human energy and
qualification constitutes most often the part we refuse to see or pay
for – or rather expect to buy at a reduced cost. Nowadays, as richer
consumers, we live at the expense of both our natural and social
environments – our capital – and especially on exploitation – in both
meanings of extraction and slavery. Our whole environment, whether
natural or social, is being degraded because we overconsume and
because we fail to take fully on ourselves charge of our total
spending.
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Our debt is the part of the effort we deny. It is what we consume and
do not return fully; it is the unpaid bill we leave behind for the
coming generations and the considerable amount of effort and
income we steal from these unknown slaves. If we do not want to
leave behind an unpaid bill, we must absolutely measure the total
amount of effort required to provide for everything we do in life; and
– more important – we must also see how much of it – it should be
the equivalent of 100% – we are ready to provide ourselves or
receive from exchanges that have to be fully equal and reciprocal.
This way of examining our readiness to assume our responsibility
and measuring what is actually involved in maintaining our standard
of life will simply transform our way of life deeply, and us at the
same time.
Let me explain this in more detail: When we observe how money
increases our capacity to consume what we would be unable to
produce ourselves, we become aware that an important part of the
necessary effort needed for maintaining our level of consumption
and standard of life is provided by unknown and hidden “slaves”,
whom we pay indirectly to provide the services we need. Of course,
it is all right to call the plumber or visit the dentist because we
cannot develop skills in all trades. Nevertheless, by delegating
certain tasks to others we also reduce our ability to cope with diverse
situations and develop in ourselves a wider range of skills. More than
that, it allows us to acquire more services than we would otherwise
be able to provide for ourselves, both requiring time and skills, in the
time available to us. This means we get more than we are entitled to
in a 24-hour day. Money thus twists our perception of reality because
it obscures the real costs of things.
What makes the use of money even more perverse is that very often
we ignore who is working for us and at which rate. We are so used to
getting water from the tap and electricity from the power point that
many of our connections with our environment are transformed into
invisible and hidden supplies. It is as though ghosts were working for
us. This major distortion ensues from consuming the fruits of hidden
effort, provided by hidden slaves or made available despite hidden
costs or negative impacts. I call them “slaves” because most of them
work for us at a much lower wage than what we earn ourselves.
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And this twist becomes still more embarrassing when the slaves are
real slaves – people who work under the pressure of exploitation
because they have no other choice for surviving. Many of the goods
we are used to consuming are produced faraway from where we live,
often in poor countries where people earn a sparse living. The wages,
working conditions, social protection of workers or ecological
standards practised in these countries are often almost non-existent.
Most of these hard workers cannot enjoy the material comforts that
characterises our everyday life. This is precisely what makes these
countries so attractive for the production of our goods: it costs much
less. It saves us money and provides us with goods we could not
afford otherwise.
I wrote above that, if we do not want to leave behind an unpaid bill,
we should better measure the total effort we require to be provided
for everything we do in life and be ready to shoulder it fully. Despite
this good temporary conclusion or intention, these many aspects of
our relationship with technology and the world show how difficult it
is to estimate the total amount of effort involved in each act, not only
our own effort but the total effort including also the share provided
by others. And it becomes still harder to measure what should be the
right quantity of effort we can choose to provide in return. We not
only miss seeing the total effort that is involved, such as our own
physiological or psychological effort, the energy involved in our
tools, the number of slaves who work for us and the conditions under
which they live; probably even more importantly, we miss the
necessary ability to know and measure what is right – the right
intensity, degree, measure and attitude we have to adopt between the
two extreme attitudes described above: should we live for the
mastery over the world or become true disciples of the universe? To
make this choice, which needs to be made thousands of times a day,
we need an ethical and spiritual perception of what we see around us
that goes much beyond what we see materially. And this is an ability
we will need years and years to develop, one that will never come to
completion.
The acceptance and the practice of effort are often the way of
discernment. Effort is this strange experience we have that makes us
feel real as well as it makes also the world around us more graspable.
It is often the price we pay not to escape into comfort and illusion.
Life is like a bicycle. It constantly requires just a little more effort
than what we feel like making. Although it seems a bit masochistic
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to say this, it is also a bit like self-chosen suffering. We do not like it,
yet it opens the gate to knowledge through hardship. This statement
does not mean we have to look for suffering as such – that would be
insane and perverse – but it means we have to accept that suffering is
an avoidable component of our attempt to experience life to the full.
Suffering – when we accept it as an unavoidable part of our
relationship with the true reality of the world and when we can cope
with it – is for us an opportunity for transformation and growth.
What I just described about suffering is similar concerning effort.
Effort is just the dose of gentle suffering we can cope with that does
not depress us but opens to us the gates of authentic experience and
deeper knowledge. When we choose it, effort becomes vigour, which
is attention, concentration, strength and energy, and which is open to
mystery.
Effort as vigour reveals to us deeper dimensions of life, because it
connects us with the world and its laws. It is why the excessive
emphasis of our culture on comfort is perverse. It encourages us to
escape from the true challenges and authentic experience of life. It
seduces us to be lazy; it invites us to lie passively on the couch and
watch TV as a disconnected spectator that watching life pass by,
without being involved or participating in it; it seduces us to save our
life energy and live at a reduced pace, like in semi-hibernation.
Saving our life energy for what? This is certainly the only form of
energy we should not save, because it is 100% renewable and it
opens us to the deeper meaning of life.

Mastery or discipleship
Mastery requires many admirable skills, yet it gives us the illusion
we are able to dominate the world; instead, we need to listen and
learn.
Technology makes our choice between the two attitudes I described
earlier acute: mastery or discipleship? Either we believe we have to
dominate the world or we believe we have to adapt to what is given
and we can learn from it. These two attitudes are fundamentally and
mutually exclusive. Of course it does not mean that the former path
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is the technological way and that the latter is the primitive way. They
exclude one another in their perception of the world, not in the fact
that they can both use tools or machines. Following this choice, our
perception of the world will nevertheless drastically transform the
way we use technology.
Out of this choice ensues how we experience the world. Is it hostile
(and therefore we need abundant technology to correct it) or is it
harmonious (and therefore we need a minimum of well-adapted tools
to keep the true image clear)? The answer to this question leads us to
fundamentally different paths and experiences of life. And the
practice of each of these paths will reinforce itself, in developing
more tools for the former, or in radicalising simplicity for the latter.
Mastery means supremacy. It is based on an attitude that pretends to
know what should be done and how it should be done. It means also
a belief in one’s own superiority, superiority over other species,
superiority as a dominating race, superiority of one gender to
another, superiority of the rich and powerful. This is precisely the
hubris in which we are caught in our Western civilisation. Because
we believe that we know, we have reduced the world to the rational
representation we have created of it. We do not live in the world but
in the illusion we have built of it.
Discipleship is based on a completely different attitude. It believes
that the evolution of the universe has a meaning and is led by a
conscious wisdom. This perception changes fundamentally how we
behave because we remain aware that we have to learn everything. It
does not mean we know nothing, but that we have to integrate what
we know into a wider vision that is given to us progressively by our
experience of the world as a mystery. The awareness of not knowing
opens us to what the universe teaches us. We then become disciples
and can be transformed by the laws we discover, such as the law of
gratuity or the law of love.
The law of gratuity says that everything is given gratuitously in our
universe: life, air, water, food, intelligence, compassion, knowledge,
love and justice. Of course we have to work to make these gifts
visible and accessible to all, but the resources are given. Without this
basic truth we could not do anything!
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The law of love says that relationships matter more than stuff.
Everything is a relationship. Matter itself is nothing other than
relationships between almost non-existent particles “lost” in a huge
void. Matter is only what makes this truth visible and creates the
pretext that links us one with another. The essential in the void
between the “particles”, in this space of relationship, in the inbetween.
Discipleship is the path that allows us to learn this other way of
being and to be enriched and transformed into true human beings
capable of love.

The 7 questions of the Tibetan monk
We constantly need to re-evaluate each process in terms of its
authenticity, evolution, appropriateness, precaution, harmony,
need and purpose.
Long ago, the legend says, there was a monk in Tibet who came up
with many inventions, but every time he had a new idea, he put it
back into his drawer because he was not convinced it would help the
spiritual evolution of humankind. Inspired by this wise monk (and by
the teachings of Socrates), we can enumerate a few questions we
have to ask ourselves to check the adequacy of any process:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Authenticity: is it true?
Evolution: is it good?
Appropriateness: is it right?
Precaution: whom or what does it harm?
Harmony: is it beautiful?
Need: is it necessary?
Purpose: does it advance human and spiritual progress?

These questions allow us to escape from the narrow ways of
technocracy. They open the doors to another world which is much
wider and deeper, and which relates to true human values.
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These questions open us also to new ways of action and of being, and
maybe even to new technologies, because they liberate us from the
enclosed beliefs in pure technical and material means. In this way,
they allow real creativity and the development of our human
interdependency and intelligence – in the sense of a “faculty to
understand the world”. Their translation into everyday life concerns
the whole community and emphasises how much we rely on each
other and need each other to access a deeper quality of life which can
only take shape if we integrate the social and human dimensions as
the most precious priorities in our perceptions and actions.
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Chapter 5:
Escape through accumulation
Having examined how we take refuge in denial and illusion through
force and virtuality, and in domination and destruction through false
mastery and excessive use of technology, I will describe now the
third form of escape from the indifference and power of nature,
which is our exacerbated need for exploitation and accumulation.

Refuge in exploitation
The paradox of the law of freely chosen poverty
While wealth seems the best way to a rich life, voluntary poverty
(simplicity) remains the best way to living life to the full.
There is a deep paradox in wealth: although in theory it offers the
best material, social, educational and mental opportunities to secure
the kind of life one wishes for, in reality it includes so many
constraints, and especially privileges or other forms of attachment,
illusion and dependency, that it often makes life narrower and
poorer. Despite the abundance of goods, means and possibilities
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wealth allows us to purchase, it keeps us locked up in behaviours that
aim to maintain or increase only our material security. It tries also to
implement plans that, in our ignorance, we make based on our
narrow definition of present conditions that may not be applicable in
the future.
In contrast, a voluntary form of poverty – that is, simplicity and selflimitation when they are practised for humanistic and spiritual
reasons – helps us liberate ourselves from most material, emotional
and social hindrances and opens us to a real life. Seeing life as a flow
of unexpected circumstances would allow us to experience its depth
and sacredness, beyond anything we could have planned, foreseen or
believed.
This is the central teaching of many forms of wisdom and spirituality
documented through the ages. From the Desert Fathers to St Francis
and Claire of Assisi, from the Hindu sannyasi to Gandhi or Simone
Weil, a striving for poverty as a rich form of simplicity opens us to
the depth of life. However, simplicity and self-limitation mean much
more than having a little less than our neighbour. They are radical
choices that consist of having only the strictest minimum needed to
focus on the essential. What the minimum represents, and its
corollary, what is absolutely necessary, are central questions in our
quest for truth and especially for equity. And they are not easy ones!
When confronted with the complexity and unpredictability of life,
we tend to take refuge in material and visible actions. We think signs
of material success represent a happy life. But deep in our heart we
know that this is treachery. While, certainly, we can enjoy material
wellbeing, it is only an illusion that has nothing to do with the deeper
meaning of life. Doing and having remain more or less escapes from
being, when they are not focused on, or oriented towards, the
richness of the present moment. And the acceptance of failure – or at
least of our limitations and personal fragility – offers a powerful
form of relief that makes life much easier.
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Exploitation and accumulation
We consider nature to be a huge stock of raw materials we can
consume as we want; we feel accumulation, beyond security, gives
us consistency.
Accumulation of material goods (stuff) and even of mental
acquisitions (knowledge) seems to provide us with a meaning in life.
But we forget too often that life happens in ourselves wherever we
are, very often independent of outside circumstances – or at least in a
way that is principally related to our inner perceptions and
interpretations. Despite this deep anchorage of life in our own depth,
we are constantly seeking excitement in external sources of
stimulation or in consumption of material or cultural goods. This
need for external stimulation and a greediness for accumulation lead
to the exploitation of nature as a source of material resources as well
as the exploitation of fellow creatures who can provide us with what
we strive for, irrespective of the destruction this form of exploitation
can too often generate.
Greediness is a common human characteristic; it develops mainly
when there is an inner void, especially from a lack of guidance
towards what makes sense in life. So many rich people are not happy
and know very well that they have not found what is essential in life.
Accumulation beyond basic needs is therefore futile and deceptive.
The word exploitation, in the context of agriculture or natural
resources, already implies a high degree of excess. When we use it,
we express – usually unconsciously – a concept of hidden
destruction of the source that provides the resources; extraction as a
fundamental approach does not consider whether these resources are
renewable and, if they are, how quickly they can be renewed.
Extraction is oriented towards greed and profit, and is thus a oneway movement. It is about taking only, without caring to give
anything back. Therefore, exploitation does not integrate in natural
cycles. It is why it means destruction. When one source of resources
is exhausted, we usually turn towards another source to continue our
destructive extraction.
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The word exploitation is also used for human beings. Just as material
resources can be exploited to the stage of depletion – meaning total
destruction – human beings can also be exploited. Free market
economy has led to the discovery that the more people are exploited,
the weaker they become and the more they are forced to submit,
unless the situation escalates to a breakdown or rebellion.
Accumulation calls for exploitation, without which it is not possible.
Any wealth always is of dubious origin, whether consciously through
the wilful practice of greediness and exploitation, or unconsciously
through the ignorant consumption of goods that have been produced
under exploitative conditions. As rich Western nations we know that
our wealth, in many ways, originates from the exploitation of unjust
relationships with poorer countries. As I mentioned earlier, wealth
arises from unbalanced exchanges. Any just exchange should
generate equal incomes on both sides. This means that wealth can
only take shape as a transfer when there is accumulation on one side
and there is loss or depletion on the other.
In order to avoid “exploitation” bringing destruction, every taking of
a resource (material or immaterial) should be accompanied by a gift
in return of the same value that would be just compensation for the
impact on the surroundings (whether natural or social). This is a
basic law of nature and of the economy we all too often forget. Fair
compensation is the only way to maintain sustainable relationships.
If neglected, the poorer side becomes ever poorer until it collapses
and exchanges are therefore brought to an end. By contrast, true and
equal exchanges maintain a living relationship that can develop for
much longer because it is nourishing for both partners. Each time we
progressively deplete any resource, we deprive ourselves by
destroying it in stages. What is not fed properly slowly fades away.
This is not only true for nature, but it is also true for the economy
and human relationships.

Honourable harvest
When we harvest gifts from nature, we should adopt an attitude of
respect, attention, receptivity, gratitude and reciprocity.
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Depleting natural resources destroys us too, in the long term. Robin
Wall Kimmerer25, an indigenous American botanist from the
Potawatomi Nation, describes what she calls the honourable harvest
as an attitude of respect for natural resources and for the equilibrium
of our natural context. This attitude translates into the following
terms:
• Never take the first, never take the last: You have to first
consider how much there is of the plants you intend to harvest and
observe whether they are plenty or they are struggling. If they are
struggling, leave them untouched.
• Ask for permission: You have to ask the plants if you can pick
them. This is an important question that opens the dialogue. You
are not just a taker but also a receiver.
• Listen for the answer: If you ask sincerely and honestly, you also
have to listen to the true answer, even if it does not suit you or
takes a shape that is unexpected. Be open to surprises and adapt to
what you are told.
• Take only what you need: You have to limit your taking to the
minimum that corresponds to your need, as distinct from your
desire. Make the difference and reconsider your need in a spirit of
simplicity and self-restraint.
• Take only what is given: You have to distinguish what is offered
from what is not. We are used to being takers but we have to learn
to be leavers. Leave what is not given.
• Use everything that you take: Do not waste anything; this means
take only what you are sure to use.
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Robin Wall Kimmerer is the author of: Braiding Seedgrass, Milkweed, 2013,
and other books. The description of the honourable harvest here above is taken
from her lectures.
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• Be grateful: Express your gratitude for what has been given to
you. Be aware that you are the recipient of what is given. Even
express your gratitude in words addressed to the plants.
• Minimise harm: Be aware that you deprive the environment and
other potential recipients of what you take, and limit the damage of
this deprivation to a minimum.
• Share what you have taken: As what you have received is a gift
from nature, it does not belong to you; it must be shared between
all people in need of it. Share according to the needs of people
around you rather than according to your own needs. Have a
hetero-centred perception, not an egocentric view, of these wider
needs.
• Reciprocate the gift: All gifts are only a delayed exchange.
Return then the equivalent of what you have received, not
necessarily to the giver, but ensure the cycle can be closed.
Exchanges have to form a circular economy to be sustainable and
enduring. There can be no accumulation because exchanges have
to constitute a reciprocal flow that does not retain anything.
In practising these precepts, we show respect for the world that feeds
us and we remain in harmony with it.
Competition versus cooperation
While competition is mainly an illusion for losers, cooperation is
the only path to building a harmonious collective life.
Competition is based on the illusion of a bet: if I can be quicker and
smarter than you, I will have many personal advantages over you for
myself. In fact, if some people can win exceptionally by betting this
way, it is evident that most people are losers in this bet. There are
more poor people in the world than rich people and objectively each
of us has a greater chance of losing than winning. Winners can only
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win because they are taking advantage of others either through power
or by chance. These advantages are rarely given freely but usually
extorted through force (exploitation), though sometimes by chance or
ignorance. They are a theft. Cooperation, on the other hand, is the
only way to build a balanced community where everybody has a
share in the common wealth. Cooperation is the only way to allow
this common wealth to be optimally shared because it helps
everybody contribute to it and access it alike, ensuring equity.
Accumulation is an individualist trend that can be only practised in a
competitive system or at least with a competitive mentality. In a
cooperative system, sharing and belonging are more important and
bring more justice and more wealth for all. This allows a richer way
of life because wealth remains accessible to all.
Cooperation as necessity
In a poor natural environment, species have to cooperate, nutrients
circulate quickly and each takes only the minimum they need.
Despite what Charles Darwin described as a struggle for survival of
the fittest26, it is noticeable that the different species that live in a
poor environments have to cooperate; their survival depends on their
complementarity in an ecosystem that can complete its cycles only
when everyone plays their role. Competition is therefore less
pronounced than in richer environments. As nutrients are in this case
scarce, they have to circulate as quickly as possible to become
accessible to a maximum number of individuals. Species that live in
such settings have usually a slow metabolism and can rely on little.

26

The expression “survival of the fittest’ did not mean in Darwin’s understanding
that it was at the expense of other species or individuals. It was only meant in
the sense that the fittest has a greater chance of survival because it is better
adapted to the environmental conditions .
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They generally take only the minimum for themselves, leaving what
is left available for others. Not out of free will, but simply out of
inbuilt behaviour.
This natural model shows how it is wrong to base our economy on
accumulation. The social model for a fairer economy is, like in
nature, based on quick circulation and sharing, especially in times of
less favourable conditions (such as poor crop yields or an economic
crisis). Cooperation and sharing are especially important in poor
societies. In an economic crisis, the solution lies in true human
solidarity by taking care of the weakest and ensuring that each
member of the community has enough for survival. In Australia, the
practices of mateship and Aboriginal solidarity (an obligation to
share through the laws of kinship) are certainly in principle
expressions of this basic truth.
It is fascinating to see how much we can learn from nature27 because
it enacts the basic laws of life. Our social settings are not natural;
they are manmade. The more we accumulate wealth and comfort, the
more we drift away from the laws of nature. With the Industrial
Revolution and the accumulation of wealth in Western societies we
have become accustomed to the basic economic principle of
capitalism that the accumulation of wealth in a few privileged hands
will allow the quickest development because it will favour
investment and growth. This is called the trickle-down principle.
While this mechanism is probably effective in generating growth –
as the basic principle of capitalism – it generates inevitably a strong
inequity in distribution of this wealth. We find it very difficult to
give up this false belief that usually becomes a certitude proved to be
false whenever recession strikes. In this case, the natural law of
interdependence and sharing appears to be necessary and should
prevail; it is why we should come back to a basic practice of
ensuring welfare for all, based on solidarity, sharing and quick
circulation of scarce resources.
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This idea of cooperation in nature is inspired by Tim Flannery’s The Future
Eaters, Reed Books, 1994.
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It is interesting to consider that communities that live in harsh
conditions have generally developed these kinds of practices based
on solidarity-mutuality. In the early times of white settlement in
Australia, pioneers developed the practice of mateship, which has
culturally impregnated the spirit of Australians until very recently.
Long before the Europeans arrived, First Nations people established
social rules of solidarity through the law of kinship that oblige each
one to share what they have with others. These rules are even so
precise as to stipulate with whom one has to, or with whom one
cannot, share. In a poor environment, each resource has to be made
available for all, although distance is necessary between some people
depending on the nature of their biological or intimate relationships
(especially in-laws).

Accumulation versus circulation and sharing
As long as individuals do not retain for themselves the product of
common creativity, it remains in circulation, accessible to all.
The laws of the capitalist market economy are based on a
fundamental inversion of the laws of life: they claim, wrongly, that
everyone should try in each transaction to keep for oneself the
maximum possible profit to find happiness. Such accumulation of the
maximum possible value is only possible by detaching it from
circulating goods and services, thus depriving others (the
community) of this same value. We wrongly believe that profit is
natural and good, but profit is pure theft because it is based on
appropriating for oneself the product of common creativity, which
really belongs to the commons.
Let me illustrate in more detail the difference between income and
profit.
First, I will explain the vocabulary I use. On the following pages I
will often use the word subsistence. To my mind, this word does not
mean mere survival with the minimum of food and shelter, but also
encompasses everything material or immaterial we need for a good –
though modest – standard of living life, air, water, food, shelter, and
also education, respect, dignity, recognition, creativity and love.
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Subsistence economy is a form of economy that provides all these
when it is balanced and harmonious. Another word for subsistence is
livelihood.
When I work in order to sell the product of my work on the market, I
transform available resources, goods and services into a new product
to which I add my own creativity. I need to cover my costs for the
materials and tools required in production. But I need also to seek
compensation for the time I spend working to cover my living
expenses. However, what is at stake here is more than living
expenses; it is also that these living expenses are proportional to the
duration for which I have to work: the duration of work (not in hours
but in days) is also the duration of my subsistence. It is this global
duration that defines the amount of my real expenses for subsistence,
independent of my level of productivity. Hence, in this logic, there is
no hourly fee for a wage at this precise instant (hour or day) but
rather a monthly necessary global income for covering all of my
subsistence expenses linked with this same global duration (in weeks
or months) that includes all aspects and activities of my life, from
working to telling my kids a bedside story. Once these expenses are
covered I can do what I want or even work for free.
For performing this work I will also enjoy the privilege of accessing
the common wealth. This common wealth is available to me in its
material form as access to public infrastructure or to freely available
air, water or sunlight, or it is available in its immaterial form as
knowledge that I received freely from my community in the form of
education, training, or a sense of beauty. It may also provide the
positive influence of a social context, with opportunities for
experience or self-development and gifts of love and generosity.
As I did not pay for these benefits of the common wealth, I should
not expect to be recompensed for transmitting them further to others
and doing so would not deprive me of them. By sharing qualities like
love and knowledge I do not part with them. To the contrary, I am
enriched by sharing them because it makes these qualities more
active and creates links between me and my community; it valorises
me and makes me more mature.
In recognition
community, my
compensation I
subsistence and
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energy, know-how and time. It should not include the value of the
treasures I am able to access in the common wealth.
When I sell the product of my work on the market, I can either sell it
at cost; or I can speculate by trying to sell it at the highest possible
price because I know that some people are prepared to pay more for
it than what it has cost me to produce. I can thus hope to make a
profit in addition to my income, turning subsistence into speculation
as a way to accumulate more wealth than necessary.
If we claim that this higher price reflects the real value of the object,
we can say that this supplement of money (my profit) actually
reflects a part of the value that may have two different sources:
• It may have been incorporated by previous workers into the
product – most probably without costing anything, neither in time
nor in material, because it was freely given by the natural or social
environment (such as know-how, beauty, quality, efficient design,
or any similar quality). These workers have contributed with this
addition to the chain of its transformation before me, and at no
cost to me.
• Or it may have been added by me with the free contribution from
the common wealth of material support (natural resources,
infrastructure) or in terms of non-material support (advice,
knowledge, inspiration, wisdom) or even of personal gifts (skills)
that have been freely given to me by my social surroundings
(community).
In both cases the supplementary value is certainly the fruit of the
common wealth rather than my own effort.
The influence of the market – as it is speculative – incites me to
increase my real income with a speculative profit. Such speculation
is encouraged by other factors such as abundance or insufficiency, or
by trends and fashions, which have nothing to do with the work and
real costs of my production. It becomes then a matter of maturity to
follow one’s own awareness of what is just, instead of submitting to
the trends of market.
This demonstrates that any part of the value of a good that is not due
to real costs of production should not be detached from the good but
should remain attached to it as part of the total value. It has to
circulate together with the good and remain accessible to all. This is
a part of the common wealth that nobody can own and that nobody
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can evaluate the real value of, as common wealth should not be
submitted to the laws of the market.
There is another important aspect to accumulation by profit:
whatever the conditions for exchange, accumulation not only
subtracts an important value from common access, it also retains and
immobilises wealth. When it is stored in the hands of people who do
not even have the capacity to fully utilise this value, this
accumulated wealth – because it is superfluous to its owner’s
everyday needs – largely remains in storage: on the shelf or in the
bank. Wealth can even be destructive when its accumulation exacts a
high personal price and when it is wasted. This makes the waste of
resources and goods a form of self-destruction.
By contrast, when the common wealth remains accessible, more
people have access to it. The more the total value remains embodied
in the product, the more it circulates with the product and the more
people its circulation enriches. Therefore, it is preferable to make
wealth accessible for the common good than to privatise it.

Qualities of
quantities

cycles

and

measurement

of

The preceding description of accumulation and exploitation
demonstrates how we have to adapt to the laws of nature. Let’s see
how we can achieve this. We must urgently learn how to manage
natural and human resources, and especially our energy use. So far,
we have been consuming it without any consideration of a limit
imposed by nature. In facing the energy crisis, we refuse to see it as a
call for an urgent change in our ways of life.
Integration of human activities into natural cycles
We have to integrate our activities into natural cycles (of
transforming wastes into resources) and adapt to natural rhythms,
variations and locations.
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The main cause for the destruction of our natural environment lies in
the fact that our activities are not related to the natural cycles of
transformation that are providing us with all the resources we use;
these same natural cycles also have to absorb the wastes we produce.
Natural cycles are based on transformation of resources. No waste
exists in nature because what we call “waste” is used as resource in
the next stage of the same cycle. Cycles vary all the time according
to natural rhythms (day/night, seasons, moon phases), variations in
conditions (drought/flood) and location (climate, altitude, main
natural equilibriums and their variations, topography, or even human
impacts).
Although I have already mentioned this necessity to integrate all our
activities into natural cycles, if we want them to be sustainable, I feel
it is necessary to elaborate on it here, because it is central to the topic
of exploitation and accumulation.
This integration has the following characteristics:
• Integration into natural cycles means that our activities should not
consume more resources than the Earth can produce. This capacity
of production by our natural environment is not only defined by
the quantity of resources available now but also by the speed at
which these resources will be renewed, which depends on the
duration of the complete cycles of renewal and on the differing
rates of reconstitution, according to seasons or other durations of
cycles. For instance, we cannot consume food at a faster rate than
it can be produced. We cannot possibly consume the fruit now
which will be produced next year or in five years’ time.28 We
should not cut down trees if it is uncertain whether they will be
28

In contrast, our financial system (money, debt, interest) seems to demonstrate the
contrary: we can consume what we have not produced yet – what a twist! Of
course, investment seems a reasonable process that is compatible with the laws
of nature. But speculation is demonstrably something mad, contrary to the laws
of life.
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replaced by other trees within the same time interval as we cut
them, whether planted or by natural regeneration in the same area.
It is worth noting that the formation of our present fossil fuel
reserves has taken about 500 million years. Although natural by
definition, they cannot be considered a renewable resource based
on this time scale as it is not a recurring natural cycle but rather an
event or process of transformation that happened once over a very
long duration. It is highly unlikely that such process of
transformation of plant material into coal and of animal remains
into oil and natural gas will be repeated at the same scale in the
next 500 million years. Extraction in this case goes against the law
of integration, even if it were spread out over a duration of 500
million years!
• Integration into natural cycles means that our activities should not
produce more wastes than our surroundings can absorb, where the
rate of decomposition is the determining factor. The processes of
production and decomposition in nature are only different stages of
the same cycle, because there is no distinction between absorption
(for wastes) and production (for resources). There is only a
constant cycle of transformation which evolves like a spiral as a
complex structure that evolves in time.
• Integration into natural cycles means that our activities have to
adapt to any variation in the rhythm of these cycles, influenced
mainly by changes in the climate or by modifications of the local
conditions – either natural or as a result of human activities that
have disrupted these cycles.
• Integration into natural cycles means also that our activities must
be adapted to the local environment. Natural processes are
certainly global, not only because of the incessant exchanges of
currents (especially in the atmosphere and between the oceans, but
also for everything that can be transported by them such as seeds,
animals and diseases) and because of the incessant exchanges
between the different parts of our planet through migrations (of
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animals and people), transport and telecommunications. Yet
natural processes are also local because they have to fit into the
local ecosystems which are different from one place to the next
(forest, mountain, desert, ocean, dry, humid, tropical, boreal,
continental, oceanic). Ideally, transport should not be necessary
because it consists only in exporting scarcity or imbalances
elsewhere. In any case, population density remains a major factor,
because it translates into the impact of the sum of the activities
which can become very destructive in their cumulative effects,
although the same activity in an isolated environment could be
compatible with natural cycles.
• Integration into natural cycles means equity, which is a very
important criterion for judging how well our activities integrate
into natural cycles; equity is an accurate indicator of how the
sharing of available resources proceeds among people with
differing needs, according to an equitable distribution, locally as
well as on a global scale; and also among different species.
Although equity can be prevented by natural conditions of scarcity
(aridity, drought) it is mainly impeded by concentration or
deprivation of wealth. Transport can be a useful means for
improving equity – when it transfers resources from a rich region
to a poor one or people from a poor region to a rich one – although
it is ultimately an artificial way of correcting the adverse effects of
population density. Globally, transport as such does not produce
anything and does not help with the integration into natural cycles.
Sharing the available resources is certainly the first priority today
to correct the imbalances between poor and rich. In general, any
discourse about needing to find new resources or increase
production is a way to hide wealth inequity or to escape this
inevitable challenge: how do we share effectively and equitably
what is available today? The continuing trend of increasing
production or extraction is the simplest way to deny that resources
and wealth should be shared and it is also the easiest way, for us
wealthy nations, to refuse to lower our standard of living.
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• The ultimate negation of integration into natural cycles is mining.
Mining eventually exhausts the natural resource it is intended to
extract. It means just taking what has been produced over
millennia without considering how it will or can be replaced, let
alone at which rate it will be replaced by nature, if indeed it is.
Mining is our main attitude towards nature: we just take what we
want without considering the consequences. Mining is even the
attitude we have towards agriculture, although agriculture should
be par excellence the field of renewable and sustainable
production. Our present agricultural practices in general exhaust
the soil, thereby destroying the main source of income. It is why
agricultural land has been producing less and less in the past few
decades with the same inputs. Mining in this larger, extreme sense
should be abandoned. Of course this begs the question: what of our
needs for mineral resources like iron, copper, aluminium or lithium
ores? There is no simple answer to this question, although
recycling, self-limitation and reconsideration of our needs would
provide better ways of using these precious resources. It is also
evident that our present practices cannot continue for the simple
reason that resources are finite and the generations following ours
will need to meet their own needs.
Demography, population density and consumption
Deterioration of nature is also linked with demography. Yet it is the
wealthiest consumers who cause most of the problems.
The birth of a rich American has more impact on our planet than the
birth of 10,000 poor Bengalis! When Western people talk about the
impact of demography on the deterioration of our natural and
manmade surroundings, they usually mean that poor people in poor
countries, because they are more numerous and their birth rate is
higher than that of richer people, should practise birth control and
have fewer children. It is true that poor countries have a faster162
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growing population but the high level of average individual
consumption in rich countries makes the impact of wealthy nations
much greater, especially when they continue to intervene in poor
countries by exploiting their natural resources or taking advantage of
cheap labour and often inadequate regulations that do not protect
indigenous people from depletion of local resources including food,
water and minerals.
The birth rate in poor countries is much higher than in rich countries
and the average age is much lower. For instance, the fertility rate
(number of live births per woman) and the proportion of the
population below the age of 14 years were, respectively, for the
following countries in 201829:
•
•
•
•

4.4 births and 39.6% of the population under 14 for Yemen;
2.4 births and 27.4% for India;
but only 1.5 births and 14.9% for Switzerland
and 1.9 births and 17.8% for the United Kingdom.

A birth rate of just above 2 births represents more or less population
stability, depending on other factors such as child mortality. One
should also remember that in poor countries children provide a
security in old age because of a lack of social security provided by
the state.
We can observe in these data a very interesting process: poor
countries are young countries, which means their inhabitants are of a
lower average age than in richer countries. Many youths bring hope
for the future.
The impact of demography on the environment is certainly very
serious, especially when poor populations are densely settled and,
because of their poverty, look for resources in their immediate
surroundings, thus making the impact of poor people more

29

World Statistics Pocketbook 2018 edition, United Nations, New York, 2018.
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devastating at short distance (especially when it comes to
deforestation and water pollution). Yet it has to be compared with the
impact of our Western way of life on a much larger scale, as the
impact of our consumption is much higher and geographically spread
out because it concerns many resources and goods that come from far
away (such as oil from Nigeria, coffee from Brazil and appliances
from China).
Life is considered sacred and this makes it very difficult to impose
restrictions on the procreation of others because it touches the most
intimate parts of cultures as well as people’s personal and family
lives. Yet any conscious and free decision to reduce the growth of
one’s own population certainly has a positive impact on the way we
relate with the Earth. Awareness of the impact of demography on the
depletion of natural resources and on the general equilibrium of our
environment contributes to preventing disasters. It can and should
lead a community to practise serious birth control within its own
social group to avoid population growth. Because in this case it is not
imposed by external pressures but arises out of free observation of
the impact of the concerned community, this form of mature
awareness is much more appropriate; it is a free and responsible
choice for one’s own destiny.
By the same logic, we may as well ask ourselves, as Westerners: will
I have – or should I have in future – more than two children? Do I
have / should I have more than four grandchildren? I know many
advocates of birth control who would not be able to answer “no”.
But, of course, these optimistic procreators are often white!!
It is also essential, before thinking of imposing by force any
restriction such as birth control, to give priority to any means of
improving the capacity of the Earth to nourish its population: through
equity and sharing, reducing areas of non-productive land (roads, car
parks), reducing the waste and speculative destruction of food,
prioritising intensive food production in land use (growing
vegetables and cereals instead of cattle), and conversion of non164
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useful to essential production. As a major priority, we have to learn
to practise a form of food production that is in harmony with the laws
of nature, which means it does not destroy nor perturb the fragile
balances, the quality of soil and water and the processes which
maintain these goods.
It is also essential to be aware that the rapid growth of the world
population has been only a very recent phenomenon which started
around 1800 with industrialisation and has accelerated even further
only since the middle of the 20th century. Only technology, combined
with a violent inclination for domination of other ethnic groups and
of nature, has made this rapid growth possible; colonisation, and new
means of transport, production and exploiting nature, have enabled
to the provision of the necessary goods and especially the
indispensable food for so many people as well as better health
conditions. In this sense, it is not so much a population explosion that
triggers the destruction of nature as the opposite: the depletion of
nature and its resources generates a population explosion. This is the
exact contrary to what we are told, at least in rich countries.
In nature, a greater availability of food allows a species that feeds on
it to grow in numbers, and the increasing numbers will contribute
quickly to depleting the resources, which in turn reduces the
numbers of survivors through starvation. This is true for wildlife and
it should also be true for humans. In the case of humankind,
however, human beings have twisted the laws of nature because they
decided that they did not belong to nature and that therefore they
were exempted from submitting to natural laws, as I demonstrated
before. Human action has therefore prevented the natural reduction
in numbers when the resources diminish. Industrial production,
exploitation of foreign lands, technology and transport have
maintained an artificial level of availability of resources that has
provoked the current population explosion, which is in fact due to
the excessive exploitation and consequent exhaustion of natural
resources. This disconnection between consumption and natural
availability is especially true for city populations because their
subsistence is not satisfied by local resources but by those imported
from elsewhere.
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Transport and exploitation of natural resources from other countries
have created deep imbalances and injustice in the way food is shared.
It is vital for our species to go back to a healthy ratio between
population and fertility of soil, according to the self-regulating law
of equilibrium which allows only the right quantity of members of a
species to rely on the available food. Any other attitude can only
encourage excessive increase, which will inevitably lead to famine.
The depletion of nature, based on our spirit of domination and made
possible by our technology, has suppressed any visible checks and
balances to our population growth. It has nourished and provided us
with all the goods we wanted to consume, despite our increasing
numbers. As a consequence of this false abundance, the population
pressure accelerates the destruction of our fragile natural
environment. Self-limitation becomes thus the key to our future: selflimitation in procreation but, before all, self-limitation in our
pressure on the environment. The self-limitation of our pressure on
the environment is certainly the key to the self-limitation in
procreation, and not the opposite, as is claimed too often.
Another factor plays an important role in this: several demographic
studies have proved that an increase in the standard of living
contributes to reducing the rate of reproduction considerably. Poor
populations have higher rates of reproduction while richer
populations have reached a rate that does not ensure even a constant
population. It would seem logical to say: let’s increase the standard
of living for everybody and the population will stabilise. But,
although it would be the right equitable measure, this would mean a
profoundly increased negative impact on nature, far beyond what is
possible. We would need at least five planets! This option would
destroy our environment in an even shorter time and kill us all. The
alternative, and only possible, solution has to be a drastic reduction
in the standard of living for all those people who consume more than
the average of what is available for all. Such drastic reduction
concerns mainly the 12% of the richest people of the world
population – that is, most North Americans, Europeans, Japanese and
Australians, plus the elites of poor countries (BRICS30, Emirates and
similar) – who own 84% of global wealth while 87% of the world
population live on only 16% of it and 54% – more than half of world

30

The BRICS are: Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
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population – live on even less than 2% of it31. This calls urgently for
a drastic reduction in the standard of living of all privileged people to
the strictest minimum which is really needed. This reduction would
make almost three quarters of the global wealth (yes, three quarters!)
available for the poorest. Everybody can then have their share.
Nevertheless, we still need to reduce our rate of reproduction. This is
only possible when people, especially women, get the necessary
education, which means, once again, to ensure equity: that
everybody gets their share, in an equal way, of what is quantitatively
and qualitatively needed for a decent life (food and education). The
rigorous practice of justice, equity and sharing is hence the solution.
It will save the environment and offer a good standard of living for
all – indeed an ambitious program! But is there an alternative?

The management of flows
We have to measure and manage the different flows of our
activities and production: natural resources, wastes, energy and
consumption.
Except in terms of financial flows (expenses and incomes), industrial
companies today have very poor knowledge of the different
quantities of materials and energy they consume. It is fundamental to
be able to measure these flows because it is the only way to manage
them and to deduce appropriate rules of behaviour or constructive
restrictions. Yet these data are not enough because quantities are not
the only references. The characteristics of all exchanges with the
natural and social surroundings – and the consequent outcomes for
the overall balance, cycles and equity – must also be considered.
These are the qualitative aspects which too often escape our
attention.

31

Source: Credit Suisse: Global Wealth Report 2020, https://www.creditsuisse.com/media/assets/corporate/docs/about-us/research/publications/globalwealth-report-2020-en.pdf
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One can only manage well what one can measure. This is evident,
especially in a society that pretends to behave in a scientific and
rational way. In our modern civilisation we never stop measuring
things, but what we measure mainly are financial flows or only the
resources we use or need immediately. Too rarely do we measure
effectively the sustainable quantities which define what is actually
consumed and what remains available. Even more rarely do we
compare the quantities of what we use with the quantities of what is
available. Our data do not provide guidelines for our behaviour. We
do not know self-limitation because we have lost the sense of
measure (in the double meaning of restriction and measurement), that
would provide the many qualitative and quantitative indicators which
will stipulate more restrictive behaviours. We take what we want
instead of leaving what we do not absolutely need. We even ignore
how much of these resources are available or scarce.
In order to know what is reasonable and equitable, we need
indicators and reference points. How much water is available today
and how much do I have a right to consume without depriving or
endangering my neighbours and fellow creatures? Only
measurements can provide these kinds of reference points. Therefore
we must learn to measure the flows of materials and energy involved
in our production systems and in our consumption; especially, we
must learn to translate the data from these measurements into
indicators and rules of behaviour.
Not only do we need these indicators to be precise at any time, but
we also need to make them transparent to everyone. When I plug my
appliance into the power point, I do not see how much power is
available on the grid and how many people are connected at the same
time. If I could see it and provided I am reasonable, I would be able
to adapt my consumption to what is available on average for each of
us. By contrast, when I have my own solar panels charging batteries
or my own water tanks, I can look up how much power I have stored
and how much water has accumulated, so I can work out how much I
can use or whether I have to postpone my consumption to a time of
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better availability – or even whether I can afford to waste some
because there is an overabundance (overflowing batteries and tanks).
When I am connected to the wider grid, on the other hand, I am
encouraged to consume whatever amount I want, without restriction
or self-limitation except for the cost. Visibility of effective indicators
is therefore a fundamental principle of self-restraint.
Yet measurements are not enough because many aspects cannot be
measured inasmuch as they concern qualitative rather than
quantitative aspects. In this case, other rules of behaviour can be
deduced in a more qualitative form.
Measurements allow us to know the quantity of resources that is
available and at which speed it reconstitutes or whether it does. They
allow us also to know how easily our wastes can be absorbed and
recycled. On the other hand, they allow us to be more aware of the
fluctuations in natural rhythms due to irregularities or external
influences (normal seasons versus exceptional drought / flood;
influences of exceptional conditions; density of users; peak hours).
If we could learn and practise how to better measure the flows of
materials and energy we use, we would be able to combine these
flows in a more effective way by combining also different
complementary activities. For instance, it is favourable to set side by
side two industrial companies of which one produces heat as waste
and the other needs heat for its production, or one produces wood
chips as waste and the other needs wood chips as fuel or as raw
material for chipboards, for instance. It is a way to recombine
industrial activities according to the model of natural cycles. This
way of organising complementary activities is even called industrial
ecology, in reference to the fundamental importance of cycles as a
condition for any ecological activity. It was developed originally in
Denmark (in Kalundborg)32. Yet, although industrial ecology
proposes an interesting and elaborate approach, it provides only a
partial solution in the quest to reduce the impact of industrial activity
on the environment by a small percentage, for the good reason it
does not concern anything other than the reduction of waste (such as
32

See Suren Erkman: Vers une écologie industrielle, Editions Charles Léopold
Mayer, Paris, 1998.
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the unused heat or the unnecessary transport of wood chips in the
examples above). Furthermore, it still does not address the need to
rebalance our global consumption of resources and energy.

The price is not a measure
Accounting today is mainly financial because decisions are taken
only from the financial point of view, in terms of sales and profit.
The price cannot be a right indicator; it is only the result of the
combined influences of market laws and speculation, which do not
consider the real value of anything, whether this be resources, goods
or services, nor the quality of processes. For the market generally,
justice and biodiversity as well as human values and social welfare
have no financial value as such. Because the price of any resources
or goods is the result of speculation, this price is never able to
indicate their real value. It is only an amount of money required for
the exchange of what is considered to be goods, labour, capital,
infrastructure, land or any other means for production or sale.
Although it does not consider and does not give a price for intangible
values (such as nature, air, sunshine, life, beauty or equity), the
market is nevertheless able to fix a price for what can be exchanged
even if it is of immeasurable value, like when selling a child as a
slave. What terrible nonsense!
Regardless, we never stop confusing price and value as though the
price were an expression of true value. This is completely wrong
because, firstly, the value assigned to something varies from one
person to the next, according to needs, preferences, culture,
opportunities and circumstances; and, secondly, because the price
has nothing to do with the real value of things but only with the
conditions of exchange.
For instance, we sell fossil fuel at a price which is much below its
value when we know that it will be soon exhausted and that it has
taken hundreds of millions of years to be formed. On the other hand,
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we destroy nature without assigning any price to what we destroy,
which will be irreplaceable. Here is another example: the prices paid
for some famous paintings or fashionable objects are so high that in
comparison, the lives of humans living in poverty or the will to
improve these conditions seem to be of no value. Price is then related
more to greed (discreetly called “demand”) than to true value.
This statement about the systematically false references of prices in
our management decisions shows that a fundamental shift is needed
in the way we consider the different available or possible indicators.
• First, we need to free ourselves from a profit-oriented mentality
and then, collect the necessary data which represent all the
quantitative and qualitative aspects of our activities and the way
they integrate into the surroundings.
• Second, we need to learn to integrate these factors into our
decisions. These factors have to represent all components and
perceptions concerning the purpose of what we do, the means we
use, the impact this has on our environment and the improvements
it brings, according to the seven questions of the Tibetan monk I
listed at the end of Chapter 4.

Embodied energy
Embodied energy is the total quantity of energy needed to produce
a good, from extraction to transport.
Each good – even any agricultural product – needs some energy to be
produced, transported and made available to consumers. From an
ecological point of view, it is very important to be able to compare
the respective quantities of energy that are necessary for producing
comparative goods because it gives a criterion by which to choose
between different options when one is aware that consumption of
energy should be reduced.
The main problem with the products we find on the market consists
in not knowing under which conditions they have been produced. We
ignore, from the ecological point of view, how much damage to
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nature their production has caused (deforestation, pollution,
excessive use of water, exhaustion of resources, quantity of energy
consumed in production and transport); from the social point of view,
how much they have relied on the exploitation of unjust social
conditions (poorly paid jobs, dangerous working conditions,
deprivation of social and political rights); from the health point of
view, how many noxious substances they contain, or how much they
have endangered the health of the workers who produced them, and
for foods, how refined they are, or their nutritious substances have
been removed. Among these many aspects, the amount of energy
used is one of the major ecological considerations.
It is important to know that for instance a photovoltaic solar panel
needs to work roughly one year in order to capture the amount of
energy that was required in its production. If batteries are included in
the system, the time necessary to recoup the energy consumed in
production is equal to maybe two or three years of sunny conditions.
This kind of information gives the purchaser an idea of the system’s
efficiency of electricity generation, from the single point of view of
energy consumption that does not yet consider the availability and
renewability of the materials necessary for its production.
We therefore need to consider the quantity of energy required in the
production of the material or appliance we intend to use. This
quantity of energy is called embodied energy because it forms an
integral and indissociable part of the material or item.
Similarly, we can compare:
The embodied energy in different building materials (in MJ/kg)33:
Stabilised earth
Concrete blocks
In situ concrete
33

0.7
1.7
1.9

From: B. Lawson, Building materials, energy and the environment: Towards
ecologically sustainable development. RAIA, Canberra, 1996.
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Clay bricks
Glass
Galvanised steel
Aluminium

2.5
12.7
38.0
170.0

Of course, for a true comparison, one should take also into
consideration the necessary quantity and the specific weight of each
material. In this way it is possible to obtain comparative data, like for
instance quantities of energy in MJ/m2 of wall or of roof in their
composite form:
Description of the wall (in MJ/m2)
Timber frame, external timber weatherboard,
plasterboard inner lining
Cement stabilised rammed earth
Timber frame, external aluminium, weatherboard,
plasterboard inner lining
Double clay brick, plasterboard lining

188
376 or less34
403
906

Of course these data are only a rough indicator, because it depends
also on local economic conditions, on the accessibility and physical
characteristics of the building site, on the conditions of production
and transport, and the amount of manual and machine work done on
site.

34

This amount of 376 MJ/m2 is very high. If the soil to be rammed is excavated on
site and with gentle means, this amount should be much lower (reduced by more
than half), especially if the proportion of cement is kept lower than some 4%,
which seems reasonable when the local mix of granularity is favourable. If the
soil is shifted and rammed manually, as is the case in traditional building, this
amount would decrease even further, close to zero.
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The new quest for energy
The urgency for change
We must urgently act before the crisis becomes acute: it is the only
way to find peaceful solutions to provide a better life for all.
Those who spend too much and provoke the devastation of climate
change are not the same as those who pay for it by bearing the
consequences. The former are the rich Westerners and the privileged
elites of poor countries, whereas the latter are the poor inhabitants of
Bangladesh whose land is being flooded, the many Pacific islanders
who are seeing the sea level rise, or the inhabitants of Siberia and
Alaska who are losing their shores that are collapsing into the ocean
because the permafrost has melted. Despite the climate crisis already
coming to a head, the dissociation between rich spenders and poor
payers seems to dissipate the urgency to act because, as rich actors,
we fail to see the connection between our excessive standard of
living and its direct impact on our own lives and surroundings. This
is again the main issue of inequity at play.
Yet the change can only bring us back to a better way of life; our
present behaviour as robbers and scavengers cannot last; we are
destroying not only our surroundings and our own bodies but also,
importantly, destroying ourselves in our ethical beings, which shows
just how deeply the destruction impacts us. We have to act urgently,
not only to save ourselves and the planet, but especially because
there will be a point at which it becomes too difficult to act. As crisis
escalates it will become more and more difficult to plan for our
future; social conflicts – about food, transport, land tenure and access
to energy – are already arising and will only become fiercer. And yet,
although crises are the most powerful means to impose change, they
provide the worst conditions – fear and violence – for devising
peaceful solutions once they reach their full extent. This is why we
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must plan for our future right now, before the crisis reaches its peak.
Although it is probably already too late, we still need to keep up the
hope that we can act to the best of our possibilities … and awareness.
Because most of our energy is provided today by fossil fuel, cities
and most industries rely on this supply to function. We are not only
exhausting the available fossil fuels by wasting it so fast that it will
deprive future generations from having any left for themselves, but
the impact of this consumption on the climate will leave most of
them in an almost uninhabitable world. Either this energy is precious
and we have to conserve it in order for them to have – globally, not
only individually – the same share as we have (based on the principle
of equity) or we should consider it non-essential because it is
destructive, in which case we relinquish its consumption (based on
the precautionary principle), thus avoiding the terrible consequences
of greenhouse gas emissions their use has on the climate and on
social life, such as huge disparities in the access to energy or violent
domination over countries with fuel resources.
We can make our insatiable greed strikingly more explicit through a
quick and approximate calculation: if we imagine that we still would
not have used any amount of the fossil fuels (oil) we have already
burnt in the past century and a half, something like 223 Gtep
(billions of tonnes equivalent to petrol) – or 450 Gtep for the most
optimistic estimate – would still remain available today, which the
whole world population (7.5 billion inhabitants) would be able to
burn during the time span of its reconstitution, i.e. of 500 millions of
years35 – assuming that it would reconstitute, which is probably not
35

Geologists estimate that the duration of formation varies from some million to
more than 650 million years, depending on the conditions. Let’s accept here for
this very rough and simplified calculation that the duration of formation of these
fossil fuels (petroleum) is 500 million years – although they do not have all the
same duration of formation, especially because it varies according to time and
location; if we can assume also that the process will repeat itself in the next 500
million years exactly as it happened in the past 500 million years. Nothing is
less certain because it is not a natural cycle but a transformation that happened
under very special environmental conditions!
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correct. It means that 60 g (a little less than a decilitre) would remain
available each year for each 1000 inhabitants36. We could even
double this quantity (120 g per 1000 inhabitants for the more
optimistic estimate), but it would not change much, because our
actual consumption remains in comparison completely out of
proportion. This basic calculation provides a theoretical consumption
available per individual which would allow each of us to drive a car
for not even a single metre each year37, excluding any other use of
liquid fuel for industrial production, transport, cooking, heating or
cooling. It means that for every 2.2 km, on a daily average, I may
drive today, I consume the real share of 1 million people who are
therefore deprived of their right to consume the same quantity. If I
drive some 10,000 km/year – which does not seem excessive in
comparison to what other people around us do – and if I do not
consume any other fuel for other uses, I am depriving 12 million
people of their fair share!38 In fact, we spend altogether 3.1 Gtep
each year, which is 7 million times more than what we would be
entitled to for our consumption to be sustainable (under the most
improbable condition that the process of fossilisation would repeat
itself at the same speed as it did in the last 500 million years). What a
disproportion!39 And this excessive consumption is mainly by the
richest people on the planet, about less than a quarter of the world
population, among which one tenth (we Westerners) are truly the
cause of this debauchery.

36

223 × 109 × 106 g / (7.5 × 109 pers × 500 × 106 years) = 60 g/1000 pers year or,
for the more optimistic estimate: 450 × 109 × 106 g / (7.5 × 109 pers × 500 × 106
years) = 120 g/1000 pers year.

37

60 g/1000 pers = 0.06 g/pers, for a car that consumes 8L/100 km (or an
equivalent of 7600 g/105 m); which gives us 6 g × 10-2 × 105 m / 7.6 × 103 =
0.8 m, i.e. less than 1 m per pers year.

38

How much greater is this consumption than the average share of 0.8 m/pers.? 104
× 103 m/year / 0.8 m/year = 1.25 × 107 = 12 million shares.

39

This is an average consumption per person of 3.1 × 109 × 106 g / 7.5 × 109 pers =
4.13 × 105 g/pers., which is 4.13× 105 g / 6 × 10-2 g = 6.9 × 106; i.e. 7 million
times too much.
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Peak oil = general collapse
The expression “peak oil” is a euphemism which hides the
immediate threat of collapse of our civilisation (within 10 years?).
Objectively the expression peak oil means that the highest rate of
extraction of oil has been reached and that this extraction will be
diminishing in the next few years, and the remaining quantity will
become more difficult to extract until this resource becomes
completely exhausted. The price of it will of course increase rapidly
as it becomes scarcer and the competition for access to it will be
exacerbated, soon resulting in violent struggles – social unrest and
wars. American or Australian cities, where people rely mainly on
private transport, will see incredible crises and violence as they will
be paralysed. As most of our way of life relies on oil, the lack of this
resource will make most of our activities impossible and will deprive
us not only of the goods we are accustomed to, without us even being
aware how much our standard of life depends on them, but also the
goods our survival depends on. Put simply, peak oil means the very
near collapse of our society and the absolute necessity to reconvert
our system of production and our ways of life in the next 10 years;
not because fuel would be in itself a vital resource – which is
nonsense – but rather for the stupid reason we made it so central to
everything we do that we linked our destiny to it even though it was
(and is) not really necessary. It seems this kind of situation has
happened already many times in the past and has led to the demise of
many so-called great civilisations; they were probably not so great if
they could not avert their own destruction. Is this also our destiny?
The reconversion of our entire production system is at stake. And
this must be done in a very short time frame. We have very probably
a maximum of 10 years40 – an optimistic approximate time frame to
encourage us to act; which leaves us with minimum realistic time to
40

This guess seems to best correspond to the predictions of the IPCC.
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undergo, as quickly as possible, the deep and radical change we need
before social unrest and violence will apparently make this
reconversion even more difficult. Even though we have already
known for some 50 years what will happen, so far we have refused to
adapt and wasted precious years that would have allowed us to
implement new ways instead of getting deeper into destruction and
extreme behaviours of consumerism.
Most of us are not aware how much our way of life relies on oil:
transport, and especially transport of food, heating, mobility, energy,
and especially most industrial products or most synthetic materials
are the results of processes that heavily involve oil as a source of
energy or as a chemical component. To be clear, it means that the
exhaustion of oil resources will put an end to our food distribution
and even production, to most of our means of transport, to any form
of energy that is not renewable, to most industrial goods because
they are not handmade, to any production of synthetic materials like
plastics that are used even in clothes and shoes, and much more. The
overabundance of waste, especially micro-particles of plastic
everywhere in the ocean and now even in living organisms, is the
proof of this mad dependence. No longer having petrol cars will not
be a major problem as long as we can still go to work and access
basic goods; more problematic, however, will be our lack of access
to food unless we produce it ourselves or it is available locally in
sufficient quantity to satisfy the needs of all the people in our
neighbourhood. To demonstrate the gravity of this impact further, we
won’t even be able to buy a toothbrush or any synthetic clothes, as
these products rely on petroleum as an important component of
plastics! This scarcity, self-created by our almost all-encompassing
dependence on petroleum, will also apply to things like irrigation
systems, plastic tanks, solar panels and wind turbines.
I will argue later how food has to be produced locally to escape the
power of multinational corporations and to better be under the
control of local populations. Clothes must also be produced in a
more natural way and locally, which will mean greater pressure on
the environment for the cultivation of vegetable fibres; cotton is
already a major cause of environmental destruction because it needs
a lot of water; wool comes from sheep, which also contribute to
environmental deterioration. Yet fashion is an incredible accelerator
of our consumption of clothes. Self-limitation can contribute to
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reducing our impact consistently, which must also consider others’
needs.
This way of presenting our near-future reality as a threat that
requires an urgent response seems very pessimistic. Yet it is a much
healthier approach than resorting to the euphemism of peak oil which
allows us to believe that we have much time to adapt. If we have
only 10 years left to reconvert our whole production system, 10 years
is still a long time if our society is motivated to change. The main
problem is not the reconversion itself, it is the social will and
maturity to decide to do so, immediately and to harness the harmful
influences of some corporate interests that work against our common
security and physical, mental and social wellbeing.
Let’s examine now how this radical reconversion can take shape.

The 7 paths to a new energy quest
Two principal orientations: natural cycles and ethics; and 5
practical paths: frugality, imagination, choices, consequences and
management.
1) I propose here two principal orientations:
•
•

Cycles: Our energy consumption must be integrated into natural
cycles, as detailed in the previous sub-chapter.
Ethics: The available energy, as a resource from nature,
constitutes a common good and must therefore be shared between
rich and poor, between people who have greater access to it (in
terms of proximity, abundance and material means) and those
who do not (due to distance or poverty).

2) And I propose here also five practical paths:
•

Frugality: By avoiding waste and unproductive use, a huge
amount of energy can already be saved, even without changing
our standard of living. However, self-limitation remains an
urgent necessity.
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•

•

•

•

Imagination: No choice is utopian because it requires a deep
change in mentalities and therefore we must learn to think
differently, i.e. to envisage the future in fundamentally different
terms.
Choices: The approach should not be technological but
philosophical, especially in how we prioritise our social choices.
What do we prefer: individual competition and materialistic
accumulation or community wellbeing and human cooperation?
We need to learn to have the courage to commit ourselves to
making clear choices about our ways of life and the values we
believe in. These fundamental choices determine the practical
means we choose.
Consequences: We must not only measure the quantities we
need but learn to consider the consequences of our choices: the
ecological impact of large infrastructure, aspects of centralisation
and power, conditions for availability and security of supplies,
consequences and risks of transport, adverse social changes
(accumulation, exploitation, urbanisation), adverse changes in
social values (greed, competition).
Management: We need adequate tools to situate ourselves and
our consumption in relation to what is available, including
measures to calculate quotas as indicators that will help us
regulate our respective intakes, whether willingly or under the
constraint of collective rules or even legislation.
Having defined these main orientations and practical paths in general
terms, I would like now to describe them in more detail:
1) Cycles: The requirement to integrate our activities into natural
cycles is certainly the toughest physical challenge, but it is the
only possible means to ensure true sustainability. As long as
resources are renewed and wastes are absorbed without creating
imbalances, equilibrium is maintained. Solar and wind energy are
only available when the sun shines or the wind blows. They
cannot be consumed in excess, because it is impossible to take
more than there is, and they are wasted if they are not captured
when they are available, without any consequence for the
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environment. On the other hand, they produce no wastes in their
operation, although the appliances needed to harness them require
resources and energy in their production and have to be recycled
at the end of their life. Natural cycles are the key to a true measure
and provide clear criteria to exclude any false solutions that would
not integrate into these cycles.
2) Ethics: The requirement for equity presents the toughest social
challenge. It can only be practised if energy is recognised as a
natural resource and therefore a common good. This has
tremendous consequences: everyone’s basic needs need to be met;
wastes must be recycled locally not exported to poor countries;
and carbon cannot be traded as a right to pollute or as a form of
speculation and making money from destruction.
The five practical paths can also be described in more detail:
1) Frugality: Wastage of energy today is enormous and can easily
be avoided by stricter management and simple improvements
(such as switching off appliances when not used rather than
leaving them on standby, installing insulation or repairing leaks).
Wastage also concerns our standard of living because many
resources are used for unproductive or superfluous purposes.
Many sectors of our economic system rely on this form of
wastage (fashion, gadgets, luxury, poor-quality products that do
not last) and an important part of present profit-making depends
on wastage.
2) Imagination: It is appalling to consider how little imagination or
even self-restraint applies today in the debate about our future.
The real present threat and the potential future gains from
choosing other solutions should encourage us to envisage
anything possible and question any aspect of our present lifestyle,
including our expectations of comfort and mobility, our levels of
consumption, long-distance trading and our ideas of a good life.
As Einstein said, the same mentality which has created a problem
cannot be the source for its solution; a change of mentality
(metanoia = another world view) is therefore the necessary
condition for change. Intellectual and ethical freedoms have the
greatest potential for finding new ways, by daring to challenge
even well-established ideas.
3) Choices: in our modern Western society, the belief in an illusory
form of freedom consists in leaving all doors open, in never
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committing oneself to any constraining choice. But decisive
choices are the only way to make another future possible. There
are many successful and inspiring examples of courageous, and
often marginal, communities – such as small islands or remote
communities – who have committed themselves to a more
conscious and effective management of energy. In comparison,
more apathetic communities have seen their living conditions
deteriorate.
4) Consequences: Energy specialists tend to consider only the
quantitative aspect of energy production: how much is needed and
how can this quantity be produced? But many qualitative aspects
also need to be considered. Some are only indirectly linked with
the question of supply. For instance, the present modes of
production generate catastrophic ecological impacts (giant dams,
high-tension power lines, pollution and climate change).
Centralisation creates dependence and provides means for profit
or political pressure. Access to privileged quantities of energy
encourages accumulation of goods and a radical change of values;
it fosters urbanisation, which deeply transforms cultural
understanding of human relationships and life. Our dependence on
fossil fuels relies on powerful interventions to ensure security of
supplies (invasion of Middle Eastern or African countries), social
injustice (alliances between oligarchies, exploitation of poverty or
tribal conflicts), dangerous transport (accidents with supertankers).
5) Management: We have to learn to measure the quantities of
available resources more accurately, the potential rate of their
reconstitution, the fluctuations in their availability, as well as the
volume of our consumption. Even more importantly, we need to
calculate quotas per capita for everyone to know how much they
can consume; these quotas will fluctuate with variations in
environmental conditions (season, climate, sunshine, wind, sea
level, etc.). How much water is flowing in this river? How much
water can be removed (pumped) from it without generating any
ecological imbalance, without endangering wildlife which relies
on it, without depriving other people? How much water, and
therefore how often, can I take out of this river given the number
of inhabitants who are relying on it? Quotas will make these
variations more visible and graspable for users. Although
imposing them may seem totalitarian, as long as they are only
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indicators they make people aware of what is right or possible.
Otherwise, it would be impossible to know at a larger than local
scale what target to aim for. Quotas might not solve all problems,
but they encourage people to be more responsible for their own
behaviour. Social maturity and capacity for self-limitation are the
best means to respect them unless the law becomes a more
powerful instrument for their strict enforcement. The following
section provides an example of how such a quota could be devised
for limiting personal energy use.

The 2000 W society
A scientific institute has calculated the average available energy to
be 2000 W per person, or 17,520 kWh per person per year.
In order to provide everybody with a concrete idea of the quantity of
energy available per person, the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich (ETHZ)41 proposed and calculated a maximum
quota of 2000 W per capita of energy to be used in developed
countries. Surprisingly, it is not defined as a maximum total quantity
(per person and per month or year, expressed in kWh) but as an
average of constant flow of energy, 24h/day (in joules per second, or
watts), just like a regular and permanent flow of water in a pipe.
This average quota means that our energy consumption should be
reduced considerably in the next years to return below this indicative
threshold. In comparison, the average energy use in the USA today
(average constant flow in W) amounts to around 12,000 W compared
to 6000 W in Western Europe, 1500 W in China, 1000 W in India
and 300 W in Bangladesh. In addition to this energy limit, a 1-tonne
limit on CO2 emissions per person per year is also stipulated, which
constitutes approximately a quarter of the total quota.

41

Quoted in: Herbert Girardet and Miguel Mendonça, A Renewable World –
Energy, Ecology, Equality. Green Books, London, 2009.
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It is very helpful to define an indicative measure of what is available
and can be used. Without a similar indicator or quota, it is very
difficult for an individual to grasp how much energy they can each
consume in the absence of a precise overview of the global quantity
of available energy, total global consumption and consequently our
individual allowance. Yet such a quota presents the inconvenience of
not being flexible and adaptable to unavoidable variations over time,
especially if one relies on renewable energies.
Given the proposed quota of 2000 W as an average of constant
power flow or intensity, the total available quantity of energy per
capita is therefore a quantity which depends not only on the flow but
also on the duration of the time when this flow is active: an hourly
average of 2000 W over 24 hours a day and 365 days a year = 17,520
kWh per year, per capita. This corresponds to the average personal
share of energy used in Switzerland in 1960 – a Swiss reference
because the ETHZ is a Swiss institute.
It is important to note that all this power cannot be provided by fossil
fuels; only that part of it which is limited to 1 t of CO2 per person a
year, according to the ETHZ. As 1 litre of oil provides on average
10 kWh of energy and produces 2.5 kg of CO2, this limit corresponds
to the individual annual consumption of 400 L of fuel providing
4000 kWh, which is less than one quarter of the individual quota.
The importance of this quota does not lie only in the amount of
available energy (2000 W) it allocates, because this calculation
represents only a model that excludes inevitable variations; it lies in
challenging the expectations of a certain material standard of living
which should be questioned to define what is really necessary in our
lives. On the other hand, it bears no relation to the place where the
energy is consumed, which is another constraint to be equally
considered. The accuracy of the quota therefore cannot be proved
despite the extreme care and seriousness taken in calculating it.
The most interesting aspect of this process is that it provides a tool
that requires agreement. Each local community needs to discuss it
and understand how it has been arrived at before it can adopt it as a
rule for everyone’s daily life that will constantly be referred to. This
quota calls for debate, discussion and consensus; it has to be
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constantly re-adapted, re-questioned and re-agreed upon. In this
sense, it is an integral part of the local social dynamic for
cooperation and community. And the same process needs to be
developed at a regional, national and even international level. Quotas
are not dead, formulas of laws that never change, but they are “alive”
because they have to be adjusted constantly; they are tools to raise
awareness and promote mature and conscious behaviour.
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Chapter 6:
Escape through uprooting
Having seen how we take refuge in denial and illusion through force
and virtuality, in domination and destruction through false mastery
and excessive use of technology, and in accumulation and
competition through extreme exploitation and lack of respect for
natural cycles, we will now examine the fourth form of escape from
the indifference and power of nature: our tendency to uproot
ourselves from our local surroundings and community and to isolate
ourselves in a world which is no longer related to the Earth.

Refuge in isolation and material values
This form of uprooting happens because we have developed a
twisted way of looking at our reality and assessing what our most
important needs are. I will describe now how we create that false
reality in which we take refuge, how needs differ from desires, and
when need become greed. We will explore the nature of our needs
and desires, and how they combine.
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Needs and destruction
Our society exacerbates any possible need. Finding the meaning of
life is the key to choosing which needs and desires are real.
For many years now our rich societies have ceased to aim for
satisfying our essential physical, emotional and spiritual needs; much
beyond these basic needs every sector of our economy has been
trying to intensify our desires to create new needs and desires, and
thus create new outlets for overproduction, sales and profitmaking. It
is probably deeply ingrained in our habits as privileged Westerners to
desire ever more and to feel never completely satisfied with what we
already have. Advertising and fashion play an easy part when they
aim to create new, superfluous needs and by exploiting our
weaknesses more than by caring for our real, deep and essential
wellbeing. In the way these needs are exacerbated much beyond what
nature can provide and helps us mature, needs and desires become
the triggers for the destruction of our environment, our social
networks and ourselves too.
Under the influence of the many pressures to consume more and our
increased attraction to easy pleasures, we lose track of our own path,
and hence the real, deeper meaning of life. This meaning – which
each of us understands differently – remains the key that allows us to
choose what helps us in our personal development according to our
own personal priorities and philosophy. It is why it is critical to refer
to this meaning and personal understanding in questioning our needs
and desires, and to discern more clearly what matters most to each of
us.
When we consider the impact of our overproduction and
overconsumption on our natural and social environment, it becomes
clear that we are extracting too many natural resources which have
insufficient time to reconstitute, and that we are exploiting people
(mainly in poorer countries) who produce what we consume but most
of who cannot satisfy their basic needs; their work or production is
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not rewarded at the right price. The only way to find a serious
remedy to this double injustice (exploitation of both nature and
people) is to change our attitudes towards our needs. We must
question them and recognise that they are based on comparatively
different levels of authenticity. Not all needs are justified and have to
be satisfied; they have to be drastically reduced. It is much easier for
us to change our attitude towards our needs than to change the way
our consumption impacts the environment, firstly because our
excesses are the real causes of these negative and powerful impacts
on nature and, secondly, because it is much easier to control over our
own behaviours and attitudes than over what happens around us.
Needs and desires
Needs and desires are difficult to tell apart, especially in a society
that plays on this confusion; we have to learn to see the truth.
Needs seem to be very different from desires:
Needs arise out of constraint: thirst, hunger, cold, rain, despair,
loneliness. Needs seem to be caused mainly by a lack of something
vital.
In contrast, desires arise out of possibilities, when something is
attractive because it seems accessible and pleasurable. Desires
beyond needs seem to be caused by abundance, by the prospect of
having something which is possible though not always necessary.
Yet there is a kind of continuity from needs to desires, and although
it can be difficult to define a threshold between the two categories,
discernment seems to be the key. Discernment is a personal ability
and concern that relies on personal development, taking into account
one’s past experiences, interpretations, references and level of
maturity.
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Necessity is not the only criterion to discern what is essential. Truth
shines another light on this challenge of discernment.
In a nutshell, we could say: If we desire what we need, we are free. If
we need what we desire, we are doomed.
Human needs can be basic: air, water and food. They can also be
more complex, such as health, education, recognition, equity and
love – but this does not mean they are therefore less legitimate. The
intensity of our greed is probably the best yardstick that may allow
us to “measure” the reality of our “needs” and how they may become
just desires or even excessive wants.
Desires seem to be inextinguishable because, as Buddhist teachings
suggest, satisfying them seems to generate ever more desires. When
pleasure vanishes through the satisfaction of desires, desire for more
pleasure arises again and again. It may seem paradoxical that
satisfaction intensifies our desires, which in turn calls for impossible
satisfaction through ever more unreachable objects of pleasure.
Discernment and detachment are the best ways to escape this endless
suffering. These attitudes, however, can only ensue from a kind of
personal development that cannot be generalised and, even less, be
imposed because it is rooted in maturity and not in objective
measurable norms.
This means that we have to detach ourselves from our addiction to
pleasure to become free from our desires; not the other way around,
as this complex relationship between pleasure and desires is usually
perceived.

Being, doing and having
In our life, being is the most important need, far more essential
than doing and having, which are often escapes rather than actual
needs.
It is very inspiring to make a clear distinction between these three
forms of needs that appear constantly in our daily life:
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1) Being is the primordial need: it means surviving, for which we
need air, water, food, shelter, health, security, education,
recognition and love. But being is also the core and essence of
life itself; being is the central experience: breathing with an
awareness of being alive and of what is around us. Being is a
wonder.
2) Doing provides us with what is necessary – and more – for our
survival, our deeper development and enjoyment. Yet doing is
not the essence of life. It is only a secondary way to provide us
with the necessary conditions, experiences and opportunities, and
for discovering new ways of being. Doing is a form of teaching:
it helps us to be and to learn how to be, through direct
experience; yet it is not being itself. The real quality of our doing
and the wealth of what we can learn from it depend on the spirit
that animates our actions, our awareness and the way we interpret
our experiences; this awareness and this capacity for
interpretation are crucial parts of our being.
3) Having is the least important of these three dimensions of life,
especially when all basic needs are satisfied. Having, in the sense
of accumulation of goods, is certainly not an essential condition
for happiness, particularly when these goods are unnecessary for
our survival or for the development of our essential being. And
having things without sharing them is a kind of nonsense.
Being, doing and having are like the three dimensions of space: they
are all necessary for the others to exist and thrive; however, we are
not meant to develop into a perfect cube (where each side is of equal
dimensions). We must favour the first dimension over the two others.
Doing focuses on our own projects – on what we want and what we
know; whereas being focuses rather on our needs for discovering,
searching and learning – on listening to what we do not know.
Deprived of this quality of searching for the unknown, doing
therefore reinforces our ignorance and imprisonment within our selfmade representations – what we think we know. Despite being limited
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and twisted, these are the only guides we can rely on. By contrast,
being opens us to the mysteries and sacredness of life – which are
much wider realms than what we don’t know – which we become
ever more ready to discover.
There is another important distinction. Being is essential for us as
individuals and also collectively; it links us with others in that being
is a common dimension that has its mysterious source in life itself. In
being we are then all One by essence.
In contrast, doing and having may well create links between people;
nevertheless they distinguish us from one another as distinct actors. I
can work with you or against you; I can share my wealth with you or
prevent you from accessing it.
Out of this simplified distinction between being, doing and having, a
hierarchy ensues between these three different categories of needs as
well as within these categories:
1) the essential needs for being and the superfluous ones,
2) the less essential needs for doing and the superfluous ones, and
3) the still less essential needs for having and the superfluous ones.
Although the distinction is merely a question of personal evaluation,
it is one of central importance in our choices and in our
development, both as individuals and as communities.
All three categories encompass simultaneously both a material and a
non-material reality, in a polarity that illustrates how much we live
with the tension and complementarity and cooperation between spirit
and matter.
Being: Above anything else, we need to satisfy our basic material
needs for air, water, food, shelter, health and security. These material
needs are very simple and elementary. It requires very little means to
satisfy them and it is why it is a scandal that we, as humankind
globally, are not able to ensure them for each of us. But these basic
material needs are not all we need; we need also a non-material
quality of life that only socialisation and education (in their most
general and basic sense), social recognition and love can provide.
These qualities do not cost anything (or little); they flow naturally
from the normal social conditions of our relationships and living
together when they are, on average, balanced and harmonious.
Where they are missing, something is going wrong. When these
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basic conditions are met, happiness can take shape, and this allows
us to (re)discover the core of being that relies more on the simple
awareness of being alive and of the natural harmony of life than on
anything else.
Doing: Action is a part of our life with which we can influence our
environment and adapt our conditions of life. Action also allows
interactions and relationships to take shape between human beings
and with our natural surroundings. In this sense, work creates
relationships between sentient beings. This creation of links between
people constitutes one of the main reasons for work, often above
earning a living and beyond the actual usefulness or purpose of any
job. Clearly, we need to be in relationships before we can exchange
goods and services: relationships come first, exchanges second. Our
actions provide us with what is necessary for our survival, though
they are only a small part of our life. Thus, doing is subordinated to
being because our quality of being determines the quality and impact
of our doing.
When we try to influence our surroundings with our actions to create
more peace or justice or love, we try to bring more quality of being
into them. Our love for justice is the essential force that leads us to
act.
Needs that ensue from doing consist mainly in tools and
opportunities, which are the material and non-material conditions for
our ability of doing. Here again, basic needs require few means.
Having: Use (or access to use) and ownership are two different
things. Access to necessary objects and goods is more important than
the formal ownership of these same objects and goods. Any form of
sharing or collective property makes access of these items easier for
all. Their acquisition by individuals limits their use to those
individuals who own them and do not share them, thereby excluding
others who are not owners from their use. When I declare that I own
something, I declare also that I renounce my access to what others
own. Once access to goods is ensured for everyone, having (owning)
is no longer a necessity. This shows again how needs that require
having or accessing these goods or means are easy to satisfy when
they are only very basic needs.
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The screen and the movie
Life is like a movie, where the screen is the truly unchanging
element, while the projection (movie) never stops changing and
creating new illusions.
Here is a metaphor. Don’t take it literally. It tries only to show how
we tend to focus on the fleeting illusion (our perceptions and
emotions) and lose the awareness of what is more stable or
fundamental in life (our being). When we sit in a cinema, we remain
alive independently of the nature and impact of the movie we watch.
Our true being is sitting and watching, although we may feel
emotionally moved by what we see. If the film is sad, we experience
sadness; if it is joyful, we feel joy. But the sadness and the joy are
not real dimensions of our true being; they are only passing
impressions and episodes in our life or temporary illusions created by
the film. If the film is different, the feelings change. Yet we never
stop being the same mind in the same body and sitting in our same
seat in the same way. And the interior of the cinema remains part of
the same external materiality as the screen. The screen is the stable
support of the experience (”beingness”), despite the fact we focus on
the film (fleeting fiction).
This comparison is an apt, though simplified, metaphor for life.
When we focus on the surface of appearances, we get involved in
many superficial emotions and feelings that are like the ripples on the
surface of the sea. Yet the sea is not made of ripples; it is this huge
mass of water we cannot grasp. In the same way, the screen remains
the only “real” element when we watch the film. Whatever the film
is, the screen remains the same. For us, it means that reality beyond
appearances – or rather Reality with a capital R – remains always
tangible, even if it is not fully revealed to us.
We need to become aware that we are sitting in our seat and
watching illusions which are projected on a real screen. It does not
mean that the emotions and feelings the movie arouses in us are
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unimportant; they are parts of life. However, they are only the ripples
on the surface that have a meaning only if they are related to the
screen, to the background or context. If we can remain aware of the
fact that we are witnesses and that the permanent reality is the screen
itself, we can shift our concentration onto the essential and make it
the reference for what seems to happen on the surface of the screen,
without ceasing to enjoy the emotions provided by the film. The
“beingness” of the screen remains behind the projection of the
movie. The first is essential (it is), while the second is anecdotal (it
passes).
This metaphor is inherited from Buddhist teaching – from more
recent teaching, since the invention of cinema – about what is real
and what is not. It brings a great insight into our everyday life. We
never stop acting and a lot happens in our lives. We get involved in
many events that create huge amounts of emotions and feelings,
hope and suffering. These impacts on us are very important because
they help weave our relationships with others and with our
environment. Yet they are only the surface. It is essential that we
remain focused on what is behind them: the screen, which represents
the true essence of life, as the eternal and permanent Reality.
Our awareness of being is the root of this deeper consciousness. Our
actions and involvement in the world are only the episodic and
anecdotal surface, while the joy and rootedness in our own being
constitute the true ground on which we stand. Our deeper maturity
can develop when we become aware that our being is the foundation
(the screen) and that what happens to us is only an ephemeral event
(the movie). It does not mean that we have to neglect what we do; it
is important that we give our everything in our everyday life. Yet our
deeper being does not depend on our success, and these episodic
events acquire their true meaning only when they are situated in the
true context of the screen as the permanent and absolute background.
Our being is much beyond and deeper than the ripples. This is the
core teaching we must assimilate.
Although it is extremely simple, it is not easy to do. It is the key to
the true peace and joy that allowed a woman like Etty Hillesum
(we’ll come back to her later) to sing blissfully in a concentration
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camp, although she experienced deep suffering, as others did, and
must have observed this same terrible suffering around her42. At a
level more accessible to us, this quality of being rooted in our
consciousness as witnesses is the key to accessing serenity and true
happiness. Before we act, we are witnesses; we simply are – we just
are, and nothing else; it means we are witnesses who become active
parts of a whole.

Greed and ignorance
Greed and ignorance are our main traits that incite us to escape
from being into more doing and more having.
As we are afraid of confronting the mysteries of being, we escape
into the easier material dimensions in life of doing and having. This
trend follows the hierarchy of these three dimensions I have
described: we escape from being into doing and from doing into
having.
1) Being, as an awareness and acceptance of what is, is characterised
by mystery: we cannot grasp what being is; we can only catch
glimpses of it. It is why it is such a special experience, when we
accept to surrender to what is or can be with a completely open
mind; it brings us in touch with the essence of life. This
experience is a pure experience inasmuch as it is a discovery of
the less visible dimensions of life. Yet, as we are generally afraid
of confronting something we do not know or control, we tend to
take refuge in what we think we can master more easily, such as
action or possession.
2) Action is much clearer to us than simply being because it seems to
rely more on our capacity to plan and control what happens. Yet
our action remains heavily dependent on the deep quality of our
42

Etty Hillesum: An Interrupted Life and especially the annexed documents Letters
from Westerbrook, Holt Paperback, 1983.
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being that defines the quality of our action. And – something we
rarely think of – it also depends on the way other people agree to
play the role we hope they will play according to our own script; it
is common to underestimate how often we write the script only
according to our own expectations that define what we expect
from others. We forget that these other people will only fit into
this script by pure chance and only if it suits their own script. It is
evident that this compatibility between different scripts (mine and
theirs) can only be fortuitous because it depends more on chance
than on real cooperation; unless the maturity of the group (or
community) prevails and consciously attempts to open more
potentials for cooperation or consensus than chance alone would
do. Satisfaction versus frustration with the “success” of our script
depends therefore more on chance than on its suitability. Good
projects can fail while mischievous plans can succeed. When
action becomes difficult, we tend to take refuge in violence and
virtuality, as I described earlier; that is, in ways that allow us to
avoid confrontation with the truth of the chain of causes and
consequences, as well as with the reality of matter and
incarnation.
3) When we want to avoid the complexity of being and of doing,
refuge in having offers the “last” possible escape: life is then
reduced to an accumulation of material or non-material goods.
Accumulating goods seems to replace skills; accumulating books
seems to replace knowledge; accumulating works of art seems to
replace creativity. Of course, these forms of escape are only
illusions. The most degenerated way of living seems then to
consist in accumulating material wealth much beyond what is
strictly necessary for daily life. Yet our Western society holds
people who have accumulated huge fortunes in very high regard.
Nevertheless, there cannot be any accumulation without injustice
and corruption; any transfer of wealth can only be based on unjust
exchanges; any form of retention of resources deprives the poorest
of basic goods that are necessary for life. There is an unavoidable
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and undeniable fact in life: we all have potentially the same time
(our life time) available to employ our skills; and as skills are
given by nature and society as a free gift, how, in these similar
conditions for all, can then one thrive but the other cannot?
Spiritual traditions teach us that avidity (greed) and ignorance are the
two main causes that generate this form of escape from being into
doing and into having. Greed is an active force that arises more from
fear and frustration than from a real desire to harm others, whereas
ignorance is rather a passive force because it consists in a lack of
awareness of the hidden reality of life and an indifference towards
the impact of our representations and actions. Ignorance hides very
often behind a semblance of competence and a social façade of
success. When greed and ignorance combine, they generate
destruction and harm, which in turn generate hate. Hate generates
usually more hate.
It is much harder to climb up the ladder into “true being” than to
descend down it into “hell”. It is therefore easier for dominant forces
(political or economic power, publicity) to activate negative forces
(down the ladder) such as fear and greed than promote positive
forces (up the ladder) such as compassion and caring (that stimulate
our deeper qualities). Even though people by themselves are
generally inclined more towards positive attitudes, they often do not
know how to put them into practice. This is partly the reason for the
success of so many forms of advertising, addiction or evil and
destructive powers.

Material and non-material goods
As soon as survival is ensured, non-material goods (such as
respect, love or peace) become more important; these have a lower
environmental impact.
The first priority should be given to conditions for survival which
can be achieved with very simple means. When these conditions for
a decent life are met, we usually strive towards an emotional and
affective quality of life that requires mainly non-material goods such
as respect, recognition, love, harmony, justice, security, peace and
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beauty. If we do not strive for these, it is generally because there is in
us a lack of awareness that these values would bring us, and others,
more fulfilment and happiness. Then, if we do perceive it, we tend to
escape this unclear call for seeking deeper awareness and instead
find refuge in the consumption of material things, while often
remaining frustrated because this consumption does not bring any
more joy but, rather, more suffering in the infernal vicious circle
between more desires and more pain.
These non-material qualities do not depend on complicated material
conditions. Matter, in this case, provides the simple physical support
of non-material content, in the way a book consists in the minimal
material support for wisdom, knowledge or creativity; or in the way a
painting consists in the minimal material support for beauty or
emotion. Most non-material goods require little material support and
have therefore only a minimal environmental impact; they do not
pollute, except when their message is destructive to the soul.
Qualities like knowledge, wisdom, peace, justice and love are
generally free and freely given, just as air, water and sun are freely
available in nature; likewise, education is freely given in public
schools and tenderness should be freely given in families.
The more we share these non-material gifts freely, the more they take
shape, multiply and enrich people. Sharing these gifts does not
deprive anybody. On the contrary, it enriches everybody who
provides or accesses them. The more they are shared, the richer we
all are, individually and globally. Generosity generates generosity,
which in turn generates true wealth. It depends mainly on our
personal maturity to actualise and enlarge these gifts and make them
more accessible for all.
From these statements a general rule or law of life can be derived:
basic conditions for a good life are easy to implement for all if the
common will to do so is real, especially at a local or regional
community level. Non-material goods are more essential and more
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precious than material ones, and they do not cost anything and can be
shared freely.
There are a few corollaries to this rule:
1) The first corollary is sad: it concludes that misery, hunger,
violence and destruction in our world are due to indifference or to
a lack of will for creating harmony more than to a lack of material
means. Here again, greed and ignorance appear to be the real
causes of human unhappiness (or unshared happiness); therefore
their remedies are also the keys to an inversion of our negative
impulses.
2) The second corollary suggests: the age of modernity – in contrast
to imposed traditional ways and (contemporary) conventional
thinking – consists in being able to choose – consciously and by
consensus – what constitutes the best resources for humankind,
especially when we know that our available material means are
sufficient to make happiness accessible for all, if we are mature
enough to be aware of this fact and have the will to do so. In this
way, modernity is understood as an opening to deeper maturity,
not as the destructive materialist trend we too often describe it as.
The difference depends on our choice.
3) The third corollary states: as soon as our material conditions for a
decent life are actualised, we should strive towards non-material
qualities. These are free, easily accessible and do not impact the
environment as much as material goods do. They have the
potential to satisfy in all of us better and deeper needs for true
being. Therefore we should concentrate collectively on the quality
of our affective, artistic, intellectual and spiritual life; this is the
easiest way to satisfy a maximum of people. This is especially
true when population pressures impact our environment so
strongly. As I showed before, population pressures reveal that the
impact of rich people – because of their high level of material
consumption – is far more consistent and geographically
widespread than the impact of poor people. This confirms that the
path towards cultivating affective and spiritual values is the one to
take because it has a lower impact on nature and brings more
equity and happiness to all.
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Services between care and profit
Public services like health and education rely on a combination of
material and immaterial goods, where the simplest are the most
effective.
Public services are the most effective when they concern basic needs
and do not rely on much material support. Pure water, basic health or
literacy can be made accessible to a large population using only
simple means. A high population density, as occurs in cities, makes
this kind of effort still more effective.
Public services, which consist in satisfying the most basic needs of
the population, are nowadays ever more intensively managed
according to financial considerations and converted into lucrative
businesses. Privatisation thus becomes the general trend. This means
the institution of the state then no longer needs to care for its citizens
directly but outsources many of its activities and responsibilities
(such as water, transport, energy and health care) to private
corporations that see them as lucrative opportunities for investment.
The general aim of maximising profit and the consequent integration
of these services into the mechanisms of the free market economy
negates these bodies’ initial purpose. It then becomes more profitable
to deliver more sophisticated services and to concentrate no longer
on everyday users – “poor” clients – but the richest clients.
This is the negation of the basic principle: basic care is the most
efficient and must be made equally accessible to all, without leaving
out any marginalised minority.
We can even observe how private businesses tend to transform their
activities in order to accumulate more profit for their owners,
managers and shareholders. Workers are no longer considered;
customers are no longer the kings and queens they used to be. They
have become “targets” or opportunities of profit. Corporations do not
care anymore about quality or about the satisfaction of their clients
in relation to the quality of their products. Consumers become slaves
to the interests of corporations, instead of production being aimed at
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meeting real needs in the most complete way. This terrible inversion
of the intrinsic meaning of such activities makes some products
almost useless, like so many cheap products coming from China.
Luckily, a few smaller corporations remain that have understood
where their own dignity lies and how they may remain faithful to the
value of truly satisfying the expectations of those for whom they are
working. The spirit of public service – even when it is in the hands
of private actors – remains in this case a living concept, ”despite”
private interests. These more mature corporations are usually well
integrated in their local community and know how to value the
satisfaction of their clients and the positive conditions of work of
their employees, who are recognised and respected for what they
provide.

Cancer, auto-immune disease, depression and obesity
The major illnesses of our time are often direct expressions of our
collective lack of awareness of the meaning of our common
evolution.
Illnesses are not only the causes of our physical and personal
suffering. They are also often partly the symptoms or expressions of
our deep and more hidden conflicts, in ourselves and with the outer
world. Our bodies are the books in which we can decipher our pains.
Illnesses therefore often express not only the physiological
disturbance that impacts on our body but also our emotional or
spiritual ill-being; there is in illnesses a physical aspect but also a
non-material dimension which is in most cases significant although
hidden or ignored; this is what Chinese medicine, homeopathy and
anthroposophy teach us. This is true in what concerns individuals,
and it is also true on a collective level. We can observe around us
how the major illnesses of our time are also the deep expressions of
our uprooting. They are especially the expressions and visible signs
of the dimensions of life we socially deny and of the conflicts we
socially have not solved.
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Our modern society is carried away by an uncontrollable growth
(like in cancer), by an incapacity of discerning priorities and
hierarchies of what is fruitful and what is harmful (like in autoimmune disease), by a destructive rampant state of anxiety, fear and
despair (like in depression), and by an insatiable desire for
accumulation and destruction (like in obesity). Cancer, auto-immune
disease, depression and obesity are, in this perspective and
interpretation, the physical expressions of this social ill-being.
Why must this price be paid by specific individuals who are not any
more responsible for these imbalances than others? This remains a
mystery because these individuals are no more responsible than
others for these dysfunctions of our society. To avoid any
misunderstanding, it is important to understand that this expression
of social ill-being is not a moral question; it is not about good and
evil, not about guilt, not about being right or wrong; it concerns
rather our challenge to discover individually and collectively how to
live in harmony with our surroundings, or how to tune into life as a
society; it is about Truth with a capital T – which is far beyond right
and wrong –, about the leading meaning of our lives, which we find
difficult to grasp because, beyond mere practicalities, this meaning
constantly escapes our human understanding. This is then an
experimental and slow discovery of the path of liberation we have to
embark upon. I talk here in metaphors for the whole of our society. I
use the metaphor of these illnesses, which are in fact collective, even
if they translate into personal experiences that are tragic or at least
mean a lot of suffering and questioning for the people who are
impacted by them. Yet the question remains, beyond personal destiny
– on a general level – of how they are related to a wider way of
living and thinking fostered by our collective culture.
1) Cancer can be interpreted as a disorder that manifests as an
uncontrolled pattern of cell growth. In our modern society we lack
clear references to and choices of spiritual values that could guide
us through life. Everything has been levelled by a general way of
evaluating priorities in terms of pragmatic and financial benefits.
There are no longer dominant leaders of development. We have
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therefore lost sight of the patterns that govern life, development
and authentic growth.
2) Auto-immune disease can be interpreted as a disorder in the
identification of what we have to fight against. Natural immunity
is closely linked – in our physiology as well as in our mind – with
discernment of what is harmful and what is not. In our modern
society we have developed a concept of freedom that tries to make
everything equally indifferent, neither good nor bad; it is just a
question of personal preference, as if nothing really matters. Drug
use is widespread; profit and exploitation have been generalised
as norms of social behaviour; public lies and violence have
become official weapons for achieving dubious aims. We have
collectively lost the sense of priorities and hierarchies as well as
the awareness of the impact of our choices. We have lost our
compass.
3) Depression can be interpreted as a disorder in our capacity to
perceive how life is a powerful and creative energy that may
foster just and loving conditions for ourselves, our children and
our community. In the face of the violence and cruelty of our rich
society, which seems generally to have lost any restraint in its
quest for power, we tend to feel disempowered and hopeless about
our own ability to live a truthful life, personally or collectively.
We have lost the sense of meaning and hope. Governments foster
fear because it is much easier to manipulate people who are
afraid: terrorism, national security, immigration and the pandemic
are current topics that generate fear of the other. Major issues like
the destruction of biodiversity, climate change, violence in
everyday life, starvation of the poorest, rejection of refugees, the
degradation of democracy or similar degenerative trends in our
modern societies depict a very frightening future that seems to
offer no way of escaping from it or finding remedies to these
problems. Depression invades our daily life in a pervasive way
and it is often difficult for us to identify the causes of this
deceitful state of despair. When there is no heart or a broken heart
(another disease of our time), where is life?
4) Obesity can be interpreted as a disorder caused by excessive
accumulation of partly toxic compounds (sugar, saturated fats) as
a form of self-destruction by excess. Our modern society has lost
its sense of frugality and simplicity that has become, mistakenly,
in the minds of people, synonymous with deprivation, self-denial,
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sadness and self-inflicted harm. Except at a more private level in
our exchanges with family and friends, we have lost our trust in
non-monetary exchanges, in generosity and self-giving that are
the elementary qualities of true social recognition that would not
be based on false appearances.
It is essential here to understand that in mentioning these illnesses I
do not accuse the individuals who suffer from them. On the contrary,
these many personal cases of suffering call for our compassion and
active support because these people are not guilty of having caused
their own illness; in the interpretation I propose here, they are only
the visible expression of a general ill-being of our society. As a
community we have then an ethical obligation towards them – and
also towards each of us – to search for means of healing ourselves in
our spirit and culture, as a collective body, and healing them also, as
people in their own body and mind. Of course this interpretation
does not explain all the aspects of these illnesses, but it suggests
nevertheless why these illnesses are more frequent in our modern
society than in traditional cultures.
In my interpretation, these four types of illnesses all result from our
own uprooting, when we are disconnected from our own source of
life. If they are truly the expressions of our self-destructive trends,
they have to be understood also as the indicators of what we have to
change in order to protect ourselves from this form of collective selfinflicted harm. Pain is the indicator that helps us find the right
remedy; it shows us clearly that the suffering in our community
comes from the general orientation of our development that inflicts
disharmony on different people and social groups. We must revise
our priorities in the qualities we find essential to protect to satisfy the
basic needs of all.

Market society as uprooting
The integration of traditional communities into the wider industrial
society contributes strongly to uprooting people of these
communities from a traditional social network and from their
relationship with nature. This forced integration throws them into a
production system that tends to privatise any form of common wealth
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that can be transferred into private hands and to convert this common
wealth into money. People who live in our free market society
experience the same kind of uprooting, the only difference being that
it is the pattern of their own society, not a pattern imposed from
outside it. This, however, does not make it any more compatible with
normal human expectations of peace, harmony and happiness.
The word “vernacular” comes from the Latin word verna meaning
“indigenous, domestic, the slave who is born in the family home”43.
A vernacular economy is based on the needs of the household, in the
wider sense of this term that includes also the near neighbourhood, as
a form of wider and collective household. A vernacular society
contrasts with a market society in the fact it has grown organically, is
rooted locally and exists closely linked with its natural environment
that provides what is essential.
The transformation of our originally vernacular human relationships
regulated by interdependence and reciprocal care into economic
exchanges ruled by money and profit-seeking leads to a fundamental
transformation in the way we relate to each other. It is why we will
examine now in more detail how the vernacular and the industrial
economic systems contrast, or even conflict, with each other and
why. It means that the market model creates distortions in our human
relationships and our relationship with the land.
1) Direct use of natural resources vs conversion into money
Vernacular societies extract from nature what they need for
subsistence; the market economy tries to convert anything possible
into money, independently of purpose.
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To check this, look at any Latin dictionary. Or for the interpretation of what
home economy means, look at Ivan Illich, Gender, Pantheon Books, 1982.
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If a resource can be sold, there is, in the market’s logic – I mean here
the market as an institution – an opportunity for profit under the
condition that a resource can be extracted and processed at less cost
than the product can be sold. The laws of the market economy –
which are motivated by profit instead of by purpose and meaning –
will therefore encourage any possible conversion of any resource into
money, without regard for the usefulness of this conversion, as long
as this can provide a monetary gain. We can indeed make a
distinction between two different ways of converting activities and
resources into money.
• I could convert, with great effort and hard work, some flour and
yeast into bread and sell it to my neighbours; this would be a very
meaningful activity because it would provide them with bread and
they could feed themselves with my product. What I earn would be
based on my effort, time and skills, not profit. Beyond my earnings
as income, I would feel a sense of reward in knowing I have fed
people with my high-quality bread for which they would be
grateful to me.
• In contrast, I could buy a forest and cut down all the trees and sell
the timber, whether for building or joinery works, for firewood or
paper pulp. I could earn a lot of money if I sold not only my effort,
skills and time to provide me with an income but also sold this
product of nature (wood) at a profit. This profit could be my only
purpose, without regard for the destruction I would cause and the
meaningless process that does not even satisfy essential needs.
Even if the consequences of my action were catastrophic for the
environment, I would not care because my aim would not be to
improve the world but to make money for myself.
Such an attraction to money itself could apply to anything that can be
converted into money: flour into bread, a forest into wood or paper
pulp, social services, health treatment, intellectual skills, and
especially natural resources: from water to wood to plants to
minerals to land to rivers; from baby seal fur to elephant ivory to
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whale flesh to coal or petroleum. Robbery, exploitation of workers,
procuring (in the context of prostitution), drug trafficking and selling
weapons also allow the conversion of anything into money. There are
very few things which cannot be converted into money one way or
another as long as there is a potential buyer. Money is the common
yardstick; money is the be-all and end-all.
There is yet another major aspect to this obsessive conversion of
anything into money: that the resources to be converted are taken
(stolen) from the common wealth. Before the natural and social
resources can be converted into money, the commons must first be
robbed of the resources that are intended for monetisation, privatised
and the community deprived of its traditionally free access to these
resources. Like in my previous example of the forest I intended to
buy and cut down to make money, this conversion concerns a
resource that typically belongs to the community. The forest cannot
belong to me (even if I have bought it) because it is a common good;
it has grown naturally on common ground (the Earth); it is made out
of sunshine and carbon dioxide converted naturally into wood by the
forces of nature; nobody has made it except the continuous energy of
creation that supports life in its many different forms.
If I buy the forest and cut it down, I rob the community in two
different ways:
• Firstly, this good belonged to all and I take it for myself as if it
were private ownership. I privatise what is really common wealth,
so therefore, I steal it.
• Second, this resource was once freely accessible to all. People
could go there to walk or collect wood (as a common resource)
with the intention of doing their cooking at home, precisely for the
simple reason it was, in a tacit social understanding or custom, a
common wealth accessible to all meant to provide the necessary
resources for all, as nature provides (without special agreement)
for all living beings or wildlife. Once I have taken it as mine
(enclosed or stolen) and converted it into money, people will have
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to pay for it. It means that the resource which was free is no longer
free but everyone has to pay for it. It is how I make my profit. This
is robbery.
It is also clear in my own mind that I would never cut down the
forest if I could only earn an income equivalent to my effort of
cutting it down (as bakers earn their income with their effort). I
would cut it down only because I can get a profit from the wood
itself that does not belong to me. It is because I dared to rob the
community of this good in these two ways that I can make a profit.
In the same way the land around us has been divided into blocks to
be sold, but this land belongs to the common wealth; it is stolen from
this common good and privatised. Or the river is dammed and its
water is sold as water rights that provide profit to the “owner” of the
dam who sells a natural resource that has fallen from the sky. Or a
fossil fuel is extracted from the ground and sold on the wider market
for a price that is pure speculation – they call this market value –
even though this fuel has taken millions of years to form. Or poor
people have to work in sweatshops to make profits for world-famous
brands which then sell work they have effectively stolen from these
poorly paid workers. In fact there is nothing that can be sold because
everything is made of common goods: air, water, wood, sunshine,
rivers, forests, life, culture, knowledge, wisdom, love. These are all
common goods. How could this wealth be privatised and sold –
converted into money – if it does not belong to the seller?
It is only our own work that can be recompensed by money because
it has to provide a livelihood for ourselves and our dependents. This
is then not profit but income; it is not speculative conversion of
resources into money but making an honest living … if one accepts
that money is a necessity.
In contrast with this attitude of speculative monetisation that
dominates our market society, vernacular, or traditional, societies
have adopted a very different attitude. They have a respectful attitude
towards nature and members of the community, partly by ideals
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relating to their beliefs and collective awareness of the true essence
of their environment, but also for this practical reason: they are
aware that, if they destroy their surroundings, they will not survive.
They know their destiny is closely linked with the evolution of their
environment, with the preservation of the commons. This is precisely
what the market society ignores in its obsession with making money,
which has become more important than answering essential needs.
Economy – which should be the practice of managing the household
(verna in Latin, oikos in Greek) to best meet the needs of all its
members while using minimal resources and considering how
activities fit into the context – has turned, principally in our capitalist
system but also more widely where profit is involved, into a simple
machine that “only” has to produce as much money as possible, at
the expense of the common wealth through privatisation of common
goods. This is a complete inversion and perversion of the meaning of
subsistence.
This distortion is evidently also very primitive and it is missing the
principal point of life: sharing, caring, loving and being loved. And
not insignificantly, it causes terrible destruction in the whole world
by exploiting people – who can also be converted into money – and
exhausting natural resources or severely disturbing critical natural
equilibriums and the reconstitution of resources or recycling of
wastes into new resources. Choose what you prefer: life or money!
2) Wealth of the commons versus scarcity
The market economy has forced traditional societies into a global
society obsessed with unsatisfied needs and fear of scarcity.
Our modern society’s trend of privatising common property and
extensively using money to regulate exchanges has strengthened
private interests and fostered concentration of wealth in the hands of
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a minority. This trend has been at the expense of the common wealth
and the collective cohesion and solidarity of traditional societies.
Traditional exchanges are usually based on reciprocity, that is, on a
perpetual need to return the services received and restoring any
imbalances resulting from the sum of past exchanges. Any state of
imbalance calls for further compensation through future exchanges.
These compensatory occasions take place in lively and human direct
interaction, and new exchanges generate an abundance of new social
links and experiences, thereby strengthening the importance of
common wealth. As the balance of exchanges one way and the other
is never reached, the nature of the process, based on further tacit
obligation, calls for more exchanges in order to compensate what is
still due; it develops and extends endlessly.
On the other hand the modern market economy aims at replacing
these informal exchanges, which have supported traditional societies
for millennia, by more measurable, objective, “just and equal”
monetary and immediate compensations. “I pay you now for what I
owe you and I do not need you anymore. Please disappear!” The
result is a market economy that is based on scarcity; it means that
goods only become rare because not everyone has access to the same
amount of money; and because money has been made the only means
of accessing resources, this limitation of means, as well as
exacerbated needs and competition, prevent any equal access to
resources. As a consequence, needs are defined negatively, as
resulting from a lack of satisfaction, so fear of scarcity prevails.
As we have just seen, in a vernacular society most natural resources
remain in common property and constitute what is called the
commons, i.e. the goods and qualities that nobody owns and to which
anybody has access: like in my example, the surrounding forest that
produces wood that can be used as firewood or construction timber;
the river that brings water for the people and for the fields; the land
that can be cultivated without being strictly owned and that provides
food; the community that offers support and reciprocal help; the
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common knowledge and experience that are shared through direct
social and personal contact; the inherited wisdom that is transmitted
by the elders to the younger generations.
As I illustrated earlier about conversion of resources into money, in
our modern world these invaluable natural and social resources, and
these complex and fragile relationships based on reciprocity inside
the vernacular community are destroyed by a general trend for
privatisation that transfers these originally common goods into the
private hands of the most powerful and dominant actors; either
members of the local community (historically suzerains or more
recently landowners) or external actors (investors). What in the past
used to remain open, public and freely accessible becomes enclosed
and private, and acquires private economic value that can be
exchanged on the market: natural resources provided freely for all in
nature are sold for private profit; common species of plants and
natural traditional remedies are patented by private corporations to be
sold under monopoly; public space is withdrawn from collective use
for gathering and reserved for the use of mostly private traffic and
transport; or collective knowledge is turned into corporations’
commercial-in-confidence know-how.
One of the most explicit examples of this are the enclosures of the
14th and 15th centuries in England and of the 18th and 19th centuries in
Scotland, when private landowners decided to enclose their land as
paddocks for sheep-grazing, thereby preventing local farmers (or
commoners, as they were called) from accessing the commons which
provided natural resources for their daily survival according to the
previous rules of feudalism.
In this trend of privatisation of common wealth, which has grown
even stronger since the Industrial Revolution, the subtle vernacular
relationships based on reciprocity are replaced by monetary
exchanges; and the new powerful owners of this previously common
wealth take over the role of employers while the excluded ordinary
people are reduced to becoming dependent indentured workers
instead of being more or less the self-resilient providers for their
families. Money, earned through wages, thus becomes the main
means for exchanges and for access to necessary goods that are no
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longer accessible freely as they used to be. This process of
privatisation, or enclosure, not only transfers common wealth into
private hands that leads to exclusion but also creates dependence of
the poorest on landowners for employment and those natural
resources that used to be shared equally. This is double robbery:
stealing the resources and stealing personal social independence.
This main shift, which I described here in a simplified way, creates a
strong dependency of the majority of ordinary people upon the
market and monetary exchanges. The most negative aspect of this
development is neither the extension of exchanges nor the
specialisation and diversification of trades, nor the improvement of
complementarity of skills and functions it encourages between
different parts or members of the community – which can be
considered indeed as gains. No, the most negative impacts of
enclosures are the depreciation of nature as a common nourishing
environment for all, the exclusion of many people from the normal
cycle of human exchanges, their transformation into servants, the
reduction of social exchanges to their monetary value, and the
supremacy based on the wealth of a minority of property owners.

3) Vernacular abundance in self-limitation
Vernacular societies relate to their natural environment which
defines laws of self-limitation and of solidarity and reciprocity by
which they have to operate.
Originally – as is still the case in vernacular societies but of which
we lost our awareness in our modern market society – our natural
environment provided us with everything we needed if we were
prepared to contribute our own efforts in helping with the picking
and extract or transform what became available. The direct proximity
of the environment, the visible indications of availability or nonavailability of resources and the necessity to supply human labour
and physical effort to access these resources provided factual
limitations and clear indicators for self-limitation and respect of the
laws of natural and social cycles. The evident fragility of the balance
of natural laws as well as the vulnerability of any form of subsistence
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that relies directly on the natural environment encourage social
relationships that have to be based on solidarity and complementarity
to provide a minimum of security for the community and individuals.
The practice of reciprocity, based on a continual debt of everyone
towards each other, can be compared with walking, which is a
movement whereby with each step, the preceding imbalance is
corrected by another imbalance. Reciprocity says: I help you with
building your house and you help me with cutting my wood.
Exchanges are not measured according to a single abstract monetary
yardstick but they are valued according to the more subjective
feelings of each actor (effort, satisfaction, recognition, gratitude).
Money has little impact on this kind of exchanges because it is
almost non-existent in them. Anyone who needs the support of the
community can measure the value of exchanges either in a moral
debt owed because of what one has received or in social recognition
gained by what one has provided.
Vernacular societies live on a subsistence pattern. Needs arise out of
necessity and are adapted to, and satisfied by, the available
resources. No advertising is used to create artificial needs or to
activate exchanges because exchanges have much more value than a
simple monetary exchange. In contrast to the market economy, in
vernacular societies needs are reduced to their minimum and work
stops when these basic needs are satisfied. There is no purpose in
accumulating except for minimal security. Creative activities, leisure
and celebration take place as soon as subsistence is ensured. In
general, no external contributions are made to provide luxury goods.
The free availability of resources from nature or yield from organic
agriculture that is integrated into the laws of natural cycles makes
these resources abundant as long as the population that relies on
them remains at carrying capacity. Abundance exists only where
self-limitation and frugality are practised with the awareness (and
necessity) to use the resources sustainably, or at least where the level
of consumption is constantly adapted to the availability of resources.
Visibility of these limitations, as direct proximity allows it, is
therefore necessary to allow correct judgement and adaptation to the
context. Our Earth provides enough resources for our needs but not
enough for our greed, as Gandhi used to say.
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4) Vernacular versus industrial patterns
Vernacular subsistence generates continuity, diversity and life,
whereas industrialisation creates disruption, repetition and
virtuality.
Because industrialisation is usually measured in terms of quantity
(how much is produced), which is a more tangible measure, rather
than quality (how fit for purpose and durable the product is), it is
often falsely understood as progress and thus a logical development
from vernacular patterns of life. This leads to a great confusion
between materialist abundance of things on one hand and quality of
life and happiness on the other. I do not mean here that a vernacular
society always provides this quality and the industrial society never
does. No, I mean that exchanges of material goods and services can
only provide greater quality of life and happiness if they happen
under conditions where they do not dominate the social complexity
but rather reinforce social cohesion, solidarity and a sense of
purpose.
Industrial development is usually associated with segregation of
social activities and the domination of human values by the economy
and the laws of free market44. By contrast, exchanges that follow
vernacular subsistence and reciprocity patterns stimulate social links
and generate cohesion in the community. Subsistence encompasses
all aspects of social life; the practical and material aspects of life are
not separated from the human, social or spiritual dimensions.
Cultivating one’s field, helping the neighbour, having a chat,
educating the kids and worshipping are all aspects of the same living
practice (being).
Manual work – at least as one component of daily subsistence – is
the basis of a way of life closely related with the laws of nature. It
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allows the workers to be responsible for their own subsistence.
Gandhi used to insist on the true value of manual work because it is
the core of our relationship with the material world and with our
environment. It encourages thus our expression as incarnated beings
with dignity.
At the opposite end, urban civilisation has completely twisted this
authentic relationship with materiality or incarnation; materiality has
been considered negatively and has given birth to an unhealthy ideal;
it has done so by delegating manual work to the lower social classes
for remuneration through money (wages). When it results in unequal
exchanges, this way of thinking creates a false social hierarchy that
turns the rich into parasites and the poor into underlings: a slave
worker at the service of the ones who can afford to pay.
Hunter–gatherers used to stop hunting or collecting food when their
needs were satisfied. They could then spend time dancing and
celebrating. Subsistence and celebration were not even considered
distinct activities. Of course, living conditions were pretty rough!
But there was an undeniable quality: the subsistence pattern aimed at
creating relationships between people because everything depended
on this quality. Exchanges were the fruits of necessity and generosity
at the same time. The compensation was not money but satisfaction
of needs and social recognition. This need for recognition is
precisely what we miss the most in our market society. In the
vernacular society, this need for recognition could be so powerful as
to disturb the social peace, for example by excessively showing off
one’s generosity (like in a potlatch45) and diverting it to personal
ends. Despite these excesses, it remains clear that the need for love
and social recognition is more natural and more necessary for our
own growth than the accumulation of money.
At the opposite end of the scale, the industrial pattern generates mass
production of superfluous goods to sell and make money from –
instead of directly satisfying needs. Economic activities appear thus
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Potlatch is an Amerindian practice where the leaders of a community show their
wealth through excessive generosity in order to reinforce their power. See
Marcel Mauss: The Gift, Taylor and Francis Ltd, 2001.
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as something distinct from social life – a parallel that consists in
money that has nothing to do with life. And this distortion even
seems to be accepted as inevitable by our Western society as the
dominating energy over all relationships between people. The power
of the market becomes the law that rules social exchanges. Because
it is not related to the satisfaction of real personal needs but based on
abstraction (money) and anonymity (not knowing the producer), the
industrial pattern creates monotony (replication of identical goods)
and disruption of the social network, under the power of private
speculation and individual profit-seeking. Of course it is undeniable
that it provides more sophisticated goods, in larger quantities.
It is noticeable how much vernacular languages and vernacular
architecture are expressions of simplicity and diversity. They are the
signs of adaptation to the natural context and to the unfathomable
value of accumulated experience. Vernacular architecture provides
the knowledge of how to keep a house cool in a warm climate, how
to ventilate it naturally and allow natural heat transfer. It is the best
expression of traditional wisdom and adaptation, of respect for
nature and the sacredness of the environment. Implicit in it is the
recognition of the surroundings as the framework in which life has to
unfold. Because in it there is an acceptance to adapt to natural laws,
instead of trying to change or manipulate them, people who build
according to it achieve a higher level of wellbeing and wisdom with
much simpler means. It even provides more comfort – this supreme
value of the industrial era! – than technology alone does when
provided by market processes.
Subsistence activities make everyone more responsible and
independent: no employment, no salary, no working hours, no
commuting between home and the workplace – not even any
distinction between work and leisure because everything is simply a
part of life.
Being aware of the negative impacts of industrial patterns does not
mean we should abandon all industrial potential or technological
progress. The industrial pattern is not meant here as an
implementation of technology but rather as a philosophy and a way
of organising artificially what becomes distinct from life under the
disconnected forms of production and consumption.
Nevertheless, the vernacular economy can also produce
manufactured goods as expressions of higher intelligence. Small
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workshops can be the places for transformation of matter into useful
goods for subsistence. Of course any activity of such more
sophisticated “production” of – or more exactly, transformation into
– more complex goods generally calls for more specialisation and for
a wider range of users; therefore it also needs to be integrated into
the wider market (place of exchanges). The market (reduced to its
simplest expression) then inevitably does not restrain itself from
dictating its own rules. Here, necessity and contribution to the social
good and common wealth remain the keys to the right discernment
and choice.

5) The market’s creation of scarcity
The market transforms normal life into acts of production and
consumption that are only linked by money or market laws.
The modern market uproots vernacular societies from their own
subsistence patterns. Scarcity is created by market laws because
these laws reduce accessibility to goods by imposing a single
possible and exclusive channel: money. Those who do not have
money do not have access to the market or to the goods that are only
available on the market. Competition between buyers arises from
scarcity and inequality of purchasing power. Production (work that
makes resources available) and consumption (enjoyment and use of
available gifts) become artificially distinct acts that are disconnected
from one another or more exactly only related to one another through
the channels of the market and money.
The market defines new rules for accessing resources and necessities.
Goods, services, knowledge, become rare because they can only be
accessible under limited conditions that are no longer free because of
privatisation of the commons; food must be bought in shops instead
of being picked in one’s own field; health problems have to be
treated in institutions instead of being treated by local healers who
exchange their help for what everybody can provide; knowledge has
to be learned in schools; a further and different training is offered
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that is no longer related to daily life but will define unequal
opportunities of future employment; common knowledge and knowhow are no longer acquired in the local community and family
through the practice of everyday life, and no longer shared freely.
With these remarks I do not mean to say that schools and health
institutions are useless, rather that these should not be the exclusive
means to access goods and services.
As human beings we are no longer considered in our wholeness but
we are divided into three different roles as if these were different
beings: producers (employed or independent workers who earn an
income) and consumers (buyers of goods and services) and citizens
(people concerned by their collective destiny). Instead of providing
necessary and well-adapted goods, exchanges become thus rather
opportunities for speculation, which makes poorer communities ever
poorer. Yet it remains unchanged that for instance most of the
wealthy European countries rely on natural resources which are
mainly located in regions where poor communities live and are
employed to make them available: petroleum in Nigeria, minerals in
the Congo, coffee in Brazil, rice in Thailand. Who is truly rich?
Despite artificial scarcity and generalised injustice that dominant
market laws generate, the resulting specialisation of our market
society allows and stimulates also the development of new very
precious competencies and of new valuable knowledge or knowhow. Yet, although it could enrich the commons, the increase of this
potentially common wealth becomes, sadly, at the same time, ever
more privatised and only available to a decreasing number of people:
research in universities (medicine, physics, chemistry, technology) is
more and more at the service of private corporations which finance it
partly and keep it under protection of patents, instead of making
these new discoveries part of public culture accessible to all. And the
effect of marginalisation in our society becomes ever stronger. Yet
knowledge should be free and it multiplies when it is shared freely,
without depriving anybody.

6) The illusion of wealth creation
Industrial society pretends to create wealth; but production is an
illusion because it consists only in transformation of what is given.
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The myth of industrial society consists in growth and wealth
creation; it is what we call production. Yet it is impossible to create
goods out of nothing. According to the First Law of
Thermodynamics, energy and matter cannot be created or destroyed
they can only be transformed from one form to another.
“Nothing is created, nothing is lost, everything is transforming” as
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae (5th century BC) put it already 2500
years ago. Matter and energy are continuously transformed into other
forms of matter and energy. The form changes but the content
remains, as the same quantum of energy and matter in their different
expressions. The creation of wealth is therefore impossible; wealth,
or goods, can only be transformed or transferred or taken away from
where they are available in nature.
The quantity of available materials and energy in the universe is
constant. Matter can be transformed into energy and reciprocally.
Water is transformed into steam or ice when energy is respectively
added or liberated. Photosynthesis transforms carbon dioxide and
water into carbohydrates in plants. Combustion liberates energy
while it transforms plants back into carbon dioxide and water vapour.
Such processes of transformation generate different forms with
different properties but the total amount of matter and energy
remains nevertheless constant globally.
To be more precise, the total quantity of available energy in the
whole universe has even a tendency to diminish, science tells us. The
Second Law of Thermodynamic states that energy has a tendency
toward entropy, which means degradation. Energy, when it is used or
transformed, tends to turn – or degrade – into its lowest form, which
is heat. Any use of energy sees thus part of it turning into heat, and
heat has a tendency to dissipate and therefore lose its own power as
nothing can reconstitute the original concentration that could have a
sufficient impact to provoke transformation. As any transformation
towards a more complex material form needs energy and as this
energy tends to turn into heat and dissipate, the fact that there is only
a limited quantum of energy that is available in the universe –
although it is an astronomic quantity – indicates that the universe
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will have a limited life span. At least it is what some scientists
contend.
What is said here about energy and matter which can change form
but not increase in quantity as such can also be said for wealth. It
cannot be created; it can only be transformed. Wealth can
concentrate in the hands of a few, but it cannot be produced out of
nothing. Concentration of wealth can only result of a simple transfer
from one person to another. Accumulation can only be made
possible where there is unbalanced exchange between a loser and a
winner.
Production, as creation of wealth, does not exist either. It is only a
transformation of materials that nature provides freely to us (from
the commons), with addition of human (social) involvement. The
concept of production is an illusion that our industrial society has
created. It is time for us to awaken and recognise that this illusion
has destroyed our environment as well as the spirit of our society.
Transformation, on the other hand, has a very different meaning that
will change our relationship with nature if we recognise its validity:
it emphasises how much the total quantity of resources and energy
remains always the same and must therefore be managed wisely.
Despite this last statement, which can be perceived as a restriction,
transformation remains a fascinating process because it involves all
of our faculties – creativity, imagination, know-how, awareness,
sense of beauty and love, to name a few – that give new shapes to
what we handle. These qualities are probably the principal added
values, because they are not generated by material sources.
Creativity is of another order. It is rather sustained by life, but it is
also fed by energy (solar energy) – another natural cycle!

7) Protectionism and globalisation
Protectionism allows weaker societies to consolidate according to
their own pattern; opening to external exchanges comes later.
Rich European countries have consolidated their wealth and might
during the centuries of colonisation and the Industrial Revolution
under protective measures (like for instance the Corn Laws at the
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beginning of the 19th century in Britain, against imported goods or
food) that allowed them to develop their economy, construct a solid
network of domestic infrastructure and establish external commercial
relationships. Precisely because of this wealth and might they had
previously consolidated under protection, they soon became
dominant, often at the expense of the poor countries they have
plundered. Now these same rich Western nations want to force poor
nations to open their own markets to this dominating power. They
invoke the pretext that exchanges will create wealth for these poor
countries also; yet such exchanges seem always to profit the
dominant ones. If this were not true, why would these rich nations
bother so much with extending their potential markets? Despite this
evident nonsense, globalisation is “accepted” by the weaker under
constraint and in the false hope that some of this wealth can trickle
down to them. And yet, we can observe how, in general,
globalisation is a materialistic process that uproots traditional
communities and forcibly integrates them into the international
market. This kills diversity and destroys the genius of vernacular
societies, while transferring more wealth from the poor to the rich.
Therefore, it is vital that poor communities be able to protect
themselves from this external intrusion until they have consolidated
their own subsistence system (which does not exclude wellcontrolled external exchanges) and until they can resist external
pressure or attraction, once their own pattern of development is
established – if one dares to dream it can happen one day! External
exchange can then better develop under the control of social options
and of ethical priorities. Although I am aware that this description is
very simplistic and that such a process of independence is in reality
extremely complex because it includes so many diverse factors that
are beyond the scope of this book). We will then remain at this
affirmation that independence needs to be first grounded in selfprotection to be able to allow later healthy external exchanges.
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It seems to me to be a general characteristic of economic
development that any community can only construct itself under
protection until it is fully grown up, or until it has chosen its own
patterns of development and has acquired the means to control them,
especially if these patterns ensure its resilience and are not reduced
to a simple materialist option.
This true consolidation happens when the whole community is
empowered to choose what is essential for the local population.
Consensus is the real way to attain an agreement that can be
maintained in the long term. Consensus allows the community to
agree about common priorities and rules that everybody has to abide
by. It includes also, when necessary, the need to ride out, in a spirit
of solidarity, the tougher times and difficult circumstances that
inevitably result from these collective choices.

8) Roots, subsistence, reciprocity and exchanges
Subsistence and reciprocity do not exclude trade but require social
awareness to protect the practice of human conviviality.
Vernacular communities teach us the quality of connectedness with
the Earth and the natural environment as well as between members of
the same community. Certainly, traditional societies are not model of
perfect accomplishment of ideals; rather, they are the fruit of extreme
constraints imposed by the natural environment. Simplicity is
generally not a choice but a necessity. These vernacular societies are
then characterised by frugality and simplicity that become more
acceptable when true human qualities compensate for the lack of
comfort. Yet this simplicity, in this form of frugality, impacts also
the general way of life and the perception of what matters most.
Simplicity supports clear-sightedness.
Despite this basic constraint of optimal self-sufficiency, external
exchanges remain vital for such societies; they offer opportunities to
escape their imprisonment in traditional rigidity and a limited range
of experiences. They bring members of the community into contact
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with the otherness of different communities, be it with the globalised
market or other ethnic or cultural groups. They open the door to deep
transformation and wider development. Awareness is needed to
discern whether what becomes available through these external
exchanges is beneficial or harmful. For example, is it truly useful to
buy Chinese products or is it better to produce our own? Similarly,
the internet provides a lot of information and data, but is it reliable
and does it help us be wiser and happier? In daring to ask such
questions and becoming more aware of what is involved, this same
level of awareness will help in choosing what to remain open to and
what to protect oneself from.
The simplicity of local exchanges always helps in discernment
because every aspect remains more visible, readable and
understandable than exchanges in a more complex and open network
of further trade and communication. This form of simplicity should
also be the natural consequence of discovering that life happens only
here and now, and that the introduction of foreign goods or
influences will never substantially improve its quality.
When a community is rooted deeply to a place and develops its own
potentials, it flourishes more than when it relies on external inputs. It
is why we should go back to more local forms of integration of our
skills in a network of reciprocal and equitable support:
• let’s buy local;
• let’s reduce our mobility;
• let’s invest our energy and creativity in improving the quality of
life of our own local community;
• let’s be rooted in our own experience;
• let’s implement patterns of subsistence and reciprocity because
they help us to remain grounded and create common wealth that
can be reconstituted and remain accessible for all; reciprocity
escapes the laws of the market and creates the real common
wealth, in the joy of giving and receiving;
• let’s be open also to other patterns from elsewhere, as long as they
mainly relate to non-material goods (ideas, knowledge, wisdom,
creativity) that don’t promote destructive values and influences;
• let’s contribute to protecting or even improving diversity, adapt to
natural laws and listen to the Earth,
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• let’s live in the here and now,
• let’s be rooted in our place, in our community, in our own being,
in our life and yet remain aware of what happens elsewhere and
participate in it.

Rootedness in the land
I have described so far in this chapter our tendency to be uprooted. It
seems food is the best example that illustrates how much we are
uprooted from the Earth and especially from our own place. Our
relationship with food is really an expression of our relationship with
the world. Small children who have a complicated psychological
relationship with food, because they do not want to eat or are very
choosy about what they accept to eat or not, often have a difficult
and troubled relationship with their surroundings as well. It is why
they cannot absorb what comes from outside. For us as adults, it is
very similar: the food we eat is the image of how we relate to the
world. Food is also our link to the land we inhabit.
Food as energy of the place
Food nourishes us with the subtle energies it has been loaded with
through the “production” process, from growth to absorption.
Food is one of our most basic needs. Yet its production – which
should especially concern us because it is a vital and essential aspect
of our subsistence – is the cause of much injustice. Half of the
world’s population cannot feed itself properly; one fifth is starving.
Originally food was produced locally everywhere, according to the
rhythms of the seasons, and as a result of natural cycles and human
work. It was a process visible to all that could easily be understood
and of which the quality could be checked. Nowadays, food
production is complex and anonymous and often goes through an
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industrial process and forms of monopoly or vertical economic
concentration that cannot easily be controlled. The main motivation
for such big producers is not answering such an essential need in
providing the best possible quality, security and equity, but it is
profit; and the mediocre quality of the food we consume results
directly from this priority for financial advantages (conversion of a
public good into money as privatised profit). Paradoxically, despite
this vertical concentration, most of food production (about 80%)
remains in the hands of small farmers; this is linked with the number
of poorer people (more than half of the world’s population) who
consume what has been produced locally.
Originally food had a kind of personified characteristic because it
was directly linked with the people who had produced it and who
were directly known. It was rich of the energy of the place – created
by the combination of topography, composition of the soil, energy
generated by the flow of water, the influences of the moon and the
sun – that was well tuned with the proper needs of the inhabitants, in
terms of nutrients and of subtle forces; by “subtle forces” I mean the
energy one gets from food, not only in terms of calories, minerals,
vitamins, but also as a form of medication that heals us; medication
is almost universally accepted as a main mean of providing the
ingredients we need to live and heal; food plays the same role at a
much more extensive level; it represents indeed the main ingredients
we absorb in our daily lives.
It is a recognised fact that the land tends to produce what local
people need most as it is also a fact that the land tends to produce the
plants and weeds that will help it to heal or to recover its ecological
balance as long as the disturbances it has to face are not so powerful
that they destroy even this capacity for self-healing. One can observe
this trend after bushfires or the natural tendency to reforestation.
On the other hand the available quantity of food produced by the
direct surroundings was shared by all the members of the community
and kept populations sustainable as relative scarcity did not allow
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overpopulation. In traditional societies many social rules ensured
equal sharing.
Industrial production of food, because it is oriented towards profit,
does not restrain these giant producers from adding ingredients to
make the production more abundant, cheaper, quicker or more
attractive or addictive, without any consideration for health
consequences or any respect for consumers. Nor is there precaution
or awareness about the impacts of the means of production on the
natural and social environment (animals, pollution, degradation of
soil, social exploitation). A major part of the food market is now in
the hands of a few major corporations such as Unilever, General
Mills, Kelloggs or Nestlé that hold a monopoly. Strong fluctuations
in prices defined by supply and demand and speculation make these
invaluable resources inaccessible for many. The great disparity
between people in their abilities to access food creates huge social
contrasts.
The place of production of our food plays an essential role because it
influences the quality of food produced:
• As said, the place where food grows defines the subtle energies
and qualities that relate to the real needs of its inhabitants. Local
food is adapted to local climatic and energetic conditions and acts
to correct imbalances. It means it tends to get the precise subtle
qualities the inhabitants of the place need for their physical,
mental and spiritual health. It is always amazing to observe how
plants can adapt to a given environment and change their patterns
of growth, adapting to new soils, new climatic conditions, new
forms of agriculture, new consumers; even weeds mimicking
cultivated plants in order to hide better?. When food is transported
and consumed elsewhere, this local appropriateness is lost and
then missing.
• Food provides a wider range of nutrients and minerals when it is
produced according to organic principles and when it is minimally
processed. Raw sugar is healthier than white sugar; inversely,
white rice is poorer than brown rice.
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• Food is sacred; it is a gift of nature where everything is given
freely except the work of the people who ensure the right
conditions for its growth. Food is the illustration of our
relationship with the world. It is why it should be cared for as for
the most precious thing we can share and give and receive. In this
context, profit-seeking can only pervert the conditions of
production and the products themselves, damaging one of the
most intimate parts of our being. Centralisation, accumulation,
concentration and spanning distances can only contribute to
making the growing of food more anonymous to its consumers,
who feel it is out of their control and out of tune with their lives.
• When food is produced for export – which means essentially for
monetary income or, in poor countries, for paying off the national
debt – it creates main imbalances in the local economy and social
network by it depriving the local population of the basic food they
need. Superfluous or even luxury food production for export
replaces food needed for subsistence of local people. For instance
exotic fruits and vegetables are exported from Africa to Europe
while the locals cannot even cover their basic needs.
• Produce for export requires fast transport to keep it as fresh as
possible; which means planes, which is a nonsense in regard to
the impact it has on the environment. The need for transport
means fruits must be picked before they are ripe, resulting in
inferior flavour and loss of nutrients, or produce must be frozen to
withstand transport and extend its shelf life. Its quality cannot be
the same as that of fruit and vegetables sold in the local market
place, which have been picked fully ripened the previous or even
the same day.
• Expenses on fuel for transport, in addition to unpredictable
fluctuations in exchange rates or share prices of food products can
disrupt export and suddenly deprive workers of their regular
income, and consumers of access to daily necessities.
• Distance and packaging make the conditions of production very
abstract. It is impossible for the consumers to know what these
conditions are and whether the producers respect the basic human
rights of their workers, ecological considerations and the health
of workers as well as consumers. An impressive package on the
shelf of the shopping centre can hide terrible conditions of
exploitation and destruction. This process is what I call the
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whitewashing of goods. Such deep opacity of origin deprives us
as consumers of the power to exercise control or exert pressure
over the production. Although this might generate a vague feeling
of guilt in those buyers who care enough to suspect that
something unfair remains hidden from them, they are usually not
convinced or informed enough to give up what their desire is
telling them to buy.
When food production remains local, it is in harmony with seasonal
cycles, and the quality can be checked at any time because
everybody can have a look how it is produced. Producers feel more
obliged to respect the people they know directly and personally; they
also have the opportunity to enjoy a good reputation or feel socially
valued because of the high quality of what they sell in the local
market place. Food also becomes more accessible for all in
conditions that do not vary so widely according to an artificially high
diversity of origins; they are also better known locally, and are under
better control, not submitted to further pressure and competition like,
for instance, cheaper labour in China or Africa, or social and
ecological conditions that are not respected elsewhere and allow
cheaper means of production.

Fast food or slow food
Because food production is a lucrative business that has nothing to
do with real needs, consumers become the slaves of big
corporations.
Food has been made an international business in the hands of a few
quasi-monopolistic corporations – at least in what concerns the
consumption by people who have access to money for buying it. This
business becomes still more profitable by the fact that the food is a
basic need that cannot be postponed. Everybody has to eat every day.
The transformation of food production into business drastically
transforms the quality of food products. What is indeed a basic
human right has become a tool for speculation and exploitation. No
morality; no limits!
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In response, a movement has arisen over the past few decades –
slowly – called slow food: its followers are concerned about the
quality of food, its organic origin and its social and cultural meaning.
Gastronomy is not a privilege for rich people; rather, it can be a very
simple practice where one learns to become aware of what food truly
is in its complete range of tastes and cultural or spiritual meanings;
especially when more traditional forms of production and
consumption of food provide all the qualities it has been deprived of
by big corporations. Food is the link between people par excellence.
Food creates community. When we eat slowly around the same table,
we have a true sense of belonging.
• Food has become ever more artificial: chemical fertilisers are
used, or additives are added to the food itself (such as colouring or
preservative agents, artificial nutrients or minerals), or foods are
highly processed); very often, dangerous substances are mixed
with this kind of “food” to change its consistency or its look;
genetic manipulation is used to present fruits that look good and
travel well but are generally tasteless; or such a manipulation aims
at making the farmers more dependent on the seed provider of
genetically modified and patented seed. Some food is produced
industrially, making it difficult to identify what it is made of. It is
staggering to see how many foreign ingredients or chemicals in
contemporary foods can be revealed by laboratory analysis,
whether intentionally added as components or present as
contaminants from the production process, such as chemicals used
in the treatment of plants or from other environmental pollution.
• Animals are not respected and not treated as living, sentient
creatures. They are considered as objects, raised artificially or in
terrible conditions of confinement, fed with ingredients that have
nothing to do with their usual food. They are often deprived of
natural light and vital space, or the opposite, being submitted to
constant artificial lighting. They are killed in dreadful conditions,
or, in some instances of chickens, even plucked alive. Many
animal diseases are due to these bad treatments and bad feed,
while usually organic farming avoids these kinds of epidemics.
Some of these diseases can even be transmitted to human beings
and spread quickly because of the increased mobility of people,
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developing into worldwide pandemics such as the Creutzfeldt–
Jakob disease.
• Some fast-food corporations exploit all possible means to make
clients dependent. The design of their products is guided by this
need to make their consumers into slaves, especially by using of
sugar, salt, fat and artificial additives. It has been demonstrated
that some fast food produced by a main international corporation
acts like a drug that makes the metabolism of consumers
dysfunctional while they crave this kind of food ever more.
Experiments have shown that certain medications used to treat
drug addiction has the same healing effect on consumers of fast
food, because this food contains some kind of addictive products
that create similar dependency. Without any moral restraint, fast
food corporations even make attractive offers to school canteens
for the sole purpose of making children dependent on their
products. What a lucrative deal! How can people who are also
fathers and mothers behave in this way, poisoning their own kids?
The list of chemical products that are contained in this kind of
“food” is unbelievable. It is the cause of obesity for so many poor
people in our rich countries. Such processed foods are usually
cheaper and more accessible than fresh produce, especially in
remote and low socio-economic communities. So people buy the
junk just to feed the kids. But, probably, it is as much a cultural
(what I like) as an economic process (what I can afford).
• Fast food corporations have mainly implanted their production
units in poor countries where they find cheap labour and flexible
legislation, or abundant natural resources they can consume
without restraint. For instance, Indian women mobilised
themselves powerfully against Coca-Cola because it was
exhausting the water resources in Kerala46.
• Distribution of this kind of “food” on the market has the same
negative characteristics as its production: deterioration of working
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See: Eva Wrammer, ‘Fighting Coca colonisation in Plachimada: Water, soft
drinks and a tragedy of the commons in an Indian village. Human Ecology
Division, Lund University, Sweden, 2004. Available at
http://larseklund.in/Old.sasnet.lu.se-23.april/
sasnet.lu.se/wwwroot/plachimada.pdf
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conditions, anonymity of action, monopolistic buying and selling
strategies, manipulation of consumers through advertising, close
connections to some corrupt politicians, and the exhaustion of
natural and social resources.
• It is urgent to replace this form of lucrative business by a more
local, organic and respectful form of production that should
remain under the control of local communities. Transport would
be reduced to a minimum. Diversity would prevail because of the
diversity of local actors and variation of local conditions.

Agriculture as landscape maintenance
Natural system agriculture contributes to maintaining the
landscape and in deepening people’s roots in their place and
relationship with nature.
As such, agriculture is one of the most basic human activities in any
society, not only because everybody has to eat and needs security,
but also because agriculture provides the means for a right and
harmonious integration into the environment. It provides the means
to listen to what nature teaches us as well as to care for what it
provides. Agriculture is necessary for good maintenance of the land,
before it turns into landscape, which has to be understood as the
visual expression and measure of our healthy relationship with the
Earth.
In mountainous areas, appropriate agriculture or pasture helps to
reduce the effects of erosion, maintain the stability of the ground and
prevent avalanches. In dry areas, it helps diminish the danger of fire
and promotes a just sharing of water. It is indeed fascinating to see
how in oases in the desert people manage the rare and valuable
resource of water47 in a very subtle and sophisticated way.
47

See further an expressive example of this linked with the dimension of time and
agricultural land use, at the end of chapter 8.
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Appropriate agriculture also takes care of the management of water
resources which are themselves the keepers of the right balance in
low salinity of the soil, especially when they are combined with trees
that act as pumps for water which keep the salt at depth (see below).
Most countries could learn a lot from these ancestral techniques and
practices that are the expressions of a deep and inspiring social
maturity combined with simplicity and ancestral knowledge.
Our urban civilisation tries to avoid producing its own food because
it prefers to avoid physical effort and the insecurity of food growing.
Urban culture has chosen instead to concentrate on more specialised,
virtual or speculative activities. Therefore, food production is
abandoned either to poorer regions or industrial forms of production
and bigger corporations. Our rich countries are nowadays producing
less and less food because land, especially in economically highly
developed zones, is being consecrated in priority, because of its
greater accessibility and high price for purchase, to industrial or
commercial activities, generating in turn residential extensions. Such
activities bring a higher return on investment than agriculture. Food
therefore increasingly needs to be imported from regions or countries
that have specialised in feeding urban societies; or it is produced on
an industrial scale by corporations that try to extend their powers to
the maximum. At a global scale, food can even become a weapon,
mainly by its delivery being prevented (blockade) or transport means
being destroyed.
Yet, despite this tendency to concentrate production, it remains true
that about 80% of food production throughout the world is still
provided by small farmers.
This high concentration and specialisation is neither satisfying for
the producers, when they are too small or too vulnerable to the
power of the market; nor is it a stable situation for consumers when
they are forced to rely on economic relationships that prove to be
fragile: these links are subject to so many climatic, social, political
and speculative factors or circumstances. In cities, we are three
meals away from starvation, as available storage would not be able
to feed the surrounding population for longer than one and a half
days.
Instead of being understood as short-term means for the quickest and
most efficient exploitation of natural resources, agriculture must be
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practised as the wisdom that helps to respect the natural equilibrium
and compensate imbalances that appear as a consequence of
population pressures. The practice of agriculture must increasingly
integrate the awareness how it impacts the ecosystems whose
components it cannot change without disturbing the whole
equilibrium. Not only must farmers give up the use of harmful
chemicals because they cause irreparable damage, but they must also
care for the health of the environment.
Agriculture is much wider than a simple production of food for
humankind; it has to take care of all species of plants; an organic and
systemic practice of agriculture maintains the native vegetation that
helps keep the water table low enough to keep dissolved salts in the
lower soil profiles thus preventing the salt from coming up to the
surface and from making the top soil unproductive. A more sensitive
practice of agriculture cares for the general balance of the
environment and helps restore its health and our harmonious
relationship to it, by: conserving all native species of plants and
animals; preserving habitat by maintaining hedges, bushes, wet and
marshy areas; protecting and even enhancing the diversity of natural
surroundings and of the fauna that depends on them; respecting the
many essential and complex roles of water in the catchment;
restoring or increasing soil carbon to improve diversity and fertility;
eradicating (or at least controlling) invasive exotic plants and
animals that are threatening many native species and ecosystems;
and restricting depletion of the main components of ecosystems
(forests, rivers, marshland, bushes, plant diversity, biodiversity,
continuity of biotopes) and contribute to maintaining the natural
balances of these ecosystems. It will also have a healing influence on
the climate.

Restoring our forests, waters, land… as ecosystems
Our forests, waters, oceans, glaciers are the systemic regulators of
biodiversity and climate: life, food, heat, transfer, cover, storage.
Agriculture cannot be practised as a single activity. It has to integrate
into, and is linked with, all actions that influence the dynamic of our
wider environment. Forests, oceans, rivers, glaciers, deserts,
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mountains, volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, streams, wind,
storms and cyclones are self-regulating systems. Because they are
systems that have existed and evolved for millions of years, they
have adapted to a general way of functioning that tends to reestablish balance every time it is perturbed by external factors such
as our human interventions or excesses in extraction of resources or
production of unrecyclable wastes. Natural original systems have the
power to manage huge amounts of energy, resources or influences
that are (luckily) far beyond what humankind can influence. Forests
are only one of the many examples of self-regulating systems that
contribute to managing the health and balance of our surroundings;
rivers, lakes and oceans too regulate many more variables than just
the water cycle, like heat streams, CO2 balance, nutrient and seed
dispersal, animal migrations; the ice caps, glaciers, permafrost and
snow cover regulate temperature but also water storage and flow,
circulation of streams and where they go, albedo and many other
lesser known aspects of our biosphere.
The system of glaciers and snow in the Himalayas, especially in
Tibet, is regulating the flow of seven main rivers of Asia on which
half of humanity relies for its survival: Hindus, Ganges,
Brahmaputra, Irrawaddy, Mekong, Yangtze, Huang He (Yellow
River).
I will show in the next chapter about climate change, how trees in
particular, and forests in general, are part of this subtle system of
breathing and of exchanges for heat, carbon and water cycles. Forests
are breathing in carbon dioxide and out oxygen. They are the pumps
that allow water to be stored in the soil, and to circulate, evaporate
through transpiration and condense back into water that may fall as
precipitation in other places. By cooling the surrounding air, trees
reduce heat and generate rain. They contribute to creating the cloud
cover that protects us from too much sunshine. Regions that are rich
in forests are usually also relatively rich in rain, while deforested
areas suffer from drought and lack of water. Forests are thus not the
obstacles for food production or for any other use of land, as they are
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too often considered to be; on the contrary, they support it. They are
the lungs of the Earth, the cradle for biodiversity, the regulators of
climate. They constitute an important part of the self-regulating
“nervous” system of our living planet.
It is essential to understand that forests are much more than the
simple collection of a lot of trees. The whole (the system) is more
than the sum of its parts (the components). It is why they are
essential systems of regulation that impact the local and global
climate significantly, according to their size, as can be observed for
instance in the Amazon, in Congo or Borneo. Their role consists in
maintaining a general balance in a complex way we are not able to
reproduce with human means. This is simply another degree of
complexity and another scale which we can barely grasp because of
the incredible amounts of energy and matter which are involved and
of the infinite interaction of so many variables, yet in a more or less
constant balance as long as we do not perturb these processes.
According to a British magazine48, Brazilian physicist Eneas Salati
calculated that the power of the sun captured by the 5 million square
kilometres of the Amazon (in 2009) amounted to the equivalent of
70 Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs exploding every second of every
day and night (or more probably 1 bomb every 70 seconds49). He
48
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A quick and approximate calculation seems to show a mistake in the quote. We
assume an amount of solar radiation under the Equator of 12kW per m2 per day
(which is probably a high maximum) = 1.2 × 104 W/m2. Surface area of the
Amazon forest: 5 million km2 = 5 × 106 × 106 m2 = 5 × 1012 m2. Total solar
energy: 5 × 1012 m2 × 1.2 × 104 W/m2 = 6 × 1016 W. We have 24h × 60 min ×
60 s in a day = 8.6 × 104 s. Total energy per second: 6W/8.6 s × 1016/104 = 7 ×
1011 W/s (or J); Hiroshima bomb: 13 kilotonne equivalent TNT, where 1 g TNT
provides 4.2 × 103 J. Size of the bomb: 13 × 103 × 106 g/bomb = 1.3 × 1010
g/bomb. Power of the bomb: 1.3 × 1010 g/bomb × 4.2 × 103 J/g = 5.5 × 1013
J/bomb. Number of bombs per second.: 7J/5.5J/bomb/s × 1011/1013 = 13 × 10-2
bomb/s = 0.013 bomb/s = about 1/70 bomb/s, which means 1 bomb every 70
seconds. Of course it is only a very rough estimate! It seems to demonstrate that
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showed also that a considerable proportion of the rainfall over the
Brazilian Amazon was recycled, using up to 75% of the solar input
in generating “latent energy”50 in the form of water vapour. It is clear
that such enormous quantities of energy and resources can only be
managed by powerful natural systems and cycles. Yet these cycles
remain fragile because the amount of CO2 in the air, partly created
by human activities, determines how long the stomata (the breathing
holes in the leaves) remain open, while the leaves capture the CO2
they need for photosynthesis. If the amount of CO2 is increased, they
do not need to stay open so long and less water is lost or evaporates,
reducing the amount of potential rain. It means that the high amount
of CO2 in the air threatens the rain cycle in the Amazon region which
risks drying out and turning into savannah. This form of degradation
is additional to the worrying trend of rapid deforestation that
endangers the whole process of rain cloud formation.
Our role as humankind – with utmost urgency – is then to restore
these systems we have deeply disrupted through our unscrupulous
exploitation and domination of nature. We need them absolutely in
perfect health because they alone are able to manage the impact of
natural phenomena as well as the impacts of our human society. Of
course, our trust in these systems to be able to ensure global
equilibrium does not replace our need to adapt our ways of life to the
cycles of nature. On the contrary, our own adaptation is even a
condition for the successful restoration of these natural systems.
However, their restoration is not urgent because it might enable us to
continue on our mad road to destruction; their restoration is urgent
because these systems have to do what nobody can do if we want to
survive on Earth and live in harmony. It is time to understand how
nature is a complex and single system whose parts are all linked and
how much each part and subsystem is vital for our survival; and how
small we are, except when we start destroying these systems. We are
beginning only now to understand this basic truth although scientists
have been warning us for more than fifty years. It is high time to act
accordingly.

the quotation in the article mentions a force 5000 times too big. But even
smaller it is still much beyond anything we can represent ourselves.
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About latent energy, see footnote in the chapter about climate change.
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Our local communities must basically reconnect with their
responsibilities of taking good care of the land, initially in an urgent
protective attempt to stop destroying what remains, as well as with a
constructive effort to restore what has been destroyed. It will be also
the path for us to rediscover our own roots in the land.
As they could be likened to the nervous system of our environment,
these natural systems as managers of global equilibrium belong to
the commons I discussed in previous chapters. They support the
favourable conditions for the life of humanity and other species
today and into the future. Nobody has any right to exploit them for
private purposes or destroy any part of it. International solidarity –
cooperation that aims at equity of treatment for all, despite
differences of wealth and means to act purposefully – must provide
the necessary support, especially when fundamental conditions are at
stake that need major rehabilitation; or also when a first stage of
conversion of the local livelihood has to invent and practise a new
form of subsistence attentive to and compatible with the protection
of these life systems. As an integral part of the commons beyond
division by national borders, the immediate evolution of these
systems depends partly on the degree of responsibility or
irresponsibility of the international community, whose wider
coordination and consensus needs to be pragmatically translated into
grassroots action considering local needs and attitudes.
If local communities refuse to be aware of the value of these systems
or to respect their integrity, it seems very difficult to protect these
essential regulators effectively and sustainably. One solution that has
been suggested is that compensation should be paid to locals for the
loss of their incomes and benefits from the exploitation and
destruction of these essential resources that should no longer be
exploited, such as oil or coal to be left in the ground. For instance the
government of Equador wanted to ask for financial compensation for
many future decades for not exploiting oil. But this idea does not
seem to be realistic or even honest. It would be impossible to provide
the necessary funds and to maintain their availability for a longer
duration (forever?), with the certainty that this would guarantee that
these systems remain absolutely untouched and well preserved, even
in case of great social upheaval or political insurrection. Although
financial help clearly has to be provided to support practical action, it
cannot generate the only motivation for local communities to
preserve these invaluable resources to be left untouched or in the
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ground. Thus the efforts made in international negotiations for
compensating those who have taken or could take advantage of
exploiting these resources do not seem to be able to offer any viable
long-term solution. In my opinion, this kind of financial
compensation is based more on immoral blackmail than on a sense
of responsibility or any other value.
Regardless, local communities remain the best-qualified actors to
become aware of the necessary changes and to implement them.
They know best the local situation and are directly in touch with
their own present and are in control of their own attitude towards
their environment. They need to find ways for their subsistence but
they are also very much concerned by the quality of life that a
harmonious relationship with their environment and the protection of
the dominant natural systems can provide them. Awareness comes
through experience and involvement.
As I alluded to in Chapter 2, indigenous people are generally and
naturally the leaders of this form of protection because they know
more than anybody else how much they depend on the health of their
environment. It is why it is most important that governments do not
neglect or ignore indigenous people and the roles they may play in
such issues if they are willing to; not only for our immediate
common interest to survive here and now; but also as a wider
recognition of their wise cultures that can teach us how to remedy
what we have messed up so thoroughly. It is true that institutional
power believes very much in specialists and scientists and funding
and technology. But theoretical and technical knowledge and
financial means provide only the practical know-how and tools: and
these means and tools can only become effective if a healthy
combination of local social dynamics and wisdom is able to propose
or welcome the general vision or framework indispensable to find
the right form of expression and how to give it a shape; without this
local qualitative component, top-down action imposed from
elsewhere has little chance of bringing fruitful results.
The main challenge for local communities does not consist in
confronting any obstacle that could prevent them from becoming
aware and from implementing the necessary changes; it consists
much more in the fragile necessity – fragile because of the local
means which are never very powerful but rely on optimal consensus,
which is also fragile – to protect themselves from the impact of
foreign actors who are involved locally in exploiting resources to the
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point of destruction, like the big multinational corporations that
extract fossil fuels, minerals or tropical wood. These actors are rarely
locals, and if they are, they are often hated because they represent,
even if only intuitively in the mind and heart of the locals, the
destruction of local livelihoods and quality of life.
Many stories in the past tell us about different forms of restoration of
our natural systems, like “the man who planted trees”51. Nobel Peace
Prize laureate Wangari Maathai52 from Kenya is a living and
inspiring figure of this kind of approach. Caring for our own land is
certainly the best way to restore our roots in our place.

Local production as empowerment
When a community relies on what is produced locally, it becomes
culturally richer, socially empowered, more aware and self-reliant.
Food is a powerful illustration of what happens with globalisation
and the expansion of free trade. Integration into the wider network of
exchanges generally takes shape according to the relative power of
each actor. The most powerful actors will dictate their rules while
weaker ones will have to adapt or surrender and become dependent.
In the case of food, it means more power for the rich and starvation
for the weaker. Therefore the choice to give priority to local
production and preference to consuming local products – not only
food but also other goods and services – allows more harmonious,
secure and diversified development of the local community,
51

See the novel by the French writer Jean Giono: The Man who Planted Trees,
Chelsea Green Publishing, 2007. It is a timeless eco-fable about what one
person can do to restore the Earth. The hero of the story, Elzeard Bouffier, spent
his life planting one hundred acorns a day in a desolate, barren section of
Provence in the south of France. The result was a total transformation of the
landscape – from one devoid of life, with miserable, contentious inhabitants, to
one filled with the scent of flowers, the songs of birds and fresh, flowing water.

52

See the Greenbelt Movement: www.greenbeltmovement.org
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especially when it concerns food that is so vital and so closely linked
with land care. Local development encourages rootedness,
transparency, consensus, common wealth, reciprocity, know-how,
diversity, subsistence, self-reliance and resilience, and many other
qualities.
Local production will be encouraged when we choose to give it
priority, especially through our own private consumption and
production, each time we choose to privilege local products or
consumers.
Prioritising local community life encourages many positive forms of
development:
• Rootedness: As a local community we find our bearings in the
environment and remain rooted in harmony with it. Abundance
and poverty become very visible as well as the impact of our
consumption or the way our wastes are recycled. Population has
to remain at carrying capacity of the immediate environment to
feed the community as no artificial way (speculation, storage,
transport) can boost production unless by importing goods from
elsewhere; and as the available food ideally should be shared. We
learn to correct our impact on nature by adapting our behaviours
and needs or desires in consequences of what we can observe
directly as the effects of our behaviours.
• Transparency: We see how each of the members of the local
community behaves. This fact encourages positive behaviours that
raise the standing of the most generous actors. Reality is more
easily understandable when it is simpler; fewer factors from
outside are perturbing the local balances that have been
collectively established through the cumulative effect of
respective influences. Locals are more able to situate themselves
and act in harmony with broader interests than just with own
individual ones.
• Consensus: The smaller the size of a community, the more
effective the control of the conditions, allowing us to decide
together what we want and to reach consensus about priorities or
unacceptable behaviours. Because this ability to choose the
quality of our present and future empowers us, we are more
prepared to make relative sacrifices, as we experience
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progressively how far these sacrifices allow us to go, and to what
extent they are necessary conditions to achieve what we
collectively want. What is not controlled by consensus will be left
to the control of the locally strongest or even to external
influences, which will certainly go against the interests of the
local community.
• Common wealth: Wealth remains in the community because it is
not taken away by external interests like supermarkets,
corporations or businesses that are based elsewhere and export
their benefits where it suits them. What is spent locally is
reinvested locally. It is also true for knowledge or any quality or
aptitude (know-how, wisdom, imagination, courage, generosity)
that is implemented and shared locally. It brings life where it is
needed by local people, instead of being exported to the capital
city, to the metropolis or to China. The commons, as common
wealth which remains accessible for all, can be developed and
protected: such as sharing of necessary goods, knowledge,
solidarity, justice, peace or silence.
• Reciprocity: We become more prepared to give as exchanges are
not reduced to their monetary value but become increasingly
personal and enriched by human qualities. Exchanges therefore
escape ever more the market laws because they happen outside
the economic monetary framework. Reciprocity develops when
we do not count anymore in terms of financial interests but when
we see the global picture and when we practise a dynamic form of
giving and receiving where generosity calls for generosity. This
statement is not an idealistic aspiration; it is a very factual
economic truth that has proven validity for communities where
market laws are not dominant.
• Know-how: Local economy is based on quality. Goods have a
more personal profile when the manufacturer is known. Goods
and services are rich with creative value linked with the people
who make or provide them, and this fact favours personal contact.
Ancestral and traditional know-how are stimulated by
complementarity. Beautiful and well-adapted dishes or baskets
resist replacement by ugly plastic moulded items. Specialised
industrial or artisan know-how is stimulated by the high
expectations of customers. No cheap import kills the best local
know-how. Inventiveness and originality replace the dull activity
of shopping. Youth are taught what matters and find a new future
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in a positive role to influence their local community, participate in
it constructively and will be valued. In other words, local
production is a protection against the destruction of local
subsistence by the forces of import. It encourages any local
aptitude to develop and to find its means for expression. This is
also part of the commons.
• Diversity: The option for satisfying needs by local means and for
relative local self-sufficiency – instead of relying on (foreign)
import – contributes to the development of local diversity. We
have to stimulate diversity in the local community because diverse
trades and skills are needed and have to be practised or invented
to meet our own needs. We are also enriched by the diversity of
the different (neighbouring) communities because each one faces
different conditions and has different skills or has to fulfil
different needs, implementing therefore different means,
priorities, values and choices. Exchange in this case aims at
complementarity and can remain regional.
• Subsistence: We have to give priority to subsistence activities
because the possibilities for overproduction, speculation and
accumulation are locally more limited and because these ways of
exploiting human exchanges for our own goals lose their
attraction in regard of the human values that can be easily
practised in the local community. Subsistence is oriented towards
the wider expression of our physical, emotional, intellectual and
spiritual needs and skills. The aspiration for living by values can
better be shared and will therefore be more attractive than
materialist values. Subsistence is the economic translation of selflimitation and simplicity.
• Relative self-reliance or resilience: Finally – and this is probably
the most important but it comes last as it encompasses all
precedent aspects – if our local community produces most of what
we need for our basic survival and daily life, we become, as a
community, much more self-reliant and won’t suffer too much
from scarcity of goods and services which would have been
provided by import because of any form of disruption (natural
catastrophe, pandemic, social unrest, war, shortage of food or
basic resources). Local production proposes the most secure
solution for the time when no more fuel will be available and
when goods will no longer be produced nor transported in the way
they are today. As peak oil has already been passed, this will
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probably happen, or at least start to have effect, in something like
ten years. Who knows when? Local production is therefore the
remedy to ensure local self-reliance and resilience. Of course we
need to prepare for this near future by converting our far-reaching
and highly specialised trade system to a more diversified local
production system to be able to rely on our own production for
most basic goods. We will then be resilient to most changes (or
disruptions) that could occur and not only be able to survive in
good conditions but even enjoy a better and more human quality
of life, even if the material living standard is simpler though
sufficient.
Local production as empowerment does not mean a chilly
withdrawal into oneself but, on the contrary, a daring attempt to be
fully creative. Many people say that protectionism and local
production will condemn poorer regions or countries to becoming
even poorer. But it is exactly the opposite: they are poor because
they are forced to integrate ever more into an exchange system that
destroys their own subsistence network and disempowers them from
controlling their own resources. Local production will then help
them re-establish a healthier and more balanced subsistence. Of
course this is principally valid for communities which see their own
wealth exported because of extraction by external actors or unjust
trade relationships; it is still less true for communities that are poor
because their natural surroundings are too poor (arid, rocky, poor in
humus, regularly impacted by natural cataclysms or any other
reason) to produce what is needed; in such cases self-reliance does
not help much because scarcity is caused by the environment itself
rather than by human interference; but solidarity from other
communities can in this case be an opportunity to develop more
equitable and compassionate relationships.
On the other hand, local production does not exclude external
exchanges; rather, it allows exchanges to remain under the control of
what one could call social options: this is the ability of a community
to make strategic choices that rely on the social strengths of that
community, such as solidarity, consensus, empowerment, trust,
commitment and many other aptitudes.
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Rootedness in Land and Culture
In our mobile modern civilisation we have lost our rootedness in
the Land and the link with Culture that goes with it; we have
become like bodiless and soulless beings.
Mobility has broken our rootedness in the Land. Nowadays we
believe we can choose to settle down wherever we want, wherever it
seems convenient to us. Whether here or there, it does not matter too
much because it depends principally on the advantages offered by the
place in terms of job opportunities, housing possibilities, comfort,
beauty, integration into a network of personal relationships, or
anything else we like or feel is important. The Land in this way
becomes a commodity that either suits us or does not, reduced to a
material platform for our activities. Thanks to many artificial means
depending either on technology (such as cars, energy and
communications infrastructure, tools, machinery, computers, digital
gadgets) or on the market economy (money, consumer goods), we
can get what we want, independently of the potential of the place
because these privileges are afforded us by manmade means that are
not grown in situ, but built by our society as workplaces, shops,
dwellings, infrastructure or equipment. We are no longer like fish
that need to live in water, or birds that need to have a nesting place
and food in their natural environment. This form of freedom from
natural constraints evidently offers us great mobility and adaptability
to different environments. Although this in itself offers great
potential, at the same time it also destroys our deeper link with the
Land from which we have grown up, which has fed us and in which
we have put down own roots of belonging.
When I observe how, for instance, Tibetan refugees are longing for
their homeland and culture they left in the 1950s, I feel that, even
after all these decades since they settled down in foreign countries,
they have taken great care of something precious and essential I am
missing, something fundamental. Sometimes they go to the Indian or
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Nepalese border with Tibet and look with nostalgia and true longing
towards this now inaccessible land of their birth which has fed them,
like a mother, even from far away. Despite now living elsewhere,
probably since their childhood, they feel deeply rooted in this land. It
is striking how this long-lost but well-nurtured Land has kept a much
greater significance in their eyes than just a place where, under more
favourable political conditions, they could have stayed and earned
their living. It is also why they have become fairly mobile, like us,
because they cannot find this equivalent quality of rootedness in their
new place of welcome: a quality of belonging which could have the
same deep significance in their lives as their own country. And for
Tibetan people, this link with their Land of origin is also strongly
connected with their original culture, principally with the Buddhist
teachings, with the understanding of Life as something that happens
in them beyond what they do in their everyday lives; something
deeper that is linked with the meaning of being. This is precisely why
the emigration of Tibetan people has been such a great blessing for
us people of the West, although it comes with deep suffering on their
part. They have brought to the West a bit of what we have lost: this
understanding that life is more than what we do; it is what we are.
Another way of looking at rootedness and its irreplaceable link with
the Land is to observe how the complete conquest of any land by a
foreign power has never been possible through the whole of history
(my daring affirmation!). Empires have invaded other lands, but they
have never (or maybe only exceptionally) truly succeeded in
conquering them, in the deeper sense of the word. Even modern
history and contemporary events clearly demonstrate that military
conquest means the destruction of what the aggressors intend to
conquer, thereby annihilating it before it can be possessed or used.
Before they can invade a country, military powers usually bomb the
places they want to possess, primarily to break the resistance of the
inhabitants, while at the same time levelling everything to the ground
despite it being the object they want to own.
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Because military conquest destroys the object of its aggression, the
invading forces cut themselves off also from a potential relationship
with the people who live on the land they intend to seize. These
inhabitants therefore become the resisting fighters. It is what
happened in Afghanistan for the Russians and for the Americans and
their allies. They could invade and occupy the place physically and
destroy buildings and people, but they could never become the true
in-dwellers of the place. They remained the invaders. Even worse,
their presence generated a deep hatred of them in the inhabitants and
mobilised them as more or less active fighters against their presence.
These freedom fighters were wrongly called insurgents as if they
were revolting against the new established order of an imposed
domination while in fact they were merely defending themselves.
The same can be said of the process of colonisation generally: those
inhabitants who did not collaborate with the invaders (because they
refused to access privileged status at the price of cooperating with
them) became opponents, and this applied more or less to the whole
population, in a form of resistance ranging from active opposition to
passive resistance.

Now, being the mobile and therefore uprooted people most of us are,
we can see how we find ourselves in a somewhat similar position to
that of these invaders. Because we have learned to conquer the land
with the artificial means of technology and the market economy –
instead of growing our own roots – we have lost our rootedness in
the land and our deep link with our original cultures and social
networks. Of course these relationships with the land and our link
with culture and fellow human beings cannot remain unchanged from
what they were centuries ago. Of course they have to develop, and be
examined with a critical and creative mind, to be transformed or even
reinvented. But they will nevertheless be linked with the land.
In other words, we can form – make truly ours – a relationship with
the land or any place only if we can grow our own roots in this place.
It is not something we take; it is something we become by our own
personal presence, growth and transformation. Roots cannot be
extended by force. If we want to truly belong, we need to give shape
to this rootedness because it is the land that will nourish our
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belonging and this new process of maturation that is also linked with
culture; and then these relationships can evolve. How do we do this
in our modern world that has alienated us from this deep feeling of
belonging, in the name of seduction by comfort and individualistic
choices? This is a great challenge that the land calls us to face
courageously and creatively.
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Chapter 7:
Climate change as a symptom
Having described the trends for the four escapes from nature and
especially the trend for exploitation and accumulation, it is useful to
illustrate them with examples. The energy crisis and climate change
provide the ideal illustration of these trends because they seem to
cover them all.
Specialists speak of the need to diminish greenhouse gas emissions,
of sequestering them, even of trading rights to pollute or destroy –
which in a euphemistically way they call carbon trading – and of
finding new sources of renewable energy. It is, once again, a form of
escape into more technology. We remain blind to the real message,
which is that, as rich people, we have to stop taking more than five or
ten times our share of Earth’s resources. We can already feel how the
tension is increasing because the need for change becomes more and
more evident (fire, floods, tsunamis, tornadoes) but we continue to
live in the same way. Climate change is the visible sign that makes
our deep maladjustment to natural cycles so patent.
Hence climate change is only the symptom of a much deeper crisis. It
is not a problem to be solved but it is a very deep revelation of what
we are doing and how it impacts us and our planet. It concerns our
priorities in life, our main values in sharing our humanity. It concerns
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who we are and who we want to be – as people and as communities
of human and other sentient beings.

22 misunderstandings about climate change
The debate about climate change avoids speaking the truth; because
of our privileges we are afraid to recognise the challenge it means.
Many of the statements expressed in the debate about what to do
about climate change are twisted because they often only consider
partial aspects of reality and refuse to see the whole picture. They try
to ignore the real problems and propose all too often false and
illusory solutions. Humankind has an inexhaustible faculty to turn
uncomfortable, challenging situations into new forms of more
lucrative speculation. Are such misunderstandings arising out of our
ignorance, out of our economic or emotional interests or out of the
(un)conscious defence of our privileges?
I have identified here 22 points of misunderstanding, expressed as
dualistic choices:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Technological means versus change in our ways of life.
Rich against poor versus solidarity-mutuality.
Corporations versus citizens-workers-consumers
Government programs versus collective initiatives.
Reduction of CO2 versus integration of human activities into
natural cycles.
6) Renewable versus non-polluting energies.
7) Sustainable sources of energy versus temporary forms for better
use.
8) Solar or renewable mirage versus really sustainable energy.
9) Renewable energy as an addition versus radical replacement of
fossil fuels.
10) Carbon neutrality versus transformation process.
11) Carbon sequestration versus restoration of processes.
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12) Hidden dimension of time versus storage and flexibility.
13) Addition of new renewable resources versus substitution and
reduction.
14) Concentration versus decentralisation or equitable sharing.
15) Cautious scientific forecasts versus actual processes of
acceleration of imbalances.
16) Strategies for public awareness versus communication of
absolute urgency.
17) Excellence versus equity (reduction of consumption by a factor
of 8).
18) Criminal carbon trading versus no right to destroy.
19) Slow negotiations versus spontaneous commitment.
20) Free trade versus climate security.
21) Radical action versus adaptation.
22) Economic patterns versus anthropological (happiness) patterns.
This list is certainly incomplete. Let’s now examine each of these 22
points in more detail.
1) Technological means versus change in our ways of life
Priority is given to finding further technical solutions (renewable
energy technology) instead of accepting the need to deeply question
our ways of life.
The debate today tries to propose mainly technical solutions in order
to maintain our standard of living and leave our ways of life
unchanged, as if the implementation of new renewable technologies
alone could solve the problem of climate change without our customs
and habits being questioned and deeply transformed. Only a new
mentality, a new world view or anthropology, can propose a true
solution: only giving priority to human immaterial values, and the
choice for new spiritual meanings, deeply changing our habits and
creating new kinds of behaviours based on self-limitation and social
solidarity, can create a different future. In a nutshell we could say:
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technology versus anthropology. It is not so important to find new
technical means – although they are also necessary – as it is to
question our present values and purposes which have caused the
present damage and to imagine new ways for our future.
As I mentioned before, technology provides technical means that can
only be mastered if they are integrated into a philosophy that is able
to control their use. For this reason, mere technical solutions will
never be able to solve complex problems or meet all challenges.
They will be mere accessories whose use can only be defined by our
deeper intentions concerning the quality of life we want to
experience. Our main energy remains always the human spiritual
energy that, alone, is able to give meaning and content to what we
do, especially when this spiritual energy animates the whole
community as a same and cohesive body bound by solidarity.
When priority is given to technical means, it is almost always a way
to escape the real challenge, the real interrogation that questions our
ways of doing and, more broadly, our understanding of what we do.
If there is a major problem in the way our society is developing, it is
rarely because of any inappropriate implementation of technology;
rather, it is generally because of the wrong orientation of its energies
and choices. In our society, technology has replaced meaning. It
allows us to “solve” problems without thinking because it has its
own inbuilt rationale.
In order to meet the present challenge of climate change and the
form of development which is appropriate for our society, we need to
question our values and myths. What are our real needs? What is the
meaning of our present ideals of comfort, material wellbeing, wealth,
profit, work, mobility and speed? What is the deep meaning and the
real role of the values that guide our choices and behaviours, such as
personal freedom, individualism, pleasure; or of those values that
should guide us such as duty, justice, love, peace, sharing, generosity
and solidarity? These questions cannot be answered easily because
they remain the hidden roots of philosophy and of our never-ending
human search for truth; but, as soon as we put these questions back
at the core of our quest, the whole materialistic pattern that guides
the present development of our society collapses and, instead of it, a
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creative and promising space opens for another way of thinking and
understanding life.
The question about the appropriate means for producing clean and
renewable energy is a real issue and remains a major challenge; but it
will only be well understood and properly solved if these new means
are integrated into a new orientation for our society, one that gives
priority to human values and a will for self-limitation. This new
orientation will provide a new framework for a different form of
development that puts less pressure on the natural and social
environment. A more human form of development also cannot avoid
integrating the requirements for equity and solidarity.
The social and metaphysical orientation that provides an authentic
solution to the present crisis emphasises also how much the present
practice according to mere material values is poor and therefore
harmful and destructive for our own soul. It is why we need to
(re)discover a “new” anthropology which will be rooted in human
and spiritual values.

2) Rich against poor versus solidarity-mutuality
Instead of fostering solidarity to save the future of our common
home, climate change deepens the rift between rich and poor.
The debate today ignores the growing gap between rich and poor and
the extreme divergence of experience of daily life by these two
categories of people. Although we have only one Earth, climate
change concerns everybody: one group small in numbers but rich,
and the other, numerous and poor. It is about our common survival,
about the quality of life we want to foster for all people. Our planet is
our unique home. All natural resources should remain available for
everyone in a limited quantity and shared equitably. It means that the
challenge of climate change should call us to transform our human
relationships on a large scale and shape our social networks with
equity and solidarity-mutuality.
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Indeed the current state of affairs does exactly the contrary. Rich
nations have a deep untold debt towards poor nations – not only
because most of their wealth has been extracted from Southern poor
countries through colonisation, but because, especially concerning
climate change, they have created the problem since the Industrial
Revolution in consuming too much energy and too many goods,
thereby depleting natural resources. As compensation and reparation
now they have the moral obligation to become the leaders of a
worldwide solidarity movement that would protect the most
vulnerable from the most severe consequences and remedy the heavy
damages caused by overexploitation in their own interest.
The victims for these past excesses are now mainly the poor
inhabitants of poor countries such as the Maldives or Bangladesh or
the coral islands in the Pacific Ocean, which are more exposed to
extreme conditions, for two reasons:
1) These countries are suffering more severely from climate change
because the more extreme or changeable climate under which
they already live is exacerbated by the new climatic instability:
tropical typhoons intensifying, melting of the permafrost, arid
countries being further exposed to drought, inundation due to low
elevation above sea level, and mighty rivers flooding more
severely (Bangladesh).
2) Poor nations have very limited financial and technical means to
adapt and protect themselves against the consequences of climate
change.
On the opposite side, most Western countries are located in more
clement and temperate latitudes, and have much more powerful
means to face the change. They are even now buying fertile land in
Southern countries to ensure their food supply and subsistence for
the future; they import what they need; they build dams to retain
floods; they have air conditioning in their homes, and more efficient
health systems to remedy harm; and they prevent refugees from
crossing their borders.
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This is why the problem does not seem so tragic to these richer
countries, or it is not experienced in daily life in such dramatic ways,
while the poor nations are already experiencing the harsh conditions
ensuing from the deep imbalances created by human activities in
general. But as usual, the rich spend and the poor pay. The rich act in
a mad way and the poor suffer the consequences. Migrations of
climatic refugees will soon overflow our Western countries and
awaken us from our slumber, as a price for our irresponsibility.
It is urgent that we understand that climate action and equity are the
two sides of the same coin, and that climate change is very much an
issue that tends to pit the rich against the poor. The consequences of
climate change seem to us Westerners still unreal – merely a topic
about which we read in our newspapers; by contrast, inhabitants of
coral islands or arid sub-Saharan countries experience the harshness
of change in their everyday life.
Recent economic crises have demonstrated that there is enough cash
available to spend trillions of dollars to bail out banks after the mad
investments they managed badly, or to provide the necessary support
for the victims of a pandemic that has threatened our lives in the
short term; but there seems to be neither the means nor the will to
implement a gigantic international intervention plan of recovery for
all countries (the likes of a Marshall Plan or a New Deal 2) that
would make subsidies available to mitigate climate change for our
common home, and to save the most exposed populations from its
drastic consequences. This is necessarily a choice that would be
made rather for ethical reasons than for pragmatic purposes;
however, our privileges prevent us from seeing the true problem.
Such a fund would have to be constituted by the major industrialised
countries.
Some Northern governments or corporations even consider climate
change an opportunity because it will give them a competitive
advantage. In certain regions such as Siberia, a warming climate
could improve the conditions for local agricultural production and
open up shipping lanes previously barred by sea ice.
Climate change can even be perceived as an opportunity for more
profit because it opens a new market for green gimmicks that sell
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well because they work on solar energy or integrate an ecological
consideration. It seems, by this logic, that the more you drive your
hybrid car, the more you save the environment!
Climate change can only be fought seriously if we are all involved
on the same level and equally, whether poor or rich, whether
powerless or powerful. Privileges work clearly against climate
action. Most people are truly ready to make sacrifices and give up a
certain (excess of) comfort if they know that all people participate
with equal commitment to create more harmony or justice; or more
exactly that everybody participates proportionately to the measure of
their wealth and privileges. If I knew that people like Bill Gates
would dedicate all their fortunes to implementing new ways of life, I
would be more encouraged to do my share, even if I am aware that
my involvement does not depend on their commitment.

3) Corporations versus citizens-workers-consumers
Corporations are said to be responsible for action; but as citizensworkers-consumers we are the only real actors able to initiate
action.
There are several contradictions in the issue of climate change. It
seems that the rich and powerful corporations have created the
problem as they are the main actors, led more by their motivation of
making a profit than by the imperative to create common good. They
are also the main protagonists in the general orientation of our
development by influencing our political leaders; they produce
attractive goods and promote them with persuasive advertising, using
trends of pleasure and fashion as convincing arguments. It seems
therefore that we have to wait for governments to put pressure on
these corporations to do the right thing: give up the extraction of
fossil fuels, stop the production of petroleum-fuelled cars and
develop new means of transport, reduce overproduction, adapt their
processes to natural cycles – or any similar creative reorientation of
their activities. Clearly the huge financial wealth generated by these
activities that harm our climate creates an extreme imbalance
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between the influence that such major economic powers have and the
empowerment of ordinary citizens and consumers (us). Large
multinational corporations seem to run the world – and they do. As
ordinary people, we are the principal victims of the consequences of
such choices. This extreme disproportion in degrees of influence
seems to indicate that the solution depends on the way governments
will be willing and able to constrain such economic powers to
transform fundamentally their aims and strategies and adapt
fundamentally to the laws of nature. One may always dream!
Yet we, as ordinary citizens, workers and consumers, remain in
general the cooperating producers, consumers and users of these
goods or services these corporations provide.
• Many of us are even the investors in these activities by financing
these activities either directly as shareholders through the stock
exchange or indirectly through our savings in bank accounts or
superannuation funds.
• More importantly, we are the workers who produce some of these
goods or services and simultaneously also their consumers;
production and consumption are linked because there cannot be the
former without the latter. There is hence an unavoidable truth: the
car industry would not make any profit if nobody participated in
building or buying cars; likewise, the oil and coal corporations
would not be viable if nobody worked on oil fields or consumed
these sources of energy. Ultimately, their success depends on our
collaboration. The divestment movement is based on this logic: if
ethical institutions, or we as individuals, stop investing in dirty
activities, these activities are revealed more openly for what they
are: destructive. Our mobilisation against these harmful activities
makes them less profitable and less secure in the short term.
Increasingly, investments in this same sector appear more fragile
and risky. Hence, preference will be given to other sectors.
• This is especially valid in what concerns daily or regular
consumption. As consumers we finance the profits of these
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corporations. Without us they would not be viable. And this is
especially true for the major corporations that produce luxury
goods: cars, computers, fancy clothing, entertainment, travel –
luxury cruises, space tourism. This debate about production and
consumption is not about the lettuce and apples I buy at the corner
shop. It concerns principally the goods that consume much energy
and materials in their production, most of which are unnecessary
for our subsistence; they are rather a luxury that only richer people
(Westerners in general) can afford. Maybe some of these items
have become essential means for our livelihood, for instance when
we have no other transport options than a car to get to work and
earn our living, or when our computer becomes our main tool of
trade. But this concerns a more recent stage of development of a
system based on consumption. Basically, subsistence relies on
simple resources which are in principle eco-friendly.
These considerations lead us then to the following statement. Our
consumption works like a vote: I encourage everything I buy and
thereby vote for the way it is produced. In this sense, even my whole
way of life is a vote.
In this challenge and call to resist corruption through our own way of
life, as Westerners, we are much more powerful than poor people of
poor countries because our average standard of living is so much
higher and therefore our power is also proportionally greater. It is
therefore our responsibility, as rich people, to struggle in the interests
of the poor!
The opportunities to understand this truth, and to practise it
according to this logic, rely on two conditions:
1) Our power becomes effective only when we can be united, that is,
reach consensus as a local community on our choice to counter
the destructive activities of these corporations. It means we have
to become aware of the terrible impact of such activities and share
this awareness with our neighbours and make it the focus of our
collective way of life that will translate to an energetic resistance
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to these corporations, refusing to consume their products and
instead giving priority to alternative goods and services.
2) We need to resist the temptation of having it easy and satisfying
our individual superfluous needs or sophisticated desires; or even
the way we satisfy our basic needs in following fashion and trends
instead of alternative ways. This requires personal commitment
and steadfastness from all of us.
Both conditions require of us that we imagine together (by consensus
again) new ways of consuming and, especially, new ways of reappropriating our control over the land and territory where our
community lives and in our economic and social relationships. It is
mainly a question of endurance and determination. It is clear that it is
more difficult to win control when our livelihood depends on the
good will of, or respect by, the powerful actors – because we are
only consumers – than when we are capable of fully controlling the
territory that provides the resources that are needed by big
corporations – because we are the producers. This is the real issue of
democracy: consumers becoming producers. Is the local government
on our side or does it defend major economic interests, even when
these interests harm the local population? Is the involvement of
police forces serving democratic action in the hands of local
populations or is it used for the defence of the status quo that profits
big corporations?

4) Government programs versus collective initiatives
New ways of life can only be initiated by local communities and
then, by cumulative effects, generate governmental responses.
The debate today commonly mentions the necessity for governments
to take decisive measures (top-down politics). Although this is
necessary and even urgent, it is also a decisive fact that
democratically elected governments are by nature conservative
because they try to (and have to) preserve their own position of
power and remain under pressure from conservative constituents in
their electorate. Therefore, the pressure for change principally has to
come from local communities and from small social groups or
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grassroots movements (bottom-up activism) which choose by
consensus their own priorities and express by their own practice a
real will for change. It is said generally in activist circles that
approximately 3% of the population acting as determined activists
suffices to generate deep change.
It is the role of governments to lead their people on the way to
happiness; but governments appear to be in the worst position to do
so when change needs to be implemented urgently, on major issues.
Governments are the hostages of their electorate, and therefore they
adopt mainly conservative measures, except when they are led by
exceptionally strong, clear-minded, independent and generous
people.
In a real democracy however, change has to happen from the bottom
up; that is, when local communities practise what they want to see
implemented on a wider level. In order to practise alternative ways of
life that align more closely with the protection of their own interests
or expression of their ethical values, members of a local communities
have to agree more or less about the main issues that concern them.
Consensus seems at first sight to be an unreachable ideal because of
the inevitably multiple and divergent points of view, personal
interests and preferences of individuals within the community; but
consensus is ultimately only a pragmatic way of keeping a minimum
of control over local issues. Any topic about which the local
community cannot find consensus will simply continue to be
controlled by external interests which will care for themselves and
therefore, most often, go against local priorities. As soon as the local
community becomes aware of this external pressure, it can better
develop a form of all-encompassing dialogue between antagonistic
views and eventually extend its consensus to further topics and more
detail.
Two main postulates govern the way local consensus can be
implemented:
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1) We know that the destruction of our natural environment is the
consequence of the cumulative effects of our respective individual
impacts. The postulate of cumulative effects says that the world is
shaped by the cumulating effects of our personal acts; this means
that everybody is therefore responsible for their own choices; each
choice matters, although each personal choice has only a small
impact on the surroundings and each personal sacrifice seems
huge, especially given its limited real effect.
2) The second postulate, the postulate of “a choice = a vote”, says
that each choice we make expresses a vote for the goods, the
values or the behaviours we have chosen. In this way we vote for
everything we consume or use. These choices express therefore
our understanding that these goods and services have been
produced through processes and values that should be practised.
For instance, such choice favours local production and healthy
food; it rejects the products of sweatshops in the Philippines. The
choices of our consumption thus become an indirect plebiscite. It
means also that, when a community of people practises these
values rigorously and conforms to what they believe in, they can
put pressure on production and consumption networks and on
politicians and generate reactions: either as resistance if conflict
arises, or as implementation of change if good will or interest or
sense of necessity remain clear for all.
These two postulates constitute the basis of what Gandhi called the
power of truth (satyagraha in Sanskrit) mentioned earlier. It
constitutes also the core of a true democracy where power is
practised in real life through one’s own commitments. Clearly, this
more pragmatic form of implementing change is more consistent and
more suitable to actualise the change of mind I have described. Of
course, although it is also much more demanding on those who
practise it, it is also more enriching as a life experience.
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In their tendency to respond defensively to pressure rather than feel
spontaneously stimulated by new challenges, governments are more
susceptible to respond positively to a form of expression of popular
will that is actively practised by people because it demonstrates a
strong determination of grassroots movements. Consequently, any
government becomes the visual expression of the level of maturity of
the society that has elected it. Politics is, in either a positive or
negative light, the fruit of social, cultural and spiritual social
awareness and maturation, or their absence. In democratic states, we
have finally, in positive or negative outcomes, the quality of
government we merit globally, given our (lack of) collective
awareness, commitment and maturity.
It is important to emphasise that local practices based on consensus
and new values go much beyond mere individual behaviours
concerning the choice of each whether or not to consume what is on
offer. It requires also deep structural changes on a local level, such as
reorganising food production locally or organising communityowned electricity generation from renewable energy or setting up
small businesses able to provide locally the most basic goods or
tools, instead of buying them made in China. Being able to provide
these essential goods and services sustainably achieves the highest
level of local empowerment, control and resilience in a local
community, though such a structural change is of course far from
achieving total self-sufficiency (which is not needed).

5) Reduction of CO2 versus integration into natural cycles
Climate change (resulting from an excess of greenhouse gas
emissions) is only a partial sign of the non-integration of our
activities into natural cycles.
The debate today emphasises that we have to reduce the quantity of
greenhouse gases (usually expressed as CO2 equivalent as this takes
account of others such as methane) we release into the atmosphere.
Although this is true, this argument is still very incomplete. It is not
only about reducing our emissions quantitatively. It is more exactly
about integrating – quantitatively as well as qualitatively – our
activities into natural cycles. This requirement for integration means
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that it is not enough to reduce unilaterally our production of CO2, for
instance, but that we have to ensure that, in the case of combustion,
our activities that use this process integrate into natural cycles
because only these cycles – and not we as actors or users – can give
the right measure (by defining the maximum acceptable quantity and
rate) of what can be burnt. The fundamental difference is that this is
nature, not humankind, dictating the measurement and speed of our
consumption, and the requirement to integrate into natural cycles
provides a much wider and more complete picture. The acceptance of
this further constraint brings a true change in mentality, a real
metanoia: recycling instead of mining, adapting instead of mastering.
In what concerns climate change, cycles of combustion are very
important; they are always deeply linked with our consumption of
energy; and the huge excess of CO2 in the atmosphere at the core of
the problem is the consequence of the combustion process that takes
place when we produce, consume or transform carbon-based fuels
into energy. There are basically two opposed processes in nature:
photosynthesis and combustion (including respiration).
1) Photosynthesis is the natural process: from the carbon dioxide
(CO2) any plant takes in the atmosphere through its leaves and
from the water (H2O) it takes out of the ground through its roots,
it produces carbon (wood of growing trees or biomass in general)
and, at the same time, it releases oxygen (O2) into the atmosphere.
Simplified, biomass in general, trees in particular, are mostly
made out of carbohydrates (from atmospheric CO2) and water, a
few minerals including nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus, and
other trace elements needed for functioning. After combustion –
i.e. when this process is reversed – there is little left except a few
ashes.
2) Respiration is a special form of combustion: it is the opposite
process of photosynthesis. Respiration in our cells “burns” carbon
(food or biomass) and oxygen we breathe in from the atmosphere,
and it produces CO2 and releases the energy we use as living
beings (our organic energy). It is basically the same as when we
burn wood or coal or other hydrocarbons. Coal and other
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hydrocarbons are mainly previous plant biomass that has been
mineralised over millions of years53.
The first process (photosynthesis) consumes energy (solar radiation)
and releases oxygen (O2); the second process (respiration) liberates
energy (organic energy or heat) and produces carbon dioxide (CO2).
Most of the energy we consume in our activities, our transport or our
heating, proceeds from the second process that, broadly speaking, is
combustion. Now we have to recognise that combustion in general
produces this severe excess of CO2 – which is, among others, one of
the main causes of climate change – because the importance of our
consumption of fuel (combustion of biomass or coal or
hydrocarbons) is far in excess of the capacity of natural cycles to
reabsorb (recycle) the CO2 it produces. It is why planting trees is one
of the ways to counteract the excessive combustion we rely on for
our energy use; planting trees increases the range of the
photosynthetic process in our surroundings to absorb part of this
excessive amount of CO2.
It is important to note that this process of combustion is more
complex than it has been described here. Different types of fuel will
produce different quantities of CO2 because the proportion of carbon
and hydrogen they contain has an influence on the way combustion
occurs, either producing only carbon dioxide (CO2 out of carbon C)
or carbon dioxide as well as water (H2O out of hydrogen H).
I examined the necessity to integrate our activities into natural cycles
at length in previous chapters and therefore will not repeat it here.
What is important in the debate on climate change is that natural
cycles must be the first and foremost reference for our measures.

53

Photosynthesis creates carbohydrates: 1 molecule of glucose is made from 6
molecules of carbon dioxide and of 6 molecules of water, and releases 6
molecules of oxygen: 6CO2 + 6H2O = C6H12O6. + 6O2. This transformation
consumes solar energy because the resulting compounds incorporate more
energy in the bonding of the molecules than the original one.
As the opposite transformation, when one burns 2 molecules of hydrocarbon
(oil) while consuming 55 molecules of oxygen, it produces 38 molecules of
water and 36 molecules of carbon dioxide: 2C18H38 + 55O2 = 38H2O + 36CO2.
This transformation liberates energy (heat) because the resulting combination
incorporates less energy in the bonding of the molecules than the original one.
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Certainly it is imperative to reduce our greenhouse emissions,
because this is precisely what all kinds of natural indicators are
telling us. But the direct reference to natural cycles changes
completely the meaning of our examination process because it
presents the real picture of our position in the global system. If we
accept the priority of integrating our activities into natural cycles, we
will be challenged to embark on a much more radical change than
what is being suggested at present; it will not be only about a onesided emissions reduction that we are free to decide on, but about
adapting fully to nature – that is, something given externally that we
cannot change.
This fundamentally different approach to the problem of climate
change will prevent, or at least hinder, falsified decisions, like the
ones which promote a reduction of only 10% or 20% of our
emissions in the next 10 or 20 years so as not to perturb the economy
(or upset the market, as they say). By contrast, the requirement of
integration into cycles will define the real necessity of no longer
producing any excess greenhouse gases which cannot be absorbed
naturally by natural cycles (that means a reduction of 100% of
excessive gases).
On the other hand, this integration will also require from us a
qualitative adaptation to the nature of these cycles: their specificities,
forms, duration and rate, as well as their variations and spatial
distribution. For instance, it has not the same impact if one produces
CO2 in a forest, in a desert, on a mountain or in the sky. It is not the
same to produce it in winter or in summer; because the capacity of
absorption varies from one place to another, or between day and
night, although all cycles are linked one with another and what
happens in one place has an impact on what happens elsewhere.
Location and globality act hand in hand.
This new way of looking at reality provides a much wider picture
and therefore a much more adapted response when we choose to be
intellectually and ethically honest in accepting the constraints this
new approach provides. This more radical requirement makes it also
more constraining for high densities of population to adapt to their
natural context, even if one admits that these cycles are more global
than purely local.
Now, there is something important that needs to be added here. We
know that we have to urgently reduce our production of greenhouse
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gases but we also have to be aware that the excess of greenhouse
gases, in our atmosphere and oceans, and climate change in general,
are only the visible symptoms of a much deeper crisis linked with the
way we live and the imbalance produced by all our activities that do
not fit into natural cycles.
If my doctor gives me a medication that diminishes my fever, it does
not heal me; it only hides the symptom. This treatment may be
necessary if the symptom is harming me in its excess; but the illness
remains nevertheless untouched and it is what should be treated as
the first priority. In the same way, by erasing the symptoms of
climate change (the excess of CO2), we do not solve the problem.
The solution lies in reducing our overproduction and our subsequent
overconsumption, which are the main roots of the problem and the
consequence of destructive ways of living. Once we reduce our
consumption, the emissions of CO2 will diminish too and better fit
into natural cycles.

6) Renewable versus non-polluting energies
It is important to make a clear distinction between renewable
energies (which do not exhaust resources) and non-polluting ones.
In the debate today, renewable energies are seen as the solutions to
climate change. However, this is a terrible confusion between two
notions which are clearly distinct.
1) On the one hand, the emphasis is on the source: energy can be
renewable, like solar energy; it means that the resource from
which it is generated (sunlight) is not exhausted because it is
naturally renewed as long as it is not consumed faster than it is
produced by nature.
2) On the other hand, the emphasis is on the effects: energy can be
non-polluting, like wind energy; it means that it does not produce
any wastes which are not able to be recycled more quickly than
they are produced or any wastes that would be toxic for the
environment. In the case of climate change, it means in
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practicality that greenhouse gases can be only released at the rate
they can be reabsorbed.
We can see that both these characteristics – being renewable and
being non-polluting – are not necessarily linked with each other. Any
energy can have neither, one or the other, or both characteristics.
This fundamental distinction between renewable and non-polluting
energies shows that it is important to consider what happens
upstream, before consumption – whether the resource is renewable or
not – and also what happens downstream, after consumption –
whether the wastes it produces can be absorbed (recycled) naturally
and quickly or not, without leaving harmful traces in the
environment.
• In light of this elementary distinction, it becomes evident that
some energy sources can be renewable and polluting, like biofuels
for instance, because they produce CO2 although they can be
renewed by the yield of the following year.
• By contrast, some energy sources can be non-renewable and not
producing CO2, like atomic energy which nevertheless produces
very dangerous wastes that cannot be recycled and therefore are
extremely polluting.
• On the other hand, we have solar and wind energy, which are
ideal sources of energy because they are renewable and
simultaneously do not produce any wastes, except in the
production of the equipment necessary to harness them.
• Finally, there are fossil fuels, which are very noxious because
they are simultaneously polluting and non-renewable.
The clear examination of this distinction provides a much sharper
tool to resist illusory proposals like the one for widespread use of
biofuels. It is astonishing that biofuels can be (or have been)
proposed as a wider solution to climate change although they
produce roughly as much CO2 as fossil fuels do, given that these two
categories of fuels rely equally on the principle of combustion of
carbon, and biofuels cause many forms of destruction as secondary
effects of their production:
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• Biofuels could never satisfy the actual needs in energy because
the area of agricultural land required for their cultivation to meet
our consumption would probably be excessive or use most of the
arable land available.
• The production of biofuels creates competition with food
production and diverts yields from food production to energy
production, creating therefore terrible poverty and starvation as
well as an increase in food prices, which both harm mainly poor
people.
• The production of biofuels also provokes deep social changes
because it increases the dependency of small farmers on the
international market and often on genetically modified seed
producers.
• The cultivation of crops used for the production of biofuels leads
also to terrible ecological destruction where deforestation is
involved (for instance in the Amazon) or other, similarly negative
environmental impacts.
• The cultivation of biofuel crops requires the input of fuel, water
and fertilisers, as well as further energy in processing and
transport before the product can be used as a fuel.
Why can then such negative impacts of biofuels remain so hidden?
Certainly huge economic interests, such as fossil fuel companies and
producers of genetically modified seeds, are interested in these new
developments and conversions to prepare their own future; in so
doing they use the present crisis as a public argument to promote
their own business.
Biofuels can nevertheless make a positive contribution when they are
not produced as such but are a way of recycling existing wastes, such
as cooking oil. These days it is very easy to convert any diesel
engine for the use of vegetable oil. Yet the same question of the two
different attributes remains valid: is it possible to recycle the wastes
(pollution as CO2) they produce, and are the wastes they use as
resources for their production not missing in another natural cycle, as
compost or other vegetable wastes are necessary to give back to the
Earth what we have taken out of it, through agricultural production?
Biofuels, in this regard, are only a very marginal solution, for
instance for agricultural machinery such as tractors, in contexts
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where CO2 can be easily and quickly absorbed by vegetation
(proximity of dense forests).

7) Sustainable sources of energy vs temporary forms for better use
It is essential to make a clear distinction between the real source of
energy and the form into which it is converted for better/easier use.
This is a property of energy: any given form of energy can be
transformed into another form of energy; for instance, coal can be
burnt to generate electricity (by heating water, making steam that
drives turbines) and that electricity can then be used to produce
motion or heat. In this example, coal is a fuel that contains potential
energy which will be liberated when it is burnt. Electricity is a form
of energy which derives, indirectly in this case, from coal. Motion or
heat are also derived forms of energy, from coal or from electricity.
Because of this frequent process of transformation of energy from
one form into another, the debate about climate change tends to
create confusion between the original source (coal in our example)
which is used to generate energy (electricity in our case) and the
form of energy into which it has been transformed (motion or heat)
when it is used; electricity itself can also be transformed, not to be
used immediately but to be used later, or even to be more easily
transported or stored, like electricity that can be stored in batteries or
as potential energy in water stored in a dam at higher altitude.
Therefore, it is a nonsense to claim that any given form of energy
(such as electricity) is either renewable or non-renewable, or that it is
clean or not, if one does not consider how it has been generated and
from what source.
Transformation of one form of energy into another is meant in most
cases for its easier transport (via the electricity network) or storage
(in a dam or batteries), or for easier or more effective use of energy
(such as heat for cooking). Because of these frequent successive
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transformations which hide the real source, it is imperative to go
back to consider the original source that has permitted the energy in
question to be generated if we want to know whether it is renewable
or not. The quality of the source (renewable or not) defines the
quality of the resulting energy (renewable or not) despite the
appearance of electricity as “clean” energy that seems to have
nothing to do with “dirty” coal.
Electricity for instance can be provided by hydroelectric or nuclear
plants, or by a coal-fired power station, or solar panels:
• In the first case of a hydroelectric source, the energy is renewable
and clean although it can also be considered to create major
disturbances to rivers, aquatic fauna and the land to be flooded by
hydroelectric dams.
• In the second case of a nuclear power plant, the energy is not
renewable; although it does not generate CO2 it creates very
dangerous wastes which cannot be eliminated or recycled.
• In the third case of a coal-fired power plant, it is not renewable
and generates CO2.
• In the fourth case of solar panels, it is renewable and does not
produce wastes except in the production of the solar panels and
batteries if they are included.
Electricity cannot therefore be declared simply renewable and clean.
Especially in new technologies for cars, this confusion prevents a
clear understanding of what the real ecological cost is when the form
of energy used to run the car seems at first glance to be clean,
although it has been transformed from another source of energy that
is not renewable or has generated CO2. This means that it is a
nonsense to declare this form of electricity sustainable because
sustainability depends on the quality of the source and not on the
form in which the energy is stored. Electric cars can be said to be
clean only if the electricity comes from a renewable and clean
source.
Hybrid cars get their energy from fuel and electricity from
regenerative braking, energy that otherwise would be lost or wasted.
It is a clever improvement in car technology, yet it is also a
demonstration of the very low efficiency of combustion motors and
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vehicles in general: so much energy can be recovered that it shows
how much is usually wasted in conventional cars. And it does not
change the fact that hybrid cars run originally on fuel, unless they are
plug-in hybrids that can be recharged at home – but then from which
kind of source?
Some new cars have also appeared on the market which run on
compressed air54. It is certainly fantastic because it does not pollute
our cities, but the question remains how the air has to be
compressed; compressed air is not a source of energy as such but
only a state of transformation for storage and transport in the tank of
the car. Compressing air will certainly require electricity, but again,
where does this electricity come from? If it is solar-generated
electricity, these types of cars will be the best possible solution:
non- polluting and renewable, and no need even for batteries. It is
even better than a solar car that needs batteries made of very
polluting and rare components and needs high energy consumption
for production.
The same can be said for a solar car if it has its own solar panels,
which makes it self-sufficient and not reliant on other external
sources of energy for recharging its batteries; likewise if it is
recharged at home from a stationary solar system. Yet in both cases
batteries are necessary, which mean consumption of energy in their
production and frequent replacement.
There is something important I wish to add about electric cars. Their
production requires a lot of energy and different materials that are
not in unlimited quantities on our planet. This means that it cannot
be sustainable and affordable for the whole world population (almost
8 billion people) to run electric cars. The rare earths and other
special resources needed would not be sufficient and the exploitation
of these non-renewable resources would ruin our planet further, not
to mention the energy needed to produce so many cars and the
tremendous impact of such a number of individual vehicles on our
cities and land.
This radical consideration means that, even if the consumption of
these cars can be considered renewable, their extensive use is not
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See the car by MDI (Motor Development International), designed by Guy Nègre,
Nice, France, to be produced also by Tata India under MDI licence.
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feasible. They can only become rare, community-owned and shared
vehicles for very limited local transport that would only allow the
inhabitants of a wider neighbourhood to go to the next town, where
they would find public means of transport.

8) Solar or renewable mirage versus really sustainable energy
Almost all energy sources are derived from solar energy (plants,
fuels); yet energy sources which are 100% renewable and
sustainable are rare.
It is a fascinating fact that almost everything on our Earth surface
derives from solar energy:
• the plants grow only because of the energy they get from the sun;
• any organisms including humans are ultimately derived from solar
energy;
• as shown before, the combustion of biomass provides us with
energy which is in fact from solar origin;
• coal and hydrocarbons are mineralised solar energy from the past
that has been stored by trees or other plants;
• wind energy and hydropower ultimately derive from solar energy
too, as temperature differences on the Earth’s surface and in the
atmosphere drive air currents through convection (hot air rising),
and precipitation (rain- and snowfall) is created by evaporation of
water vapour, which condenses at higher, colder altitudes.
Yet, completely renewable and sustainable energy sources which do
not rely even to some degree on fossil fuels are rare:
• electricity generated from solar energy needs photovoltaic cells to
be produced, which are made of minerals we can only extract or
transform using powerful machines and, at this stage, fossil fuels;
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• solar hot water systems need pipes to transport the captured energy
and these pipes are made of processed materials (copper, plastic,
glass);
• wind turbines are made of a number of sophisticated industrial
materials (mainly iron and steel, aluminium, polymers and
copper);
• only wooden sailing boats are 100% sustainable, but only if they
do not include one small piece of metal and have been built
entirely by hand;
• only the old Dutch windmill or the wooden waterwheel are 100%
sustainable, if they are not used to produce electricity, which
would need copper wiring for its generation and conduction.
Yet reconversion of available materials – and self-limitation in the
ways we are producing goods or tools – can both allow us to find a
very narrow path of real sustainability for our future: it consists in
using these recycled materials for sustainable means, to recuperate
the gigantic amount of material (and their incorporated energy)
which has been wasted in the recent past or used for unnecessary
purposes.
This statement that there is almost no 100% renewable and
sustainable energy might seem shocking, pessimistic and depressing.
Is there really no future? Rest assured, there is a future! Yet this
future will be possible only if we become aware of this deep
dependence today of renewable energies on still necessary – although
very reduced – contributions from fossil fuels.
So far we have lived on the storage of solar energy the Earth has
accumulated for millions of years. We have burnt a huge stock of
past sunlight55, so to speak. For this to be sustainable, we should
have respected two conditions:
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This expression is inspired by Thom Hartmann: The last hours of ancient
sunlight. Bantam, 1999.
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• First, we should have consumed this resource only at the rate it
could be reconstituted by nature.
• Second, we would have been able to consume this quantity at this
limited rate only if we could be sure it would reconstitute in the
same way and over the same duration it did in the past.

9) Renewable as addition versus radical replacement of fossil fuels
It is good to increase our use of renewable energy and goods;
however, we need a total conversion that will eliminate the use of
all fossil fuels within the next 10 years.
Today we continue to rely on this supply of fossil fuels that should
last for another 45 years (!), according to the most optimistic
evaluations. It means very realistically that within the next 10 years
we will see prices increase drastically and the scarcity of these
resources provoke huge social turmoil: wars, social violence,
paralysis of our cities, terrible food shortages due to lack of transport,
unemployment, deprivation of the most essential goods. We can
foresee now the worst scenarios. To be clear, it means that we still
have a maximum 10 years to prepare for a total conversion,
especially if we consider that change can happen harmoniously only
if it does not happen under the pressure of urgency or extreme
scarcity of vital resources.
At present, fossil fuels are vital resources, not because we could not
live without them – we did until some 150 years ago! – but because
our whole modern development has been based on their
consumption. No fuel today means almost no food, no work, no
energy, no goods. Yet this extreme dependence can be changed over
the next 10 years; it depends only on us. Do we want to face it or
not?
What then are the solutions if these solutions have to rely on truly
renewable sources such as solar energy and not on the (derived)
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energy from fossil fuels we have used until now? And what about the
fact that solar or wind energies cannot be 100% renewable and
sustainable because harnessing them requires mining and industrial
products whose production relies on fossil fuels?
In the debate about climate change, solar and wind farms are
proposed as the solution that reduces greenhouse gas emissions. Yet
it is never mentioned how these solar panels, wind turbines, batteries,
wires and inverters will be produced. Even if they allow us to capture
renewable energy, these infrastructures also need special materials
(such as cobalt, lithium, tungsten or rare earths) and great quantities
of energy to be produced. Will we really have to return to the
wooden boat, to the Dutch wooden windmill or to the wooden
waterwheel? Even at the time these machines were used, they were
produced thanks to the combustion of wood and coal; and since the
end of the 18th century, most machines have relied on combustion of
coal to be produced and to drive the steam engines that moved them;
the combustion of oil started only in the middle of the 19th century
and concerns thus only more recent types of machines that include
almost the whole range of the machines we use today; and fossil
fuels are the source of energy that is used in their production or for
their use. This means that simple machines such as the Dutch
windmill and the wooden boat have practically disappeared from our
daily life; this means also that we have to reinvent the whole
processes of production if we want them to be truly sustainable, all
the way from extraction of materials to the use of these machines.
At this stage a distinction must be made between materials and the
energy needed to transform these materials:
1) The extraction of mineral resources depends nowadays on the use
of powerful machines, most of which run on fossil fuel. Yet, if we
want to act in a really sustainable way, we have to renounce
extracting more minerals out of the earth, because these materials,
especially if their quantity is limited, are not renewable.
Therefore, the solutions consist in recycling the existing materials.
We have to disassemble the existing machines, which we will not
be able to use any longer due to lack of fuel, and recycle the
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materials or reconvert the parts they contain into the tools and
machines we need now and which do not rely on fossil fuels.
These materials become extremely precious and should be used
only for priority purposes.
2) The transformation of materials into goods, tools and machines,
including the recycling mentioned in 1), must be completely
redesigned to be compatible with the use of renewable energies,
which will inevitably have to use recycled non-renewable
materials, though sparsely. This transformation must absolutely
respect the law of natural cycles and it must be reduced to the
strictest minimum.
This transformation can thus only happen if it is based on two
principles:
1) The principle of scarcity that applies to non-renewable materials.
These rare materials should be replaced wherever possible by
renewable materials, even if the performance of these more
sustainable materials is lower. These rare materials can be
regarded as renewable even though they are not and were once
extracted with non-renewable means, because they have by now
become a part of the natural cycle, as long as we respect the
necessity to recycle them. They constitute available resources
which have to be used without exhausting them.
2) The principle of self-limitation and of small scale (small is
beautiful). Every time we have to choose between two means or
two qualities or two quantities, we must remain aware how the
smallest scale always allows a greater control and a more adapted
process.
It is a huge improvement to produce electricity with solar energy,
even if it is not 100% sustainable. Yet it is urgent that we start
implementing these two principles now, not only to organise a really
sustainable form of electricity generation but also to implement a
form of manufacturing to last beyond the time when fossil fuels have
run out – in about 10 years. It is thus a question of survival, insofar
as we need electricity to survive, which is not at all so sure, at least
not in the proportion we believe it to be.
These many considerations about sustainability and renewability
demonstrate that new technologies cannot solve the present crisis
without us questioning fundamentally the way we live and how we
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share resources and potentials. Technology is only a tool that can
help if used in a fundamentally different way.
This drastic description seems to lead to a very sad and poor way of
life. Yet this is not at all the case! It is in fact a real liberation. Our
basic needs are not threatened by this form of self-limitation,
because these basic needs are satisfied by nature inasmuch as we are
capable of adapting to natural cycles. The scarcity here concerns
only industrial and market-related products – products which are not
absolutely necessary for a good life – ask our ancestors! We will be
freed of the dominating powers of growth and development, of the
market and accumulation.
A more mature choice for a further-evolved form of social life that
uses only the available resources and shares them in the social
network can only bring more justice and happiness. The size and
scale of everything can then become more human: big industries are
no longer possible as we have to replace them by smaller workshops
where people can see what they do, in more human settings, similar
to the manufactures that prevailed before the Industrial Revolution
though with more evolved technology, within the limits of
sustainability – and all this with better social conditions and greater
security. This voluntary form of self-limitation will not prevent us
from producing the necessary goods, tools and machines. Besides,
we will discover the kind of happiness that simplicity provides.

10) Carbon neutrality versus transformation process
The principle of carbon neutrality is treacherous: biomass cannot
be burnt under the pretext it will be replaced by new biomass.
In the climate debate today, some assert the carbon neutrality of
biomass. The principle of carbon neutrality of biomass says that
biomass can be burnt indifferently because it regrows in any case and
that the carbon dioxide that has been liberated by combustion will be
sequestered again by plants into biomass when they grow. Hence,
this argument assumes that the combustion of biomass, in principle,
should be considered carbon-neutral as it generates net zero
greenhouse gas emissions.
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However, this principle would only be true if the amount and rate of
biomass grown were equivalent to that lost in combustion. But in
nature it is the opposite: growth of biomass does not follow but
precedes combustion – if not, combustion would not be possible –
there is no guarantee that all the gas released by combustion will be
transformed again into biomass by photosynthesis. If the principle of
carbon neutrality of biomass were true, we would be able to burn all
our forests; evidently that would be pure insanity because biomass
has a much wider role to play than to absorb the wastes produced by
the combustion of biomass for our purposes.
The principle of carbon neutrality of biomass is only true when
complete natural cycles are able to run at the rate and length we wish
them to and in a non-perturbed way. In fact the fulfilment of the law
of natural cycles is not automatic because there is no warranty that
cycles will occur as we expect them to – when we think of it –
especially when our human activities intervene all the time to perturb
them. Not only are natural cycles not automatic but they are very
fragile because the smallest influence can throw them drastically out
of balance. Climate change is an illustration of this truth.
Another aspect the principle of carbon neutrality neglects is the fact
that reabsorption of CO2 into biomass can happen only where plants
and algae grow and it is not necessarily the case where combustion
takes place. We have to remember that natural cycles and climate are
at the same time local and global processes. For instance, fuel is
burned in high density in cities where little biomass grows or it is
consumed by planes at 10 000 metres above the ground. I know of
people who subsidise some planting of trees in poor countries each
time they fly to offset their carbon emissions; it is a bit of a shortcut!
Not to mention that in this case poor countries are meant, once again,
to clean up our mess!
Despite these complexities, the idea of biomass being carbon neutral
continues to be presented as the main argument for using biofuels.
In conclusion, there is no law of carbon neutrality of biomass. There
is only an ongoing process of transformation which is the result of
ever-changing influences which are meant to work globally in cycles
until, each time, a new balance is found temporarily. Hence no law
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of stability or neutrality exists because all processes are dynamic,
interconnected, interacting and ever changing.

11) Carbon sequestration versus restoration of processes
The focus on carbon sequestration hides the wider urgency of
restoring the integrity of natural processes humanity has destroyed.
The debate about mitigating climate change has focused on the best
possible ways to sequester carbon into forests, soils or even through
artificial means (by carbon capture and storage), in order to reduce
the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere. This is certainly the
short-term objective but it is only a temporary way to alleviate the
impact of greenhouse gases on the climate – while it is in such excess
– or simply a way to hide the symptoms without solving the
underlying problem. As we are challenged to adapt to natural cycles,
the main problem comes to light that we have deeply perturbed these
cycles and destroyed the equilibrium of the natural processes that
have been established by a long evolution of millions of years and
that have been resulting in a global and dynamic balance of nature,
compensating any loss of balance with counter reactions. Now we try
to hide the effects of our activities by sequestering the excess of
carbon we could not reabsorb. This difference between sequestration
and natural absorption is essential: it is the difference between hiding
the consequences and repairing the complete system. The urgent
problem now is not how to sequester the excess carbon dioxide we
produced – although this can help temporarily, by planting trees –
but to repair the natural systems and functions that maintain a healthy
Earth.
Positive feedback processes are essential in nature because they are
the only forces which are powerful enough to compensate for
imbalances without generating further, more drastic imbalances, but
on the contrary tending to bring back the whole system to a renewed
state of relative equilibrium. Through our human impact on the
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environment, especially through deforestation of huge surfaces of
land that have become almost bare, through perturbation of water
cycles by the practice of irrigation or dams, and through pollution
that changes the chemical composition of our air, water and soil, we
have dangerously destroyed an important part of the capacity of
nature to react to imbalances.
Our forests have been destroyed by deforestation at an incredible
speed. It is still occurring in the Amazon and in many tropical forest
regions where the exploitation of mineral or fuel resources continues
to destroy the natural forest environment with its inherent
biodiversity and the many traditional people who inhabit it. They are
also being clear-felled for agricultural land, mainly for cattle farms,
biofuel production, soybean cropping or palm oil plantations.
Australia too is suffering today from the deforestation which has
stripped the soil of its protective vegetation cover, although it was
already the driest continent on Earth at the time of colonisation. This
manmade problem endangers the future of our planet itself. As it has
been already described earlier (in chapter 5) forests are the lungs of
the Earth and work as an essential regulator of the climate. For
example, the Amazon rainforest is the source of the main rains which
fall on North America or on Argentina.
Forests play many essential roles for the equilibrium of the climate:
• they breathe in carbon and breathe out oxygen;
• with their foliage, they protect the ground from excessive
insolation;
• they generate and protect an essential cover of humus which
stores carbon and absorbs water, and where water can be stored
for months;
• they are also water pumps which regulate the groundwater regime
and prevent salinity in productive soil;
• and, most importantly, they are regulators of climate as they
regulate the evaporation of water, which has a cooling effect on
the surroundings and transfers heat to the outer layers of the
atmosphere;
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• by generating evaporation, they not only expel the excess of heat
but also contribute to creating the cloud cover which protects the
ground and the plants from exposure to more sunshine;
• because their albedo56 creates a resistance to the incoming heat of
the sun, clouds have the capacity to reflect between 0 and 90% of
the incoming heat, contributing to this way in reducing the
ambient air temperature by some 30 degrees in the best case;
• the total surface area of all the leaves of a tree is phenomenally
big; through each pore it creates an effect of cooling when it is
necessary; evaporation and transpiration take the latent energy57 in
the surrounding air, which becomes therefore cooler. The more
the heat of the surrounding air increases, the more the process of
evaporation will accelerate and better compensate the impact of
increasing heat; water vapour then transports the captured heat
into the external layers of atmosphere because hot air rises.
It is not only forests that play a fundamental role in climate
regulation that we have completely disturbed with deforestation.
Water cycles have also been perturbed by the quantity of water we
have taken out of rivers, which often stop flowing. Irrigation
generates excessive evaporation and can raise the salinity of soils. It
deprives rivers of the necessary water that maintain wetlands and
flood plains where water could be stored in the ground.

56

57

The albedo is the reflective capacity of a material, according to its substance and
colour, ranging from 0 for a black body (absorbing all radiation) to 1 for a white
body (reflecting all radiation).
The latent heat is the amount of necessary energy to induce the change of state
of water from liquid to steam without changing its temperature. Each time a
drop evaporates it takes heat out of the surrounding air, which consequently
cools down. When water condenses it releases the same amount of energy to the
air. The latent heat of water is 80 kcal/kg, which means each kilogram of water
that evaporates takes 80 kcal in the environment, without increasing its
temperature. It is the same for the change from ice into water. This principle is
used by traditional societies (for instance in the Sahara) for cooling water and
conserving food without refrigerators, solely by utilising natural air draughts
and evaporation through a porous material (like clay).
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Pollution has significantly changed the chemical composition of air,
water and soil, killing plant, animal and microbial life, changing also
the balance of these subtle systems of regulation of our climate.
Oceans, rivers, air, wind, soil, forests, plants and animals are of the
main natural components to ensure equilibrium. We have to restore
the viability of these systems if we want to survive. This is the first
priority. Once this is done – which will take decades if not centuries
– they will recover their full ability to absorb carbon dioxide and
other inevitable wastes. Many questions remain: to what extent can
we still restore the balance? how long will it take if it is not too late?
at which price for us as humankind? and for other species? And
especially: are we ready to commit to this huge task?
The present debate about climate change focuses on the possible
technologies to capture the excess of CO2 that has been released into
the atmosphere and store it in secure conditions where it will no
longer contribute to accelerating the greenhouse effect. It is, for
instance, envisaged thatCO2 will be stored in existing cavities
underground, such as those left by the extraction of fossil fuels.
What a legacy for the coming generations! These artificial
technologies are of course completely wrong practices because they
do not integrate into natural cycles and do not recycle the existing
wastes, even if they seem to offer temporary solutions in regard to
the present urgency.
Geo-engineering tries to escape the danger of climate change in
creating still stronger imbalances. It refuses to accept that extraction
of fossil fuels has to stop immediately – leave it in the ground! With
sophisticated means such as injecting sulphate aerosols into the
stratosphere, geo-engineering proposes to decrease the amount of
sunlight reaching the Earth. It is called the Pinatubo effect, after the
name of this volcano in the Philippines whose eruption in 1991
caused so great a natural input of sulphur dioxide gas into the
stratosphere that it caused a general cooling of the planet. Of course
such action can only escape human control in the long term as it
would disturb many other essential components of the systems that
have so far kept our climate relatively stable. It would certainly
generate terrible droughts or floods in Asia or Africa at the expense
of the poorest populations. How could a minority of scientists decide
who can live and who cannot?
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The only possible way of a precautious form of intervention that
could resemble geo-engineering – in the sense it is an intentional
human intervention in the purpose to correct a natural imbalance
caused by humankind – would be the restoration of equilibriums by
measures that work with natural systems such as planting trees or
cleaning sources of pollution or re-establishing original flora and
fauna in regions where it has been depleted. Even such action is not
without its dangers, as we have learned from past experiences, for
instance when it has been tried, in order to eliminate predators, to
introduce new animal species which in turn often became themselves
a major cause of disturbance. In each action there is a hidden aspect
that we often undermine.

12) Hidden dimension of time versus storage and flexibility
The question of quantity (how much?) must also integrate the
dimension of time (when?). There are two requirements: storage
and flexibility.
The debate on global warming today considers mainly the quantity of
energy that is needed, without expressing to what extent production
and consumption must also be compatible with each other, not only
in total but with the time of day or night, and in each season. Time is
the big neglected dimension in this debate because renewable
energies depend on natural conditions like wind and sunshine that
cannot be foreseen or controlled easily. They are also subjected to an
alternation of abundance and scarcity that characterises natural
cycles and therefore these renewable energies; if they are not used in
combination with storage capacity, these renewable sources are not
reliable for producing the necessary quantities of energy at the time
when they are needed: time of production (uninterrupted sunshine,
optimal wind speeds) does not necessarily correspond with the peak
consumption period.
1) The use of renewable energies means therefore a necessity for
storage to better manage the dimension of time, that is, to make
the energy that has been captured earlier available later and in
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sufficient quantity. Storage provides ways to enjoy relative plenty
when there is relative scarcity. It provides also ways to choose
the right time to draw on resources from nature when there is
abundance so as not to perturb the ecological balance and satisfy
needs at the time they arise.
2) Flexibility of consumption is also necessary. We have to adapt
our needs to what is available. When resources are scarce, we
have to reduce our needs and their satisfaction to a minimum, but
when resources are abundant, we may even indulge in them.
The present debate about new ways of relying on sustainable energy
almost never mentions this fundamental necessity for storage that
ensues from the use of renewable energies.
The alternation of abundance and scarcity is the key to the
integration of our activities into natural cycles. It means that light
(solar radiation) must be captured during the day time, and the
electricity generated from it stored to be used at night. It means that
food should be stored after summer to be available in winter and
spring. It is what traditional societies have always done. Only
through transport have we found a way to escape these constraints
because we consider that storage costs money. This alternation in the
availability of energy means also that heat should be stored during
the day to be used in the evening. It could even be stored in summer
for use in winter – although it would be more difficult, it is
nevertheless possible – such as first being stored underground (in
pipes running through a mass of soil) and later recaptured with a heat
pump run on solar electricity. Storage can then take many shapes to
master the time dimension more effectively. Limits are only imposed
by climatic conditions (such as the number of hours of sunshine), by
available financial means … and by our will to do so.
For instance, as far as systems of private home generation of solar
electricity are concerned, many specialists assert that connection to
the grid is a very good solution: connection to the grid, they say,
saves owners from having to install their own batteries, and not only
does it enable them to generate their own electricity to cover their
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own needs, but they can feed any excess energy into the grid; at
other times, when their power generation is insufficient to meet their
needs, they can draw on power from the grid. Thus, the network
functions as storage.
Grid connection is a way to encourage renewable power generation
at home, through a wilful pricing policy based on the principle of
buying renewable energy into the grid at an advantageous rate for the
producer. Yet this price policy can reveal itself to be fragile if it is
left to depend on market pressure and changeable political will; or,
on the contrary, it can become very strong if it depends only on
social will and maturity and it is therefore not subject to the law of
the market.
Grid connection can be very effective at time of plenty, but it does
not consider the fact that the peak of consumption is around 8 pm,
that is at a time when solar energy is no longer available at most
latitudes, unless it has been stored. This discrepancy in time between
best rate of renewable production and highest level of current
consumption means that, unless it is stored, the renewable
production does not directly alleviate the need for power at the peak
time. Therefore the conventional means of power generation (usually
coal) must remain capable of supplying the base load power to
satisfy the peak demand. Therefore a coal plant has to run at full
potential, it cannot be switched on and off on demand. This makes
the production of renewable energy much less effective. This means
alternative energy production becomes supplementary rather than a
possibility for real substitution, as we will see next. This inability of
large systems of production to adapt their production to real needs is
especially true for coal-fired or nuclear power plants, but less so in
the case of hydroelectric generation that precisely relies on storage of
potential energy because of its flexibility to adapt its power
generation to time and demand. The storage capacity also allows
generation to be better regulated because it provides a buffer
between times of generation and times of demand.
Grid connection seems to be mainly motivated by the fact that it
allows air conditioners to run at full power for cooling when it is hot
and when abundant sunshine allows solar systems to feed the grid
generously. This shows how much the principle of grid connection
seems more oriented towards maintaining high consumption than
providing truly ecological solutions. Unless it is connected to a large
storage system such as off-river pumped hydro storage (see below).
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The same necessity for storage appears also when one considers
what exactly happens when some users are connected to a source
that provides green energy and believe that their consumption is
clean. It is certainly very good to encourage the production of green
energy by paying what one consumes to the providers of energy who
use renewable and non-polluting resources for their electricity
generation. Nevertheless, changing only the destination of the
payment is not enough to solve the problem of consumption and of
climate change. It is exactly the same energy that is consumed finally
at home, in the office or in the workshop as it was before the change
of the billing system. We are all connected to the same “river” of
energy (the grid) where all sources come together and are mixed. I
cannot say: I drink only clean and pure water out of the river when I
know that although some of the water that flows in the river comes
from a very pure source, it is later mixed with water that is less pure
or even partly polluted, from other sources. I know then that I drink
what flows into the river – a mixture of clean and of polluted water,
as all users do because they are all connected to the same flow, even
if they pay a specific clean (green) provider for their consumption.
Without the complement provided by the other conventional means
of electricity generation (hydroelectric, coal or nuclear plants), green
energy would not satisfy the totality of the needs at all times for
green consumers. At the moment, most green consumers still rely on
the total power generation, not only on the green energy. If they had
to rely only on green energy, they would have to be connected to a
specific grid that would transport only green energy. This would
certainly be a perfect solution but then their consumption would have
to fit with the intensity of the flow of production, which would vary
because it depends on the natural availability of sunshine, wind or
other green sources, or on energy storage, which so far is not well
developed. They would then notice how important it is to control the
time dimension and therefore the availability of different forms of
storage.
In hydroelectric plants, it is possible to retain the quantity of water
that would have produced the quantity of power produced by gridconnected solar systems: this is a good solution for storage. One can
also pump water back up into the dam using off-peak surplus of
energy in the grid – which could be a positive contribution of solar
grid connection – as a potential backup for the times when energy
demand is greater than supply.
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For smaller photovoltaic production units, batteries are generally the
most common means for electricity storage and for overcoming the
time dimension, but they have the double disadvantage of being
voluminous and heavy and of having to be replaced regularly
because of their limited life (about 15–25 years), which creates
problems of costs, disposal or recycling of components, some of
which are toxic, and sustainability in terms of energy use and
availability of the materials necessary for their production (such as
cobalt, lithium, tungsten or rare earths). These unsolved aspects
show how this dimension of time still needs to be reflected upon.
Nevertheless, an extended grid connection makes sense when the
whole network can be connected to a consistent storage facility that
does not rely on batteries and can assume the role of regulation
despite irregularities of production (sunshine, wind) and peaks of
consumption. So far the best system I know of has been developed
by Andrew Blakers, Bin Lu and Matt Stocks at the Australian
National University in Canberra58, as off-river pumped hydro
storage. A lower reservoir is linked by a main pipe to an upper
reservoir, some 300 metres higher in altitude. When the energy
production exceeds demand, the excess energy is used to drive a
pump that transfers the water from the lower to the upper reservoir to
be stored. When there is more demand than production, the water
flows back down through a turbine that produces the necessary
supplement of electricity. Because the system is off-river, it does not
perturb the natural flow of rivers or prevent the movements of
wildlife. The same water is used again and again, except that
compensating for evaporation. Although there is a significant loss of
energy (about 25%) expended in the pumping process, the
supplement of energy provided is “free” energy because it is
provided by surplus generation and would be wasted if not reused in
this way.
Not only natural systems are characterised by a noticeable
alternation between abundance and scarcity. For example, in times of
heat and drought more water is needed for watering the garden and
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To see a detailed description of an off-river pumped-energy hydro storage
system, please refer to the ANU website (Prof. Andrew Blakers):
https://www.arena.gov.au/assets/2018/10/ANU-STORES-An-Atlas-of-PumpedHydro-Energy-Storage-The-Complete-Atlas.pdf
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to give water to animals. If I live in a location where I have to pump
my own water out of the creek, I can choose to do this at any time
when the tank is empty and when I need water. In this case I will
probably use fuel for my pump because it can be done at night or
when the sky is overcast and no solar energy is available. But I can
also choose to have a pump which works only when solar energy is
abundant. It will then fill my tank when the sun shines. The water
will be stored until I need it and I will not have to start my fuel pump
at any time. Thus, storing water will be a way of storing (or saving)
solar energy. I will save fuel and the cycles of my water
consumption will better integrate into natural cycles. I can do even
more: I can choose to have a bigger tank and pump water only when
it is abundant, when it rains or when the river overflows, knowing
that this water would otherwise be “lost” as surplus in any case. It is
still better if I do this using only solar energy that is available when
the sun shines. I can also store solar energy in batteries to have it
available when water is abundant, when it rains. Many forms of
storage can then be combined to offer the ideal model, especially if
they do not rely on complex appliances.
There is another approach to the issue of storage: an intentionally
limited storage capacity can be considered a very good solution for
diminishing our needs; any reduction of resources in fact contributes
to reducing consumption, as users are constrained by availability.
This makes flexibility the dominant rule to abide by. We have to
learn to adapt our needs to the quantity of these available resources,
not adapt the production of resources to our needs. Flexibility allows
the needs to vary through time, instead of trying to store enough
resources to allow a regular and stable consumption. Of course, a
combination of storage and flexibility provides the best solution.
A last remark: although storage is usually practised in our society –
as we have seen in chapter 5 – it is rarely for ecological reasons and
principally for profit, because storage allows speculation.

13) Addition of new renewable resources versus substitution and
reduction
It is not enough to implement renewable sources of energy:
consumption must be reduced and conventional (over)production
progressively dismantled.
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In the debate on global warming today there is an insistence that new
sources of renewable energy, like solar or wind power, must be
installed. This is right, but very incomplete. In fact this attempt only
makes sense if these new sources replace conventional power
generation. It means that, each time we install a source of renewable
energy, we have to dismantle the same capacity of power generation
from the conventional system. If it is not done, the installation of
new renewable energy technology will not change anything about
climate change; it will only contribute to increasing production and
consumption, on top of conventional production, without reducing
present greenhouse gas emissions. We should go even further than
substituting energy sources because we must drastically and
immediately reduce our global consumption if we want to reduce our
global impact on the Earth.
On a practical level it is easy to increase the global electricity
generation through the progressive installation of many small,
decentralised power units, such as photovoltaic panels or wind
turbines on home roofs. Yet it is more difficult to dismantle the
existing system of production because the conventional power plants
are usually huge units that work as a whole and it is impossible to
subdivide or dismantle them in stages. When the cumulative capacity
of renewable generation has reached the total generation capacity of
a coal plant, it is politically an unpopular decision to dismantle it.
On the other hand, from a psychological point of view, the additional
energy is welcomed, especially if it is recognised as coming from a
clean, renewable source. But it is much less popular and it is felt as a
menace to propose a reduction in existing production, especially
since past forecasts have always foreseen an increase in consumption
(called growth) and therefore an increase in the necessity of
production.
Our difficulty in accepting that the existing system must be
dismantled shows clearly that we have to reassess our needs and the
means of satisfying them, and review the whole balance of our way
of life in rich countries that must be questioned.
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14) Concentration versus decentralisation or equitable sharing
While conventional power generation is centralised (coal-fired
power plants, hydroelectric dams), renewable energy allows
decentralisation.
In the debate today there is awareness of the necessity to find new
sources of renewable energy, but it is envisaged these entail mainly
centralised forms of power generation by large-scale solar or wind
farms. Such centralised generation can appear cheaper, despite the
cost of upgrading and maintaining an extensive grid. However, the
following questions about centralisation are never openly discussed:
1) What are the advantages of smaller units, on the scale of the
smallest possible unit or of the immediate neighbourhood?
2) Is centralised generation really cheaper and more efficient?
3) Do conventional forms of centralised generation, with power
plants or dams, unconsciously influence our representations of
future alternative production of renewable energy? And are these
assimilated thought patterns of large-scale power plants so strong
that we are not capable of resisting them?
4) How can a spirit of solidarity help find simpler forms of power
generation that can accommodate the irregular needs of different
consumers and to support the less privileged?
5) Can grid connection and off-river pumped hydro storage be
compatible with any form of decentralisation if generation is
dispersed among the network and the network is not a tree but
offers many alternative connections?
6) Which are the criteria for an ideal size? Small is beautiful; the
sun or the wind do not need to be transported, unlike fuels.
Autonomy and relative self-sufficiency remain important
potentials to escape centralised control.
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7) What is the true impact of centralisation from the technical as
well as from the social point of view?
The first question to be examined concerns the right size that energy
generating units should be. This depends of course on the cumulative
needs and on intensity of consumption as well as on spatial density
of users. While we have to review the degree of concentration of
energy generation, it cannot be dissociated from the intensity of
assumed consumption that should be questioned too. If smaller
energy generation units seem to be preferable, it is also possible to
practise lower intensity of consumption that then does not need such
high concentrations and intensities of power.
The major requirements concerning the intensity of power will come
from the industrial sector. It is also worth reviewing the size of our
industrial production units; as I have noted before, it seems more
human to organise smaller workshops where each worker can better
see what happens and identify with the products of their effort and
creativity; and it will contribute to reducing the need for high
concentration of energy.
The second question concerns how centralised the generation should
be, how many homes and workshops should be fed by the same
power generation unit. We have to look at what is the most effective,
but the aspect of efficiency is not necessarily the most important;
other more qualitative aspects (human, social) may prevail. We have
to remember that the capital needed for investments, which means
the cost of infrastructure expressed in monetary units, is never a true
measure of the real value of things but only a measure of part of the
necessary means for the project. Even if the aspect of efficiency is
important, it is not the only dimension.
The smaller the size of a power unit, the less flexibility it has to face
irregular demands and combine different forms and intensities of
consumption due to the diversity of the users. However, this aspect
of less flexibility can be also considered to be a positive factor for
reducing global energy consumption, because only the available
power can be consumed and, in case of relative scarcity, users have
to make do with what they get. It can hence be a conscious ethical
choice for smaller means and probably introduce a system of
indicative quotas.
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The aspect of equity is also important because, in a community
where the imperative for cooperation of its members becomes
central, it is essential to watch that everyone gets their fair share and
that nobody is left behind. Equity means sharing and therefore would
exclude more individualised forms of generation, as well as major
disparities in consumption.
The priority given to equity will also call for a community-owned
and not-for-profit generation and network; in contrast, centralisation
provides a means to amass social power and control that also allows
speculation on the price of energy, especially in cases of relative
concentration of generation or even monopoly. In addition, the latter
has the potential to deprive some users specifically because of their
social status, political affiliation or ethnic identity. It is why control
through community participation remains an important aspect of
these infrastructures that must remain in public hands. The recent
practice of privatisation in the energy sector has shown how
catastrophic the consequences of this can be from the users’ point of
view, especially the poorest. In this case, the producers and
distributors tend to concentrate on providing service to richer clients
who create more profit in proportion to the costs of generation and
distribution, as these clients are bigger consumers..
One of the main advantages of renewable energy sources is that they
enable decentralisation. Our old ways of thinking in terms of
centralisation and concentration of power (in both senses of the
word) must be therefore questioned. To what extent are they still
influencing our planning for the future?

15) Cautious scientific forecasts versus actual processes of
acceleration of imbalances
Experience may reveal forecasts to be wrong as these are based on
now obsolete data; imbalances provoke an ever-increasing
acceleration of change.
The climate debate today features announcements of increasing
temperatures and rising sea levels for which scientists have, as
accurately as possible, tried to establish predictive models according
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to different scenarios. Yet in reality, as these forecasts are expressed
in cautious terms, they have revealed themselves to be always more
or less underestimated. The changes seem to always to occur more
rapidly than foreseen. These changes include ever new or more
complex variables; the patterns of progression are never linear but
change occurs in leaps; each time the imbalance in the system
crosses another threshold, this triggers a tipping point that results in
accelerating the transformation or process of collapse.
1) Such forecasts are expressed in cautious scientific language – as
caution is a fundamental principle of scientific research – that
states degrees of certainty as probabilities. It means they are
prudent and are formulated in ways that do not exaggerate the
threat; they rather underestimate the impacts because they also
represent the lowest common denominator among the different
scientists involved. They also finally present only the material
about which all specialists involved agree as the reports
(especially IPCC) are based on best possible consensus. On the
other hand, forecasts are inevitably based on data collected that,
by the time they have been analysed, interpreted, discussed,
agreed upon and integrated into reports and published, are already
obsolete, and this is even before these findings are discussed and
approved by official bodies.
2) Imbalances, like a falling stone, increase their own speed of
evolution while they reinforce themselves. For instance, the
melting of the polar ice caps accelerates the global warming
process; similarly the accumulation of greenhouse gases provokes
an ever stronger greenhouse effect, i.e. more heat. Of course these
acceleration processes are considered by the simulation models
but the interference of different processes remains highly complex
and cannot be foreseen yet with absolute precision.
3) Change is not linear. It follows an evolution by successive leaps;
each time it crosses a given threshold, it reaches a new stage of
accelerated change. Predictions are usually rather linear because it
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is difficult for simulations by computers to include these complex
tipping points which can be very different for different places. The
change therefore happens quicker than predictions have foreseen.
4) Change involves the whole of the system, with its many branches,
variables and complex structure. Any change in a system
generates repercussions for other parts of the same system which
then counter-react and this may redirect the orientation of the
dynamic to a different, unforeseen process or outcome.
5) The climate system also has inertia. This means that even drastic
measures to counter catastrophic climate change will not have an
immediate effect. Time is needed to reverse the trajectory and
destructive outcomes of accelerated global climate change. It is an
even greater reason for urgent action.
Many phenomena are not even known and cannot thus be
considered. Even when they are known and agreed upon – which is
not evident – most of them cannot be evaluated at their right quantity
and speed. For example59, the NASA observed that the world’s
oceans initially absorb most of the CO2 emitted, but that this quantity
of sequestered carbon dioxide is then gradually released into the
atmosphere over the 25 to 50 following years, constituting
approximately 60% of the CO2 the ocean has stored. This has of
course a serious impact on the concentration of CO2 in the
atmosphere, especially after the high emissions levels that have
characterised the past 50 years.
Computer models have revealed themselves to be very precise as
long as they include all the data scientists need to consider. But they
cannot include what is still unknown; only experience and
comparison with reality can show progressively which
complementary parameters have yet to be included in the model or
need to be added because of what we learn from the most recent
developments. Despite the best computer simulations it is impossible
to foresee the effects of a disrupted climate with absolute certainty if

59

According to an article by Walter Jehne, in the Australian magazine Nature and
Society (Dec 2006 – Jan 2007) – www.natsoc.org.au.
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the ice caps are melting, if the ice covers of the Himalayas and
Greenland are disappearing or if the Amazon forest turns into
savannah. What will be the impact on the different air and ocean
currents? And on biodiversity?
Despite the difficulty of providing clear-cut answers to these
questions, computer models help in studying and understanding the
major trends, and describe the most probable changes. Because of
this currently limited reliability – and because of the generally
cautious nature of science – they should be considered as presenting
the most optimistic of all possible scenarios.
It is also important to be aware that scientists are always very
prudent; they indicate levels of certainty and do not speculate..
Because climate issues are so complex, it is very difficult to be
absolutely sure of what we can foresee. Yet the forecasts and general
trends globally have so far been demonstrated to be correct and
verified by later observation. Observations of reality have shown that
although these forecasts are generally right, they are too optimistic,
because things are happening much more rapidly than predicted.
What was once predicted to happen in several decades is already
happening now.
Measurements are only the markers of a general tendency and not
the precise indicators of how far we can go in order to remain within
the limit of what climate impacts are acceptable; on the contrary,
they are only general signals that something must be done as soon as
possible. It means we have to do everything possible to keep a
maximum margin of security to protect us from the risks (if there is
still time!). Even after we will have stopped contributing to climate
change, changes will still arise as the consequences of existing
imbalances and the inertia of systems. Many centuries will probably
be necessary to heal the cumulative effects of human impacts and
absorb the accumulated wastes.
This pessimistic attitude is still more justified when one knows that
the reports of the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change
(IPPC), which describe the conditions in which climate change
happens, are the lowest common denominators between all the
members of this Panel which includes mainly scientists but also
government representatives who defend their own interests.
Members of the IPCC recognise this limitation, which is the
inevitable product of a collegial process.
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16) Strategy for public awareness versus absolute urgency
Environmentally conscious groups and institutions need some time
to make the public more aware of the urgency for change. Yet the
urgency is now.
• There have been many attempts to make politicians and the
general public aware of the reality of climate change and the
necessity to act on it. As with any major issue, public awareness
needs time to arise. Any strategy, in order to be efficacious, must
propose a schedule for action which fits with people’s awareness,
sensitivity and acceptance. It takes time to convince people and to
start a move towards change.
• Yet, the urgency in this case is absolute: action must be taken now,
by absolute and immediate reduction of any harmful activity.
However, a deep contradiction appears, between these two
requirements: convincing people in the best way and at a pace they
can accept, and responding within a time schedule as dictated by the
urgency of the situation.
In facing climate change, we have to react immediately. We have to
stop immediately any activity that does not fit into natural cycles as
the effects of these imbalances will last – and still increase – for a
long time before we will be able to see significant impacts of the
measures we will implement, no matter how effective they may be.
Most politicians advise a progressive adaptation to what we assess.
They propose a lower, slow and staged reduction of emissions of
greenhouse gases because they do not dare to endanger the economic
system; or rather, they want to preserve it as it is, despite its many
flaws, instead of grasping this fascinating opportunity to convert it
into something more sustainable, equitable and stable. But this
attitude shows how much they do not want to recognise that our
economic system is the very cause of the problem and that the
preservation of our economic viability itself is at stake and requires
an immediate change.
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Proposing soft initiatives or strategies is like saying in case of a car
accident: I will stop 100 metres down the road because I do not want
to shake my passengers; yet it is evident that I should brake and stop
my vehicle as soon as I can, in order to save my life and the lives of
my passengers. Why then ignore the coming heavy impact if we can
avoid it? Applying this to climate change, it means we need to stop
extracting fossil fuels as well as consuming anything that is not
renewable immediately (within the next 10 years). This is an
absolute urgency.
Unfortunately, theory and discourses have never changed the world.
People listen to them but they become only convinced when they see
a change in attitudes and behaviours of those who try to convince
them. The courageous attitude of taking immediately drastic
measures is the best way to express the absolute urgency for action
and the best way to convince people of the seriousness of the
situation; however, concrete examples of action can only be
convincing inasmuch as they demonstrate the new path and to what
extent it can be realistic and even offers great opportunities.

17) Excellence versus equity (reduction of consumption by a factor
of 8)
We dream of the ideal solution; yet excellence is for much later;
first we need to become “simply” average: to divide our standard of
living by 8.
Some optimistic dreamers today describe often how our communities
(whether regional or national) could become the ideal international
examples of excellence in tackling the urgency of finding new ways
of life in response to climate change. Yet, what we excel in
nowadays is excess. On the opposite, true “excellence” today in what
concerns a minimal national footprint can be found in the extremely
poor average standard of living of people in Chad, Mali or Laos, but
this is a “negative excellence” due to reasons of poverty and
dysfunction, and not because of idealism or special mature options or
skills concerning more sustainable ways of living these poor
countries would have chosen to apply. The first priority of rich
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countries today is not to become excellent but to become “simply”
average. As we belong to the 10% of the world population who
consume more than 80% of the global wealth – this means 8 times
more than our share – we must first reduce our standard of living by
a factor of 8, in order not to deprive others of their fair share. When,
and only when, we will have reached this average standard of living,
will be the time to propose a model for excellence in an ideal
behaviour that would answer perfectly the challenge. We still have a
long way to go. As natural resources and energy supply are common
goods, excellence requires the practice of sharing equitably. It
remains also true that our process for achieving a lower standard of
living can become exemplary and inspiring. Especially when we
have to divide it by a factor of 8, this is indeed a radical and
courageous change!
This aspiration to excellence – even if it seems to be in contradiction
with our real situation of great excess – is something very positive; it
can mobilise people around a concrete project for sustainability.
Different places exist around the world where the inhabitants have
understood not only the necessity to react urgently but also the
advantage of change if they make it happen now. For instance, on
some remote islands in Denmark, they have installed wind or solar
power generators. They have changed their habits of consumption as
well as their practice of mobility. They have created a form of ideal
community. Interestingly, these examples of excellence generally
come from remote places, where people feel more marginal to and
independent of the rest of the world, but also more under pressure
because of the relative vulnerability – less material means, harsher
climatic conditions, more seclusion, less resilience – characteristic of
marginal communities. Excellence can arise more easily where
vulnerability is experienced. The handicap of resistance – as
astonishing as it can be – is more applicable to communities of rich
people, despite the fact they have more means of becoming aware
and to implement change. The biggest hurdle is therefore not our
lack of means but rather our addiction to our present level of
consumption.
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18) Criminal carbon trading versus no right to destroy
As an incentive for lowering emissions, carbon trading should
reward those who pollute less. But it has become a new form of
speculation (a right to pollute).
Carbon trading is advocated as the best possible way to reward
emitters of carbon pollution for their good practices financially, and
as a principal incentive for change. The principle of carbon trading is
to attribute a fixed quota of CO2 emissions for a given duration to
each producer. If one company does not fill its quota within a certain
time period, it is allowed to sell the unused quantity of emissions to
another company that has already filled its emissions quota, thus
increasing that company’s emissions by what the first company has
managed to save.
This means carbon trading quickly becomes a powerful mechanism
in the hands of the richest, either by allowing them to export their
pollution to poorer countries, or by allowing them to increase the
capacity of their own polluting forms of production, when they can
buy the unused carbon shares of the poorest. Carbon trading is a way
to acquire a right to pollute more, or even a permit to pollute which
can be sold at incredible prices. This is evidently completely
unethical. Out of what should be a solution to a common threat,
speculation has made a game of power that contributes to
accelerating the negative effects of climate change.
Carbon trading should not be confused with a carbon tax, which is an
appropriate disincentive that carbon emitters have to pay. It provides
a consistent income for the government that can be invested in a
creative search for better-adapted energy alternatives. It remains
nevertheless true that economic incentives such as the carbon tax are
only a support for wider orientations based on clear options taken by
the society globally, whether concerning very practical policies or
concerning the choice to practise self-restraint in standards of living
or the will to prioritise human values such as solidarity and equity.
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Neo-liberalism tries to convince us that the market can regulate our
behaviours and that a carbon tax will automatically regulate our
consumption of fossil fuels. That is a complete nonsense and illusion.
The true regulators of our social transformation are not the abstract
and impersonal economic mechanisms, but our common maturity
and choices and the perception of which model of society we wish to
implement. We, as a human community (local or regional), have to
choose options that control economic forces, and these options are
social choices about the quality of life we intend to protect and
develop for ourselves and our children. Economic processes are only
mechanisms without a soul. They cannot generate a quality. Only the
social maturity of a community can choose what life is meant to be.
Carbon trading relies on two false and disparaging beliefs:
1) People are bad by nature and they can only be led by their greed
for money. Awareness cannot be the engine for change.
2) The right financial incentives must lead people to do the right
thing, as the carrot and the stick do, mechanically, without their
thinking being involved.
Not only are these two beliefs wrong, but they generate wrong
behaviours:
As human beings, we are in general better motivated by awareness
and our need for honesty and love than by mere material
compensations. It is mainly because of a lack of human values that
we tend to take refuge in material aspects of life. The first-mentioned
belief prevents real awareness from arising and from adapting our
behaviours. People are in general very generous to their children,
their relatives, or their neighbours because, in these very direct
circumstances, they experience a personal, rich and rewarding
relationship. Mature societies rely on social awareness and a sense of
solidarity which take very lively and personal forms. It is why it is
fundamental to trust people that they can understand necessities and
change their own behaviour, and for the right reasons rather than
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treacherous and dubious monetary rewards. Trust in humanity
generates honesty, awareness and creativity.
Material incitements, whether technical or financial, can never lead
us physically to do the right thing. This kind of principle is always
twisted, and this is also the case for carbon trading: it does not lead
us to do the right thing but it is misused as a tool for speculation; the
richest can thus better exploit the poorest. For this reason also, social
awareness and maturity are the only reliable guides for change that
allow tools like the carbon tax to be used in the correct way, without
the potential to be side-tracked. The carbon tax by itself will not do
this.
It is ethically unacceptable to envisage a right to pollute or a right to
destroy, as carbon trading does in selling a right to emit greenhouse
gases. All of us have a major duty of reducing our impact to a
minimum, immediately. Carbon trading is like saying: we have given
birth to two children and therefore we can kill two other people. Or
worse: they have given birth to two children; and because I have
money, I can buy their right to kill two other people! It is purely
criminal and insane!
In practice, carbon trading leads to something even worse than a
right to destruction; it leads to the negation of what is our personal
and collective responsibility. In the logic of carbon trading we see
even how some corporations or countries ask to be paid (as they say,
“get financial compensation”) for not doing something that would be
contributing to climate change; for instance, they ask for millions of
dollars for not exploiting fuel reserves or for not cutting down trees.
This sort of claim asks for a reward for not doing something harmful.
This is the same logic which provides gangs taking hostages with the
power to blackmail people for a ransom. Nobody can ever have any
such right to be paid a ransom. Nobody can say: I want you to pay
me for not killing my neighbour! Such form of reward for not doing
wrong would be the end of personal restraint and the end of
lawfulness. In accepting this kind of fallacious logic, carbon trading
can also be interpreted as a sort of official acceptance and
generalisation of criminal behaviour, or at least of the practice of
demanding a ransom. Here again, we see how financial mechanisms
cannot lead people to awareness, only ethical considerations can.
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This statement does not exclude the possibility that polluters should
have to pay large sums of money, but this has to be understood as a
fine. A system of fines remains necessary as long as our maturity
cannot lead us on the right track. The carbon tax plays this role and
should therefore be introduced. Money cannot solve these problems;
yet it can contribute to reorienting creativity toward more inventive
and efficient pathways. Despite its material appearance, it represents
a moral position that says: this is morally unacceptable so the
polluter must pay.
The social option, which is based on our choices for human values as
a society, remains the only true core of our social development.

18) Slow negotiations versus spontaneous commitment
Procrastinating on negotiations hinders the
commitment of communities to restore ecosystems.

spontaneous

Just like in the failed Munich Agreement before World War II,
today’s governments and policy makers refuse to see what is
happening right in front of us all and take a firm stand on climate
change. Negotiations on climate change pit rich nations against poor
nations, and focus on theoretical aims instead of working on effective
strategies. Despite overwhelming scientific evidence that any further
increase in global temperatures will destroy our planet, the talks
concentrate on postponing action while aiming at somehow
tolerating – or adapting to – temperature increases of 2 or even 3
degrees (above the average temperature of pre-industrial times) over
the next few decades, which is much above what ecosystems can
bear without changing fundamentally. Yet our planet is one whole
system. Like on a boat that is sinking, nobody can be safe. Solutions
must be effective for all, especially the most vulnerable countries
(such as Kiribati, Maldives and Bangladesh, those in the Sahel, and
the Antarctic and Arctic). The ethical norm for decision-making
should be based on the situation of the poorest and the most fragile.
Talks must concentrate on the most effective ways to stop
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immediately any extraction of coal, oil, gas and tar sands, achieve net
zero carbon emissions as soon as possible, restore natural ecosystems
and even sequester carbon by natural means to reduce the already
excessive concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and
to counter inertia and foreseeable reactions of natural systems.
Democratic governments are indeed in a very conflicting situation:
1)

When they represent their country at international meetings, they
are expected to commit themselves, as well as their citizens, to
radically fighting climate change and taking drastic measures to
reduce their CO2 emissions. If they don’t, they are considered as
being timid and irresponsible.

2)

Yet when they come back from these international meetings, they
cannot implement the agreements, irrespective of how radical
these agreements are or are not, because the inherent conservative
nature of the democratic system does not allow them to implement
any fundamental change. Their electors would immediately eject
them at the next election if any of these measures dare to
challenge their generally accepted habits and levels of comfort,
even if they could bring essential improvements. It is evident that
democracy, although it is probably the best of all systems, is also
an important hindrance for any deep change.

Our present practice of democracy is based on the cumulation of
individual superficial beliefs and narrow-minded short-sighted views
instead of being the reflection of a well-informed world view and of
a culture of mature collective awareness.
Because they result in postponing meaningful action, official
negotiations at a higher diplomatic level hinder taking responsibility
at the grassroots level. Urgently communities (families,
neighbourhoods, regions, nations) must first commit themselves
spontaneously to drastic practical action and aim without regard to
what others do. As ordinary people – citizens, workers and
consumers, we are indeed the main actors. We are the only agents
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who can truly reduce our own consumption and change the way we
live. This movement can only start from the bottom up. In emergency
situations, competition consists in doing more than the others, not
less! As I have described earlier, the scientifically modelled
scenarios are only illustrations of possible developments; they are not
a 100% certainty. They cannot be played with as if they were the
certified limit of security up to which we can dare to go.
Negotiation is not a game. It is about choosing our future and our
survival. We cannot afford any more mistakes or delays. The basis
for effective action is spontaneous commitment of communities of
any size (from the family to the whole of humanity) to implement
immediately the most effective means for reducing emissions and
restoring ecosystems. It must be done without concern for what
others do. Each person, each family, each local community, each
nation should take a stand on how they see their own responsibility
and especially their own possibilities to act. What others do or don’t
do should not influence what we do.
The only acceptable basis for negotiation is ethics, truth and equity.
It is easy enough to estimate how much each nation has already
contributed to global warming (its past and present ecological
footprint) and to show who are the most responsible for the damages
apparent today and therefore the ones who must therefore show
exemplary commitment. Because their margins and means are
greater, it is much more realistic for rich nations to reduce their
emissions than for poorer ones.
The aim can only be a quadruple emergency action:
1) Stop extracting coal, oil, gas and tar sands because they are the
main source of the problem.
2) Achieve net zero carbon dioxide emissions (as quickly as possible
within 10 years) that are not guaranteed to be reabsorbed quickly
and locally.
3) Restore our ecosystems (mainly forests, waterways and oceans,
soils and biodiversity) as the most powerful means for reestablishing the right balances.
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4) Diminish60 the proportion of carbon dioxide and equivalent in the
atmosphere to 300 (as it was in the 1950s) or maximum 325 ppm
(parts per million), for a maximum increase of temperature of 0.5
degree or maximum 1 degree above pre-industrial time.
This is the aim. We are far from being sure of reaching it soon
enough, even if we do everything possible. Yet it requires all of our
will, imagination and other faculties.
It is essential to establish a set of criteria that allows us to evaluate
the effectiveness of the respective commitments and reorient the
process. The outcomes will be the only yardsticks to measure the
progress and authenticity of action of all communities.
Concerning these four principal targets, one thing must remain
evident: we, as ordinary people, are the main actors because we are
the main consumers and workers and we are the only citizens. Action
must first start at grassroots level, from the bottom up. This is
something which is rarely said. Change can only happen if we
become the instigators of it. Governments will follow, under our
pressure. They have an important role to play in terms of general
infrastructure, finances, subsidies, taxation, legislation, etc. But it is
impossible for them to instigate radical change in how we, as
ordinary citizens, live, consume and relate to one another or to our
natural environment.

20) Free trade versus climate security
Free trade agreements prevent effective action against global
warming as they increase pollution and paralyse local
governments.
Free trade agreements under the hat of the WTO or other trade
agreements between nations such as the Trans-Atlantic or the TransPacific Partnership constitute a major obstacle to public powers
initiating profound and consistent action to reduce the negative
60

These targets are inspired by David Spratt and Philipp Sutton: Climate Code Red
– the case for emergency action. Scribe, Melbourne, 2008.
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impact of our activities on the climate. This dominant obstacle
created by free trade agreements works mainly in three ways:
1) Because the main purpose of such agreements is to expand
international trade, this directly increases overproduction and
overconsumption as well as transport, all of which contribute to
producing more CO2, the main cause of human-made climate
change. On top of this, it favours cheap, poor-quality products
instead of high-quality, long-lasting ones; this is also a cause of
higher pollution and waste when these products are disposed of.
2) It prevents free action of local governments that would be ready
to subsidise renewable energy or favour the creation of jobs in
this new sector because such action can only be led under
conditions of protectionism. A local government can only
subsidise investments in renewable energy if measures can be
taken that ensure that the benefits of this encouragement will
remain local. Free trade agreements under the hat of the WTO
forbid most forms of subsidies or protectionism.
3) Trade agreements prevent local governments from shaping a
human-friendly environment that would favour human values at
the expense of economic growth and power. Free trade
agreements enable any corporation to sue any government if the
latter has taken local measures of protection (of the environment,
work conditions, social equity and solidarity) for its people and
these measures have contributed to reducing the potential of
making a profit for the former. This fierce defence of the profits
of corporations over human values and the freedom of any local
government to create good living conditions for its people is a
sign of the implacable domination of the profit motive over all
other aspects of life. It prevents local consensus and civic life
from developing and controlling the excesses of financial power.
It shows how these trade agreements are unethical and pure
nonsense.
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Globalisation and free trade agreements work against the
empowerment of local communities to choose a social option, that is,
to base the path of their future development on the protection and
implementation of human values. Such a social option is usually
based on (relative) consensus of the local community, and consensus
can only arise when the maturity of the local community allows it to.
It is therefore essential for this kind of fragile cohesion to be
protected from the aggression of exterior traders.
Let’s see these three points in more detail:
1) As already said, free trade expands production, consumption and
transport, which all are harmful for our climate. To act vigorously
against climate change we need to do exactly the contrary; first
we need to limit overproduction and then limit our consumption
to what is absolutely necessary. It is not difficult to do so as much
of our consumption is pure waste and indulgence that does not
bring real happiness. In turn, the expansion of international trade
increases competition and encourages overproduction;
corporations then tend to lower the prices of their products
because it is more profitable for them to produce high quantities
of poor-quality goods than to produce smaller quantities of longlasting goods. This degradation of quality works clearly against
the cycles of nature because a lot of waste is produced and goods
have to be replaced again and again. It means a much higher
consumption of materials and energy, including in transport. Pure
madness! Although today’s technology would allow us to produce
long-lasting goods, it goes against the interests of corporations as
profit remains the dominating motive.
2) When it is free of external constraints, the most effective measure
against climate change consists in local (or national) initiatives
that aim at replacing polluting fossil fuel sources of energy by
clean, renewable ones. This can only be done if the local
governments that intend to do so are free to organise programs of
replacement with new energy sources that are run locally. Such
local production becomes much more effective if this change is
also accompanied by the local production of the elements
(technology, products, know-how, businesses, jobs) that make the
alternative form of energy available locally and thus foster
resilience. To start such a vast program means significant public
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investments and subsidies aimed at creating new local jobs. It is
clear that no local government can afford to subsidise the whole
world. Such programs can only be implemented locally and well
protected from external influences, hence under sufficient
protectionist measures.
Such implementation of new energy sources and technologies
requires, at the national or regional level, strict control over the
necessary technical and financial means involved and over the
expected effects and efficiency of these measures; the use of these
means and their direct effects have to remain local (national,
regional) if the investments are to create benefits in different
sectors of the local community. It is indeed when all local
initiatives become interrelated that they work best. In other words,
national, regional or local governments can only act against
climate change if they can take the necessary measures to protect
these initiatives from being side-tracked or exported – or simply
prevented, as would be the case if trade agreements prevail. It is
therefore evident that free trade agreements tend to prevent such
necessary initiatives and protection measures. Indeed we need to
return to local production because it offers the only way to
empower local communities. Globalisation goes against the
control of local development by local people. Reclaiming our
empowerment means then restricting globalisation and protecting
local initiatives.
3) This form of protectionism is also necessary to implement local
living conditions that are not ruled by profit motives and the
dominant power of the economy. The most recent trade
agreements protect the rights of corporations to sue governments
when the latter take initiatives that might reduce the former’s
potential of making a profit. This is pure madness because it
prevents any government from governing, if truly governing
means implementing and protecting the conditions in which the
local community lives.
In imposing the profit motive over all other aspects of life, trade
agreements dismantle our society. They destroy the core of our
life. If this trend is reinforced in the near future, there will be no
means to protect life, because any basic measure of protection of
the vulnerable (women and children, refugees and other
marginalised minorities, nature, spiritual life, etc.) can be
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considered to be a limitation on profit-making potential and can
therefore be successfully legally challenged and destroyed.
Today trade is given priority over the protection of life. We might be
concerned about ecology, but ultimately economics rules. What a
shame!

21) Radical action versus adaptation
Rich countries have by now given up the will to radically fight
climate change. They are resigned to adapting to the consequences.
Being afraid of having to make the changes in our ways of life that
would be necessary to remedy global warming has led the richest
countries to opt for adaptation to the consequences of climate change
instead of fighting the causes of it. Most rich countries are not
seriously concerned by the impacts of climate change.
The situation is of course very different for poorer countries; firstly,
as previously mentioned, because they are more sensitive to the
change as most are located in lower latitudes where tropical cyclones
are becoming more frequent (such as in Haiti) and where their low
elevation above sea level exposes them to tsunamis or sea level rise
(like Bangladesh). Secondly, they have limited financial resources at
their disposal to invest in climate impact mitigation because of their
poverty.
It is important to see that the choice of adaptation is an easy choice
that is available mainly for rich countries and especially that this
choice denies the effective responsibility of these richer countries,
inherited from the past for having wrecked the climate; it negates
also the essential dimension of solidarity in the challenge.
Adaptation to the new climatic conditions means: I don’t care about
what others have to undergo. I just solve my own problems in my
own interest! I want to continue living as I do, without reducing my
standard.
Official circles like the World Bank promote this idea of adaptation
ever more, even to poor countries. This has become even a condition
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for taking out a loan from this institution. In the best cases they
speak of mitigation, which is a much softened form of the radical
fight we should expect such institutions to promote. Mitigation just
means softening or gently reducing. It does not have the meaning of
struggle for survival. This shows how our dependency on our
privileges and comfort prevents us from reacting as we should.
If we want to survive, whether physically, emotionally, ethically or
spiritually, there is only one way and this is the way of the radical
fight, in solidarity with the weakest and the poorest, against the
human-made causes of climate change, and this must be in caring
about all people and all nations, without boundaries based on
distance, race, culture or wealth.

22) Economic pattern versus anthropological (happiness) pattern
We are afraid of questioning the validity of our economic system
and of searching for the truth about the meaning of life.
The main block we have against change is our fear that our material
wellbeing will be threatened. Despite all evidence, and against even
our own awareness, we strongly want to believe that capitalism
brings happiness. Capitalism is probably the most efficient system to
produce accumulation, growth and increase of capital but it can only
do so at the expense of justice, equity and at the price of destruction.
This apparently high performance is only made possible because this
system is based on exploitation, both of nature and of people. As
such, it destroys happiness because it prevents harmony from arising
and, more importantly, it kills life.
Most decisions our governments take are based on economic
priorities because rare are the leaders who dare to question the
domination of the economy upon our ways of life. Essentially,
almost none of our leaders is able to develop a wider perspective and
vision for life.
The main question is not how we should make money but how we
can thrive in our relationships with nature, with one another and with
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other species – a shift from things to what connects us, in the inbetween, is needed.
This thirst for harmony is not opposed to economic wellbeing. To the
contrary, it is the true basis for a wellbeing that offers more than
mere material security. This aspiration for a deeper experience of life
can only develop if we dare to ask these questions: Who am I? Why
am I alive? What is the link between all of us, humans and all
sentient beings?
Asking these questions – but not necessarily finding the answers –
shifts our attention to another focus on truly human issues. This will
confer to our common evolution an equally truly human quality. It
will also reveal how much the capitalist belief is a deep illusion
based on lies. When we become aware of how empty our dream of
material accumulation is, we will be free to follow a more subtle path
that can lead us to true forms of shared happiness, based on the
quality of our human relationships instead of remaining imprisoned
in a false dream for show, vanity and virtuality.
Two types of energy, two ways
There are two very different types of energy: our life energy, which
is the (sacred) energy of our being; and the human-transformed
energy of the market economy and technology.
Most of these misunderstandings I have just described can be
summarised by the statement above. Two very different (almost
opposed) types of energy are available to us:
1) There is our life energy that is given to us at birth by nature. It is
our physical energy that is provided by our body’s metabolism
when it is properly nourished and oxygenised. This is a natural
(organic) energy that can be used only if the body already has the
resources to produce it (that is, renew it). It is therefore 100%
renewable and fully sustainable throughout our lifetime. It
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consists in more than our physical energy because it is mainly
driven by an energy that is of a higher level: our spiritual energy
that keeps us alive and feeds not only our bodies but also our
minds and spirits. This energy is freely given and allows us to
create and develop relationships with our natural environment,
including other species, and with our fellow human beings.
2) There is also the energy that is provided by our environment –
other than oxygen or food – such as sunlight or the force of water
or wind. These types of energy feed our bodies – as in 1) and as
oxygen and food do – but they have the characteristic that they
can also be harnessed by technical means such as solar panels or
wind turbines or water wheels or hydro turbines. Although they
are natural, they need our know-how and technology to be
captured, transformed, stored, transported and made available in a
suitable form, usually electricity. Even fossil fuels – as past solar
energy stored in the ground – paradoxically belong to this
category of (to be) harnessed energy, although they are not
renewable (as organic or solar or wind energy is) and generate, in
most cases, wastes that are not as quickly recycled as organic
wastes are.
These two sources are radically different forms of energy: Life
energy is free and fully sustainable because it is inherent to life itself,
in both its physical and immaterial expressions; by contrast,
harnessed energy, although it is also available in nature, depends
mainly on technology and the market, and therefore on human
intervention – on technology because greater technological means
are necessary to exploit these energy sources, and on the market
because they also require financial investment and consequently the
need for some outputs into the market for cost recovery and, usually,
profit.
Hence, the fundamentally different uses of these two different forms
of energy are representative of two different approaches to the
meaning of life.
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As life energy relies on natural energy that is produced either by our
bodies or by our immediate environment – the sun’s heat, food from
the bush or garden, and a wood fire – one can see that the boundary
between what is provided by our own bodies and what is provided by
our immediate surroundings is not so clearly drawn. The first attitude
or approach to life that ensues from life energy relies on nature and
the sacredness of life, which satisfies all our basic necessities, with
some physical effort, to transform raw natural resources into useful
resources: hunted prey, cooked food, cultivated vegetables, drinkable
water, fresh air, heat from the fire, and shelter made from natural
materials. The living being (human or animal or even plant in
different ways) adapts to what is; it “observes” what the environment
can provide and how it can be used; it “discerns” the laws and
mechanisms that define the natural processes at play; it
“distinguishes” also what has meaning, is essential or has simply
purpose from what is purposeless, especially given the effort that will
be involved in acquiring or transforming these resources. This seems
to be true for most species: human beings can discern meaning but
animals measure also whether it is worth making the effort of
running away; plants grow their roots towards water and their leaves
toward the sun.
By contrast, the harnessed energy relies on technology and the
human-made means to convert energy extracted from the
environment into a form that can be used by people: harnessing solar
or wind energy, extracting fuel and converting it by combustion into
power or motion, mastering nuclear fission in order to provide heat
then steam to drive turbines. More than on meaning, this second
approach of the purpose of life focuses rather on practical means to
convert resources into energy and to use machines to do the work for
us, instead of our bodily effort.
To make the distinction between these two forms of energy clearer, I
propose a quick exercise: ask yourself what you do in daily life that
does not rely on technology or the economy and what does rely on
them. For instance, sleeping, walking in the bush and talking with
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your friend do not require any manmade support, except maybe basic
accessories such as your bed, your shoes or the chairs in your lounge;
you could even do these activities without these supports by sleeping
on the ground, walking barefoot and talking while you stand or sit on
the ground around the fire. By contrast, you need your car to drive to
town and money to do the shopping. And you need your computer
and the internet to write emails, or the mobile phone network to talk
to your faraway friends at the same time as you walk in the bush. If
you eat food from the shopping centre, this relies on several means of
transport and financial resources; but if you eat the produce from
your own garden, you need only a spade and a few other accessories
… and a lot of work and free physical energy. I find this exercise
very telling because it reveals just how much we depend on
harnessed energy in daily life, although the source of life comes from
life energy. What a contradiction, which reveals how far away from
the essential our modern society has moved.
This exercise also very clearly illustrates a fundamental difference
between these two approaches:
Because the life energy approach is based on a search for meaning
through observation of what is and discernment of the laws that rule
our universe, and therefore an adaptation to what is given, this
approach provides us with a deep sense of awe for the universe and a
sense of (not fully known) truth that is meant to drive our lives.
Because the harnessed energy approach is based on our own will (our
desires and wants) and the search for technological and economic
means that may serve our interests, it is anthropocentric. The danger
of this approach is that it is not related to the laws of nature but
human-made, based on our projects, illusions and representations.
Taking this enormous risk has led us to the present catastrophe of
climate change and deep injustice in the way we, as humankind,
share natural resources (life energy).
These two very different forms of energy therefore translate into two
opposite philosophies of life, although they may combine at a very
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basic level because of the unclear boundary between physical energy
and natural energy in the immediate surroundings. Nevertheless, they
define two different attitudes to life that will (or will not) provide the
key to solving the present crisis:
Do we have to look for new technological or economic means to
exploit external sources of energy to be harnessed?
Or do we have to look for what makes sense, defining new purposes
for our activities and lower standards of comfort or effort, in
adapting to the context as we can observe it (what rules it) and make
some choices (according to values, meanings and priorities)?
Although these two attitudes combine in practice, they remain
fundamentally opposite in their main emphasis on what is given
priority: means or meaning.
In my mind, the search for meaning provides a key to adaptation to
what is. It relies on our natural life energy (metabolic and spiritual);
it focuses on relationships with other sentient beings and the mystery
of life. This approach based on meaning will define very simple and
minimal means for our subsistence. In contrast, an approach
grounded in the search for new (and often as yet unproven)
technological means is self-centred; it lacks the richness of
discovering the deeper mystery of life. The gentle approach of
observation and adaptation is much lighter and avoids the destruction
to which a means-oriented approach leads.
Make your choice! For our common survival depends on this choice.
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The Work (capital W) that needs to be done
The golden rule
It is not about unilaterally reducing our consumption, but about
integrating our activities into natural cycles; any other behaviour is
irresponsible.
The golden rule that summarises the 22 points I mentioned above and
describes best the solution for climate change is – let’s repeat it again
– the law of absolute integration of all our activities into natural
cycles. These natural cycles are providing the resources we use and
we can’t consume these resources at a quicker rate than what they are
produced by these natural cycles; and the same about the resorption
of wastes.
As I showed before, the well-meaning restriction of our consumption
does not constitute the solution when it is not directly related to
natural cycles, and when we believe that we know the right measure.
On the contrary, the absolute law of adaptation dictates from outside
the true reference which is the immutable law of nature; it forces us
to adapt to these real external constraints.
The corollary of this law of absolute adaptation says that any activity
which does not integrate into natural cycles is lawless or
irresponsible. This assessment seems very absolute and excessive,
yet it is a clear expression of the law of nature: any activity that does
not integrate into cycles is destructive of something which
humankind cannot replace and which will disappear forever.
The first question that follows from this strong statement is the
question of evaluation and measurement: how do we evaluate
whether an activity integrates into natural cycles? These cycles are
very complex and therefore difficult to assess. Yet a rigorous
observation and an independent spirit, freed of one’s own privileges,
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are the two main conditions for a realistic and fruitful examination of
our own degree of integration (or not) into natural cycles. The
conscious intention to look for this right balance also gives strong
guidance. And self-limitation provides the complementary means for
rigorous and hence optimal integration. Self-limitation is not the
leading energy but it is the way which arises out of adaptation and
respect and precaution.
The law of integration can sometimes reveal a rich abundance which
could even allow us to consume more than we normally would,
especially when nature provides extra quantities: water in abundant
rains, solar energy during days of abundant sunshine, excessive
yields in favourable conditions. An attitude which respects the law
knows also to indulge when the conditions make it possible.
Given the central role that the law of adaptation plays, the guilt
dimension of our acts which do not integrate into natural cycles is a
fundamental consecutive truth. If this fact were recognised it would
provide a powerful ethical and judicious way to require appropriate
behaviour from everybody, whether rich or poor, whether mighty or
weak. It would foster a deep ethical revolution, and our way to
evaluate our acts would change fundamentally. What seems today to
be a right, like driving our car or flying to London for the weekend,
would at least appear for what it is: a purely contemptuous and
irresponsible attitude, even when it arises out of ignorance, without
any malevolent intention. One can even dream that this law would be
translated into legislation that would be able to rule our activities.
Such form of irresponsible behaviour would then be of a penal
nature.
Although it is not easy to enforce this approach practically, it
changes fundamentally our understanding of life and of our
relationship with the cosmos. The acceptance of this law would
certainly be the most powerful tool we could implement to fight
climate change, injustice and violence in the world. Let’s enshrine it
in legislation. Another great aspect of this law is that it integrates the
requirement for equity because the laws are global and concern us all
equally.
We certainly have difficulty in accepting this basic truth.
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Climate change denial
Acceptance of the reality of climate change is more fruitful than
denial because it will force us to mend our relationship with
nature.
The debate about climate change has become the scene of a violent
conflict between, on the one hand, people who accept that the current
climate change has been generated, or at least aggravated, by human
activities and, on the other hand, people who don’t necessarily deny
climate change is happening but in their minds attribute it solely to
natural causes, thereby denying human influence. The complexity of
the phenomenon of climate change reveals not only factors of human
influences but also some normal regular cycles of cooling and
overheating of our planet Earth. Therefore, the question of knowing
whether the current climate change is manmade or not may arise and
may seem important; yet – although scientific measures demonstrate
that emissions are real and have a strong impact on the climate – I
believe, this question should be considered as irrelevant – especially
because such debates usually degenerate into a blockage and is
therefore not fruitful – for the following reasons:
• While the denial leads us to keep our ways of thinking and our
ways of life unchanged, the acceptance challenges us to find new
attitudes of respect and attention which are the prerequisites for
allowing any change in our relationship with nature, and we
absolutely need to transform this relationship.
• Nature suffers from the impact of human activities. Climate
change is not the only reason why we should care for nature; it is
only one more argument that confirms we need to rehabilitate our
relationship with it.
• The urgency for change that this reality forces us to consider can
only be fruitful if it challenges us to become more in tune with
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natural cycles. This would be a gain independently of climate
change.
• This positive way of confronting the attitude of deniers, instead of
arguing about scientific data, is the simplest and strongest
argument in favour of considering climate change as a real
manmade menace for our survival. It can only be helpful.
• The whole examination and process of understanding the causes
and the nature of climate change remain essential and even crucial
as we have to know all of our misperceptions and misbehaviours
against which we have to work.
• Yet it is also interesting to consider the results of each positive
attitude we could possibly adopt and to select which attitude is the
most appropriate in regard of the benefits each attitude is likely to
yield.
There is indeed a very painful aspect in the attitude of the deniers
when they refuse to consider that climate change can be real, even
manmade. By denying the whole process, they choose to take the
maximum risk for the future of humanity, leaving no space for the
principle of uncertainty or for the principle of precaution. To offer a
comparison, when the speed limit for a curve is advised as being
60 km/h, there are always some people who enjoy driving at
100 km/h in order to test the limit. One can take this kind of risk
when the risk remains small or concerns only oneself. However, it is
completely irresponsible to adopt this kind of stupid blindness or
boastfulness when the whole future of humanity and biodiversity are
at stake.
Yet the main problem about climate change denial is not about what
actually happens in natural cycles. It is about our common capacity
to remain blind because we want to save our ways of life and protect
our privileges. This discourse is purely defensive; it is mere talk and
propaganda that has nothing to do with reality. We simply refuse to
see what is happening. Most of our denial is rooted in our attempt to
protect our present way of life. We are attached to our mobility, our
material standard of life, our material wealth, our comfort, even to
our laziness. We are in fact addicted to them and addiction is a
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terrible threat because it is always linked with deep denial. “No, I’m
not addicted!”
The less evident form of denial is probably the most frequent. It
happens each time we discuss climate change and declare how
urgent it is to act … and nevertheless continue to live in the same
and unchanged excessive way. This is true denial, despite being
aware of the problem.
In fact, here is a terrible truth: as long as we do not change radically
the way we live, we are all deniers. Some talk about it and agree it is
real while others deny it outright, but all of us deny it through our
resistance to change.

Accumulation as debt and the death of relationships
Industrialised countries have a huge debt towards poorer
countries; our constant drive for extraction has destroyed true
relationships.
It is often mentioned that poor countries are nowadays collapsing
under their financial debts towards rich countries. It is true that they
have accumulated enormous financial debts that have then
considerably increased because of compound interest. These debts
equate to another form of debt that is rarely mentioned: the debt that
rich countries have towards poorer countries because most of the
wealth of the richer countries has been, and still is, extracted or made
possible by the extraction of the wealth of these poorer countries, the
true value of which has not been paid for. This extraction of their
natural resources and the exploitation of their workforce through all
forms of slavery has generated a general collapse of ecological
systems, while the use of its products has created the wealth of a
minority of rich nations. It seems to me that we can break down this
debt of rich countries into five main parts:
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1) the total ecological debt (in pollution and especially CO2
production, and the disturbance of some fundamental global
ecological systems);
2) the natural resources that have been extracted from poorer
countries (fossil fuels, wood, minerals, fruit, sugar, coffee, tea,
cotton) and that have not been paid for at their true value;
3) the workforce under domination or a form of slavery that has
provided one of the most essential (direct or indirect) components
of the wealth of industrialised countries;
4) the present cheap conditions of production (low salaries, weak
social protection, lack of ecological regulation, totalitarian
regimes, etc.) that justify the relocation of production to Southern
countries (mainly China, India, Brazil and South Africa); and
5) the huge financial burden on poorer countries of regular debt
repayments including compound interest to the richer lending
nations that profit from it.
All five of these forms of debt illustrate a common tendency: greed
and wanting to extract the riches of these poor countries have eroded
our capacity for true relationships with others, with nature, with
indigenous people, with true values. Climate change is the last
opportunity to rediscover these essential dimensions of life: be true
to these others and them true to us, in willing transparency. Let’s
examine these five forms of debt in more detail:
1) The first major part of this debt is the general cumulated
ecological debt of industrialised countries since the 18th century.
This is the amount of pollution (mainly CO2) and all the major
disruptions of global ecological systems that rich countries have
caused, for their own development, in using the global capacity of
production, absorption and resilience of the Earth; this capacity is
a common good. Now the system is saturated and we all have to
reduce our CO2 production if we want to survive. The profound
injustice is that the richest countries have built their own welfare
on this exploitation while the poorer countries have barely
survived. This considerable debt is the basic reason why
industrialised countries have a moral duty to finance and support
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the effort, research, imagination and implementation of the
measures that are necessary to remedy climate change and to
support poorer countries in that effort. Now is the time to repay
this debt!
2) The second part consists in the enormous quantity of resources
that Western countries have extracted from Southern countries
since the beginning of colonialism or even earlier. These poorer
countries, which in earlier times had been still quite wealthy or at
least thriving, have been deprived of their own natural resources,
harmony and stability. Without the gold, the silver, the precious
wood, the many products of plantations (tea, coffee, sugar, cocoa,
fruit, spices), the minerals and fossil fuels and other goods that
have been extracted from Southern countries, Western nations
would not be what they are today. Most of this wealth has been
extracted under conditions of violence or supremacy. Our rich
countries have even extracted profit from these countries by
selling them our goods and repatriating the profit to our own
countries. This is called robbery.
3) The third part consists in the benefit Western countries have
extracted from slavery. Most of the riches mentioned in the
previous part have been made available by a tremendous amount
of unpaid labour because slavery did not produce any income, not
even underpayment, for the workers. It is also evident that all this
human energy, if it had been free and contributing to the benefit
of local communities, would have created much better local
conditions for a present wealth and wellbeing. This is called
cruelty.
For a few decades now the Western industrial system has
practised the relocation, or outsourcing, of many industrial
activities to Southern countries where the conditions of
production allow the exploitation of labour for profits with
impunity. As salaries there are much lower than in richer nations,
and social conditions are not protected by trade unions,
unemployment benefits and other welfare instruments, it allows
corporations to make bigger profits or to sell their products at
much lower costs that allow them to sell goods at lower prices and
greater profit.
4) On the other hand, these countries are often characterised by
authoritarian and corrupt political regimes that offer less freedom
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for their people. This means greater security and profit for
investments and stricter repression to help maintain the
“necessary” conditions of exploitation. Western countries have
been directly involved in the consolidation of these totalitarian
regimes. Both environmental regulations and safety standards for
workers are often non-existent or very low in these countries. This
allows any expenses on the welfare of local workers and
inhabitants to be reduced even further. On top of these
advantages, any pollution created by such production, including
greenhouse gases, is accounted for at the expense of these
developing countries. We even pay them to take and process our
rubbish. It means these corporations have not only degraded the
conditions of their workers, but they have also exported their
pollution and wastes of their production.
5) Finally, the financial debt these poorer countries have incurred at
the profit of their previous dominators, allows richer countries to
be paid further dividends as interest and compound interest. It is
truly a vicious circle when one thinks that most of these debts
have been generated by sales of goods or services from rich
countries to these poorer countries, precisely for the reason that
these countries had been deprived of their previous incomes
(because they were robbed) and could not afford what they
probably would have been able to take upon themselves if they
had been left to develop harmoniously. These debts are made still
heavier by the conditions imposed by the global financial
institutions (such as the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank) which promote economic austerity measures and
neo-liberalism to favour Northern interests. It is clear that this
burden of an often unjustified debt prevents investment in
essential sectors such as health, education, agriculture,
manufacturing and transport.
I will not elaborate further on this description because I do not have
the skills to do so. Nonetheless, in describing these different forms of
debt it strikes me that they all proceed from an unequal form of
exchange. Rich countries have extracted all they could from these
Southern regions and this wealth has not been compensated for nor
returned to them. It means that the flow of wealth is dominantly one
way, without equally compensating value the other way
This form of depletion seems to have become more frequent with
globalisation; more than ever, wealth accumulates only on one side.
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What should be equal, reciprocal exchange transforms into one-sided
exploitation or extraction. Extraction seems to be the dominant law
of our world. The evident consequence of such a one-sided trend is
that one gets richer while the other gets poorer. If one side drains the
other of its riches this soon reaches a stage where the latter cannot
any longer be part of the exchange because it has lost everything.
The rule is then that each exchange must include care for justice and
equity if it is intended to last. Where unequal exchange is
unavoidable, it is important to find ways for the wealth to return
home. Some measures of restitution, subsidies, foreign aid,
investment or similar must consciously be taken to correct the
imbalances. Such measures would probably erase a portion of the
present debts of poor countries, especially if they would take into
account the five forms of debts I mentioned before.
Another aspect seems to be as important as the lack of scruples and
lack of equity. It is the fact that extraction destroys relationships.
Accumulation is an obsession that does not consider the value of
relationships between trading partners. It is why it creates the five
types of debts I have described. In accumulation and greed for
extraction there is no capacity for self-limitation; there is no ability
to see that we are in principle “condemned” to act always in
relationships, whether it be between partners, within a context, with
nature, with systemic laws we have to adapt to. No matter how much
we try to deny this truth, it remains true; and it continues to act and
define reality. This absence of awareness of the importance of
relationships is killing us slowly, inexorably.
This is the main flaw of our modern society: because we have lost
our sense of relationships, we have lost the substance of life itself.
The search for a way out of the present situation (climate change and
the system of injustice it makes visible) can only be a positive
experience that will lead us to a better quality of life: less stuff, more
meaningful relationships, more life, more joy, more love. Life
instead of robbery!

The Work (with a capital W): life is stronger than death
Even if the present crisis is seriously threatening our survival, there
is always a possible creative response that restores life and
meaning.
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My description of the present crisis seems to leave no room for hope.
The threat of our destruction is indeed real. But crises never develop
the way we foresee them to develop. There is always a crack, a
possibility of another development. There is (something like) an
intelligence in the cosmos that makes it always possible, it seems, to
bring life back into the situation.
Life is stronger than death. Life is the energy that is able to confront
any crisis. It does this because it is creative and imaginative while
destruction is essentially the absence of this energy. Life stops when
the energy of life is drained. There is no energy in death. There is
only the end of a form of the energy of life that mutates into another
form. Life and death are then no comparable forces. Life is energy,
death only cessation of this energy being active.
Our main handicap is that we find it difficult to see meaning in what
happens around us. It is difficult for us to find our own stance that
makes sense. We doubt we can act because we do not see how to do
this and we feel powerless. We then fall into despair or resignation.
But our own life energy is the necessary carrier of our destinies.
When we learn to see the qualities that are lacking around us, we can
contribute with our own positive attitude that may bring back such
qualities into the general setting. Oh, these are not powerful and
impressive solutions. No, these are only personal attitudes that
creatively contribute to the necessary personal evolution by bringing
what is missing, and especially awareness of what is missing. The
present crisis is more due to missing qualities than to truly negative
trends. Climate change and injustice are very much the expressions
of this conspicuous lack: a lack of harmony, a lack of compassion, a
lack of ability to care for one another and share with another.
For us as ordinary people, this is our vocation: to contribute to the
maturity of our local community by bringing to it what is missing.
Each time I bring some qualities to local relationships, I activate a
potential of life. I bring life back into the picture. When there is
oppression, I can bring justice and respect. When there is violence, I
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can bring conciliation and peace. As Francis of Assisi put it, “where
there is hatred, let me sow love; where there is injury, pardon; where
there is doubt, faith; where there is despair, hope; where there is
darkness, light; and where there is sadness, joy”. This is what each of
us is called on to do; and it is what brings life to ourselves and to
others. This is what I would like to call the Work (with a capital W).
It does not seem much but it is nevertheless what our true vocation
is. Luckily we are only small people and cannot be made responsible
for the whole world, but we are nevertheless fully responsible for
everything we do and for the whole impact we have on our
surroundings. It is indeed not so small; it is a very big mission.
The simple accumulation of personal actions will not be sufficient to
bring the radical change we need. But it is the first and necessary
step without which this change cannot happen. Then, by further
development, the motion for change has to become more structural,
more systemic. This will only be possible in a second stage. Of
course we urgently need to reach this second stage when change
becomes a radical change of society.
The first step consists in having discernment. We have to learn to see
clearly what is true and what happens around us and in us; we have
to become aware of it without twisting our perceptions. Then we
need to see meaning: meaning (either destructive or creative) in what
happens around us and meaning (creative) in the life we intend or try
to live. This discernment of meaning is at the core of our resilience
in difficult conditions. Victor Frankl61 demonstrated this
fundamental truth in Auschwitz. By his attitude he showed how the
perception of meaning is a strong support in adversity. Etty
Hillesum62 also showed, in a similar context, how she could keep her
own sense of joy and meaning while being held in concentration
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Viktor Frankl: Man’s Search for Meaning, with many editions in different
languages.

62

Etty Hillesum: An Interrupted Life and Letters from Westerbork, Holt Paperback,
1983.
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camps. Even though she was killed physically she could live with a
sense of compassion to the end.
Such examples show that the attitude we adopt is the key; what
makes the quality of our present is the contribution of the spirit that
animates us. If I see meaning and adopt creative attitudes that bring
the qualities that are missing, I’m much more resilient and bring life
where there is a lack of these qualities that make life.
Although it is possible to speak of meaning, it is more difficult to
speak of purpose. Victor Frankl and Etty Hillesum did not achieve
what could be considered successful actions. As a prisoner in a
concentration camp, one is condemned to failure. One cannot win the
battle and restore justice. And so it is also probably with life in
general when one aims at finding meaning and truth. But one can be
a witness of life and compassion. This is what Victor Frankl and Etty
Hillesum did and taught us with their living example. They fulfilled
their vocation completely and gave meaning to their own lives and to
the people around them who tried to survive. So, there is no special
purpose, but there is meaning. These two remarkable people were
witnesses of life until one was killed and the other died later of
trauma. But their spirits were stronger than anything that tried to
annihilate them. They both resisted fully, not by antagonism to what
was, but by witnessing the power of life and being an expression –
where the emphasis is more on being than on expression – of what
was missing; or rather of what was there, in the deepest of each
prisoner, but too often hidden and unknown: life and compassion and
care.
These two examples are of course extreme because of the extreme
situations in which they revealed themselves. In our daily lives, as
ordinary people, we do not need to be heroic. We can just be
average. But we need to be true to ourselves and our family and
friends. We need to be true to life.
And this is precisely where the crack is in the present crisis. We can
be witnesses to life and compassion, instead of being in futile despair
and fruitless resignation, adapting to the common trend. Through the
crack of life, we may bring light back into the world. This is the
Work: to discern and see the meaning, to commit to the energy of
life, to act in accordance with the meaning we see in life, to act it out
and make it visible for others to be inspired. The Work consists in
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rooting ourselves ever deeper into truth and in life, and in making of
these two energies the food that nourishes us.
Where there is life, there is hope. Let’s read it again, because it is so
well expressed: “Where there is hatred, let me sow love; where there
is injury, pardon; where there is doubt, faith; where there is despair,
hope; where there is darkness, light; and where there is sadness, joy”.
It is a gigantic program at our own small size that does not require us
to be heroes, but at least let us be who we are: normal but sacred
beings.
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PART C
The new way:
Liberation and harmony
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Chapter 8:
Time, transformation, life
Our Western society denies the many dimensions of time. It tries to
create a representation of time reduced to its linear dimension and
regular progression in order to escape the coexisting cyclic time
which is dictated by nature. Our civilisation is at war with time. Time
is money. Time has to be saved. This attitude is the most absurd
because it denies life itself. Time is rather the flow of life, the flow of
incessant change, like the flow of our blood in our veins. To save
time means to lose it, or not to live life to the fullest. This linear
dimension of time is certainly the most central challenge in our move
towards change, in order to re-establish a positive relationship with
nature, with the universe, with our fellow humans and with life itself.
Time is the pulse; it is also the window that opens to eternity and
wisdom.

Cyclic time as a fluctuating dimension
Time is not linear but cyclic
Our civilisation tries to tame time according to a linear regular
measure, but time is in fact pulsing in cycles, like at various speeds.
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Our modern world is regulated by an illusory and virtual linear
perception of time which flows according to the count of digital
numbers on a watch; a regular and inexorable progression which we
have to submit to: work, trains, machines, shops, services, everything
operates according to the same universal time, although everyone
experiments time in a different way. It is made universal in the way I
know that in Sydney I am ten hours ahead of Greenwich. I believe
this is nonsense because both places are not linked! I remember, at
the turn of the year 2000, ringing my family in Europe from
Australia, from the next millennium into the past, just to encourage
them and tell them the passage to the new millennium was without
any danger!
The alternation of days and nights, the phases of the moon, the
seasons made visible by the height of the sun above the horizon
impregnate with their own natural rhythms the different portions of
our everyday life and integrate our days into longer cycles: months,
seasons, years. The same alternation seems to repeat itself, always
the same, yet the course of time develops and progresses like a spiral,
in a slow and imperceptible evolution.
Time evolves and can be experienced differently by each of us,
according to our moods, to the kind of experiences we live through.
Everything makes us aware of these deep variations, yet we persist in
trying to make it something scientific and regular (like a
metronome), something objective, that flows like a countdown
towards death. Science itself with the theory of relativity, although
in a different perspective, shows that time and space are not these
absolute and inflexible dimensions they are said to be; time is
relative because the rate at which time passes depends on the frame
of reference one refers to.
Of course a minimum of coordination is necessary if we want to
meet or to work together, to take the train and to plan our activities.
Yet time seems to be the most fluctuating physical dimension in our
life. It cannot be grasped easily but it is evidently present.
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Time is the dominant factor that rules our modern daily life. We
usually have to be at work at a certain time; we have to catch the bus
or the train according to a timetable; we work with machines that run
at a given speed and rhythm. Our personal challenge is to commit to
this unknown and terrible master while we know that our perception
of it is based on an illusion, or at least on a terrible
misunderstanding. Everything in us tells us that this domination goes
against life. Instead of being this unlimited duration it is said to be,
eternity is probably rather the quality of life that escapes this false
pressure and reveals the freedom of the ungraspable present moment.
Winter wants us to sleep longer, while summer encourages us to get
up early. Light awakes us, while night helps us to withdraw into a
more intimate way of being. Some traditional cultures have adapted
perfectly to these variations which are experienced as many different
rich ways to go through life. I remember seeing this sign on the
Greek island of Patmos: “No traffic in this street between 13h and
15h”, which is a sacred time for siesta. Yet our urban life wants us to
continue by the same rhythm, day as night (in three 8-hour shifts),
disregarding seasons. Who, in a city with so many artificial sources
of light and temperature control, remains aware whether it is still
day, whether the moon is new or full, waning or waxing, or what the
weather is like outside?
The sun, the planets and the moon influence us deeply. The moon
influences women’s menstruation; it regulates the tides; its gravity
lifts the level of the oceans by a few metres; why wouldn’t it have
any influence on us, as we are made of 70% of water? It is
reasonable that we feel the different influences of seasons and
climate, of high and low air pressure, of the stress of drought or of
the menace of floods. Latitude too is an important factor that
multiplies the effect of seasons: how do people live through long
nights, especially beyond the polar circle? These natural rhythms
dramatically influence the way we experience time and they invite us
to tune into the environment.

Coordination of times
Daily life is divided into different times work, family, leisure,
friends; and similarly for a lifetime: childhood, adulthood,
maturity, wisdom.
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Industrial society has segmented our private lives into different time
periods that are mutually exclusive and incompatible: work, travel,
family, friends, leisure, sport, pub, shopping, gardening,
maintenance, learning, creativity – these are usually ”times” that
cannot take place simultaneously. When we are working, we cannot
take care of our children or be with friends. Work is understood as
the opposite of leisure. Travel leads us from one time slot of our day
to the next. It is difficult to feel like a whole person because of this
splitting of our selves into many instants of much smaller duration.
In order to feel complete again, we need to introduce a “coordination
of times”, as a Belgian writer put it.
In a similar succession of times devoted to different activities, life
evolves according to patterns of transformation where each stage
does not repeat itself but constitutes a necessary step in personal
development. Childhood is the time for forming an identity and
learning; adolescence is the time for experiencing and discovering
the world and oneself, for taking on a role (more often experienced
as a constraint rather than as a means for expression); adulthood is
the experience of taking responsibility and raising a family; maturity
is a freer time for expression and reflection; older age is the time for
contemplation and wisdom, and transmitting wisdom to the next
generations.
Roles are often linked with an age category. People are classified
according to their social roles, professions or incomes. These
categories become cages in which we are imprisoned, instead of
being perceived as going through different stages in a flexible
development. Crises can arise when a person no longer fits into the
assigned category. Certain age groups become impermeable and are
stored in different containers, to describe it in a very simple way:
children at school, adults at the office or in the workshop, men in the
fields, women at home, old people in retirement villages or in a
home. As we will see later, older people are considered to suffer
from senility, only because they remember less and don’t need to
focus on the outer world; they are indeed preparing themselves for
the great passage, where memory is no longer the necessary faculty
but patience and peace are. What a loss of wealth, wisdom,
knowledge and heart, for all of us!
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The agenda: a struggle against time
When life is understood as a project to be actualised to impose our
will, our agenda becomes a fight against time and our fellows.
Our civilisation refuses to adapt and to harmonise with the world.
Life has therefore become a project to take control over the elements.
This form of dominance is an escape from life in its unforeseeable
nature. Our mastery of time as an abstract linear flow of digits is part
of the virtual system we have installed as a security net between the
violence of nature and our fragility, and to avoid a direct
confrontation with the unpredictability of life. The agenda is our best
tool in our attempt to master time. We are as used to planning things
in time as in space. And the agenda becomes our strategy for
mastering this fluctuating dimension that constantly escapes us and
that we can never stop.
Schedules and programs structure our lives. Every task has to be
achieved in a given period, at a given time. Stress is the fruit of this
fight against time. Creativity is no longer a living process but has
only one goal: the end result. There is no more time for being. Even
doing is under the pressure of the expected result.
Speed is the obsession of our society. Time is money and time must
be saved. But what do we do with the time we have saved? We save
it again and again, refusing ourselves indefinitely the right to taste
what time is in its raw and natural flow or pulsation.
This form of imprisonment in action and in a definite time span
prevents us from being, from remaining open to adaptation or a
change of mind, and from welcoming the unexpected. Life becomes
a business, a role to fill.
Our projects concern our career, our family, our sentimental life, our
possessions. But the question is: what possesses whom?
Our society measures the value of people on their capacity to be
productive, to complete a project, often even on the scale of their
income. Children, mothers, older people, the unemployed,
foreigners, untrained workers, and people with an illness or disability
feel consequently rejected and marginalised because they inevitably
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fall out of the net of this simplistic evaluation. What a waste of
creativity and liveliness when one knows how much each of these
categories of people is rich in humanity.
Unpaid work like the informal education of children, the preparation
of meals, the maintenance of the household, the cultivation of the
garden, the building of a house, or the learning of new skills are not
recognised as work, although these tasks are recognised when they
are done by a professional – a teacher, a cook, a cleaner, a gardener,
a builder or a student – because the monetary reward becomes the
currency for evaluation and proof of consistency of these
professional activities. What about people who maintain their own
subsistence without using money? Don’t they work too?
Work has lost its creative dimension. Ever more it is reduced to
earning an income – which is time translated into wages – in
conditions that become ever worse as globalisation exacerbates
international competition. Private businesses use this trend of income
pressure to stimulate competition between employees. Working
conditions and job security deteriorate while they become more
anonymous and lose their meaning as a service and contribution to
the community. The work process loses its content under this
pressure of immediate efficiency: hurry up, do it quickly so that it
does not cost me too much!
Leisure is, in our minds, the absence of work, and plays the role of a
safety valve; consumption and profit have invaded this field and
emptied it of its potential for creativity. People await their leisure
after work as if it were their salvation: playing or watching sport,
going out to the cinema or restaurant, or travelling become escapes
meant to relax them; but these activities do not even nourish them as
they are often offered by actors animated by the same motivation for
profit as the one which rules work.
Despite the fact most of us are spending less time working to earn
the necessary income, we seem more frustrated and more incapable
of using the time available for our personal development and
creativity.
Speculation is another form of fighting against or with time: profit
arises out of circumstances that rely on the progression of time but
which we do not control. Bidding on the stock exchange is a game
where many lose and only a few win. When they do win, it is at the
expense of the workers who see their working conditions deteriorate
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because the pressure for producing profit for shareholders has
become the priority. It is a way of getting rich while one sleeps. The
stock market is purely a form of organised theft that plays on time
and should be forbidden.
Communication has also become a fight against time. Mobile
phones, emails and the internet have made communication
immediate. But nothing more is said than it was the case a hundred
years ago. Everybody is talking but nobody is listening. We are so
saturated by communication that we cannot absorb any more. The
mass of information which swallows us is often undifferentiated:
most of it is pure propaganda or advertisement; this is a flat land of
banalities, without any hierarchy of values, among which the
essential gets lost. There is no longer silence to emphasise, by an
absence of sounds, what is central or essential. We therefore lose our
faculty to judge, evaluate, discern and choose. We get intoxicated
and sick. Immediacy makes us drown. We have difficulty
maintaining our own view and feel threatened by the dominant way
of thinking and living, which seems so primitive and deprived of any
sense of what really matters. Self-limitation, an aspiration for
extreme simplicity and a strong detachment from all these false
promises and illusions, constitutes certainly the best way to protect
ourselves from becoming insane. But it is not welcome by others
who resent it as a criticism. Silence is time for inner peace and a
deeper life, for reconnecting with oneself.
True communication is in fact the time for sharing. It happens when
people have more time than money and can afford and enjoy
bargaining instead of loading their trolley in a hurry at the
supermarket with unnecessary stuff without talking to anybody.
When social interactions and work become opportunities and
pretexts for human sharing, giving and receiving, for helping each
other and for participating in the collective development of our own
community, time plays a very different role. From a force that
constrains us to produce in a hurried and falsified world and to
escape reality, it becomes a living flow that opens us to the diversity
and the surprise of what takes shape between people; where real
communication happens in marvel of the deepest mysteries of life.
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Time as transformation into maturity
Here and now
The new project does not consist in “doing things”, but in “being
with”, here and now, in the present: life as an experience of love.
This last sentence is a quotation of a Belgian monk who consecrated
his life to live in the awareness of the present moment. We are afraid
of being confronted with the essence of life, with the deep meaning
of this uncertain and ever renewed confrontation with mystery and
overwhelming vitality and creativity. It is why we try to structure our
lives in a way that gives us the impression we are in charge and in
control of what happens. We invented a form of measure of time that
is linear and regular; we escape by doing, or even worse, by
accumulating; we have projects for changing the world; we refuse to
adapt and let life flow naturally.
Yet life does not consist in what we do but in the way we experience
what happens to us. The spirit in which we do what we do and the
attitude we adopt towards others are the true expressions of our being
and liveliness. Doing is not enough; life is about the way we are with
others, about the spirit that animates us, simply about our experience
of love: how do we integrate into the body of humanity, into the
wider cosmos? Life is our own transformation toward a state of
greater maturity through the slow, progressive and personal
discovery of the meaning of what life is about. Instead, we have
made life a race against death, as though the ticking of the clock
were the measure of our coming into the near proximity of death,
understood as the negation of life. But life and death are not opposed;
they are two different stages of the same evolution. Life is
transformation; it is a cycle where death and rebirth alternate all the
time. Like days and nights, like seasons; we go through successive
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stages of transformation of our being that bring us to more awareness
about what is essential.
The presence of death in our life is a fundamental component of our
fragility and of our continuous transformation, as the butterfly that
arises out of the “death” of the caterpillar. In Varanasi, India, on the
shore of the Ganges, they burn the bodies of dead relatives on wood
pyres while life goes on around them; children play cricket and run
to retrieve the lost ball even from between the legs of those who
carry the dead for cremation. What a healthy proximity and visibility
of death it celebrates, which we have completely lost in our modern
hygienic society!
Life consists in “being with”, because it consists in the way we
relate. It consists in the spirit in which we connect with others, with
the human beings as well as with the animals, the plants, the
minerals, the planets, the rain, the sun. We all belong to one body,
which we are parts of. We are interdependent because each of us
plays a minute but essential role, as a cell does in a larger organism
or as an organ does in a larger body. We are all different with our
own specificities; it is why we need the others. In uniting with these
others, we are called, each of us, to become ever more the person we
are because the individuation of each one best feeds the wealth of
this union. For each of us, our own personalisation is the necessary
condition and challenging invitation for forming a true human
community. Diversity and complementarity are both main aspects of
this belonging to the same whole, because they are true foundations
of nature and life. And love is the force of attraction that maintains
the cohesion, the unity in diversity. We can love because we are
different. Love is at the same time attraction for both the necessary
complement and the all-encompassing unity. Love is the energy in
the here and now, in the present where life happens and develops.

Old age as maturity
We tend to grow into more spirit and less material; it is why old age
is the stage of best maturity, despite physical and/or mental decline.
We tend to marginalise older people in the same way as we
marginalise those who do not produce material or other tangible
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goods. This scandalous attitude is the consequence of our
materialistic approach. We are no longer able to discern what is more
internal, more hidden behind the appearances of physical decline.
Behind physical decline, awareness of the person remains, even if it
is not expressed. Awareness is the core of life, probably the last
faculty we lose when we die, if we lose it ever. It remains often
hidden by a lack of means to express it due to physical impairment. It
is striking how one can feel that people who seem to be clinically
unconscious may nonetheless often reveal themselves to be aware of
everything that is happening in themselves and around them. It is at
least what the many testimonies of near-death experiences have
taught us. It is also possible to notice such awareness in terminally ill
people: they are very present and aware, even when their body is
showing no appearance of life.
Mental decline in older people is often a physical deterioration of
intellectual faculties that hides a deeper inner evolution in their
preparation for death. Older people usually try to find a form of
peace before they die. This ultimate search for truth and equilibrium
is hidden in most cases. In my understanding these people often need
to get rid of normal faculties such as memory or intellectual
understanding that stand in the way of their deeper search because
these faculties are too extroverted and no longer useful for their
present search. Physical decline is in this sense like a screen that
helps life to develop inside.
In this sense and in their own way, older people represent the
personal knowledge and wisdom they have accumulated through
their experiences. Often this deep knowledge remains inside them
and is not expressed, especially when these older people are
relegated into the hands of specialised carers and are no longer
stimulated by their social environment or are not valued for who they
are. In traditional societies elders have a special place; they are
respected as the leaders and as the teachers of righteousness – even if
they have impairments – certainly because of their experience but
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especially because of the personal transformation they have gone
through.
Instead of considering old age as a time of decline because older
people are no longer able to “produce things”, we should rather
understand that old age is a time of higher maturity that concentrates
on other themes than just the material direct environment. We do not
say of a child: “Oh! He has deteriorated a lot; look how he used to
crawl and now he stands and walks; he has lost his ability to crawl”.
Then why don’t we say of an older person: “Oh! She used to live in
her memories from an idealised past; look how now she is trying to
discover her inner life in the present. What great progress!” It seems
to be an evidence that we find difficult to grasp: old age is not a
retreat from active life, it is another stage of maturity in the deep
transformation on our life journey. Needless to say, this is not always
without suffering.
The essential wisdom older people have acquired should be
venerated and valued. Instead of marginalising them into old age
homes (like silos), we should ensure their optimal integration into
the network of our relationships, especially wherever different
generations can mix, preferably within their family or in the near
neighbourhood. Of course such integration may place severe
constraints on our lives, but the perception of this invaluable wealth
and depth is probably worth such discomfort.

Past – present – future
Only the present is real; the past exists as memory (interpretation);
the future exists as perspective (projection). Both exist in the
present.
The past is the present of yesterday; it exists as a fact that something
has objectively happened and has certainly led to consequences that
can be noticeable in the present. Yet the past as such – what is no
more – has vanished; it exists only in our memories as personal
interpretations that have transformed it into what we re-member or
re-assemble – that is, as what we have understood, accepted and
made of it but have also remodelled in our own ways. The past exists
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thus only in the present as a transformed reality that we have created
according to our representations and interpretations. Interpretations
are subjective transformations of the past into something that
becomes our unique and personal memories and that differ from the
memories of others.
In the same way, the future does not exist as a reality. Although it is
something that will objectively take shape tomorrow in a way we do
not know yet, it exists only in the present as a potential dimension of
evolution that we are aware of and that we try to represent to
ourselves through our imagination and projections. The future exists
thus only in the present as a perspective we create for ourselves – our
own construct – according to what we know and what we can accept
or wish for.
Therefore, only the present is real. It includes the past as a selfcreated memory and the future as a self-created perspective.
The chain of past – present – future is not a homogenous chain, like a
train with three equivalent carriages that follow each other. The past
and the future are integrated with the middle carriage through
subjective and creative perception and transformation. This process
of transformation never stops. The past is constantly reinterpreted as
memory, in the same way as the future is constantly reconstructed as
a perspective. We never stop adapting our memories and
perspectives according to the last stage of our knowledge – or
illusion – and our development towards maturity. It means, at least
for the past, that the memories we keep of it never stop evolving
more and more towards something that will be, finally and probably,
far away from what this past actually was. Ask your siblings or
childhood friends about their experience of past adventures you
shared and you will see how many differences, or even
contradictions, there are between your respective memories. This
tendency to interpret leads to the increasing gap between past reality
and memories under the influence of our mental and emotional work.
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Although it is not objectively trustworthy, it is nevertheless our only
means to decipher any meaning the past may have for us.
A similar form of processing develops also in our projections and
representations of the future as a perspective.
Let’s consider in more detail what this means for our memories and
our perspectives and how they impact on our present.
1) The past as personal and collective memory
Our memories are made up of our personal as well as our collective
memories, with their (un)told and (un)conscious parts.
As people we accumulate experiences through our daily life, and we
store them in our own memory with a constant reinterpretation of
what it means for us. On the other hand, we inherit and absorb
indirectly also the content of the collective memory or/and myths of
the social group (family, class, nation or religion) we belong to.
More than our personal memory, this collective memory is a social
construct that simultaneously hides what it does not want to reveal
and proclaims what has been either assimilated and recognised or, on
the contrary, constructed artificially to transform or hide more
effectively what it does not want people to accept. Both memories,
whether personal or collective, are made of conscious and
unconscious components, of told and untold aspects, of organically
grown and artificially constructed parts or projections. These
different aspects, which are difficult to tell apart, can be either the
true expressions of what happened in reality or be complete products
of our imagination and creation.
Our personal memory collects mainly memories of what happens to
us and the people around us. As I mentioned above, it is a
transformation of reality by our interpretations which becomes our
new reality. For instance, some of us might be afraid of water
because our first experience of water was traumatic, or to the
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contrary, we love it because as children we used to live near a river
or a lake and it was part of our everyday life. The first limitation in
this process of reinterpretation and transformation of an experience is
that the mind does not store the objective events in a clearly distinct
way from the interpretations, but rather it makes an amalgam of both,
which it accepts as the true reflection of reality. Thus, the memory
can neither be checked nor revisited later, although it can be done
only through a difficult, and often painful, path of reinterpretation.
On the contrary, the more often or deeply it is revisited, generally the
further removed it becomes from what it was originally, unless new
external contributions (such as illnesses, life threats or therapy) force
it to awaken to a new perception or new, challenging information.
The many twists resulting from successive reinterpretations
contribute to widening the gap between the actual events and what is
stored in the memory. Psychology has widely demonstrated the
extent to which some unconscious aspects contribute considerably to
twisting this constructed image.
The collective memory of the social group to which we belong is
more exposed to such distortion than each personal one, because it is
the product of a narrative the group tells about its own past or
identity. The necessity to tell a story forces it into a transformed tale
by the simple fact it has to contain words and images. This twisting
becomes even stronger as it becomes a social construct and myth. In
most cases the story does not reveal what is important; it is not only
told to reinterpret an existing story but also to reinvent it as another
story.
Each social group has its dark sides and remembers the dark aspects
of its past: examples of participating in historical forms of oppression
and violence or examples of having endured oppression. It is normal
that people do not find it easy to tell their children – or even
themselves – about these dark aspects, and that these adults therefore
try to adapt them or embellish them to their own advantage.
Remembering means re-membering (re-organising) events in a
different way. And so the true story becomes a tale. The most
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difficult aspect of this transmission of an embellished tale is that it
does not tell what is hidden; nevertheless, the hidden aspects remain
unconsciously in the collective social psyche and continue to actively
influence the behaviours of descendants. In that way, silence can be
very telling. It is why it becomes essential to rediscover, insofar as is
possible, what the true story was before it was reinvented. Every
family has its skeletons in the cupboard or shameful stories, but they
are rarely told. Yet descendants inherit, not only psychologically or
culturally but maybe even genetically, these deep marks that
continue to guide them in an unconscious way. Once one discovers
the true content of these stories, one understands suddenly the
reasons f of their difficulty to confront this or that aspect of their life.
For both forms of memory, whether personal or collective, it is a
priority to investigate what the true story was and still is, and to
understand the twists and interpretations that have transformed it.
This new investigation becomes yet another form of interpretation–
translation–transformation that is guided by the need to untwist the
twists. It is a form of psychotherapy that reconnects the subject with
the original story. This is not an easy path because it confronts us
with the inconvenient truth of our origin. It requires of the interpreter
a lot of love and compassion for third people who appear in these
stories and especially a huge capacity for forgiveness.
Memory forms a triplet with forgiveness and reconciliation. As
triplet sisters they walk together and cannot be separated. Any search
into our deep memory reveals these dark aspects of ourselves or our
ancestors or third parties that need to be looked at, accepted and
forgiven. Reconciliation is a way to reconnect with truth, with a
loving and forgiving attitude. It is not a denial of what is or was; it is
an acceptance of the true past as it was and includes the capacity to
recognise and love the people who were involved in that past, despite
the condemnation of what happened and of the acts and attitudes of
these same people. However long and painful this path may be, it
will lead us to liberation. Reconciliation condemns acts and attitudes
but forgives people. In this process, we are those other people,
because these so-called other people are not always, or even very
rarely, the others. This is not about “them” against “us”; it is almost
always about “us together”. In this way, reconciliation becomes
salvation.
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Time plays an important role in this: we need time to do this work,
investigating and accepting and forgiving. Time also plays an
important role because memory situates itself within time. Time
allows the work of transformation; and reconciliation transforms our
perception of time. The transformation works both ways: into the
twists and out of the twists.

2) The future as a hypothesis or projection
Our perspective of the future should not be a projection of our
views or desires but a hypothesis that has to be verified and
readapted.
The future is the field of our projections par excellence. It is mainly
shaped by our visions of how we would like our projects and desires
to develop and become reality; but also our fears that our future
could evolve differently. In this way, our projections deform what
the future will be because they already decide today what tomorrow
will become, although our control over tomorrow is insignificant.
This attitude creates many flaws. It is the cause of the terrible
ecological crisis we are facing now. Instead of projecting our
intentions and desires onto tomorrow, we need to observe what in
today’s situation will have an influence on tomorrow. We need to be
receptive to an independent perspective of the future. Our perception
of the future should be constructed like a scientific hypothesis, one
that is inferred from today’s observations and presents a conclusion
of what tomorrow could be; yet it is only an approximate hypothesis.
Clearly, it can be either true or false, or most probably a bit of both.
Any hypothesis must be checked and verified, with an open and
critical mind; it must be constantly reviewed and consequently
adapted or corrected. Our image of the future “reality” should be like
a compass that indicates the direction we should take; it has to move
and readapt its position at any time we move.
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As though inspired by the humorous saying, we never stop putting
off the future till tomorrow or the day after. Although it is true that
we are afraid of what the future will hold and of our responsibility
towards future generations, we find it difficult to recognise that
through our attitudes and actions of today we are shaping the future
that will be the present of our children.
A calm perspective of what the future will probably be helps us
integrate today’s attitudes and actions into a longer duration. This
perspective relates today with tomorrow. It is the way to consider the
impact of what we do and see today on what will be tomorrow. This
perspective is essential because it forces us to accept the limits that
our environment imposes upon us today. It is the best way to
consider the chains of cause and effect, conform to the rigor of its
laws in our vision of tomorrow and reshape consequently our
behaviours and attitudes of today. It is also the way to evaluate with
a critical mind to what extent our actions integrate into the natural
cycles that constitute the fundamental laws of nature and how these
cycles determine the impact of these actions and today’s attitudes on
our environment. Such a perspective becomes a vision when it
clearly understands how today relates to tomorrow – and a vision
brings spirit into the understanding.

The present as listening
The present has no duration; it is the state of awareness of what is
here and now, whether we like it or not; listening to it is a rich
teaching.
We are used to being fully involved in what we do in the present.
Generally, we are so absorbed in our mind and thoughts that are
leading us through action that we hardly notice what happens around
us and even in ourselves. We remain hooked in the way we look at
things. Certainly it is good to be able to focus on what we are doing,
but it should not be at the expense of our broader awareness. Life is a
gift and is the core of our existence, beyond whatever we think or do.
It is essential to remain in touch with this deeper core of our being
(of being alive), in our heart. It is where we can learn to listen, to be
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receptive to what remains mysterious because it cannot be grasped
nor described. It is, simply, without addition. We must learn to be –
just to be.
Although time can be measured and is said to flow regularly, we
experience its flow variously, according to our very subjective
perceptions: it can be very slow or very fast; it can be peaceful or
stressing; it can be enjoyable or painful. It all depends on the
experience we have. Why should the mechanical measurement be
more relevant than what we experience in our depth? Our present can
be perceived at different successive speeds!
We are used to filling our time with whatever we can do or consume.
When we are too intensely active, we fill all the gaps and cracks and
nothing can be revealed to us. It is like the Buddhist story: the wise
man is pouring and pouring tea into the cup of his disciple until the
disciple complains that the cup is overflowing, to which the master
responds: “This is the way you are; your cup is full, there is no space
to receive any teaching. Empty your cup first and then I will be able
to fill it.” Certainly we have to learn how to empty our cup to be
receptive to the unknown.
Silence is today a neglected dimension of life. Yet it is the
welcoming space for revelation, when we stop doing and when we
try to open to the unknown. As core Buddhist teaching tells us, we
know very little about ourselves, about the world and about the
nature of life. Our representations contribute to twisting our view of
the world and of what life is. By continually building up resistance to
being more permeable to what is already given, we escape from
being ready to be surprised. In order to be more open, we need to
calm our mind. Our mind is working without stopping, like a mad
sewing machine. It leaves no space.
To find silence and peace, it is important to try to stop the flow of
our thoughts, which is seemingly impossible to do; we can rather try
more easily to let them flow without concentrating on them, like
clouds (thoughts) crossing the sky (our mind) without us looking at
them. Traditional spiritual techniques suggest focusing on the breath
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because it is both natural and fundamental for our life. Without
breath there would be no life and our breath has accompanied us
throughout our life. We do not even notice it anymore. We are not
even aware of our own skin because it has been with us all the time.
Life is very similar; we have it in ourselves and we are no longer
aware of it because it is too near to us. Silence, when it can calm the
mind, can help us reconnect with this deep state of being alive. It is
not a striking enlightenment; rather, it is just becoming aware of
being: I am, beyond what I do or think or want or have.
The present is the place for a new start every day. It is only
connected to the past and the future through our preoccupation (or
rather obsession) with the past and future. In fact we can free our
mind of any impact of this nostalgia that links us with the past, or of
this worry that connects us with the future. Of course, consequences
of the past are active all the time and influence our environment, but
what keeps us in chains is the way we are looking at it and being
stuck in our old ways of thinking. When we reconnect with our
fundamental way of being, in the core where we simply are, all side
aspects seem to become less relevant and vanish.
In this attempt to find peace in the present moment, we are aware
that the present is marked by the impact of our memory of the past,
but, as I described it before, this memory is not the past itself; it is
only the construct we have made of it and part of the construct
consists also in our perception of how this past impacts us. When we
become aware of this form of self-imprisonment, we gain more
freedom to make a new start. Here and now. It is probably the deep
meaning of salvation to know that the past no longer matters
because we cannot change it; and that the present only is real in the
form of awareness according to which we live through it in the
present, or the perception that we are no longer what we were
yesterday. When we become aware that only the present is real,
today becomes the opportunity for change, for a new start. This is
resurrection.

Duration (length of time) as integration through heritage
We are never isolated; duration links us with the wider context,
upstream and downstream, through our ancestors’ or children’s
heritage.
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Although we live only in the present, the past (our memories) and the
future (our perspectives) help us relate to the wider dimension of the
community we live in and the history we share – with our fellow
humans, the natural environment, our ancestors or past generations,
and our children or future generations.
The heritage of our ancestors – “upstream” – links us with the many
people who have lived before us and whose collective experience we
have received as teachings or as the state of our planet Earth. The
heritage which we will pass on – “downstream” – to our descendants
and future generations links us with all the people who will come
after us and who will have to cope with what we have left them:
preserved or exhausted essential resources, recycled or accumulated
poisonous wastes, relationships of justice, peace and equity or of
greed, exploitation and violence. What is our choice today?
Although only the present is real, our insertion into the duration (as
length of time) dissolves our egoism and forces us to consider our
position in a chain of heritage. We inherit the Earth from our
ancestors and we borrow it from our children, as an African saying
puts it.
The aspect of duration is therefore a fundamental aspect of our life;
we cannot concentrate only on our own needs and feelings but must
view them as parts of a wider network of relationships. This
integration in space and time breaks our loneliness and makes us the
necessary and interdependent parts of a wider body of humanity –
humanity in the double sense of a community of human beings and a
compassionate relationship with the global community of all sentient
beings.
What I have described about the personal or collective memory and
about our perspective of the future takes a much more vivid shape
when it becomes related to specific living beings and therefore takes
on a more real and powerful meaning. I find it very striking that we
can often ignore this personal dimension, when, for instance, we
consume fuel and contribute to exhausting this resource, in knowing
that by doing so we deprive our children and grandchildren of it,
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who are no abstractions for us. Either we believe that this resource is
essential, which means we must leave sufficient quantities of it for
our descendants, or we believe that it is of no special use and hence
we do not need to use it. In either case, we have a moral obligation to
use it sparingly to enable our descendants to use it if they want to.
This consideration of course does not address the question of the
harm the use of these resources causes.
We see in this example that our integration in the continuity of time
completely reshapes our present way of life, especially because we
know the faces of the people concerned – they are real to us, we
know them intimately and love them. It is the same for the heritage
we receive from our ancestors. We may disapprove of what they
have done, but they are nevertheless real people we know who have
partly shaped the world we have received and from whom we can
learn and with whom we have created a bond, even if this is a
complex bond, mixed with love, anger, regret or anything else.

The present and eternity as a gift
Our integration into a wider chain of heritage provides continuity:
what we give to others is assimilated, recycled and will last for ever.
When we become aware that only the present matters and that the
past and the future are merely memories and perspectives in the
present, we escape the inexorable chain of time as a linear repetition
of equivalent sequences such as past–present–future. We can express
ourselves freely and give all we can. Matter offers us the possibility
to make the invisible content (feeling, intention, thought, belief,
emotion) visible, in a similar way as words make a thought
understandable or a gesture can express a feeling. This is in my mind
the purpose of our human experience (our incarnation) to materialise
our social, intellectual, artistic or spiritual gifts into visible and
tangible expressions and means of communication. What we create
and offer to others will be received and transmitted, re-appropriated
and re-transformed. In the same way, we receive from others what
they offer and we re-interpret it in our own way. Perhaps
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reincarnation consists in this transmission of a given identity from
one being to the next, when we become aware of holding something
precious that comes from another being.
Death can be understood also as the return of all gifts into the wider
and indistinct flow of life where our personal identity mingles with
the identities of others in remaining yet more or less distinct one
from another – who knows? Eternity, in the Christian tradition,
perhaps consists in this flow and ebb between the parts and the
whole, between the personal and the infinite, in a dance that lasts
forever. Whatever tradition describes it, it remains mysterious and
beyond any representation. As the saying goes, past is memory,
future is hope, present in a gift; it is why it is called the present. Our
experience of the flow of time, in the present, depends on our
successive states of mind and inner dispositions.
Nobody can experience time in the scientific and objective way
because the present is our personal life where we perceive and
express our uniqueness and time is a fusion of different present
instants that arise one after another; or even maybe there is no
succession and time is an illusion; maybe these different presents are
simultaneous and it is why we have the impression that they are
mingling.
The present has the special faculty to link us with one another. Time,
as a confluence of different present times, appears no longer as linear
but becomes associative and makes community more tangible. We
are enriched by what we receive from our surroundings and others
and by what we exchange with them. The whole appears more
clearly and we feel a part of this whole. This belonging provides us
with a broader sense of identity, not based on similarities but rather
on complementarities encompassed by a common unity. This
experience of community seems to suspend time, which becomes an
eternity in the present moment.
We may find it difficult to cope with this incredible intensity and
richness of the present moment without wanting to escape it. When
we experience this intensity, we become impatient to make our
experience more consistent, as if we could catch it and freeze it as a
visible and understandable object. We are tempted to do something
with this ineffable gift and re-express it instead of focusing on the
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experience itself in an attempt of letting go completely. And
therefore we tune out of the present to project ourselves into the
future: a future where we could tell the truth about what our
experience of life is in the present.
What is a person? Is it a clear enclosed entity or is it only a minute
part of something bigger with which we never stop interacting?
Between birth and death we tend to identify with our body, our mind
and our memory that are following us everywhere. Yet we are more
than this body-mind-memory. When the body dissolves after death,
as well as our mind and memory, do we return to the whole or do we
keep a personal identity that remains the same as the one that was
contained by the body? Or do we recompose in a different way?
In my mind, what one calls ”eternity” is made visible here and now
in the spiritual expression of our person that we communicate to
others. Our spiritual dimension exists more in the dynamic process
of sharing with others than in our isolated individuality. Incarnation
becomes real when, through this personal expression, we dare to
share what we are and what we have. The essential is the gift itself,
not the material sign that supports it and makes it visible. The sign
dissolves, yet the expression remains vivid in the sharing. It is what
changes our world; it loads it with a new spiritual content or
meaning.
This meaning often seems to us so little and insignificant on the scale
of our limited personal impact. Yet the present becomes the
activation and communication of our spiritual being. What we give
cannot be taken back; it belongs to the whole that can re-assimilate it
in its own way, without us being able to influence, control or censure
this re-assimilation. This ever-changing link we develop with
“eternity” remains fragile although it is the core of our life. Although
this core lives forever we ignore what it is; we feel how much it is
rooted in something bigger and it cannot live and mature without
finding a living connection with its source.

Time as scarcity or abundance
The dominant shortage in our culture and society is one of time.
However, in reality time is abundant; it is the basic substance or
material of our life.
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Contrary to the popular adage, time is not money. Time is
relationship and belonging; it is the support for our being aware.
When it is imprisoned in commercial relationships, it cannot
fluctuate nor find its own expansion because it is measured, regulated
and strangled by something that has nothing to do with life: money.
Luckily the most important part in our life happens usually outside
commercial time: family, friendship, creativity, contemplation.
Silence is an essential component of time that makes it perceptible as
energy of life. It is like the space between two musical notes that
makes them audible. It is also the space for our re-creation. When it
is free of artificial constraints or experienced for the vanishing
dimension it is, time becomes the space where we can choose our
way of life. Time is then the real dimension for our personal and
collective choices: to dominate or to adapt?
Time is abundant because it is perceptible in the present that has no
limits of depth. When we learn not to escape the present but to
experience it fully, time becomes our primary wealth that cannot be
traded. Time in the present gives us the potential to participate in the
web of life, including our community.
Time is the basic dimension where the local community takes shape.
Consensus concerning the quality of the present and the future that
the community wishes for itself arises as a living and fragile
harmony in the present. It is the arising of collective consciousness
as a choice for new self-limited ways of life (for a consistent length
of time) that prefer to concentrate on the qualities of justice and
peace. This is the space for participation and choice, in a harmony
that is like music: it cannot be dissociated from time.
In his book Chebika, Jean Duvignaud63 includes a scene occurring in
the village square that illustrates how water rights are shared for the
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Jean Duvignaud, Chebika, NRF, Gallimard, Paris, 1968. In French. This
quotation is from the English edition translated by Frances Frenaye: Change at
Shebika – Report from a North African Village. Pantheon Books, 1970, p. 124.
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irrigation of the palm grove of a South-Tunisian oasis. In this
description, time appears to be an invisible flow or intensity (or
rather a state of being) that is made visible by the water flow that
resembles it. While reading the following quotation, please observe
how this text describes a synthesis of all social relationships between
people and with their natural surroundings:
“In front of the talkers, in a cavity dug out of the rock, there hangs
the qaddus, or water-clock. This is a jar, about twenty inches high,
hung from a hook, which is filled at regular intervals with water
from a basin. This water drips back into the basin, through a hole
whose size is calculated in such a way that the jar empties within
about ten minutes. Around the neck of the jar is wound a stalk of
grass, which is knotted every time that the jar is filled. When the jar
has been emptied the number of times, counted by knots, which
corresponds to the share of irrigation due to a parcel of land, an
owner or khammes (tenant worker) picks up his hoe, goes down to
the oasis and shifts the sluices in such a way that his land is irrigated.
Thus the measurement of time is also a measurement of water, and
the measurement of water a measurement of property, since
irrigation rights are more precious than the possession of land. All
these things - time, irrigation and property - are concentrated in the
interminable palavering, under the portico.”
Time encompasses all aspects of life and reveals their synthesis.
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Chapter 9:
Harmonisation through nature
Nature is not the store of material we can exploit as we want; it is not
the enemy we have to dominate; it is our nourishing Mother that
helps us to become re-harmonised when we listen to her and try to
reintegrate into the web of life as our true place. It is why it should
rather be called creation, as a constant process of transformation of
itself and of ourselves.

Evolution and consciousness
The 3 stages for an urgent change
If we want to survive, we need to change our ways of life deeply by:
1) stopping our destruction of nature, 2) being in harmony with
nature, and 3) discovering our essence.
The present environmental crisis is not a calamity; it is a blessing: it
is the precious and urgent opportunity for us to be forced to change
and discover new ways of life that will no longer be an escape from
Reality but an authentic discovery of what it means to be alive.
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The way scientists describe the urgent need for change shows clearly
the ravaging self-destruction we have initiated. This is the basic
visible truth. If we do not change we will perish. But the true content
of this message is in fact much deeper: if this is how we are
destroying ourselves, it is because our way of life is ill-adapted; it is
pure folly. It is not sustainable because it is out of balance and
completely out of place with what life is meant to be, even in its
diverse understanding by each of us.
The problem is hence also the solution: we need to replace futile and
destructive behaviours by a form of self-limitation that focuses on
the quality of being and living together. Self-limitation and
awareness are the keys to this new way of life. A new balance will
allow us to develop a new quality of relationship with the universe
and offer harmony.
The present crisis is much more about happiness than about
destruction, even if destruction is the visible sign of this crisis. It
requires a deep change of mind and a fundamental reversal of our
habits. This will only be possible if we can see what we would gain
through this change: simply everything.
Fuel and money
Fuel and money are the two main powers we use in our society;
they allow speculation, which fascinates us but goes against life.
What I described previously can be summarised in two words: fuel
and money. Fuel and money are our principal means of speculation
by which we escape the uncertainty of life.
1) Fuel allows speculation concerning our physical power. The
energy used to run machines mainly comes from fossil fuels; they
allow us to implement changes in our surroundings and satisfy
our desires in a way that we could never afford if we had to rely
solely on our own organic energy, our own skills and the
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limitation of our available time. Through the use of fuel we lose
our sense of the right measure and we exceed our rights in
manipulating the world. We bring it out of balance.
2) Money, because it is a manmade creation, allows speculation
concerning our values and psychological power. It changes our
priorities and allows us to replace the true values that emerge
naturally from our experience with the world by artificial values
that are made of illusion: accumulation, power and prestige. It
increases the power of the rich because the rich have access to
artificially created money (credit, state budget deficit, interest
rate, dividends, etc.) which is self-made power, at the expense of
the poor, who are deprived of such access.
Fuel and money are said to be unavoidable necessities: it is the way
the world functions. Yet they stimulate the two forms of illusion and
speculation I just described that never stop tricking us and killing us
slowly.
Fuel, and especially oil, represents not only the power of machines
but also, as component, most of the goods and facilities we are
accustomed to: all synthetic materials, from our shirt or socks to our
toothbrush; most of our packaging; most of our means of transport;
most of our sources of energy; and most of the resources used by
agriculture, industry and services. If we were deprived of oil, most of
our activities, production and consumption would be severely
impaired and our life would have to be radically different. Yet the
essential things in our life have nothing to do with oil.
Money has completely changed our world. It has created the values
we now respect the most: our income that makes everything
possible, our possessions (in both a material and spiritual sense), the
speculation that prevails and gives priority to the share market over
human work and creativity, the preference for material goods and
comfort over moral values like honesty, transparency and generosity,
and over spiritual values like justice, peace and love. Yet money as
such has no value because it is only a social and abstract convention.
If someone gives you a banknote from an unknown country, you do
not know what you have been given because you don’t know how
much it is worth. If someone gives you a piece of fruit or expresses
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any sign of humanity, you are touched even if you have never seen
this type of fruit or do not understand the giver’s language.
Fuel can be replaced by renewable sources of energy, which make us
more aware of how much we depend on the conditions around us and
on the balance of our surroundings. Money can be replaced at least
partially by greater reciprocity, which does not need to keep a strict
account of our exchanges. Certainly, money can also be used as
such, but only as a means of exchange, without any intrinsic power
and without the ability to change reality into fiction – but is this
possible? It is at least how it should be! Different forms of direct and
personal exchanges may encourage more local connections and a
greater sense of solidarity, which make both the conditions and
consequences of exchanges more transparent and also protect us
from speculation and illusions that easily lead us astray.
If fuel and money stopped ruling our relationships, and if ethical and
spiritual values could prevail and guide our development as a local
or national community, we might gain access to a different, higher
quality of life.

Harmonisation through nature
When we listen to the laws of nature, our life is re-harmonised;
peace, love and consciousness arise naturally; development can
happen.
The natural cycles and the laws of nature give rhythm to our
surroundings and are organising the structure of our environment and
even of the universe. To live in contravention of these laws and
cycles or without noticing them is pure folly. In contrast, living in
accordance with them brings harmony into our life because it links us
with the true source of life. We become aware of what provides us
with all we need as basic material resources as well as spiritual
qualities. We learn to understand that our environment is alive and
follows its own rhythms and evolution. We learn also to observe how
an established order, yet in constant evolution, rules the whole, how
everything fluctuates, how nothing is permanent but is integrated in
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cycles of transformation, in alternation of birth, death and rebirth (reemergence in another form). We discover that our listening and
adaptation are not weaknesses but can stimulate the discovery of
depth and meaning in our being. Our consciousness develops
concerning the main following topics:
• Relationships: Awareness of these natural cycles and laws makes
us more respectful of all forms of life. We feel called to develop
harmonious relationships with other humans. Solidarity, a sense of
justice and a commitment to maintain peace arise naturally out of
respect for life. Our personal development is transformed into
something more authentic that leads us further on the path to
wisdom.
• Harmony: In our competitive world, people are reduced to merely
separate individuals who have to compete and struggle for
survival. Loneliness and despair are increasingly dominant
feelings in our modern society. In contrast, we feel valued when
we can relate to others and commit ourselves to the common good.
We need to be recognised for who we are. We all need to love and
be loved. Yet we remain ignorant and awkward. We do not know
how to find harmony by ourselves. We need to be guided, and
when harmony is offered to us, we know better how to respond to
it. It is why listening to creation – it means to nature in its process
of inventing ever new forms – and adapting to our environment
guides us towards a better quality of life, justice, peace and
happiness.
• Evolution: Listening to creation makes us aware of what evolution
is, in a true sense and not as an artificial and illusory projection for
more technology, more comfort and more self-protection. I mean
here evolution of our global consciousness as a species facing its
destiny, rather than evolution as development of our technological
means such as genetic manipulation or artificial intelligence.
Evolution is the main process that drives the universe and nature; it
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is the law of permanent transformation that aims at more
complexity and higher consciousness.
• Truth and meaning: By opening to it, instead of resisting it, we
can be taken in by this flow that helps us grow in a true way
instead of an artificial one. We stop dominating the world and
believing that we have a special right or even responsibility –
because we believe we are the top species – to decide who can live
and who cannot. If, to the contrary, we submit to the laws of nature
as other species do and we let them operate freely, this opening up
to what exists allows us to go further on our spiritual path in our
search for truth and meaning.
This way of listening to nature and adapting to its laws and cycles
can only happen when we live simply. We can hear well what nature
tells us only if we dismantle the web of protection we have built
through the recent ages. We need to be more in touch with some
uncomfortable aspects of nature and less protected. We need to
reduce our comfort to a minimum in order to be more directly in
touch, more sensitive, aware and flexible. We can then see the sky at
night, see the moon in its different phases, feel when it is cold or hot,
windy or still. Seasons have an impact on us; we integrate the sense
of alternation and transformation. Wildlife appears and disappears,
as do so many instantaneous experiences of insight. We feel part of a
wider whole. Our senses become fully aware and we are fully alive.

Nature as a teacher
Nature is like a book that teaches us the true meaning of life and
how to live in harmony with our natural and social surroundings.
Only when it has not been excessively perturbed can nature
(creation) be an expression of what life is originally; before we
manage it and transform it in our own way, and according to our own
plans inevitably marked by our ignorance and illusions. When we try
to adapt nature to our increasing wishes of comfort and easy life, we
modify deeply its expression and we destroy, or we isolate ourselves
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from, not only what sustains us physically in terms of vital resources
but we destroy also the image of life it presents to us, as a teaching
about meaning and essence.
Nature is like an open book about the meaning of life. The more time
we spend living away from it, the more we cut ourselves off from its
teaching. And the more we try to exploit nature in our own way
instead of adapting to it, the more we destroy the true source of our
inspiration and make the message impossible to be deciphered.
We could say that nature – meaning the whole universe as a process
of creation – is what makes the Ground of Being or the invisible
Spirit of creation visible to us. Nature should be seen as the
touchable body that reveals the invisible energy or intention that
leads our universe, as a source of life and of constant evolution and
transformation. When we lose the track of this energy we can only
get lost because we lose our own roots and references. Beyond the
beautiful sights of nature, a sacred dimension remains always hidden
that can never be seen but only perceived.
Olivier Clément, in his anthology from the Patristic era64 reports the
following comment by Vincent van Gogh writing from Arles to his
brother Theo: “Anyone here who does not believe in the sun is a
complete infidel.”
Clément quotes as well the two longer following texts. The first
quote is from Origen of Alexandria (185–254 AD):
“It may be granted that these creatures, seeds, plants, roots and
animals, are undoubtedly at the service of humanity’s physical
needs. However, they include the shape and image of the invisible
world, and they also have the task of elevating the soul and guiding it
to the contemplation of celestial objects. Perhaps that is what the
spokesman of the Divine Wisdom means when he expresses himself
in the words: ‘It is he who gave me unerring knowledge of what
exists, to know the structure of the world and the activity of the
elements: the beginning and the end and middle of times, the
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alternations of the solstices and the changes of the seasons, the
cycles of the year and the constellations of the stars, the natures of
animals and the tempers of wild beasts, the powers of spirits and the
reasonings of men, the varieties of plants and the virtues of roots; I
learned both what is secret and what is manifest.’ He shows thus,
without any possible doubt, that everything is a symbol, and refers to
an invisible reality to which it is related.”
And the second quote is from Dionysius the Areopagite (c. 500 AD):
“What praise is not demanded by the blaze of the sun? For it is from
the Good that its light comes, and it is itself the image of the Good.
Thus we give glory to the Good by calling it Light. Indeed, just as
the goodness proper to the deity permeates everything that exists, so
that it illumines every creature and gives it life, and is its height and
breadth, its cause and its purpose; so, likewise, with the image in
which divine Goodness is revealed, that great sun which is wholly
light, and whose brightness is unceasing. It is the sun that enlightens
everything and pours out upon the whole visible world the brightness
of its rays. It is the sun that allows the bodies to develop, bestows life
on them, purifies and renews them. And just as Goodness moves all
things, and just as God the Creator gathers together all things that are
scattered, turning them towards himself as their source and centre
and perfect fulfilment; and as according to the Scriptures everything
receives from the Good its structure and existence, and as every
object finds its own proper borders in the Good and all objects aim at
the Good – the intelligent by way of knowledge, the sensible by way
of the feelings, the merely animate by natural instinct, the inanimate
by their simple share in existence – so, likewise, the light uses its
property of revelation through images to gather together and draw to
itself everything that receives its rays. That is why it is called ‘sun’
[helios] because everything is gathered together [aolles] in the light
and the light reunites what has been scattered. It is towards this light
that all perceptible realities are tending. I am certainly not asserting
in the manner of the ancients that the sun actually governs the visible
world as god and maker of the universe. But since the creation of the
world, the invisible mysteries of God, thanks to his eternal power
and godhead, are grasped by the intellect through creatures.”
To this last quotation we can add the remark that almost everything
alive is made out of solar energy as it has been explained earlier.
These two very ancient texts show how nature has often been
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perceived, probably from the origin of humanity, as a revelation of
the invisible; this is a perception we need to rediscover today.

Wellbeing or bliss
As we behave like takers instead of leavers, we create a terrible
confusion of comfort (wellbeing) with bliss (deep joy of life).
As takers65 we want to grab, but we do not see that, by doing so, we
destroy what we want to catch. Like a butterfly, life is too fragile to
be caught. It must remain free. Traditional societies that live in
harmony with nature are behaving as leavers; they take only the
minimum that is absolutely necessary because there is no point in
taking more.
Our way of functioning as a market society has deeply transformed
our perceptions and behaviours. We have become accustomed to
everything being provided for us, as users or consumers. We are no
longer involved, except as consumers. We have also all become
interchangeable because we have lost our personality – all
individuals are identical cogs in their common function as
consumers, despite advertising being specifically targeted at their
preferences from data collected about them. If companies care about
who they are, it is not for the purpose of better satisfying their
customers’ personal needs but to extract more wealth out of them.
We are reduced to being consumers because almost everything in our
daily lives involves and requires money; in our economy there is no
more (or very rarely) creative participation as a pure gift, except
outside economic exchanges, such as at home or with friends. Food
is available at the shop in exchange for cash, as are most goods; even
services such as education, health and social assistance are available
65

The distinction between takers and leavers is inspired by Daniel Quinn: Ishmael,
Bantam Books, 1992.
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from corresponding institutions, financed by the state through our
taxes. It means that we pay for these goods and services and receive
them; we even think we have a legitimate entitlement to them
because we have paid for them. This is the rule. The same goes for
our creativity; it is sold on the market in exchange for an income in
cash; our work is detached from our selves as a product, which
means others “consume” us. Money rules our exchanges and
relationships. It is why we are all reduced to being simple consumers,
or “takers”. There is no need to give back; in the logic of our
economic system there is no need to return the equivalent of what we
have received; there are no cycles. The process is linear: extraction –
production – sale – consumption – waste. We take what we need and
we don’t care what is left.
But in reality, it does not work like this: nature is exhausted because
it is based on reciprocation that reconstitutes original resources;
people are exhausted because they also need some compensation in
return; and more than monetary compensation, we need to be seen
and recognised for who we are and valued for what we provide. But
in our market system there is no compensation except wages or cash
– no return, no validation, no recognition, no signs of gratitude. It is
why we are exhausted (which means literally emptied of our
content), as individuals as well as communities; and the natural
equilibrium collapses, as do our societies.
Money has taken over and regulates our relationships. There is not
much space left for gratuity and generosity. The fact that many
things are free, like on the internet, does not change anything. Rather,
it makes this imbalance even stronger because we have become
accustomed to getting (taking) everything without having to practise
any form of restitution. Either it is paid for with our credit card – a
very abstract gesture that does not mean much in terms of
reciprocity; or it is free because it is provided by a public service,
financed by the state through our taxes; or it is free entertainment on
the internet. We are thus reduced to being consumers and watchers of
what others do: how much time do we spend in front of a screen
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(mobile phone, computer, TV) or consuming something without any
involvement in its production? What we get no longer depends on
our own skills, our time, our creativity. We just take it … because we
have the money. And even that is never enough; we want ever more.
Still worse, if we are aware that such a system cannot work properly,
if we care about giving something in return for what we have
received, if we generously offer our creativity or the fruits of our
skills as gifts, we probably will not be seen as givers because it will
not be perceived that these gifts are special and come out of
generosity, except by our friends and relatives who know us. It will
not be seen because it will fit so well into the conventional same
pattern of production and consumption. It will also be something to
be merely taken, and even taken for granted. It is important to
understand here that this general comment concerns our economic
exchanges that are regulated by money and exclude generosity in the
way we share resources or knowledge. This does not diminish the
fact that most of voluntary work relies nevertheless on generosity,
mostly in conditions that are external to economic exchanges,
especially when this voluntary work tries to remedy wide gaps in
social welfare or assistance in states of emergency.
This is very alarming because it means that we are forced to be only
consumers and takers. We are prevented from giving, from giving
back to the source, from returning the equivalent of what we have
received. It is tragic; it means that we have been ejected from social
networks as we have lost our ability to relate, to develop creative
friendships, especially because friendships rely on this very special
quality of gratuity we offer each other – that which we give freely
and which the other receives with gratitude. We are condemned to
being reduced to single individualists caring only for oneself; we are
condemned to loneliness. Of course we can still have drinks or
barbecues together but we can no longer be involved more closely in
one another’s life … unless we willingly create the special conditions
that allow us to escape the dominating rule of the market and
consumption.
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It is striking how the vocation of being alive seems to be in fact very
different from this socially created fiction. Once basic subsistence is
ensured – which is based on creativity rather than on consumption –
nothing else needs to be done except being. Our huge handicap as a
materialist society is that we have created a terrible confusion
between material wellbeing and happiness, in which wellbeing
represents the escape from nature because of our incapacity to know
how to attain happiness by simply being. In my mind, happiness lies
in the deep joy of life, in its essence, mainly in relationships with
others and with what is, when the experience of being becomes bliss.
Attaining bliss does not require much, only becoming aware of what
is already given. No taking, no consuming is necessary. Bliss (joy of
life): we have it here and now. We just need to learn how to see it: by
becoming witnesses to what is there and by loving it. Mostly bliss is
accessible where life does not depend on market-based consumption
of things or the artificial means of technology. Bliss is life and life is
bliss.
Nowadays our awareness of the environment is growing and
concerns much wider aspects than only the physical aspects of
destruction. We have become well aware that the ecological crisis is
synonymous with our own crisis of identity as a society and a crisis
about the meaning of life. More and more people see that material
wellbeing and comfort are not the same as happiness and real joy of
life. Yet this difference remains too abstract, too confined in our
thoughts, instead of penetrating our whole being and dictating new
behaviours through our gut instincts, and completely changing the
way we live and relate to each other and with nature; and finally
changing the purpose and structure of our economic exchanges.
Although we may be able to partly clear the confusion between
comfort and bliss in our minds, we are yet to enact this change. And
for doing so we need to leave behind our attachment to the illusion
of wellbeing we practise now. We need to free ourselves of our
addictions: comfort and mobility are like drugs we need to sever
ourselves from. Yet it does not mean that we necessarily have to go
to the other extreme of harming ourselves. This challenge calls for a
form of liberation through a deep change of mind and in our deep
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being. It is a way to develop our resilience and our ability to accept
confronting life itself in its rawest expression.
In our awareness of the necessity for change and for liberating
ourselves from our dependence on comfort and mobility, it is
essential that we remain aware that nature is not only a place of
harmony but it can also be a place of violence and destruction in its
cycles of transformation: earthquakes, tsunamis, avalanches, floods
and bushfires are as much a part of nature as the beauty and
fragrance of a flower. It means that life is much broader than what
we are ready to accept; we must open to this mystery by stripping
ourselves of our shell of comfort and illusory wellbeing, yet without
failing to protect ourselves against conditions that we lack the
capacity to cope with physically or psychologically. At the same
time, we need to learn how to confront all aspects of nature without
reducing it to the picture of Eden we have created of it, while
remaining aware of our fragility that requires protection, yet not
excessive comfort. By accepting nature as it is, we allow ourselves to
see glimpses of the Truth.
There is a consistent hurdle in our way to liberation: in our richer
countries we lack the ability to grasp and integrate as a wider
perception how people truly live in poorer countries even though we
are constantly confronted with images on our screens that show us
this other reality. Hence we do not compare our standard to that of
the majority (four-fifths) of the world’s population but only to the
standard of our immediate neighbours who are more or less equally
privileged as we are. Let’s be clear: the present consideration is not
here about conformism – how we tend to do the same as our
neighbours – but about which standard we adopt and what is the
right reference for our choices. It is staggering how, in rich countries,
an incredibly high level of material standard is considered normal
and necessary for basic comfort. We deeply believe that we need so
much for our basic wellbeing and refuse to see that our basic needs
require only very little for us to be happy: just enough food and
drink, a few clothes, a roof, and love! It is accepted that the average
American or Australian should desire a three-bedroom house with air
conditioning, a swimming pool and a car, while the Bushman of the
Kalahari needs – in our own perspective – only his spear. And,
worse, our “basic” standard becomes the reference in all we do. It
constitutes even an entitlement. Therefore, it seems it is my right,
even my duty, to behave accordingly and strive to attain this measure
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of plenty. This attitude accepts no restriction, even if deep in
ourselves we know that our behaviour is destructive or creates
inequity.
And yet we are essentially very good people, it is only that we lack
awareness of how much we are addicted to comfort and social
conformity. Material goods are nothing bad in themselves … except
when they make us dependent, when they drive us to behave in an
unjust way and when they prevent us from opening to life each time
we feel frustrated because we cannot enjoy our usual standard of
comfort. A freely chosen acceptance and openness to life as an everchanging and surprising experience should lead us toward material
simplicity because this is the only way to expose ourselves to the
direct vibration of life, whereas any kind of addiction to comfort or
superfluous protection acts like a filter that isolates us from the
freedom to seek that experience.

Loving what is
We are accustomed to judging what suits us and deciding how
other people should act to make us happy, instead of just loving
what is, as it is.
Byron Katie was a very depressed lady until she awoke one morning
to a deep truth that she now presents in a very simple method called
The Work or Loving what is66. She writes: “For thousands of years
we’ve been told not to judge, but we still do it all the time – how our
friends should act, whom our children should care about, what our
parents should feel, do, or say. In The Work, rather than suppress
these judgements, we use them as starting points for self-realisation.
By letting the judging mind have its life on paper, we discover
through the mirror of those around us what we haven’t yet realised
about ourselves. […] The Work is a simple yet powerful process of
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Byron Katie: Loving what is, Rider, 2002. Website: www.thework.com. The
extracts of the present description are copied from the website (Byron Katie Inc.
copyrights).
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inquiry that teaches you to identify and question thoughts that cause
all the suffering in the world. It’s a way to understand what’s hurting
you, and to address your problems with clarity.”
This Work consists in three stages: first, you have to write down
personal statements concerning other people; secondly, four basic
questions allow you to examine these statements in depth; thirdly,
you are invited to create some turnarounds of the statements that will
show you many different ways of interpretation. Byron Katie
presents this method in her example worksheet:
A) First, the statements. You reflect on the following situations:
1) Who angers, confuses, saddens, or disappoints you, and why?
What is it about them that you don’t like? (Example: I am angry at
Paul because he doesn’t listen to me, he doesn’t appreciate me, he
argues with everything I say.)
2) How do you want them to change? What do you want them to do?
(Example: I want Paul to see that he is wrong. I want him to
apologise.)
3) What is it that they should or shouldn’t do, be, think, or feel?
What advice could you offer? (Example: Paul should take better
care of himself. He shouldn’t argue with me.)
4) What do they need to do in order for you to be happy? (Example:
I need Paul to hear me and respect me.)
5) What do you think of these persons you listed? Make a list.
(Example: Paul is unfair, arrogant, loud, dishonest, way out of
line, and unfeeling.)
6) What is it that you don’t want to experience with that person
again? (Example: I don’t ever want to feel unappreciated by Paul
again. I don’t ever want to see him smoking and ruining his health
again.)
B) Second stage: The four following questions will help you to
examine the statements you made. The Work is meditation. It’s about
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awareness, not about trying to change your thoughts. Ask the
questions, then take your time, go inside, and wait for the deeper
answers to surface.
Example of statement: Paul should better listen to me.
1) Is it true? (If it is true, then why doesn’t he listen to me?)
2) Can you absolutely know that it’s true? (Soon I see that this truth I
have constructed is not so certain because it is a construction by
myself, a projection onto the other of what I imagine it should be.)
3) How do you react, what happens, when you believe that thought?
(I usually feel bad.)
4) How would you be without the thought? (Much better.)
C) Third stage: Turn this sentence around. Find three genuine,
specific examples of each turnaround.
Example: “Paul doesn’t understand me” can be turned around to
“Paul does understand me”. Another turnaround is “I don’t
understand Paul”. A third is “I don’t understand myself”. Change the
subject. Change into the negative form. Invert subject and object.
Etc.
Byron Katie writes: “Be creative with the turnarounds. They are
revelations, showing you previously unseen aspects of yourself
reflected back through others. Once you’ve found a turnaround, go
inside and let yourself feel it. Find a minimum of three genuine,
specific examples where the turnaround is true in your life.”
“As I began living my turnarounds, I noticed that I was everything I
called you. You were merely my projection. Now, instead of trying
to change the world around me (this didn’t work, but only for 43
years), I can put the thoughts on paper, investigate them, turn them
around, and find that I am the very thing I thought you were. In the
moment I see you as selfish, I am selfish (deciding how you should
be). In the moment I see you as unkind, I am unkind. If I believe you
should stop waging war, I am waging war on you in my mind.”
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“The turnarounds are your prescription for happiness. Live the
medicine you have been prescribing for others. The world is waiting
for just one person to live it. You’re the one.”
This is a simple and powerful method that helps us come back to
what is real, accept what is and learn how to love it. It is a true way
to freedom. It is authentic and comes out of love. To be convinced of
this, one only has to see how Byron Katie shares her method with
generosity online, free of charge.
Let’s then use the same approach concerning the truthfulness of our
needs and rights. What is the right measure?

Reconciliation as conversion
True reconciliation is a deep change of mind, a conversion far
beyond guilt, in the recognition of what is and of our own limits.
If we want to reconcile with the world and others, we do not need to
adapt the world to our needs and desires, but instead transform our
own minds and ways of thinking.
Reconciliation is a conversion of mind. In Greek, it is the same word
as for repentance, metanoia, which means a redirection of the heartmind, a change of world view. Repentance is not the guilt trip it has
been made by highly patronising Church institutions. It is a radical
change of perception, much more like what St Augustine67 practises
in his Confessions: nothing else than a sharp and honest glance at the
nature of what he truly is – a beautiful creature, full of potential but
also caught in its own limits, flaws, blockages and awkwardness.
When we look at ourselves and accept ourselves as we are, with our
abilities as well as with our limitations, we free ourselves from guilt,
from grief, from shame, from fear. In accepting ourselves and all
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aspects of ourselves, we do not have to submit any longer to the
impossible requirements we impose on ourselves. Reconciliation, as
a true way to look at ourselves, opens the door to the freedom to be
ourselves and to an authentic relationship with our surroundings,
with nature and with our fellow human beings, indeed with all
sentient beings.
True reconciliation creates a new energy that reconstitutes the
harmony and unity of the whole. In the way it changes us, true
reconciliation helps us take better care of our loved ones and of our
surroundings. Children we care for with authentic love will flourish
better because they will feel cherished and secure inasmuch as they
are well fed and taken care of. Our natural surroundings will thrive
more too, not only physically because we stop destroying them, but
also because our new awareness opens the door to respect, harmony
and gratitude.
We can observe this kind of energy arising from a change of attitude
when we are faced with a drought or a destruction of our natural
environment caused by human impact. If there is only an intellectual
awareness that the behaviour has to change, the action might be
modified but the spirit that drives it has not changed at depth. Thus,
the change remains external and cosmetic; it is about the technical
means more than about the spirit and heart of our deeper attitudes.
On the other hand, when there is true reconciliation based on a deep
change of mind and heart, with repentance (that is, recognition and
regret) for having caused harm and asking for forgiveness, we can
feel that the change is fundamental and reaches the core of the
matter.
Of course, such a change of mind and heart is not an easy process. It
can hurt and take us out of our comfort zone, but in the end, it will
impact us positively and creatively – it will bring us back to life.
Sadly, we have the tendency to make an awkward amalgam of the
temporary but unavoidable suffering this process of inner
transformation generates and the inevitable feeling of guilt that has
been exploited heavily by moral institutions to control people. Yet,
the unavoidable feeling of guilt that appears naturally at any stage of
sorrow, regret and transformation, when one looks at the negative
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aspects of the past, is only one of many minor aspects of
transformation; it needs to be digested and integrated into the
positive energy that flows from the recognition of our own limits and
the new potential offered by genuine transformation. Recognising
our own wrongdoings is a powerful way to liberation, not
enslavement by destructive guilt, which is an expression of
resistance to the recognition of what is real.
On the other hand, our daily experience of life, when it is not
imprisoned by rigid precepts but is left open to confronting the
natural and unforeseeable, is an incredible and powerful way to
liberation, freeing us from our past and our wrongdoings as soon as
we are able to look at them with clear-sightedness, serenity and
acceptance. This metanoia sends us back to our true vocation: we do
not need to perform any longer; it is enough just to be what and who
we are as we are, in harmony with the general order of our
surroundings or even of the whole universe.

The metaphor of the universe
When we try to interpret what we know scientifically of the
universe, we refer to a different universe which is rather more
broadly a metaphor about life.
In the following pages I will often refer to the universe and describe
some of its properties. It is important to understand that this is not a
scientific approach but an attempt at interpreting what we may
understand about the dynamic of the universe and of life in general.
It is a personal interpretation that tries to discern meaning in the
processes we can observe. It is also an attempt to situate ourselves
personally and subjectively in the world we live. We need more than
the knowledge of facts; we need to interpret what we see and make
personal choices about what matters most to us.
This way, and as it applies in the following comments, the universe
becomes a kind of entity that is made of more than just energy and
matter; or rather, the energy that moves and animates the universe is
understood as not only a physical entity. I will attribute some
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intelligence and intention to this universe. It is why, beyond a
scientific description of the physical universe, it becomes a metaphor
about life and evolution.
This interpretation could be seen to contradict what science has
taught us, but I don’t think it is the case. Rather, it has its roots in a
further interpretation of the process of extension and transformation
of the universe as a process that goes beyond mere chance and
necessity. Science is a very fascinating and precious approach to
understanding our physical context, but we also need to be aware that
its field is intentionally limited by the boundaries it imposes on itself:
science has deliberately restricted its methodology of research to
considering only what can be measured and proved and what can be
repeated experimentally. It therefore rejects what arises out of more
subjective, personal or emotional experiences. Although it does not
deny that such experiences can be meaningful, it does not integrate
them in its research because it considers them as not sufficiently
reliable, precisely because they cannot be measured and repeated at
will. This self-imposed restriction of methodology is the foundation
of the solidity and credibility of the results of scientific research and
interpretations; it means this restriction is necessary for this rigour to
be maintained. Yet it means also that other fields of human
knowledge and other types of approaches can bring to this rigour
necessary and rich complements because they rely on fundamentally
different premises and methods. It is then the role of the social
sciences, philosophy, the arts and spirituality to bring their own,
different contributions which, precisely because of their very
different nature, can enrich the scientific approach with more
creative and imaginative perspectives as they are not restricted by the
same rigour. They leave more space to imagination and poetry.
So why take this risk of subjective interpretations that may contradict
the rigour of science and propose explicitly questionable
interpretations? There are, among many, three reasons I wish to
mention here.
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• The first reason is that it is difficult to support the explanation that
only chance and necessity have formed the universe. It seems that
pure probability could not have created, even in some 14 billion
years, the diversity and complexity of life forms we know today.
An “unknown” factor seems to interfere that brings some
orientation to the evolution of the universe, such as an intention or
an intelligence behind the scene. Please don’t misinterpret what I
say. It is not about a bearded god sitting on a cloud and
manipulating the scene. No, it is about an unknown presence that
is the source of this evolution and that influences it by its presence.
Indeed, science is not very far from detecting such an influence.
Yet so far this remains a kind of hypothesis.
• The second reason is that science describes what it observes (the
facts) and, as ordinary people, we need also to interpret what we
can understand and learn from this rigorous description for the
simple reason we need to choose in our lives what is essential; we
need more than facts; we need meaning which science does not
provide. While searching for this interpretation and meaning, one
crosses a threshold which is at the edge of science because it is not
based on demonstration but on hypothesis. Hypotheses are also
needed in science but they are not parts of the results; they rather
indicate new possible developments and paths of research which
still must be investigated and proved by the tools of science.
• The third, and very different kind of reason I want to refer to here
is what the cosmonauts who were sent to the moon experienced
when they first saw from faraway the little blue marble of our
Earth lost in space. They all noticed the unbelievable beauty and,
at the same time, the fragility of this little blue marble. They felt a
tenderness and an incredible awe for what it is. But they also
sensed how this fragility in such a vast apparently hostile space
was a deep enigma for all of us that science could not explain. And
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most of them expressed a feeling of sacredness68; it was for them a
kind of personal epiphany or mystical experience, in a very way
that does not fit necessarily into traditional religious teachings but
nevertheless represents a perception of an unknown dimension.
Would this experience not be the expression of this unknown
factor I would like to describe?
For these three reasons, and for many more, it seems to me
interesting and inspiring for our reflection on our relationship with
the world (the universe) to go beyond the realm of pure science and
to venture to interpret the universe as a metaphor for life. Feel free,
dear reader, to reject it. But please don’t feel too defensive and allow
yourself also to let it resonate in you; see whether it seems to awaken
lost memories or intimate experiences in you.
So, let’s try to define this universe as a metaphor for life. In the
following sections I will explore the evolution of consciousness, our
relationship with other sentient beings, love as a force in evolution,
and apparent intentions of the Cosmos, including a tendency towards
community.
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Astronaut Gene Cernan said: “I felt the world was just … there was too much
purpose, too much logic, it was too beautiful to happen by accident. There has to
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sense, not a religious sense.” Or Edgar Mitchell: “The magnificence of all of
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body, the matter in the spacecraft, the matter in my partners’ bodies, was the
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Consciousness and complexity
Consciousness exists in all parts of the universe: mineral,
vegetable, animal, human; its depth grows with complexity.
As I briefly exposed it in the first chapter, Teilhard de Chardin
explains this statement in his book The Phenomenon of Man69. Each
entity in the universe, whether a particle, an atom, a molecule, a
mineral, a cell, a plant, an animal or a human being, has its external
side (“the Without”), which is its physical form (in its visible
material aspect); and it has also its interior immaterial expression or
side (“the Within”) which is its own form of consciousness. So says
Teilhard.
It is generally understood that consciousness only appears in an
evident way in human beings. This affirmation seems to exclude
consciousness in other beings or entities. Yet Teilhard demonstrates
that consciousness can only exist in human beings if it has its roots
further down in early origins, according to the principle that nothing
is created out of nothing, and that any phenomenon of evolution is
usually progressive and has its origin in a long and slow
transformation of matter and species. This statement means that for
each state of previous material development – that is, for each state
of evolution of the Without – there is also a stage of evolution of the
Within with its own corresponding stage of consciousness. As matter
tends to evolve towards more complex forms (a more complex
Without), consciousness evolves at the same time towards greater
depth (a deeper Within). The degree of possible consciousness is thus
proportional to physical complexity. It means that each entity in the
universe has its own degree of consciousness that differs from the
next.
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Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, HarperCollins 1959. The
original edition of this work was in French (1955).
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It is first important to clearly understand that matter (Without) and
consciousness (Within) are not opposed, but on the contrary that they
work together as the two sides of the same reality. The Without
makes the Within visible; the Within shapes the Without as
expression of itself.
If there were no matter, we would not be able to become aware of
the content that “hides” behind it; it means there would not be any
consciousness. Between the Without and the Within there is a
constant play of dialogue. Because of what we see, hear, touch, smell
or taste, we become aware of the hidden nature of things; we are in
touch with the Within. When we look at the night sky, we discover
the mysterious nature of the universe and its infinity, and we are
deeply moved. Spirit influences matter but matter influences also the
spirit, in an endless exchange of awareness and energy between the
one and the other, between the Within and the Without and
reciprocally.
Teilhard de Chardin’s description of the presence of consciousness
in the different expressions of matter is mind-blowing. It says, from
my rough translation: “Coextensive to its (material) Without, there is
a (conscious) Within for each thing”. “When one looks back in
evolution, consciousness seems to fade away in a spectrum of
progressive nuances of which the origins disappear into the night.”
“Spiritual perfection (conscious centrality) and material synthesis
(complexity) are only the two sides and linked aspects of one same
phenomenon.”
Teilhard describes also how this subtle relationship between matter
and consciousness translates itself in evolution by means of two
forms of energy:
• The tangential energy links any entity with its equals (at the same
levels of complexity and depth), leading them to establish links of
solidarity with all the other elements of the same order of
complexity (or centrality); this means a trend towards closer
community.
• The radial energy attracts each entity towards more complexity of
the Without and greater depth of the Within, leading it towards
the next level of evolution; this means deeper consciousness.
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This description and understanding of the role of consciousness in
the universe leads us to notice two main characteristics about the
relation between matter and consciousness:
• the further a being is materially evolved (complex), the further its
consciousness is also evolved,
• and the more a being is conscious, the more it will establish
connections with other beings of the same level of complexity –
and even relate to other levels (lower or higher) – and the further it
will tend to develop its own complexity and consciousness.
Growth of consciousness therefore brings communal life. This is an
essential truth because:
• consciousness and community are linked as the normal fruits of
evolution; and
• consciousness and community are both signs of a higher degree of
maturity of the beings that practise them.
This link between complexity and consciousness and our awareness
of the presence of consciousness anywhere in the universe mean that,
as human beings, we can communicate with the other entities of
creation, with the other beings. We can talk to the animals and the
trees and the landscape; and they can answer in their own way,
because they have consciousness. Of course they do not use our
verbal language and do not understand each word we say, but they
capture our attitudes and “listen” to the mindset and spirit that these
words, sounds and body language express – of course also according
to their own degree of consciousness.
It is exactly what happens in our experience: if we dare to talk to
animals, sometimes they stop, look at us and listen. It creates, for a
short while, a more subtle and mature bond than the mere bond of
fear that causes them to simply escape. The attitude of the
surrounding wildlife towards us as human beings changes day after
day when they observe progressively that our intention remains
peaceful towards them. They slowly establish a degree of trust and
personal bond with us, as the unique persons we are, while still
remaining wild and untamed; this is especially true if we do not try
to make out of them some kind of pets or subjugated animals but
rather if we respect their wild nature, independence and freedom.
Community arises in this way between human beings and, similarly,
with other species such as plants, and with the whole natural
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surroundings. We can hug trees or allow ourselves to be recharged
by the vibrations of the land. We can also experience the distress of
our environment when it has been violently disturbed by humans or
when it has suffered from drought or catastrophic fire. On the other
hand, we need to also observe the limits of our relationship with
nature, when we have to protect ourselves from its violent natural
forces, which can become too powerful for our fragile existence.
It seems very contrary to our representations to write these lines,
describing how we can communicate with animals, plants, minerals
and the whole landscape; but this is only the fruit of observations and
experiences of so many. This shows how we can change our
relationship with nature and creation when we become more aware
of what it is in its true essence. The community of life is not an
abstraction; it is a reality when we take care of it. Our awareness
allows us to give it shape and acquire meaning in our own heartmind.
The development of our consciousness, as Teilhard de Chardin
described it, corresponds to a potential we never extend to its
maximum. It is therefore essential for us to do everything possible to
develop our own consciousness to higher stages of maturity. This is
also part of our evolution toward greater depth and more meaningful
community. By even attempting to do so we make this evolution a
reality in our lives.

One conscious body in interaction
As humans we are not only parts of nature; we form one body with
the whole community of life, to which we contribute as enhanced
consciousness.
As we saw earlier in chapter 2, the Ojibway tradition tells us that, as
human beings, we stand at the periphery of the life community
because we depend on all other species and resources of nature for
our survival, whereas they do not depend on us. Yet this does not
mean that our human species is superfluous; the Ojibway
interpretation is not complete if we are not aware of the strong link
that integrates us into the movement of creation, despite our marginal
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position; our presence is a necessary complement to the creation,
because our human species is, apparently more than any other,
capable of consciousness and its role is to add this presence of
enhanced consciousness to the whole and activate it.
This means that this faculty of our species for deeper consciousness
brings into the creation the consciousness of our own belonging to
creation and of the unity of creation as a whole. At the same time, as
a witness, humanity must also be aware of the consciousness of all
other sentient beings and of their belonging to the unity of creation as
one body. By becoming more aware of this consciousness and
belonging (both of humans and other beings), it actualises this
rediscovered force of unity. Life is recognised as the force of
consciousness that animates us – human beings and the whole life
community – not only organically but also emotionally, intellectually
and spiritually. Our consciousness actualises life as a practice of love
and makes the core of the living experience out of love for the whole
universe.
The most fascinating thing is that our relationship with creation is
very direct and concrete. When we walk in nature, our five senses
relate to our environment and make us aware of what our
relationship is with our surroundings:
• The sense of vision is the only sense that “goes out” of ourselves
into the external world, even if in physical terms light impacts on
our retina; in other words the eye investigates and meets the
surroundings. It searches out and penetrates the environment and
we become part of it, as it allows us to be aware of its shapes,
colours and light. What we see is out there. The sense of vision
projects us into the world.
• The sense of hearing plays the reversed role: the surroundings
penetrate us and become parts of ourselves; we hear the sounds
inside us; in other words sounds inhabit us; the world is projected
into ourselves.
• The senses of smell and taste are similar, in the way they penetrate
us too.
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• The sense of touch is active at the physical point of contact
between what we perceive as the interior and what we perceive as
the exterior.
And yet, there is no interior or exterior, except physically.
If, to these few observations of our sensual interaction with the
world, we add the fact that we never stop breathing in and out the
surrounding air or that we live in osmosis with our environment –
like a membrane that filters selectively but yet also absorbs what is
on the exterior side – through absorption of food and water, or
through rejection of what are for us toxic substances as wastes, it
becomes clear how there is ultimately no clear boundary to our wider
being. Each of us is like a tiny centre of energy and perception that is
exchanging endlessly with what is around us.
At a more subtle level, we experience the same kinds of exchanges
in our awareness. This includes not only what we witness at any time
and how it moves us, but also how it integrates into our experience
and representation of the world.
What Teilhard de Chardin described takes its full value here. The
material experience I have just described has its corresponding inner
experience. We become in touch with the material aspects of our
surroundings (the Without of the experience) and at the same time
we experience an exchange in our heart-mind (the Within of the
experience). In our bodies we are one materially with the world and
we are one spiritually too, beyond the limits of our bodies.
Hence, we are not above the creation; we do not escape the laws of
nature. Our role is not to dominate and exploit nature, nor do we
need to manage it. We are not an exception in the cosmos; on the
contrary, we are an integral part of it; we are even nourished in all
dimensions of our being by our surroundings – by their beauty and
the inspiration they generate in us. This energy is not of our own
making nor our own power, but it brings us to life. The origin of this
life energy is not nature itself, because nature is only the visible form
of its expression. Life is originated by a Reality (capital R) – the
Ground of Being – that is beyond nature, at the source of it.
As human beings we are more than our body-mind-memory. We are
mainly consciousness because, as beings, we become witnesses to
what is in ourselves, around us, between us. Life essentially consists
in this experience of being witnesses of what is and of learning how
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to love it. Love is the core experience that links everything. As the
spiritual correspondent to gravity in the material realm (Without),
love is the force of attraction that maintains all things as a whole
(Within)70.
As humankind we live in a dialogue with the universe. We are at the
same time one and two with the Creation. On the one hand, we are in
a dialogue with our Origin (Ground of Being, Reality, Brahman,
God, Allah), and we are therefore two. Yet, existing out of Him or
Her who is our essence, we are at the same time one71:
• One, because we are nothing without Him or Her who nourishes us
and provides us with everything we need, starting with the energy
of life itself and with our spiritual energy; and also because S/He is
our deep nature and reveals to us our true vocation.
• Two, because we have a dialogue with Him or Her and we
experience the relationship of love in the You and Me; and we
remain free at each instant to follow our path (His/Her path) or not.
In the same way, but on a very different and more graspable level,
we have a dialogue with nature. It provides us with everything we
need and we care for it by adding our part of consciousness into the
universe. This role is far wider and removed from the one of mere
exploitation; it is a true relationship of love, meaning respect and
care.
As Thomas Berry expressed it72: “The human emerges not only as an
Earthling, but also as a Worldling. We bear the universe in our
beings as the universe bears us in its being. The two have a total
presence to each other and to that deeper mystery out of which both
the universe and ourselves have emerged.”
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This similitude of gravity and love as attraction is borrowed from Brian
Swimme: The Universe is a Green Dragon, Bear & Company, Santa Fe, 1984.
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See (in French) Fr Henri Le Saux OSB (Abhishiktananda): Intériorité et
révélation – Présence de Dieu, Présence à Dieu. Editions Présence, Sisteron,
1982.
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Thomas Berry: The Dream of the Earth. Sierra Club Books, San Franscisco,
1988.
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Evolution as an expression of love
When Darwin understood evolution, it seemed cruel and amoral to
him; yet evolution seems to be guided by a loving energy towards
harmony.
When Darwin discovered the principle of evolution, he stated that it
was based on the crude appearance of new forms that had been
generated mainly by chance and based on the power of the fittest;
this power resulted from the last acquired advantages that these new
forms provided. Evolution appeared in these terms as a violent, cruel
and amoral competition that seemed to Darwin in contradiction with
Christian teaching. It made it hard for him to stand in conflict with
his own faith: is the world based on love and harmony or is it based
on competition and a cruel struggle for survival of the fittest, as his
theory of evolution seemed to reveal?
By contrast, Teilhard interpreted consciousness as a faculty that can
be found at different levels in all “inert” and living beings and
formulates the consequent understanding of a constant dialogue
between the physical form (Without) and the inner state of mind or
vocation (Within). In this way, Teilhard de Chardin shed what was at
that time a new light on evolution. Evolution does not stop so far as
to be a violent struggle for survival but it includes in this new
perspective a more or less conscious orientation towards more
complexity, more consciousness, more harmony and more unity.
Chance continues certainly to play its role in creating new
combinations, but it is not the only acting force. The Without, in its
new form, allows also a deeper development of the Within.
And the reverse is also true – and it is a great contribution Teilhard
brings to science – the Within influences the evolution of the formal
Without. As all Withins are narrowly interrelated by the fact they are
parts of a wider common body (the universe), our inner motivations
are all inspired by a common source, source of life and love, which is
the true guide of evolution. If this guide were missing, evolution
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would be reduced to a chaotic expression of mere probability. And
probability could not have created, even in about 14 billion years, the
complex forms of life we know today.
Darwin had understood in his brilliant intuition and observation that
new forms create new possibilities for a development of each species
towards greater depth and more maturity. Yet he could not see what
could guide this movement of evolution, because his theory
expressed only one aspect of the trend towards complexity: the fact
that any new form allows new functions. He was a genius to
understand this, and it was the first necessary and essential step
towards an incredible insight into the laws of nature. Teilhard’s
contribution makes this first step – without which it would not have
been possible – still more relevant when he affirms that the Within
can also participate in shaping the Without. He says that a tiger not
only becomes a carnivore because it has developed teeth that allow it
to devour raw meat but that its vocation, its soul as a carnivore, leads
it to develop the right teeth and claws which will allow it to live as
such. The proposition of Darwin is reversed here, without denying
the original theory, when it reveals the essential role of the influence
of the Within on the way the Without finds its new shape.
Chance is in this case not the only force of evolution. It becomes a
directed and guided chance. A wider law exists that is hard to define
with precision, but that works as a kind of magnetic pole by the fact
it gives a general orientation to what seems only pure chance. This
force acts towards more harmony, more consciousness, more Within.
It can be perceived and even explicitly understood as the power of
love, which is the basic energy of the universe that creates order and
complexity, towards greater depth and meaning, towards more life
and more unity. Love becomes in this way the force that attracts and
keeps everything together. This is the magnet that directs evolution
and the force of gravitation that preserves unity and harmony.

The four intentions of the Cosmos
The evolution of the universe is guided by four main intentions:
towards greater differentiation, subjectivity, communion and depth.
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As Swimme and Berry described it73, we as human beings – meaning
as integral parts of the universe – are ruled by the basic principles
that lead the universe in its process of evolution and consist in the
primordial intentions of the universe towards differentiation,
subjectivity and communion:
• An intention towards differentiation, because of the
extraordinary diversity and distinctiveness of all varieties in the
universe, where no two things can be found to be identical; and
where diversity is ever growing by giving birth to new species.
• An intention towards subjectivity, because consciousness
orients the evolution of the whole universe, aiming at a mysterious
end we do not know; our own consciousness is part of the means
to develop subjectivity.
• An intention towards communion, because we are one body, in
complementarity and interdependence, in the relationship of the
“You and Me” (the dialogue) but paradoxically also of the One
(Unity in the same essence); and we can also relate to each other
because of differentiation and subjectivity, which means because
of the diversity that makes us ever more complementary and
interdependent, in need of one another.
To these three intentions that Swimme and Berry describe, I would
like to add a fourth one that is of a different nature because it rules
over the three preceding ones; it forms something like an umbrella:
• An intention towards depth, or consciousness, spiritual maturity
and contemplation, because differentiation, subjectivity and
communion lead us into the realm of less materialism and greater
consciousness, of less matter and more spirit, when we become
less focused on the material Without and more aware of the
73
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conscious Within. We can see how matter evolves towards a
richer, deeper content or, more exactly, how we become more
aware that the content is essentially more spiritual than material in
its nature. We become more aware of this energy that fosters
matter and ourselves, which we call life.
Consciousness and community
Because consciousness tends towards community, it abolishes the
trinomial of individualism, competition and distance from nature.
If greater complexity means greater consciousness and greater
consciousness means more links – which in turn means more
interdependence and greater unity (more community) – evolution
leads us also to more differentiation – despite growing at the same
time into more relationships and more communion and unity – and to
greater subjectivity, in the way – whether positive or negative – we
influence our world through our consciousness. This evolution means
also a greater depth, or greater awareness of what governs the
universe, and less focus on the material and visible side of
appearances.
In this light the natural laws of differentiation, subjectivity,
communion and depth show how our present tendency towards
greater individualism and competition, while breaking away from our
relationship with nature, is completely contrary to what our evolution
into more mature beings should be. At the opposite end, if we reverse
this trend of egocentrism and tend towards greater consciousness,
more community, we are led to reconnect with nature and the whole
universe; we are led to become a real, diversified and conscious force
for peace, justice and unity.
Today’s tendency towards egoistic behaviours (those we falsely call
freedom) goes against our deep and true nature, against our
fundamental and natural vocation. Because it goes against nature, the
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path to individualism and materialism is also the path to our own
destruction, as well as to the destruction of our natural and social
environment. It is staggering to see how our modern society, instead
of developing deeper links between human beings or between
humanity and nature, instead of providing more security, justice,
peace and happiness, creates in fact isolation, competition,
aggressiveness, violence and destruction. Yet we never stop having
all the necessary means to implement a just world. Sadly, the richer
we become, it seems the further away we get from the ideals of peace
and justice. Isn’t it paradoxical?
There is a very strong perversion today in our way of thinking,
feeling and living that goes against our deep nature and prevents us
from being who we are. Deep in ourselves we know it and we feel
that it is not right. This rather unconscious feeling has to develop
into greater awareness and become the energy for change.
Teilhard de Chardin added another very meaningful remark to his
theory of evolution in complexity and consciousness that proposes a
clear focus for our next steps of evolution. He said that we are meant
to evolve beyond our state of individual persons towards wider
community that takes shape when each of us tends towards greater
personalisation while, at the same time, together we tend towards
greater unity. It means that unity calls for personalisation, which is
diversification; and personalisation-diversification calls for unity.
This statement is fundamental because it shows that our evolution
towards more community does not consist in melting into an
undifferentiated, unified mass. On the contrary, the trend towards
unity calls us to become more ourselves in our diversity.
Personalisation means diversification; it means that unity is not
based on assimilation but on differentiation that allows
complementarity, and hence, exchanges. The wider body of
community we are meant to form as a further stage of our collective
evolution consists in a unity based on our differences and
specificities. To be well unified, each one of us has to be unique –
just as each organ has its function in the body. Our vocation is thus
to become more ourselves in our uniqueness. In this way, the two
movements and energies (the tangential and the radial energies
described above) work together in unity to provide a further and
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more mature stage of evolution: a wider community of ever more
diversified sentient beings.

The path of liberation: resistance, energy,
dreams
The descriptions of the four intentions by Swimme and Berry and of
the Within and the Without by Teilhard de Chardin, in relation to the
theory of evolution by Darwin, give rise to a different understanding
of our universe and a different attitude towards nature as an
expression of a deeper Reality. This new understanding brings us
much beyond our present understanding of ecology; it calls us to
change completely our way of life if we want to experience a true
freedom or liberation.
It is why, now that we have examined the positive teaching of naturecreation, it is necessary to describe the difficulties and hurdles we are
confronted with on this path of liberation.
The 4 steps towards freedom
We need to 1) overcome our instinctive handicaps, 2) resist social
pressure, 3) adapt to natural laws and 4) delve into mystery.
If it is true that the evolution of the universe is guided by the four
intentions I just described and by a desire for deeper consciousness,
it becomes for us an absolute necessity and urgency to adapt to this
truth and to overcome the forms of resistance that prevent us from
growing into the depth I mentioned and becoming free. This is our
choice in the subjectivity I also described. There is almost no effort
in this transformation; it relies only on the clarity of a vision. Once
one has seen this truth, one can’t shut the eyes any longer. Change
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becomes intrinsically urgent, not in our brain only but in our heartmind or our guts.
With the awareness gained from the previous descriptions, I
summarise here this inner transformation as four steps in our struggle
against resistance:
First step. Our instinctive handicaps are our fear, ignorance,
awkwardness, denial, greed and cruelty. They prevent us from seeing
what is as it is and encourage us to pursue our false dreams and
illusions.
Second step. Our present mode of social adaptation does not ensue
from free acceptance of what we recognise as fundamental values of
life but rather, it represents a forced or half-willing submission to the
false values on which our economic system is based that has become
prevalent: power, profit, competition and destruction. We therefore
need to recognise this incredible twist that falsifies everything and
prevents us from fully thriving as human beings and to accept the
consequences this recognition means for our choices and behaviours.
We need to practise a new anthropology which will inevitably be in
contrast, even in conflict, with conventional social thinking and
behaviours.
Third step. The laws of nature create the framework to which we
must adapt; it is completely illusory to believe we can change
nature’s laws because they are too powerful. Nature is a precious
guide and teacher; it is the visible expression of a deeper reality and
we can only be winners if we learn to read the meaning of what it
teaches us. This new understanding calls for a radical change that
means adapting to nature rather than conforming with social
conventions.
Fourth step. This deeper reality that is the source of everything is
invisible although it manifests itself in everything and especially in
life and love. We have to find our anchor in this unknown and
invisible dimension which will never be fully known although we
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can experience it frequently. To better open to this dimension it is
essential for us to learn how to overcome our false representations
and to learn to live in a kind of not-knowing or formless void or
emptiness – because it is undefined and ever escaping our grasp –
which challenges our needs for self-created images and idols.
Wisdom is like an iceberg: nine-tenths are invisible.
Let’s examine each of these four steps in more detail.
1) Overcoming our 6 instinctive handicaps
Our evident tendencies towards fear, ignorance, awkwardness,
denial, greed and cruelty imprison us in a self-destructive attitude
denying life.
Deep inside us we know our limitations because we experience them
in everything and every day, but we have the instinctive tendency to
do everything we can to escape this awareness so we construct a
false personality based on the appearances of mastery and success.
Our ingrained need for comfort and wealth is the expression of this
search for an illusory refuge. Our main instinctive handicaps are
permanently reinforcing our tendency to hide behind a false mask;
they express themselves in so many forms in different people that it
is difficult to grasp and describe them. Nevertheless, I will describe
here six main tendencies that more or less seem to encompass them
all:
1) Fear: We are afraid of what we do not know, of what is new and
challenges us, of what forces us to recognise what is and adapt to
it in a new way. We are afraid of differences, of people who do
not think, act or believe as we do; we are afraid of other races,
cultures, religions and social classes; we are also afraid of being
seen as we are, with our weaknesses and awkwardness, with our
limitations and feelings of being overwhelmed. We are afraid of
simply being, and so we take refuge in doing and having. We are
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afraid of life itself – and of death, its corollary. Fear prevents us
from living because we have a constant need to imprison
ourselves in rigid forms that are widely believed to provide us
with security but that indeed isolate us from real life-energy. And
finally, we are afraid of change – of leaving our old habits behind
to find more liberating ways.
The antidotes to fear are love and joy, which translate into trust
that life is harmonious and harmless, and rich in its intensity and
meaning, despite its unforeseeable aspects.
2) Ignorance: The more we learn, the more aware we become of
how little we know. What we know is incomplete and often
twisted because it has been shaped by our own experience, which
is inevitably incomplete and self-centred. Knowledge is
essentially understood to be intellectual, yet this form of
knowledge is very limited because the most important knowledge
is the one of the heart-mind that includes self-knowledge and
awareness that we are not our own creators but the expressions of
a wider Reality which is the true Source.
The antidotes to ignorance are awareness, clear-sightedness and
wisdom.
3) Awkwardness: Despite the fact our intentions are often good and
generous, we remain terribly awkward and anxious. We want to
help but impose our way of being; we want to be generous but
are caught up in our own interests and privileges; we dream of
big actions but remain small and insignificant; we want to be
perfect but are confronted by our own limits, ignorance and
illusions. Smallness is our true way and it is liberating to be able
to recognise this; once we recognise this we do not have to
overcome it but only act with it. Awareness of our own fragility
calls for vulnerability, which opens us to true listening.
The antidotes to awkwardness are concentration, patience and
humility.
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4) Denial: Although we often know more than we think we do, and
we are often confronted radically by the nature of truth, we never
stop denying it in order to protect our laziness or fragility and
state of indecision; too often we are too lazy or fragile to dare to
review the way we understand life; we try – mostly
unconsciously – to protect the conditions of our comfort and
defend our privileges. In doing so, we delude ourselves.
The antidotes to denial are equanimity, peace and self-mastery.
5) Greed: Greed is a main incentive of our behaviour because we
want ever more. Greed is probably not a main trend in us; it is
rather a default setting in which we find our main refuge when
we feel awkward and maladjusted, or bored and empty.
The antidotes for greed are detachment, self-limitation, trust and
gentleness.
6) Cruelty: This aspect of our behaviour is well hidden because we
know that we should not be cruel and we even believe we are not.
Yet anger and violence arise in us all the time for many
legitimate reasons independent of our will. In the expression of
anger and violence there is usually a more or less hidden and
unconscious will to harm. This destructive trend can arise out of
anger, hurt or revenge, out of humiliation or the feeling of not
being recognised. Although these feelings may well be
explainable or justified, we must learn how to deal with them and
heal them in a constructive way and, especially, how to cleanse
them of this terrible will to harm. Cruelty opens a window to a
huge and threatening world: the world of evil, which is not
merely the absence of good but is an active force that tries to
penetrate every place where there is no awareness of the need to
protect oneself and others against it. Totalitarianism is a flagrant
illustration of this active presence of evil. Without the existence
of these evil forces, there would be no concentration camps, no
child-molesting, no satanic cults.
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The antidotes for cruelty are compassion, goodness, spirit of
service and the awareness of the unity that leads us, in our
diversity and complementarity, to form one single living body:
hence, what we do to others, we do to ourselves.
In more detail about fear: Our fear of life and death is certainly our
main hindrance to living life to the fullest. This fear generates all
kinds of escapes into false refuges that offer us the illusory security
disguised in the form of a slow death. It becomes fascinating and
eye-opening to consider our actions not as the fruits of mastered
intentions but as the illusory escapes into side tracks. Being remains
the essential wealth of life which does not require much; and yet, we
never stop being busy, creating – or more exactly, longing and
looking elsewhere for – the ideal conditions that will provide us with
happiness; yet being is available just here and now. In the midst of
water we are crying because of thirst, as the Sutra74 says.
Love, joy and trust are the antidotes to fear because they open us to
recognise the true harmony of life and the abundance of what is
given.
About ignorance: We certainly need to learn a lot about the world
we live in and about our fellow men and women. We need to learn
about the laws of nature and about the limitation of resources. We
need to learn to see how the world is truly independent of our selfcentredness. Yet, this intellectual knowledge is not sufficient. We
need to learn more intimately who we truly are, to see our own
limitations and accept them, to learn how to identify our negative
trends towards fear, denial, greed, anger, violence and cruelty. We
have to learn not only to accept them but also to see that their
acceptance is a form of liberation that will allow our true faculties
for generosity, creativity and love to be expressed more freely. We
also have to learn how to recognise these negative and positive
trends in others and to discern that others are very similar to
ourselves, and we to them, in this struggle for truth; in this way these
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others become all loveable. Mainly, we have to learn how to look
behind appearances to recognise the invisible energies of life and
love that work behind the scene.
Awareness, clear-sightedness and wisdom are the antidotes to
ignorance because they help us accept our limitations and recognise
our true fragile position in the process and context of creation; they
make us aware of how much we depend on others and on the whole
cosmos, on the life energy given by the Source of all beings, to be
able to survive and to evolve into more mature beings.
About awkwardness: It is a form of liberation to be able to
recognise our own limitations and accept them. It is also very freeing
to accept that our influence as people is limited by the small scale of
our being and actions, yet to recognise that this tiny contribution
remains essential. We do not need to be superheroes. We can just be
average, be ourselves. There is a deep joy in this simple recognition.
What is essential is the spirit that animates us, more than what we do
and how we succeed. Despite what they say, success is meaningless.
Concentration and patience are the antidotes to awkwardness
because they introduce balance and endurance into our lives.
About denial: The importance and the power of denial are huge and
striking in our lives and we underestimate them permanently. We
live in a world where the red lights of warning are flashing all the
time like crazy every time injustice, exploitation, humiliation or
destruction of nature become patent, but we refuse to see them or
ignore them. Or we see them but we feel disempowered. This shows
just how much we have unconsciously integrated our limitations. Yet
our personal stance and how it combines with the stances of others
are what makes the world what it is. There is no other way than this
unimposing addition of small acts and attitudes.
We have very little influence on what others do or are, but we can
nevertheless remain truthful witnesses to what we consider as truth.
We remain free to be who we want to be. This is our choice; and this
choice depends on the clear-sightedness of our vision (what we want
to be) and the courage to pay the price for this freedom (what we will
be challenged by). This is the main power we have in our hands, as
Gandhi used to demonstrate: satyagraha or the power of truth. Our
being is our main tool to become testimonies to truth. Equanimity,
peace and self-mastery are the antidotes to denial because they make
us stronger to recognise and accept what is as it is.
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About greed: The force of greed is constantly active in our lives,
rather like a default setting than a cherished value. This is the energy
that fosters development and growth beyond what is strictly
necessary. In fact we need very little, as I have repeated many times
earlier. Free of greed, we could give most of our time and creativity
to the community if we were not trapped in overconsumption,
overcomplicated relationships and desires.
Detachment, self-limitation, trust and gentleness are the antidotes to
greed because they make us independent from illusory needs for
unnecessary external conditions and allow us to focus more on the
search for the deeper meaning of life. These alternative qualities
mean detachment, especially detachment from our unending search
for pleasure. As Sri Prajnanpad says: “If you want to free yourself
from suffering, you must free yourself from pleasure, and not free
yourself from suffering. Suffering is a reaction. If you wish to
release yourself from suffering, you must first of all release yourself
from pleasure. Then the suffering will disappear.” Pleasure is not
true joy, it is only dependence on more pleasure.
About cruelty: There is cruelty that arises out of our wounds and
cruelty that is the fruit of evil influences. Of course there is no clear
limit between these two categories. Our feelings of frustration, anger
or humiliation, or of not being seen and recognised for what we are,
are strong emotions that often overwhelm us. Yet we can learn to
channel them into a constructive way. Anger generated by injustice
or oppression is not only a legitimate feeling; it is even a necessity
and a precious gift. It is important to be aware that destructiveness
does not arise from the feeling itself, perceived as negative, but
rather from the way we channel the energy the feeling has generated.
Anger can give shape to courageous acts of resistance and to
beautifully creative attitudes when it is well oriented and cleansed of
any possible desire to harm. Evil influences are of another nature
because they are forces that try to do the contrary; they tend to
reinforce in us our worst tendencies by channelling the energies that
arise in us into seductive or destructive ways that can only harm
ourselves and all victims of it.
Compassion, goodness and spirit of service are the antidotes to
cruelty, violence and hate because they make us aware that the whole
universe is only one single living body of which we are parts; and
they make us also aware that we cannot harm or destroy any part of
it without hurting or destroying ourselves. This awareness of a wider
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unity of life that sustains and nourishes us opens us to the
unfathomable mystery that the true dimensions of our existence
remain invisible; they remain invisible although we can experience
them when we transform ourselves into forces of love and
compassion.

2) Resisting social adaptation
We tend to conform to social values and pressures; as they are
often contrary to our vocation, we must become free of them.
This is certainly the most difficult of the four steps: because we have
been trained and shaped by our social environment, and because our
survival depends on it, we tend to accept its values and ways as
immutable and true; we do not even bother to question them. Or we
accept them as compromises we have to undergo to survive and
adapt. But this means we adapt to the wrong laws. Our modern
society is interwoven with twisted values that are essentially a way to
justify allowing ourselves to freely express our instinctive tendencies
and to preserve the trends of competition and accumulation. It is
amazing to what extent the foundations of our Western society are
composed of destructive and primitive trends and values, despite the
fact it pretends to be a very advanced, evolved, mature civilisation.
This can be seen in the glorification of empires and unscrupulous
domination, the fascination for supremacy, the admiration for
material wealth and public success, the praise for harsh competition
and violent technology, an uninhibited motivation for untold profits
and cunning speculation, and a thirst for mere power.
It is why we can only become freer if we first learn to identify clearly
how these values are loaded with violence and greed, which are
antagonistic to our wellbeing; and, second, if we find ways not to
comply with these values. This means resisting social pressures and
finding opportunities to practise different ways of living. This form
of inner personal decolonisation means inevitably a violent
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transformation and rebirth into a “new” humankind with a “new”
anthropology. Decolonisation is violent, just as birth is a violent
process; however, this does not necessarily mean external violence.
Rather, it is the powerful though slightly frightening harshness of a
deep inner transformation that everything within us will try to resist.
This attempt to resist destructive social patterns is the most difficult
step of our transformation because it asks us to take a step back from
our own surroundings. We have to accept to be different and cope
with that. We need to, above all, become aware that many things we
have been taught have been also twisted by corrupt values that justify
“normal” social behaviour. Yet, if the practices need to be identified
as corrupt, most of the deeper ethical heritage concerning
fundamental values remains valid; only the interpretation and
evaluation of these guidelines and how they must translate into
practice change drastically, and the further meaning, translation or
expression of this heritage must also be reinterpreted. It is hence
necessary to review the whole lot and select what is worth keeping
from what has to be rejected.
For instance, our way of teaching history concerns mainly powerful
kingdoms and unscrupulous empires. We tend to glorify the Roman
and the British empires. We glorify conquests and domination.
Colonialism and supremacy are never or too rarely described as
dangerous and pernicious enterprises. By contrast traditional people
are described as primitive although they know how to adapt gently to
nature’s laws and how to practise most of our Christian values.
Another example is our present understanding of economics, which
is based more on growth, profit and exploitation than on ways of
meeting basic needs or on concern for solidarity and common
wealth. Money is revered as the universal measure for everything. In
the economic context it is hard to imagine giving away time and
money without being seen as naive or privileged. Yet we know also
very well how to be generous to our children and our neighbours.
Why don’t these authentic values of free giving constitute more
widely the base for our society, instead of being “reserved” for “the
private sphere only” where people are allowed to love each other?
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In this harsh context, volunteering has become the challenging
practice, but it has difficulties to penetrate the hard core of our
structural exchanges at the higher level of the global economy,
politics and social structure. This is precisely the problem. We
cannot compete with “the system”. Our human good nature cannot
transform these structural processes because they are at another level:
overproduction, globalisation, the divide between rich and poor,
exploitation of nature, marginalisation of lower classes or outcasts.
We can certainly be kind to our neighbours and friends and family
but it does not help, at a more general level, to distribute resources
equally; it does not help the poorest people to meet their subsistence
needs on their monthly income; it does not provide affordable
housing to people who need it; it does not transform working
conditions to make them more stable, more human, more respectful
of the worker as a human being who provides effort, skills and
creativity to the task. To this huge obstacle that erects a big barrier
between our personal aspiration to practise daily humanity and the
way our economic exchanges or our whole society work structurally,
there seems to be no solution except a complete reconversion of the
way we relate, think and define the ideal model of living together,
deeply within each of ourselves as well as on a structural level.
As ordinary people, as workers, consumers and citizens, we are
indeed the main actors. Despite our ingrained reticence concerning
the forces that drive “the system”, we support it by our own
contribution; yet we do this without our explicit consent to what it is
based on. We are just participants by lack of an alternative.
Nevertheless, we also gain great advantage from our participation
because this dysfunctional system provides us with what we desire:
comfort, mobility, entertainment, knowledge, social connection,
sometimes even some wealth and power. It is therefore hard to take a
clear stand and explicitly refuse to be supporters of this disturbing
logic and to stand apart, to try to generate a new type of
fundamentally different relationships, not only oat a peer-to-peer
level, but also structurally at the level of the local or regional
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community, inventing new ways of being and living together.
Without this new way there cannot be any different relationship
between us and with nature than what we practise today.
3) Adapting to the laws of nature
The laws of nature are our teachers: they reveal to us the pathways
to harmony and are the tactile expressions of the invisible Reality.
It has been repeated many times that we have to integrate all our
activities into the natural cycles, and that we cannot decide how
ready we are to adapt because the reality of nature decides this for us;
it is one and single whole and we cannot change it. The necessity to
adapt versus the certainty of being destroyed constitutes therefore the
basic ecological argument. Yet this argument is very much a
materialistic simplification. As the universe is ruled by the four
intentions I have described (differentiation, subjectivity, community,
depth), it is a living organism of which we are an integral part and
which is inhabited by consciousness. Nature reveals these invisible
and inescapable laws that have led, and continue to lead, the
evolution of the universe. The acceptance of these natural laws
teaches us surrender and obedience, which bring true peace. They
bring us to enlightenment.
The first necessity is to become free of the vision our society has that
nature is no more than a stock of resources we can grab as we want.
It is also important to go further than the simplified version of
ecology that consists in good management of these resources; in this
reduced approach of ecology, the understanding of nature is not very
different, despite the fact it is managed more cleverly.
Everything in nature will talk to us about mystery, beauty, harmony,
cooperation, complementarity, subjectivity, choice, depth and
meaning, despite the fact these aspects are often not explicitly
expressed or appear to us as chaos in which violence and suffering is
not absent. It is not a perfect world but it is the most accomplished
form of incarnation and evolution we can see. The sad thing is that
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we have become so accustomed to the sun rising, to birds flying
around us, to fruit growing on trees, to life giving birth to life; we
have even become accustomed to our own skin and breathing as
though these were perfectly normal and insignificant signs. We have
lost most of the sense of wonder that can best open us to the
dimension of sacredness. Nature reconnects us with our Source. It is
like the visible part of God, the visible part of a mostly hidden
iceberg. It is like the great insight of the cosmonauts when they saw
the little blue marble suspended in space.
When we have rightly understood and can see the qualities of nature
everywhere, we are transformed and, once we have been in touch
with the deeper truth nature reveals to us, we notice that we actually
need very little to make us feel safe.
Yet it is important to remain aware that nature does not tell us
everything about the mystery, only a small part, the first lessons
only. But these first, elementary lessons are essential.

4) Delving into the invisible mystery
Although nature is our teacher, Reality remains invisible; we have
to become rooted in what always remains beyond any
representation.
Reality is like an iceberg whose nine-tenths remain hidden. As we
have seen, nature is a good teacher for our first lessons but it is only
like the visible one-tenth of the iceberg; we have to be aware – and it
is what nature tells us – that the greatest part of the mystery remains
invisible. Beyond the laws of nature that teach us harmony,
differentiation, community, subjectivity and depth, there are more
meaningful and powerful laws such as the power of love, kindness,
gentleness, joy, peace, generosity, simplicity, beauty and creativity,
which are the true energies of the universe. These energies are so
powerful that they often interfere with, and overrun, the visible laws
of nature and generate transformation, healing, abundance or
consecration where it would seem only possible to see mechanical
forces arise.
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This seems to be unbelievable, but think only of what people can do
when they need to resist oppression. Some courageous people are
prepared even to be imprisoned to remain faithful to what they
believe. It takes great courage and faith and hope to dare to go
against the established order when one lives in a totalitarian state.
These other forms of energy become then real forces that deeply
transform the world. Without Mahatma Gandhi, India would not
have found its way to independence as it did relatively peacefully.
Without Nelson Mandela, South Africa would not have freed itself
from apartheid in a way that tried as much as possible to avoid
violence. Without Mikhail Gorbachev, the former USSR would not
have torn down the Iron Curtain. In all these examples, mental and
spiritual energies became real forces in our world and transformed it.
These energies are not supernatural; they are only the active nonmaterial forces at the core of the universe and they call us to discover
them. Yet any of our attempts to describe this mystery can only fail
because it is beyond our grasp; we can only have a limited
knowledge of it through glimpses of it linked with our personal
experiences; this mystery is also beyond any possible description.
The Ground of Being is in no way similar to the representation we
have of Him/Her, as Nikolaj Berdiaev used to say. Yet it is helpful
for us to try to describe this unfathomable Truth, to be witnesses to
His/Her good nature. Despite – or because of – our failed attempts to
express the truth, we have to learn how to become free of our limited
representations, how to become ever more rooted in a Reality we
cannot imagine, and how to remain hanging in a kind of emptiness of
any thought or image.
This hidden Reality interacts constantly with our lives; without It we
would not even be able to survive, and less to be truly alive and
experience happiness in peace and joy and true love. Our personal
experience is our only key to discovering Reality. It cannot be
theorised; it can only be experienced and lived, beyond any beliefs or
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representations, because representations are nothing but idols75. It is
why Eastern Orthodox theology has developed what it calls the
apophatic way that consists in not describing the mystery that cannot
be described. Hence it would be futile to try to describe here what
this unfathomable Reality is.
Hence, it cannot be described; and only personal experience allows
us to discover It and deepen our awareness of (or faith in) Its
existence as the main energy in our life. This experience is not a
powerful mind-blowing event; rather, it remains a discrete and
personal relationship with the subtle diffuse presence and sacredness
of everyday life. One could say that the Ground of Being – call It
God, Allah, Brahman, Emptiness, or any other name – is shy by
essence: true love cannot impose itself by powerful means because
this form of imposition would be its own negation. Love can only be
discreet and humble; gentleness is the only way that can create links
to be accepted freely inasmuch as freedom is the condition for true
reciprocity and authentic love.
God (as most people call Reality) is not a tyrant or a punishing father
figure; S/He is pure love and appears in our life when we let
Her/Him be part of it. Our experience of Reality depends then
mainly on our openness to accepting Her/Him interfering with us. It
is why our relationship with the divine cannot be limited to being
only a subject for talk or abstract belief; it mainly takes shape as the
root and core of our own experience of life, in matter, in the stone, in
the dough or in the flesh, and not in the brain.
The most fascinating aspect of this experience is that it can never be
proven; it is a personal experience and an interpretation that reveals
to us a quality of life that cannot be demonstrated. It is like the
experience of love. Can we demonstrate it is real? Only personal
experience makes this sacred dimension real and alive to us when we
are open to it.
The fact it cannot be demonstrated means also that we never stop
doubting or at least questioning to what extent this experience and
understanding of it are real and not just illusions or self-made
projections. This is one of the most fascinating aspects of life: we
75

It is why Zen teaching tells us: “If you meet the Buddha, kill him!” because this representation of the
Buddha would not be the real Buddha; it would only be a representation. We have to search beyond
everything we can grasp. Truth is always beyond visibility or images. Isn’t it fascinating?
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have to trust and commit to what we experience, even if it is not
strikingly imposing. Or we can deny it, for the same reason that it is
not evident; but then we lose the most precious means of accessing
this dimension in life; we lose almost everything because this
ungraspable presence changes everything.
Our experience of sacredness starts with the awareness of our own
skin, of our own breath, of our own heartbeat, of our own life as a
mystery and topic of wonder. These few aspects – which we can be
in touch with every second of our life – are simply pure miracles
when we become aware of their fascinating intensity. When we open
our eyes to the inherent beauty of our surroundings and of our inner
life, we open ourselves to more wonder, to more experience and
deeper evolution and transformation. This will lead us on an infinite
journey to eternity, here and now – nothing powerful but a constant
maturation and deepening of our awareness and of an ungraspable
presence. Isn’t it bliss?

The rift between spirit and matter
The new anthropology we need has to repair the connection
between spirit and matter: we have to live in our wider body (the
universe).
Since Greek philosophy has infused our culture with the dualism
between matter and spirit – which since then have both been
understood as antagonistic realities – we have disconnected the two
realms. Consequently, we act separately on each of them without
coordination, although they represent the two sides of the same coin.
It is like the coin on the table: the upper side is visible, the lower is
not.
Reality is spirit and matter at the same time; the latter makes the
former visible while the former shapes the latter. They cannot be
disconnected; they are like the length and the width and cannot exist
one without the other. They can both express themselves fully only if
they are truly related to one another. The deep dualistic rift between
matter and spirit in our perception of the world and of the nature of
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life generates a degenerative split in our ways of relating to others, to
the community and to nature. The origin of the destruction of nature
lies in this deep dualism.
The new anthropology that I try to describe here – and that I believe
has to become the root of our new ways of life – must therefore
integrate a harmonious perception of the true relationship between
spirit and matter and reconcile them with each other – the Within
with the Without. This new anthropology must reshape the way we
become able to translate what we believe and what we love into
material and physical forms of expression. This is a way to learn how
to practise true incarnation. These forms of expression include our
own human bodies as open books that tell who we are; they also
reveal the dimension of our local community as a social body that
expresses our common maturity, or the landscape as a visualisation
of our relationships as members of this local community or how we
relate to creation; they also let us perceive the whole of nature as the
visible expression of the mystery that gives us life.
The double invitation to delve into the invisible mystery of life and
to heal the rift between spirit and matter leads us onto a dynamic path
into greater depth. This path cannot be static; it is especially dynamic
because it evolves under the influences of many antagonistic forces.
Indeed the four steps on our way to freedom I have described
(overcoming the six handicaps, resisting social patterns, adapting to
nature, and delving into mystery) are permeated by the presence of
three antagonisms that interfere constantly with our spiritual path and
evolution. These three antagonisms can explain our difficulty to
move towards change. I describe them as antagonisms because they
are constituted by pairs of opposite forces between which we need to
find the right balance.
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The 3 antagonisms of resistance, energy and dreams
Antagonisms of resistance (inertia–resilience), energy (entropy–
growth), dreams (reification–choice) lead to, or away from,
maturity.
In our search for the meaning of life and for the right way of living,
we are in my mind constantly under the influence of three main
antagonisms that can either lead us towards evolution, deeper growth
and maturity, or lead us astray into regression:
1) Resistance is our strength to withstand destructive influences
when it provides us with resilience and incites us to follow our
path of growth and maturity despite adversary forces, but it is
also our tendency towards inertia that paralyses us and prevents
us from moving towards change.
2) Energy is the necessary fuel that helps us reach a new stage in
our own personal or collective growth or maturity, but it tends
towards entropy, which draws us into regression and dissolution.
3) Dreams are the leading forces in our personal development when
they provide us with a clear vision of what the next stage of our
growth or maturity may be, and of the hierarchy that guides our
choices, but they can also be the illusions that trap us into the
reification of our surroundings – by that I mean reducing the
environment in which we live to be just “a material thing” and
nothing more – and lead us back into more materialism.
These three themes of resistance, energy and dreams are borrowed
from Swimme and Berry76, but I would like to comment on them
here as antagonisms with more detail, in my own way.
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Brian Swimme and Thomas Berry: The Universe Story – From the Primordial
Flaring Forth to the Ecozoic Era, a Celebration of the Unfolding of the Cosmos.
HarperOne, 1992.
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Resistance is first our physical capacity to resist destruction, because
our body offers a mechanical resistance, as stone or wood does. Yet
this resistance is not only material; it is also our psychological
strength and willpower to see clearly and answer our own vocation.
In a similar way the oak grows according to the DNA contained in
the acorn, we also follow the codes of our DNA. The plants adapt to
their life conditions and do whatever is possible to survive and
develop, with an incredible capacity for resilience yet also for
flexibility in adaptation and generation of further forms of being the
same plant. Resistance is our strength in life that goes much beyond
physical life; it leads us onto the path of our most subtle expression.
It teaches us resilience when going through tough times, to survive
and even to mature under harsh conditions, to remain faithful to what
is fundamental to us, to lead us into true incarnation and expression.
But it is also the strength for our inertia, for our resistance against
change, for our refusal to become aware of what threatens our
species when we remain stuck in our own habits, representations and
comfort. It is also the inertia of indecision, laziness or ignorance; or
the inertia of fear. Resistance is thus an antagonism between:
• resilience as a driving force for our own spiritual growth
• and inertia that prevents us from moving or even leads us back
into regression and self-destruction.
Resistance is an antagonism between the density or compactness of
matter and its need to be energised to be able to change. Our
challenge consists in becoming resilient in a dynamic way.
Energy is necessary to fuel any movement or any change, especially
towards growth in complexity and deeper consciousness. Each stage
of our development requires a new quantum of energy, like water
needs a quantum of latent energy to go from liquid to steam, yet
without changing its temperature. It depends on us to choose on what
we want to concentrate the amount of energy that is available to us.
As it has been explained earlier, the second law of thermodynamic
says that energy has a tendency towards entropy, that is, towards
degradation and dissolution. It means that what we do not take care
of will decay. It is why our awareness of personal or collective
priorities and the clear-sightedness of our choices are essential when
they orient the available energy into creativity and give shape to
subjectivity as the leading energy of change.
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But the tendency of energy towards entropy encourages us
permanently to choose the easy way of regression, to avoid the
challenge of life and conform to the materialistic options of our
society. Energy is thus an antagonism between:
• the force of maturity and growth in consciousness that leads us to
our deep experience of life and to our full expression
• and entropy that leads us into abstention, immobility and
dissolution.
Our challenge consists in giving an orientation to our life.
Dreams or aspirations or visions are our ideals, or the inner
representations of our understanding of life. They lead us in our
choices and expression. They are completely subjective and it is why
they constitute our uniqueness. Their adequacy (or non-adequacy)
cannot be demonstrated. Dreams are our spiritual energy. They are
our perception of the true content of things and the deep meaning of
life. As visions they know how to see beyond appearances. Dreams
provide us with an incredible energy for our own growth and deeper
understanding of life. When they are translated into principles of
action, they become ideals. Ideals are the concrete form of our
pragmatism; they define what we consider in our choices when we
dare to include also the wider perception of immaterial and less
measurable dimensions of life.
But we may also limit our representations to what is purely material
and tangible. Because of their ability to see beyond appearances,
dreams and ideals remain constantly under threat of a more rational
and material understanding that would consider only what is visible
and tangible, while ignoring what is not material or what cannot be
proven. This is clearly the tendency of our modern society: to deny
what remains mysterious and sacred under the pretext it is invisible
and cannot be demonstrated. There is a strange paradox in this
dimension of dreams and their impact on our lives:
• We can experience the sacred dimension of our dreams only if we
remain open to it; we will then notice this dimension clearly and
be able to deepen knowledge of it through our own experience.
• On the contrary, if we deny it, sacredness will remain unknown as
long as we are not ready to consider – before we can have a
glimpse of it – that it can exist and that it can be discovered in
daily life.
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Dreams are thus an antagonism between:
• our subtle perception of the unknown that allows us to develop a
more complex and mature leading representation of life and of the
universe
• and the tendency of reification and materialism that denies
sacredness and wants to interact with the world in considering
only what is tangible.
Both attitudes are forms of pragmatism, where the first includes in its
daily action the invisible dimensions while the second does not. Our
challenge consists in building the complex body of life.
Swimme relates these three trends with past, present and future. It is
true that resistance is linked with the past, which means with
heritage; energy is linked with the present, with an instantaneous
spark that makes the difference in our choices, or that decides at each
instant between life or decay; dreams are linked with the future, with
the perception of the potential of today in the perspective of what
tomorrow may be.

Diversity, choices, unity and depth
After describing the four steps of our personal transformation and the
three antagonistic trends that accompany them, it will be easier to
examine now in more detail the three intentions of the universe I
mentioned before, as well as their fourth overarching principle:
differentiation, subjectivity, communion and depth.
1) The intention towards differentiation
Our society tends to level any difference and create flat land, while
evolution tends to generate ever greater diversity or complexity.
The intention of the universe towards differentiation consists in
creating ever new forms of life and complexity. Complexity itself
generates more relationships, deeper consciousness, more
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communion. In contrast, our modern society works in the opposite
direction; it proceeds with globalisation that generates a form of
uniformisation that flattens the subtle diversity of all that has been
created. Uniformisation, standardisation and normalisation are
inflexible processes generated by the extension of the market
economy and technological processes that destroy natural
biodiversity as well as cultural diversity.
As I already described earlier, cultural and biological diversities are
closely linked and support each other. Biodiversity has developed
over millions of years and it is the condition for our survival because
it constitutes one of the main equilibriums of nature. The diversity of
languages is the expression of an incredible wealth of perceptions,
understandings of the world and complementary behaviours that
different cultures have developed over millennia within their
different contexts. Yet until only recently this fundamental source of
vitality was considered of little value and denied in the name of trade
and business. Every day, several languages disappear; human
cultures disappear as natural species do. They vanish if they are not
protected because they are defenceless facing the many ills that
destroy them progressively. This is not simply a problem! This is a
real tragedy that destroys our essence as human beings and
condemns our existence as the human species. Because the present
process of intensified globalisation creates principally standardised
(not diversified) relationships, the trend of our society towards
globalisation goes completely against the evolution of the universe.
We destroy what the universe builds up. We destroy ourselves. What
a mad way to live!
Some other words for describing this intention of differentiation
include: diversity, complexity, variation, disparity, distance,
multiform nature, heterogeneity, articulation, structure, hierarchy.
The fundamental intention of the universe towards differentiation
reveals to what degree the present trend of our modern society
towards globalisation is antagonistic to our true vocation;
globalisation develops as a flattening and unifying process where
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diversity is destroyed by a impoverishing materialistic monoculture,
levelling everything to the bottom level.
It is urgent to react against this flattening trend of uniformisation:
• As briefly mentioned earlier, native speakers of the dominant
colonial languages like English, French and Spanish should
refrain from their extension by supporting the expression and
practice of local languages; as should also China do with Uighur
and Tibetan instead of eradicating them; the cohabitation of
different languages is possible as it is still the case in Africa
where Swahili, Yoruba, Igbo and Fula cohabit with colonial
languages, or in India where English cohabits with Hindi, Tamil,
Malayalam, Gujerati, Bengali, and many others. Many people in
Southern countries use two or three different languages in their
everyday life; it is something unknown in our experience as
Westerners. As I mentioned before, diversity of languages should
be reintroduced wherever still possible: Aboriginal languages in
Australia or Amerindian languages in America should be taught at
school and become the first local language of the regions where
they were originally spoken. White people should have to learn
and practise these languages as the true original languages of the
places where they live. This would not necessarily exclude the use
of the colonial languages that offer a kind of common language
beyond this diversity; and it would restore the original complexity
in recognition of the destruction we have generated by domination
and eradication. We have to become a multi-linguistic society that
learns how to use many languages without having one dominate
the other. Local newspapers and magazines should use currently
and indifferently one or the other of these different languages; and
social meetings, schools, businesses, parliaments, places of
prayer, too.
• Traditional and tribal cultures should be protected in the regions
where they live and their natural environment should remain
under their own control. Protection is not a form of museology for
mere scientific conservation; it is the real recognition of the true
value of a form of life that is necessary for the equilibrium and
health of humankind and of the planet. It is thus a recognition and
empowerment of the tribes and communities that practise these
more natural and traditional ways of life and will enrich us all.
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• Biodiversity must be not only protected but stimulated, by
rehabilitating all kinds of natural biotopes and especially their
connectedness, which ensures native species can once again move
through a vast territory that is not segmented as it is now. The
different existing species must be protected or reintroduced
wherever possible.
• Diversity in the agricultural production should cover the basic
needs of the local population, without having to transport the
necessary products over long distances. The diversity of food
plants (for instance, many varieties of apples) should be made
again available, in contrast with the few varieties that are
nowadays for sale in supermarkets. In what concerns
craftsmanship, local diversity in industrial and artisan know-how
and production encourages creativity and strengthens the local
complementarity of people. More than money, skills are pure
wealth.
• Local communities should work together in diversity and
complementarity with their neighbouring communities to provide
what is needed locally to satisfy their material and immaterial
needs: nutrition, housing, work, education, art, intellectual life and
contemplation, sport, recreation, and much more
These many ways to support and develop diversity are mainly
opposed to our modern mentality of promoting our form of progress.
It would be a rediscovery of life. Our main obstacles to following
these new patterns of diversity are inertia, entropy and disbelief; we
like to go the easy way without questioning our path but generalising
commercial relationships as the basis for human exchanges or
extensively spreading out the model of our patterns of technology
and material wellbeing at the cost of more mature traditional ways of
interrelating in modes of reciprocity and hospitality. Commercial
exchange is not noxious as such, but it is the lowest possible form of
all forms of human exchanges when it does not support the wider
and deeper dimensions of sharing empathy, knowledge and the
resources of our planet. These flattening patterns are completely void
of any philosophy or belief. They are dry and materialistic, without
any flesh or heart.
Diversity, on the other hand, stimulates every part of our being.
Resilience is the strength for differentiation, when we accept to take
a more challenging, certainly harder yet richer, way.
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In following the intention of the universe towards differentiation, we
develop our own resilience and creativity, and we learn how to
restrain our inertia and tendency to entropy, far from globalisation
and from flattening and levelling processes. This pattern towards
diversity is clearly the path to life.

2) The intention towards subjectivity
Our society tends to be rational, neutral and indifferent while
evolution tends to generate vocational choices and commitments.
The intention of the universe towards subjectivity – as has been
explained at length – follows a subtle orientation because it is guided
by an intention or energy that orients its evolution towards an aim
that remains yet unknown to us, rather as a potential on offer than as
a predetermined project. Although our universe is the visible
expression of something much deeper that we can observe in its
evolution towards more complexity and deeper consciousness, our
modern society, by contrast, works in the opposite direction and
fosters apathy, indolence and indifference – attitudes that do not
notice nuances and differences. Everything is said to be of equal
value and just a question of opinion. In this flat understanding, what
is ironically called freedom is reduced to the insignificant choice
between what is said to be equal possibilities. Our postmodern era
tends to pretend that there is no universal reality or truth; it seems it
is all about opinions. Each of us is free to shape their own
understanding as it seems convenient. Political debate tends to rise
above reality and generate a kind of virtual world that is made by the
convenient discourse. In this virtual world there is almost no
hierarchy, no commitment, no awareness, no right, no wrong, no
evolution, no maturity. Everything seems indifferent and flat. Grey
land.
Other words for describing this intention towards subjectivity
include: autopoiesis, self-manifestation, sentience, self-organisation,
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dynamic centres of experience, presence, identity, inner principle of
being, voice, interiority, Within, sacredness.
The fundamental intention of the universe towards subjectivity is
denied by our materialist values, by the large range of possibilities,
apparently of equal values, that our society indulges to propose in an
undifferentiated way, by our lack of hierarchy in our choices.
Freedom is considered to be the right of individuals to do whatever
pleases them. Yet the universe follows an evolution that is oriented
towards higher consciousness and greater depth. It is urgent for us to
recognise the influence of this mysterious goal. Subjectivity is then
the visible expression of sacredness and the call for commitment.
This is not a rational scientific statement; it is a personal or collective
stance resulting from experience: sacred Reality is much deeper that
what is visible. The universe is more than the result of chance and
necessity; even in billions of years, pure probability could never have
produced the simplest existing cell and ever less the evolved forms of
life and consciousness we experience around us and in ourselves. Yet
our modern society refuses to recognise the sacredness and
orientation of our universe.
The main obstacles to subjectivity are reification – reducing what is
alive and ever-changing to a mere static object or “a thing” that is
inert – and indifference – absence of an ability to discern and take a
stand – because they deny anything else than what one can see or
touch or measure and refute the possibility of being aware of
differences of meaning and value and of hierarchies that are
ingrained in the universe. Science has for a long time played the role
of disbelief, as if science had to be understood as the opposite of
religion. Yet science and religion – understood as direct forms of
practice and experience of life, and not as institutions – are two
different and complementary ways to describe the same reality, and
each of them contributes with an indispensable knowledge. Science
is a very powerful way to help us never stop marvelling at the
beauty, depth and mystery of our universe.
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Reification and indifference deny the necessity to take a stand,
because they pretend everything is value-free. We are made into
spectators and consumers. We are deprived of responsibilities; we no
longer need to fight poverty or climate change because it is said to
happen beyond our influence. Our roles as spectators, takers,
enjoyers and consumers disempower us. We are deprived of our
identity. We are ejected from the social network as creators and
givers.
The awareness that something deeper and invisible exists beyond
appearances, that guides the universe in its evolution, life in our
daily experience and relationships in our human exchanges is the
starting point for any personal search for truth. This is a long
personal way that requires independence of spirit, courage and
commitment, concentration and will, yet also humility and openness.
Truth is accessible not from dogmas and theories but through life
itself, through our own experience, especially if we accept to be
taught by wiser people who inspire us.
On this path we learn how our own stance is important because it
actualises our beliefs and permeates the universe with the discreet
yet influential subtle energy of our stance. Our way of looking at the
world becomes reality when it starts to orient our behaviour and
impact our environment. It is much more than just the mechanical
influence it has according to the chain of causes and consequences;
our view of the world is also a powerful energy that loads the
surroundings with love or hate, with peace or violence, with
openness or fear, according to our own state of mind. People like
Gandhi or Martin Luther King influenced the world by much more
than their personal actions and teaching; their most powerful
influence has been their spirit and their existence itself. They
transformed the world by the way they behaved and looked at it.
In this way, modern science, especially quantum physics, has
discovered how our spirit or consciousness (the observer) influences
our material world. From now on, it includes in its research an image
of the divine called consciousness, as the Reality behind the scene
that influences matter. Yet consciousness from this perspective may
also become a new form of power of humankind to dominate the
world. In this case it can be considered a new form of energy that we
can learn to master. “God” is then no longer the Source but he is
understood as a form of energy for which we have yet to discover
how to write the mathematical formula. Such a trend in quantum
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physics tries then to appropriate this energy of consciousness for
itself instead of truly surrendering to it. This is not a search for truth,
by lack of reverence.
In this sense, the true independent path of liberation reveals itself to
be different from this illusory appropriation and form of control; at
the start it recognises that the source of consciousness is not in our
power but in the Source of life; and that we have to surrender to this
force if we want to be in harmony with the whole and with ourselves
as parts of this whole. Power of domination is excluded in favour of
a more subtle and humble adaptation and integration. This truth
constitutes certainly the main argument why we have to adapt to
nature as an expression of something deeper, better than to dominate
it through sheer force and stubbornness.
Our tendency toward reification and indifference is our obstacle to
subjectivity, because we tend to be constantly restricted and sidetracked by material appearances; and we have difficulty in
deciphering the deep meaning of life beyond them. On the other
hand, energy, as the spark of the moment and as the force of our
intuition, is what makes us capable of choosing and committing, to
set ourselves in motion and start a dynamic search for meaning.
Once again, energy is not something we possess but something we
receive when we are in harmony with our surroundings.
Choice and commitment are thus the new basis for change; they
make us no passive spectators of what happens around us but active
witnesses of what we believe in. We have to be the change we
believe in. In following the intention of the universe towards
subjectivity, we develop our own self-manifestation as witnesses and
our own interiority as expression of something wider, and we learn
how to restrain our inertia and tendency towards entropy, far from
reification and indifference. This new pattern towards subjectivity is
clearly the path to life.

3) The intention towards communion
Our society tends to foster individualism and competition while
evolution tends to create communion and unity – one body of life.
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The intention of the universe towards communion is the key to the
unity of the universe as a whole body where each part plays an
indispensable role. By contrast, our modern society works in the
opposite direction and fosters egoistic behaviours, competition,
division, fear and hatred, which prevent unity from arising and the
whole from coming to expression. Competition for the lowest
common level goes against the tendency of the universe towards
more complexity and deeper consciousness. Under the pretext of
making us materially wealthy, it deprives us of the most precious
thing we have: our relationship with the Whole, the body of life
community.
We are certainly also aware of this necessity to foster unity; even our
institutions try to create this form of wider international community
and consensus, as reflected in the establishment of many
international organisations in an attempt to come to an agreement
between nations on global problems: the United Nations, European
Union, World Health Organization, World Trade Organization,
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and many others.
These international institutions show us an alternative path to
division. But they nevertheless struggle to create this sense of unity
because the many antagonistic trends they are meant to bring into
balance become too often the obstacles to harmonious action when
the five to ten most influential powers cannot refrain from
dominating the scene as they assert their national interests at the
expense of wider international cooperation.
Other words for describing this intention towards communion
include: interrelatedness, interdependence, kinship, mutuality,
reciprocity, complementarity, interconnection, whole.
As it has been said, the fundamental intention of our universe
towards community reveals how much the present trend of our
society towards accumulation, competition and individualism is
contrary to our true vocation. If the menace of climate change can
truly become a call for radical change in our perceptions and
behaviours, a more optimistic and creative attitude starts to take
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shape when people can better express their own aspirations for more
solidarity, justice and peace. We all suffer from frustration,
aggressiveness and violence, and we dream of more harmonious
links in our local community, yet we do not believe we are capable
of reorienting the dominant trend.
When we can recognise that our deep longing for justice and peace is
the expression of the dominant tendency in the universe towards
community, this new perception should give us the courage to
reunite with our fellow humans and implement the necessary
changes. We know by experience that a harmonious community life
allows the expression of our best qualities, while competition and
individualism allow mainly our weakest sides to prevail.
Community is not the totalitarian model of loss of personal identity
and fusion into an indistinct mass; it is not the oppression of personal
expression and freedom; on the contrary, it offers us the possibility
of being heard, valued and recognised for what we are, as unique
diverse beings, as necessary contributors. Unity calls for such
personalisation.
If the universe evolves toward more community and deeper
consciousness, it shows us the way of finding a consensus
concerning our common future as a local community. The maturity
of a local community translates itself in the way people are
empowered together to choose and control their future, while
respecting the diversity and complementarity of each of its members.
The quality of choices shows also whether the community is mature
enough to choose long-term options that align with ethical and
spiritual values rather than merely with material practicalities
(although these matter too). A lively community that is able to
practise consensus according to its own choices proposes an example
of the most mature and aware form of evolution towards which the
universe tends.
The main obstacle to the building up of a community is our tendency
toward reification and materialism that is the root of a false
understanding of freedom based on individualism and competition.
The whole is more than the sum of its parts; it is why a community
creates a quality of a higher order. Our strength to achieve
community goals relies on our capacity for having dreams and ideals
that allows us to implement what we deeply believe in ourselves.
Dreams become the energy that pulls us out of inertia and doubt.
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They are our new pragmatism that leads us to harmonise with the
intention of the universe to create links and communion between the
different parts and levels of consciousness of our surroundings. This
new pattern towards communion is clearly the path to life.

4) The intention towards depth
Our society is focused on materialism while evolution tends to
make us aware that matter is only the thin envelope of a more
subtle content.
As we saw earlier, there is no dualism; matter is not opposed to
spirit, but there is in fact a constant dialogue between matter and
spirit. Matter makes spirit visible, while spirit orients matter. Even
the rational approach of science has perceived energy as an
intermediary between matter and consciousness and how it orients
matter in its evolution: the original formless matter of the Big Bang
has given birth to galaxies and living cells and complex beings,
according to a pattern of evolution that is not the product of chance
and necessity but of intention. Evolution makes us ever more aware
of the existence of this subtle content, behind matter. Matter loses its
opacity when it starts revealing what is beyond appearances. The
intention of the universe towards depth leads us on the path of
discovering the unknown meaning of life, when we see that the laws
of nature are the expressions of this intention.
Other words to describe the intention towards depth include: Reality,
contemplation, meditation, silence, Source, Origin, meaning,
consciousness, hierarchy, surrender, evolution, transformation,
harmony, peace, love, justice, truth, life.
Since the origin, spirit leads matter in its evolution towards a more
subtle world where the materialist dimension becomes less
important. Matter becomes ever more visibly the thin support for an
immaterial (subtle) content and we become more aware of it. We do
not escape matter but we understand it differently: as expression of
meaning.
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• It means that any event can be interpreted as a material fact or it
can be, in a deeper sense, understood as an expression of
something more subtle and immaterial. The second interpretation
is not in contradiction with the first. They combine.
• As a metaphor the first approach can be understood as the
interpretation of space being reduced to the only two dimensions
of the plane and of what is visible on the map, while the second
approach adds the height or depth of the third dimension that
reveals a more subtle content.
• The first approach is like admiring the beauty of a lake from the
shore: the surface of water seems to be solid and hides the content
that is below the surface and that the observer cannot see. The
second approach is like being in a boat and rowing from one place
to the next, on the surface of the lake, discovering step by step an
unknown third dimension, while looking into the depth of the
water and marvelling at the view of the riches it contains – fish,
algae, minerals, light effects, etc. The second perception is like an
extension of the first; it is richer and therefore we never stop
discovering new aspects which had remained hidden previously.

The balanced dynamic of constant change
The life–death cycles in nature unlock our freedom and challenge
us to experience life as creative chaos leading towards wisdom.
As I explained at the beginning of this book, we escape nature
because we are frightened by its violence and power that menace our
fragility. Nature looks like a gigantic chaos and a huge power of
destruction: volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis, avalanches and
bushfires, not to mention the explosions in the universe, the creation
of supernovas, the appearance of new galaxies, etc. Yet these
terrible, destructive forces that seem to generate so many cataclysms
are also the causes of fundamental changes in the cosmos and the
emergence of new life forms: towards more differentiation,
subjectivity, communion and depth. Apparent destruction turns into
new creation.
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These forces are even the necessary conditions for evolution without
which change could not happen. These forms of destruction cause a
huge amount of suffering and pain, yet they also liberate positive and
creative forces that shake us from our sleepy state, allowing us to
release finally our true energy and creativity. Chaos in nature seems
to be without purpose, without meaning and without form, yet it has
an orientation that slowly gives shape to the unknown and
unbelievable. The chaos of transformation appears more violent
when it surprises and destabilises us.
Nature appears to us as a terribly destructive power, but we have to
learn that its tremendous capacity for transformation is the necessary
condition for our own transformation and evolution towards more
mature and more evolved stages of our own development. Life is a
movement of constant development that is not defined by our genes;
it emerges through adaptation to ever-changing circumstances and
environment. Nature is mainly creative; it has this genius of
“balanced turbulence” (as Thomas Berry called it) that knows how to
combine an extreme capacity for destruction (“the power of
cataclysm”, as Brian Swimme called it) with an incredible faculty for
inventing new patterns of life (“the power of emergence”). The flood
of the creek in front of us seems to generate chaos but in reality it
gives birth to an ever-renewed environment and biotopes; it
generates a slow transformation out of which the unknown and the
new-born emerges.
Pain is our reaction to change. As Proust put it, “illness is the most
headed of doctors; to goodness and wisdom we only make promises;
we obey pain”. Our suffering is principally our form of resistance to
adaptive change. As soon as we accept the world as it is, we make
ourselves more flexible and adaptable and aware of what has
changed and of what the present moment offers us.
Transformation can be perceived as a loss because of our attachment
to what has been, or it can be perceived as a gain because we learn to
discover the novelty of each instant. Every time we cling to what has
disappeared, we are condemned to suffer. Each time we are ready to
adapt, we become able to learn and invent a creative way: new life
takes shape in our everyday discovery. We become free as a
tightrope walker.
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Giving as the law of life
Not only sustainably returning to nature its gifts, but feeding
everyone with the inexhaustible energy of love, we receive
endlessly.
The law of sustainability says that we have to return to nature what it
needs for recreating all that we have received from it so that it can
reconstitute the resources it has provided. This is the basic law of
ecology. Because we break this law every day, the equilibriums of
nature are now near collapse. The respect of this law of sustainability
is certainly the basic and necessary condition we have to learn to
understand and apply. It remains completely true, yet this is not
enough.
Life is much broader. The constant transformation of our networks of
relationships towards an aim that is not imposed by force seems to
express that the true law of life could be formulated in terms like
these: instead of having to pay back only what we have received
freely from nature and other sentient beings, we have to become – by
following the inspiration of nature or mimicking it – the free
initiators of the art of giving. We have to integrate into the flow of
nature and of the whole cosmos that never stops giving us generously
what we need and what we can make thrive or give further on. We
have to become free and spontaneous givers.
We are indeed like the channels of gifts through which Reality is
pouring its generosity into the world. It is why we have to nourish
our surroundings with all the gifts we have received. We are no
longer takers or consumers but we become transmitters and thus
participate in enriching everyone without waiting to be replenished
because the paradox is that the more we give, the more we receive.
We are able to distribute our gifts because they are essentially
nourished by this wealth, even if we each give our gift a different
shape through our own creativity, which is also given to us. There is
no possibility to accumulate because accumulation stops the flow of
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the river of life. In becoming the spontaneous “feeders of the
universe” we open ourselves to receiving still more. The basic energy
that allows us to move forwards and to become givers of life is an
inexhaustible energy of love and wonder that leads the universe in an
invisible way that we can perceive each time we comply with this
law of generosity. Flowing with the energy of life allows us to be
replenished constantly by it. That is when life becomes really alive.
The law of the universe is that everything is freely given: air, water,
life, food, education, love. The more we help these qualities to flow,
the more they multiply and become real, and the more they become
accessible for many sentient beings – not only humans but also
animals and plants. In this art of giving we are indeed the initiators;
we do not need to receive before we start giving. Paradoxically, we
have the power to initiate the act of giving although we are not
ourselves the source of the gift. To do so, we need to enter the flow
of generosity life and nature teach us to perceive, understand and
practise.
It is no longer nature feeding us (although it does) but it is us feeding
the universe. It seems megalomaniac, but it is not, because we are
not the source of what we give; we are only the channels of
transmission, and we do this on a microscopic scale, on our own
scale as human beings. The fact it is minute doesn’t take anything
away from it. Gift culture remains fundamental and essential because
it constitutes the core of our life experience. Without this, we lose
much: the experience of our own essence.
It is our choice to let flow and pass on, or to retain and to try to
accumulate; but then the flow dies out when it is dammed. Whether
we accept to participate or not in this mysterious law, the Source of
Life – call it Ground of Being, Reality, Brahman, Emptiness, Tao,
Yahweh, God, Allah, or X – remains fully available and generous;
and it continues to feed the whole universe with its transforming
energy. In this law there are no longer givers and takers but only
receivers who become spontaneously providers or transmitters. This
is the reverse of narrow ecology. We are not only meant to return
what we have taken but we become the inexhaustible givers of life
and love. Deep and true ecology, when it is understood as a new
anthropology and a sacred perception of life, becomes rooted in this
deep and fathomless mystery of abundance. Is it not paradoxical that
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we destroy nature by taking too much because we do not know how
to live with its true abundance?

A strategy for today
In a democratic frame the only way to change our relationship with
nature is to implement sustainable ways of life at a grassroots level.
It has become ever more evident that governments are incapable of
taking – that is, deprived of the necessary maturity and not in a
position to take – the necessary, drastic, quick and effective measures
to fight climate change and, more generally, to correct our twisted
relationship with nature; although they have an important role to play
on a structural level.
Either representatives of each country come back from international
negotiations without having taken a firm stand and we condemn
them for being slack and for lacking clear-sightedness and courage,
or (imagine!) they come back after committing themselves to drastic
measures and they have to implement them by force (the feast is
over!). We will then probably not accept happily that they impose on
us constraints we did not choose, such as quotas on energy
consumption, car mobility, air travel, and consumption generally.
Despite such measures being necessary, I hope I have demonstrated
that the development of new sources of energy will not be sufficient
to solve the problem of global heating as it does not provide the
complete solution. As a first priority, we also need to fundamentally
review our values and perceptions of the meaning of life.
New ways of life are needed that focus on the new anthropology I
have proposed – a new perspective, a new vision – that has to guide
us on the path toward greater humanity, happiness and depth and a
lower dependency on material wellbeing. The only possible strategy
for the future relies on the implementation of these new ways of life
by the people who are the most concerned and the most mature, and
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who want to practise them – which means us! We are ultimately the
only possible actors, as we are the only creators, citizens and
consumers who feed the present processes by our choices to
participate and consume. Our respective governments are only a
reflection of what we are as communities, and of which type of
society we wish for; they are exactly the image of our maturity, in a
positive or negative sense – it depends on us. There is only one path:
if we want them to implement drastic measures, we must first
practise these new ways of life ourselves.
The main reasons for this strategy77 are the following:
1) New ways of living together: Our development is nowadays
dominated and steered by the values of the market. As long as
these values control our social life, we have no chance to escape
what becomes then the fatality of climate change. The first
priority for our action at grassroots level is to give shape to – and
thereby illustrate – a new form of development inspired by
human values of justice, care and compassion. It does not need to
be done on a large scale; it just needs to become visible: a local
practice of more caring human relationships that makes this new
way of life realistic and attractive for people who live nearby.
2) New values: The practice of new values and their translation into
material and practical forms (small businesses, local exchanges,
social consensus, etc.) will make this new model more visible,
understandable and practically convincing. It will show that
happiness is more easily accessible through human orientations
than through the power of economics. It will also help us
experience more clearly what it could be. Only practical
experience through experimentation is the true test and most
effective means for a convincing project. Our own experience in
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This strategy has been described in much more details in my book: The solution
is simple …but demanding, Desert Creek House Publishing, 2021.
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the doing will help us reorient the project where it needs to be
improved.
3) New relationships: This will allow us to create new
relationships, or more exactly, to restore relationships where
there are none because of too much emphasis on extraction:
relationships with nature as our context and feeding mother on
which we depend for our survival; relationships with partners in
work and trade exchanges which value, and care for, our needs
for creativity and recognition; relationships with all sentient
beings; relationships with our human and spiritual values that are
recognised as essential; relationships with the diversity of
cultures and religions that is understood as a source of wealth and
complementarity.
4) New structural changes: As soon as we start implementing by
ourselves the quality of relationships we wish for and need,
governments will have to follow suit because we will put
pressure on them in a stimulating and life-giving way – not by
opposing the old ways but by proposing and practising new ways.
This is the only way to make these changes creatively and
positively, instead of them becoming necessary and concrete
through restrictions imposed by force – which is then no longer
self-limitation. Which politician today is ready to take the step of
imposing unpopular measures? It is evident that, to be more
positively accepted, these measures need to be understood or,
better, experimented with practically through our common
attempts to find new appropriate ways. As I have explained,
although it is the best way to express popular will, democracy
may often become a brake for change when the urgency is not
perceived and understood by the majority of citizens. Of course
the implementation of change at the grassroots level goes hand in
hand with energetic decisions at a regional and (inter)national
level. Yet these decisions can most probably be only inspired by
grassroots activist movements. Then, when grassroots
movements and governments meet, structural change happens.
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The major obstacles on the path toward change are said to be the
main economic interests, especially the extraction sector (mining and
fossil fuel extraction, forestry, agriculture and fishing). They are
believed by most of us to be the source of our prosperity, but it is an
illusion; because extraction is not sustainable, renewable energies
and processes of cyclic transformation are the necessary path. Sadly,
we are culturally attached to the extraction sector as a pattern of
development despite the fact it costs us a lot (in pollution and
environmental destruction); yet this pessimistic way of looking at
natural resources is not to be considered a fatality.
It is important to see that we have the technical solutions today but
we have yet to experience the social forms of their implementation.
We need to learn to empower ourselves as communities and build
consensus at the local level. We have to learn to control local
development to avoid being side-tracked by false intuitions or
external influences or opposing interests. Clarity of mind, social
awareness and creative imagination are qualities that we have to
practise to be able to rediscover them. The process itself is a
laboratory where the right form is designed step by step.
The most important aspect of this new form of experience is to base
it on living relationships. If as citizens and consumers we are ready
to change the way we live, change can happen very quickly. In a few
years we can go a very long way. And in parallel, we can build the
infrastructure that is necessary. If we start investing now (at a
personal as well as national level) all the money we spend on
weapons, airports, roads, prestigious buildings and superfluous
goods in the necessary means for healthy local production of what
we truly need, the result will be visible in a few years, and it will be
so positive that we will be encouraged and confirmed in our choices.
We don’t need much: we just need to choose to do it, at a local level.
The process itself is a commitment to a life choice.

The choice for life
The present crisis can be seen either as a problem we have to solve
by imposing severe restrictions or as the precious opportunity to
rediscover life.
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In our awareness that we have to change urgently our relationship
with creation if we want to survive, we have now two options:
1) The first option, which we can call restriction, considers
climate change as a huge and overwhelming problem. When we
refuse to reconsider our ways of life and our ideology, there
cannot be any qualitative change because we will continue to
think in the same way. We will only be able to reduce the
violence of our impact on nature, but without fundamentally
changing the way we impact it and the reasons for destroying it,
this way will remain basically the same – essentially destructive,
even if more restricted. This is roughly the strategy that most of
our governments propose: let’s reduce the production of CO2 but
let’s not question our overproduction system or the domination of
society by the economy.
2) The second option, which we can call a change of mindset,
considers climate change not as a problem but as the most
welcome opportunity for our own transformation. Climate change
is not the main problem but only the symptom of a deeper crisis,
or a sign that we live a life that is in conflict with the universe
because our pattern of development is based on false premises,
purposes and priorities. If we listen, creation tells us how we
have to change. This is then the opportunity for a deep
metamorphosis. It is no longer about how much we can get but it
is about the kind of happiness we can all share together.
These two fundamental attitudes are completely opposed and
incompatible. We have to choose which of the two paths we want to
follow.
When do we start? It depends on you, on me. We just need to
commit to this path. We have to learn the ability to choose and
commit to long-term goals. Hence, I have devised the following 10
commitments as an illustration of what this path could be, in the hope
these commitments could be debated and help us find a consensus.
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Chapter 10:
Ten commitments for daily life
As a summary of the material of this book, I will conclude here with
the list of the following commitments we can propose together for a
change in our attitude.
10 commitments for reconciliation with nature
In order to allow reconciliation between nature and humanity to
take shape, here are 10 commitments we may conform to in our
daily life.
Each of these ten commitments illustrates a personal pledge to do the
best we can to align our lives with the following aspirations. The
choice to commit is yours; it is a free choice. Discuss it with your
neighbours, your friends, your relatives; start a local project as a
practical expression of each pledge you may choose and adapt it to
your mindset and situation:
1)

Part of nature: Humankind is part of nature, without exception.
We want to reintegrate this fragile yet powerful body that is our
nourishing Mother, despite her apparent indifference towards us.
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Nature is not a landscape nor a garden of Eden; it is a living body
torn between love and destruction.
2)

Ecotheology: The Ojibway tradition shows how as humankind
we stand at the periphery of nature because we depend on other
species, whereas they do not depend on us. Yet human beings
contribute to the evolution of the universe through their own form
of consciousness. We want to recognise traditional people as our
guides and teachers; they may – if they agree to – help us to
reconnect with nature and with our belonging to the land, and
show us how to find harmony with the universe. We want to
rediscover in a new anthropology the awareness of the mystery
that guides the universe in an unknown yet real orientation.

3)

Force and virtuality: Our society tries to escape the power of
nature through the market economy and technology, into denial
and illusion, into domination and destruction, into accumulation
and exploitation, into uprooting and isolation. We want to
practise self-limitation, choosing the way of minimum comfort
and breaking our bubble of insulation; confronting ourselves with
the material reality of our world: distance, weight, height, effort;
privileging the use of renewable non-polluting energy sources
and of tools over machines; using technology with restraint, as
the art of choosing adequate aims and means; reinventing cars
and their use as well as our concept of mobility; and not using
any fossil fuels.

4)

The 7 questions of the Tibetan monk: Our society has lost the
measure of needs and desires. We want to choose a form of
simplicity or spiritual poverty that opens us to life, to rediscover
what our true needs are in order to privilege our personal and
collective growth in maturity; facing our greed and ignorance. Is
it true? Good? Right? Beautiful? Necessary? For spiritual
progress?
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5)

Integration into natural cycles: Nature provides freely anything
we need and we have to respect and adapt to its rhythms, cycles
and variations. We want to integrate all our activities into natural
cycles and adapt our needs to what is available and has to be
shared in order to practise the golden rule of equity.

6)

Peak oil and reconversion: Peak oil is the sign of a general
collapse of our society, probably within the next 10 years. Our
present crisis is the making of our ways of life. We want to take
this opportunity for a deep reconversion in our local community
towards less material stuff and more meaning, according to the 2
principles (cycles and ethics), the 5 practical paths (frugality,
imagination, choices, incidences, management), and the 22 points
about climate change. The aim is to convert our local community
into a society without the need for fossil fuels and practising
equitable relationships within 10 years.

7)

Vernacular subsistence: Our society practises the “illusions” of
accumulation and individualism. By contrast, we want to practise
a system of fluid exchanges where wealth is shared and
circulates, where the commons are the collective property that
cannot be divided, and where basic goods and services are made
available to all. Everywhere, whenever possible, patterns of
subsistence and reciprocity must replace market exchanges,
avoiding even the use of money (especially as a means for
speculation), such as through a local exchange and trading
system.

8)

Local community: The dominant trend now is globalisation. By
contrast, we want to give shape to our local community as a place
for empowerment and consensus about our common future, and
as a place of resilience through self-reliance. We want to
consume local goods and services, to restore our skills in crafts,
trades and other creative pursuits and for sharing. This will make
our region a place to live life to the fullest for our youth and the
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future generations, and especially, restore the environmental and
climate systems.
9)

Praise of slowness (staying in the present): Speed and hurry are
the dominant values of our society. By contrast, we want to
rediscover the intensity of being (being is more than doing; doing
is more than having) here and now, yet in relation with our
heritage upstream (reinterpretation of our past) and downstream
(perspective of the future). Time frees us from unsolved issues
when we accept to look at them; time is our life that flows like
the blood in our veins and our liberation, on the way to our inner
transformation. Accepting death is an opening to a broader
meaning of life.

10)

Harmonisation with the universe: Our universe is one living
body. We want to be inspired by and adapt to its orientation
towards more complexity and deeper consciousness, towards
differentiation, subjectivity, communion and depth; working with
the 3 antagonisms of resistance (inertia / resilience), of energy
(entropy / inner growth), of dreams (reification / choices);
practising diversity and complementarity, choices and
commitment, cooperation and sharing, in a search for the deep
hidden meaning of life. We are aware that this change has to
happen first at a grassroots level because we are the citizens,
creators and consumers that make the world what it is through the
apparently insignificant accumulation of our respective
behaviours and attitudes.
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List of options
(titles and short wordings)
This complementary table of contents is different from the one at
the beginning of the book; it presents a detailed list of all the
options proposed in this manifesto.
Remember what has been explained in the introduction: this book
has proposed a range of successive key statements that represent
proposed patterns for a change of behaviours. These patterns are
the expressions of an alternative understanding of our society and,
as such, provide powerful incentives for change. As they open to
new choices, they represent many options that consist of a
personal or collective choice (or commitment) which depends on
us alone and the way we want to interact with the world.
Each option is made of a title and a short summary in two or three
lines. They are organised here by chapters and sub-chapters, in the
same order they have been presented; with the page number as
reference.
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PART A – Re-uniting with creation
Chapter 1: The turnaround of landscape
Nature as our indifferent Mother: mighty but fragile
The “Garden of Eden”
As we have progressively isolated ourselves from it, nature has nowadays
been reduced to a tamed leisure place which we can enjoy during our
Sunday walks.

27

Changes in perception of the landscape
Traditional societies have generally considered nature as the nourishing
Mother, but Romanticism has reduced it to a landscape.

28

Nature feeds but also threatens us
Nature is not simply a landscape but the powerful context to which we
belong and which nourishes us as much as it threatens us.

29

1) Nature’s indifference towards us despite being our Mother
Because nature is our Mother, we resent its threat, due to our very narrow
comfort zone, as a shocking indifference towards us.

31

2) Nature is powerful but fragile
Nature is powerful yet fragile; natural forces are tremendous but
equilibriums, established over millions of years, remain very fragile.

31

Two contrasting perceptions of the cosmos
Two different interpretations of the world
The world and its evolution can be interpreted in two different ways: 1) a
materialist interpretation or 2) a spiritual interpretation.

33

Visible or hidden reality
The world can be understood as the fruit of an evolution towards more
complexity or as the expression of an invisible intelligence.

36

The orientation of the cosmos
Nature is the visible expression of the cosmos; if we observe it, we see that
its evolution is guided by a conscious and deep meaning.

40

The 4 types of escape from the threat of nature
Illusion, destruction, accumulation and uprooting are four mechanisms we
practise to escape the indifference of nature and our feeling in awe of it.

42
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Harmonisation or self-destruction
If we want to survive, we have only one choice: to integrate harmoniously
into nature. If we don’t, we will be destroyed. It is an urgent choice!

43

Comfort as an insulating bubble
Comfort creates an artificial bubble which prevents us from being in touch
with the natural rhythms and forces acting in the cosmos.

45

The body as a sensitive receptor
Comfort aims mainly at delivering us from physical effort, i.e. from using
our bodies, which become therefore almost like dead weights.

46

Essential links are broken by individualism
Comfort and search for pleasure develop our egocentric tendencies, mainly
by breaking our social and environmental links.

49

Whose culture is primitive?
Traditional societies have too often been considered primitive, but they
demonstrate a greater level of maturity in their capacity for self-limitation.

50

Chapter 2: The traditional model
The traditional choice for harmony
The choice of minimal comfort
Amerindian or Australian Aboriginal cultures have consciously reduced the
impact of materiality to remain connected with nature.

51

The concentric circles of Ojibway tradition
The Ojibway people describe our integration into nature as concentric
circles, where humanity stands at the most dependent periphery.

52

A Copernican revolution
The recognition of the truth of the Ojibway perception means a complete
change of mind: a deep transformation.

53

Connections with land and belonging
55
We have lost the awareness of being rooted in, or belonging to, the land and
the living community that have fostered and shaped us.
Traditional societies as our teachers
Traditional societies which have developed a harmonious, integrated
relationship with nature should become our teachers and guides.

58
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Reconciliation with traditional thinking and being
Reconciliation with First Nations cultures
60
Reconciliation can only happen when First Nations are given the opportunity
to contribute freely to transforming our Western society.
Indigenous land rights
Indigenous people have the right to use their land in the traditional way that
excludes all interfering polluting activities such as mining.

64

Ecotheology
When ecology – integration into our surroundings – merges with theology –
contemplation of the sacred – harmony and peace arise.

66

A new anthropology
We need a new anthropology (understanding of life) which will guide us in
our choices on the path towards truth and happiness.

69

Part B – Four ways to escape from the power of nature
Chapter 3: Escape through denial
Refuge in illusion
Force and virtuality
We create an artificial place of illusory refuge through the use of force
(energy) and virtuality (technology); both deny true life.

73

1) Force allows denial
Our use of force (energy) changes our relationship with our surroundings,
which lose their heaviness and meaningful reality.

74

2) Virtuality allows illusion
Virtuality allows us to live in an illusory world whose laws we have created
ourselves, impairing our ability to confront the truth.

75

A trend towards dematerialisation
The power of force and virtuality makes the world unreal and therefore
frightening because we never know where we truly stand.

77

A trend towards demobilisation
Such a caricatured world rejects people who find it depressing or who
cannot adapt because of their differences.

78
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Speed as denial
1) The car – a tool of violence and virtuality
Our use of cars translates into violence (denial of distance and effort) and
virtuality (illusion of power and false identity).

80

2) The car as a piggy bank for time
Our use of the car is based on the misguided belief that driving saves time.
In fact the average speed of a car is slower than the one of a bicycle.

82

3) The car and the natural environment cycles
The use of cars should be compatible with the cyclic laws of nature, as the
use of horse-drawn carts was in the past.

84

4) The car and public space (the commons)
We must learn to protect the commons (goods which nobody can
appropriate for themselves) from invasion and destruction by vehicles.

86

5) The car and social networks
Mobility, although it creates an opportunity of contact with differences by
expanding social networks, should not imply a form of domination of the
powerful over the weak.

89

6) The car and market control
In order to escape from the control of major economic interests and to
become social tools, cars have to become simple products.

91

7) The car and individualism
Driving cars should help us develop social links instead of promoting
individualism; the practice of car-sharing becomes imperative.

92

8) The car as a god keen on human sacrifice
Although the principle of human sacrifice disgusts us deeply, we sacrifice
yearly a high number of victims to our god of mobility and greed.

93

9) The ideal car
94
Both requirements of self-limitation and of respecting natural cycles help us
draw a perfect description of the ideal car.
The crime of flying
Planes are highly destructive tools: they produce a terrible amount of
pollution (CO2 and noise) and destroy the authenticity of people.

96
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Travelling by land or sea
Trains and ships are very effective means of transport in tune with our
human experience and perception of distance and time.
Transport necessity managed by profit
Nowadays profit – not necessity – decides what and who is transported or
not – despite environmental and social destruction.

99

101

Re-localisation, slowness and human diversity
104
We must completely rethink our transport system and its purpose, in a spirit
of strict self-limitation which will make it more human-centred.
In praise of slowness
Speed is the negation of space and time, which are the basic dimensions of
life. Life and speed are therefore often antagonistic.

105

Chapter 4: Escape through destruction
Refuge in domination
Harmony versus mastery
107
Traditional cultures search for harmony in adapting to the sacred order of the
universe, whereas modern cultures aim at dominating the world.
Domination and transformation
We believe we should transform the world to meet our needs and desires,
and adapt it to our own representations.

108

Domination, exception and competition
Domination relies on the belief that humankind is exempt from having to
submit to natural laws; this leads to competition and destruction.

110

The free market economy as a forum for domination and destruction
Capitalism exploits resources to the extent of destruction; destruction of
social and natural resources becomes the means for supremacy.

112

The biblical heritage
114
The Judaeo-Christian tradition teaches that humankind has to dominate the
Creation. Yet this has a symbolic self-restraining meaning.
Another understanding of guilt
115
The path of our inner personal maturation helps us relate to our world better
than the path of grabbing the fruit of knowledge.
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Technology as dominance
Tools increase our own energy
By using tools, we enhance our own physical energy and hence the overall
impact while at the same time protecting our bodies from the effect of this
increased force.

120

Machines rely on external sources of energy
Because they use an external source of power (such as wind, fuel or
electricity), machines can carry out jobs beyond our human scale.

122

1) Using machines creates constraint
123
Using tools multiplies the faculties of the user in a creative way while using
machines imposes their own rhythm and method through power.
2) Using machines promotes excessiveness
As tools require more effort in their use, they allow a more effective
evaluation of needs, whereas machines, because of their power, encourage
excess.

125

3) Using machines creates an illusion of power
Tools set us in a true relationship with our environment (heavy, hard and
distant), while machines create an illusion of ease and power.

126

4) Using machines causes degradation of our surroundings
While using tools has little impact on the environment, using machines
disturbs our quality of life as well as the natural cycles or balances.

127

5) Using machines drives social domination
Tools do not have a significant impact on social relationships, while
machines have completely transformed our social structure.

128

6) Using machines facilitates cultural colonisation
While tools remain very versatile, machines impose a unique way of using
them, becoming thus supports of a certain mentality or culture.

130

7) Using machines depletes natural resources
132
Tool use relies on the renewable physical energy of the user, while machines
need an external – and rarely renewable – source of energy taken from
nature.
The 2 myths of technology
Technology relies on two myths: 1) for any problem, there is a technical
solution, and 2) problems, whatever they are, call for more technology.

133
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The 3 roles of technology
136
To find a balanced and appropriate use, technology should become the art of
restraint: right purpose, right means and self-limitation.
The measure of effort
Technology provides power and spares us effort. Yet the total amount of
effort required remains the same or is even increased. How can we judge
this?

137

Self-destruction by comfort, money and slavery
Our consumption of hidden energy, acquisition of many services and
exploitation of unknown slaves destroys our capacity for life.

140

Mastery or discipleship
Mastery requires many admirable skills, yet it gives us the illusion we are
able to dominate the world; instead, we need to listen and learn.

143

The 7 questions of the Tibetan monk
145
We constantly need to re-evaluate each process in terms of its authenticity,
evolution, appropriateness, precaution, harmony, need and purpose.

Chapter 5: Escape through accumulation
Refuge in exploitation
The paradox of the law of freely chosen poverty
While wealth seems the best way to a rich life, voluntary poverty
(simplicity) remains the best way to living life to the full.

147

Exploitation and accumulation
149
We consider nature to be a huge stock of raw materials we can consume as
we want; we feel accumulation, beyond security, gives us consistency.
Honourable harvest
When we harvest gifts from nature, we should adopt an attitude of respect,
attention, receptivity, gratitude and reciprocity.

150

Competition versus cooperation
While competition is mainly an illusion for losers, cooperation is the only
path to building a harmonious collective life.

152

Cooperation as necessity
153
In a poor natural environment, species have to cooperate, nutrients circulate
quickly and each takes only the minimum they need.
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Accumulation versus circulation and sharing
155
As long as individuals do not retain for themselves the product of common
creativity, it remains in circulation, accessible to all.

Qualities of cycles and measurement of quantities
Integration of human activities into natural cycles
158
We have to integrate our activities into natural cycles (of transforming
wastes into resources) and adapt to natural rhythms, variations and locations.
Demography, population density and consumption
Deterioration of nature is also linked with demography. Yet it is the
wealthiest consumers who cause most of the problems.

162

The management of flows
We have to measure and manage the different flows of our activities and
production: natural resources, wastes, energy and consumption.

167

The price is not a measure
170
Accounting today is mainly financial because decisions are taken only from
the financial point of view, in terms of sales and profit.
Embodied energy
Embodied energy is the total quantity of energy needed to produce a good,
from extraction to transport.

171

The new quest for energy
The urgency for change
We must urgently act before the crisis becomes acute: it is the only way to
find peaceful solutions to provide a better life for all.

174

Peak oil = general collapse
177
The expression “peak oil” is a euphemism which hides the immediate threat
of collapse of our civilisation (within 10 years?).
The 7 paths to a new energy quest
179
Two principal orientations: natural cycles and ethics; and 5 practical paths:
frugality, imagination, choices, consequences and management.
The 2000 W society
A scientific institute has calculated the average available energy to be
2000 W per person, or 17,520 kWh per person per year.

183
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Chapter 6: Escape through uprooting
Refuge in isolation and material values
Needs and destruction
187
Our society exacerbates any possible need. Finding the meaning of life is the
key to choosing which needs and desires are real.
Needs and desires
188
Needs and desires are difficult to tell apart, especially in a society that plays
on this confusion; we have to learn to see the truth.
Being, doing and having
In our life, being is the most important need, far more essential than doing
and having, which are often escapes rather than actual needs.

189

The screen and the movie
193
Life is like a movie, where the screen is the truly unchanging element, while
the projection (movie) never stops changing and creating new illusions.
Greed and ignorance
Greed and ignorance are our main traits that incite us to escape from being
into more doing and more having.

195

Material and non-material goods
197
As soon as survival is ensured, non-material goods (such as respect, love or
peace) become more important; these have a lower environmental impact.
Services between care and profit
Public services like health and education rely on a combination of material
and immaterial goods, where the simplest are the most effective.

200

Cancer, auto-immune disease, depression and obesity
201
The major illnesses of our time are often direct expressions of our collective
lack of awareness of the meaning of our common evolution.

Market society as uprooting
1) Direct use of natural resources vs conversion into money
205
Vernacular societies extract from nature what they need for subsistence; the
market economy tries to convert anything possible into money,
independently of purpose.
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2) Wealth of the commons versus scarcity
The market economy has forced traditional societies into a global society
obsessed with unsatisfied needs and fear of scarcity.

209

3) Vernacular abundance in self-limitation
212
Vernacular societies relate to their natural environment which defines laws
of self-limitation and of solidarity and reciprocity by which they have to
operate.
4) Vernacular versus industrial patterns
Vernacular subsistence generates continuity, diversity and life, whereas
industrialisation creates disruption, repetition and virtuality.

214

5) The market’s creation of scarcity
217
The market transforms normal life into acts of production and consumption
that are only linked by money or market laws.
6) The illusion of wealth creation
Industrial society pretends to create wealth; but production is an illusion
because it consists only in transformation of what is given.

218

7) Protectionism and globalisation
220
Protectionism allows weaker societies to consolidate according to their own
pattern; opening to external exchanges comes later.
8) Roots, subsistence, reciprocity and exchanges
Subsistence and reciprocity do not exclude trade but require social
awareness to protect the practice of human conviviality.

222

Rootedness in the land
Food as energy of the place
Food nourishes us with the subtle energies it has been loaded with through
the “production” process, from growth to absorption.

224

Fast food or slow food
228
Because food production is a lucrative business that has nothing to do with
real needs, consumers become the slaves of big corporations.
Agriculture as landscape maintenance
Natural system agriculture contributes to maintaining the landscape and in
deepening people’s roots in their place and relationship with nature.

231
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Restoring our forests, waters, land… as ecosystems
Our forests, waters, oceans, glaciers are the systemic regulators of
biodiversity and climate: life, food, heat, transfer, cover, storage.

233

Local production as empowerment
239
When a community relies on what is produced locally, it becomes culturally
richer, socially empowered, more aware and self-reliant.
Rootedness in Land and Culture
244
In our mobile modern civilisation we have lost our rootedness in the Land
and the link with Culture that goes with it; we have become like bodiless and
soulless beings.

Chapter 7: Climate change as a symptom
22 misunderstandings about climate change
1) Technological means versus change in our ways of life
Priority is given to finding further technical solutions (renewable energy
technology) instead of accepting the need to deeply question our ways of
life.

250

2) Rich against poor versus solidarity-mutuality
Instead of fostering solidarity to save the future of our common home,
climate change deepens the rift between rich and poor.

252

3) Corporations versus citizens-workers-consumers
Corporations are said to be responsible for action; but as citizens-workersconsumers we are the only real actors able to initiate action.

255

4) Government programs versus collective initiatives
New ways of life can only be initiated by local communities and then, by
cumulative effects, generate governmental responses.

258

5) Reduction of CO2 versus integration into natural cycles
261
Climate change (resulting from an excess of greenhouse gas emissions) is
only a partial sign of the non-integration of our activities into natural cycles.
6) Renewable versus non-polluting energies
It is important to make a clear distinction between renewable energies
(which do not exhaust resources) and non-polluting ones.
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7) Sustainable sources of energy versus temporary forms for better use 268
It is essential to make a clear distinction between the real source of energy
and the form into which it is converted for better/easier use.
8) Solar or renewable mirage versus really sustainable energy
271
Almost all energy sources are derived from solar energy (plants, fuels); yet
energy sources which are 100% renewable and sustainable are rare.
9) Renewable as addition versus radical replacement of fossil fuels
It is good to increase our use of renewable energy and goods; however, we
need a total conversion that will eliminate the use of all fossil fuels within
the next 10 years.

273

10) Carbon neutrality versus transformation process
The principle of carbon neutrality is treacherous: biomass cannot be burnt
under the pretext it will be replaced by new biomass.

276

11) Carbon sequestration versus restoration of processes
The focus on carbon sequestration hides the wider urgency of restoring the
integrity of natural processes humanity has destroyed.

278

12) Hidden dimension of time versus storage and flexibility
282
The question of quantity (how much?) must also integrate the dimension of
time (when?). There are two requirements: storage and flexibility.
13) Addition of new renewable resources versus substitution and
reduction
It is not enough to implement renewable sources of energy: consumption
must be reduced and conventional (over)production progressively
dismantled.

287

14) Concentration versus decentralisation or equitable sharing
289
While conventional power generation is centralised (coal-fired power plants,
hydroelectric dams), renewable energy allows decentralisation.
15) Cautious scientific forecasts versus actual processes of acceleration
of imbalances
291
Experience may reveal forecasts to be wrong as these are based on now
obsolete data; imbalances provoke an ever-increasing acceleration of
change.
16) Strategy for public awareness versus absolute urgency
295
Environmentally conscious groups and institutions need some time to make
the public more aware of the urgency for change. Yet the urgency is now.
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17) Excellence versus equity (reduction of consumption by a factor of 8) 296
We dream of the ideal solution; yet excellence is for much later; first we
need to become “simply” average: to divide our standard of living by 8.
18) Criminal carbon trading versus no right to destroy
298
As an incentive for lowering emissions, carbon trading should reward those
who pollute less. But it has become a new form of speculation (a right to
pollute).
18) Slow negotiations versus spontaneous commitment
Procrastinating on negotiations hinders the spontaneous commitment of
communities to restore ecosystems.

301

20) Free trade versus climate security
Free trade agreements prevent effective action against global warming as
they increase pollution and paralyse local governments.

304

21) Radical action versus adaptation
Rich countries have by now given up the will to radically fight climate
change. They are resigned to adapting to the consequences.

308

22) Economic pattern versus anthropological (happiness) pattern
We are afraid of questioning the validity of our economic system and of
searching for the truth about the meaning of life.

309

Two types of energy, two ways
There are two very different types of energy: our life energy, which is the
(sacred) energy of our being; and the human-transformed energy of the
market economy and technology.

310

The Work (capital W) that needs to be done
The golden rule
It is not about unilaterally reducing our consumption, but about integrating
our activities into natural cycles; any other behaviour is irresponsible.

315

Climate change denial
Acceptance of the reality of climate change is more fruitful than denial
because it will force us to mend our relationship with nature.

317

Accumulation as debt and the death of relationships
Industrialised countries have a huge debt towards poorer countries; our
constant drive for extraction has destroyed true relationships.

319
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The Work (with a capital W): life is stronger than death
Even if the present crisis is seriously threatening our survival, there is
always a possible creative response that restores life and meaning.

323

PART C - The new way: Liberation and harmony
Chapter 8: Time, transformation, life
Cyclic time as a fluctuating dimension
Time is not linear but cyclic
330
Our civilisation tries to tame time according to a linear regular measure, but
time is in fact pulsing in cycles, like at various speeds.
Coordination of times
Daily life is divided into different times work, family, leisure, friends; and
similarly for a lifetime: childhood, adulthood, maturity, wisdom.

332

The agenda: a struggle against time
334
When life is understood as a project to be actualised to impose our will, our
agenda becomes a fight against time and our fellows.

Time as transformation into maturity
Here and now
337
The new project does not consist in “doing things”, but in “being with”, here
and now, in the present: life as an experience of love.
Old age as maturity
We tend to grow into more spirit and less material; it is why old age is the
stage of best maturity, despite physical and/or mental decline.

338

Past – present – future
340
Only the present is real; the past exists as memory (interpretation); the future
exists as perspective (projection). Both exist in the present.
1) The past as personal and collective memory
Our memories are made up of our personal as well as our collective
memories, with their (un)told and (un)conscious parts.

342
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2) The future as a hypothesis or projection
Our perspective of the future should not be a projection of our views or
desires but a hypothesis that has to be verified and readapted.

345

The present as listening
346
The present has no duration; it is the state of awareness of what is here and
now, whether we like it or not; listening to it is a rich teaching.
Duration (length of time) as integration through heritage
We are never isolated; duration links us with the wider context, upstream
and downstream, through our ancestors’ or children’s heritage.

348

The present and eternity as a gift
350
Our integration into a wider chain of heritage provides continuity: what we
give to others is assimilated, recycled and will last for ever.
Time as scarcity or abundance
352
The dominant shortage in our culture and society is one of time. However, in
reality time is abundant; it is the basic substance or material of our life.

Chapter 9: Harmonisation through nature
Evolution and consciousness
The 3 stages for an urgent change
355
If we want to survive, we need to change our ways of life deeply by: 1)
stopping our destruction of nature, 2) being in harmony with nature, and 3)
discovering our essence.
Fuel and money
356
Fuel and money are the two main powers we use in our society; they allow
speculation, which fascinates us but goes against life.
Harmonisation through nature
358
When we listen to the laws of nature, our life is re-harmonised; peace, love
and consciousness arise naturally; development can happen.
Nature as a teacher
360
Nature is like a book that teaches us the true meaning of life and how to live
in harmony with our natural and social surroundings.
Wellbeing or bliss
363
As we behave like takers instead of leavers, we create a terrible confusion of
comfort (wellbeing) with bliss (deep joy of life).
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Loving what is
368
We are accustomed to judging what suits us and deciding how other people
should act to make us happy, instead of just loving what is, as it is.
Reconciliation as conversion
371
True reconciliation is a deep change of mind, a conversion far beyond guilt,
in the recognition of what is and of our own limits.
The metaphor of the universe
373
When we try to interpret what we know scientifically of the universe, we
refer to a different universe which is rather more broadly a metaphor about
life.
Consciousness and complexity
377
Consciousness exists in all parts of the universe: mineral, vegetable, animal,
human; its depth grows with complexity.
One conscious body in interaction
As humans we are not only parts of nature; we form one body with the
whole community of life, to which we contribute as enhanced
consciousness.

380

Evolution as an expression of love
384
When Darwin understood evolution, it seemed cruel and amoral to him; yet
evolution seems to be guided by a loving energy towards harmony.
The four intentions of the Cosmos
The evolution of the universe is guided by four main intentions: towards
greater differentiation, subjectivity, communion and depth.
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Consciousness and community
387
Because consciousness tends towards community, it abolishes the trinomial
of individualism, competition and distance from nature.

The path of liberation: resistance, energy, dreams
The 4 steps towards freedom
389
We need to 1) overcome our instinctive handicaps, 2) resist social pressure,
3) adapt to natural laws and 4) delve into mystery.
1) Overcoming our 6 instinctive handicaps
391
Our evident tendencies towards fear, ignorance, awkwardness, denial, greed
and cruelty imprison us in a self-destructive attitude denying life.
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Effort and comfort
2) Resisting social adaptation
397
We tend to conform to social values and pressures; as they are often contrary
to our vocation, we must become free of them.
3) Adapting to the laws of nature
The laws of nature are our teachers: they reveal to us the pathways to
harmony and are the tactile expressions of the invisible Reality.
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4) Delving into the invisible mystery
Although nature is our teacher, Reality remains invisible; we have to
become rooted in what always remains beyond any representation.
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The rift between spirit and matter
The new anthropology we need has to repair the connection between spirit
and matter: we have to live in our wider body (the universe).
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The 3 antagonisms of resistance, energy and dreams
Antagonisms of resistance (inertia–resilience), energy (entropy–growth),
dreams (reification–choice) lead to, or away from, maturity.
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Diversity, choices, unity and depth
1) The intention towards differentiation
Our society tends to level any difference and create flat land, while
evolution tends to generate ever greater diversity or complexity.
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2) The intention towards subjectivity
413
Our society tends to be rational, neutral and indifferent while evolution tends
to generate vocational choices and commitments.
3) The intention towards communion
Our society tends to foster individualism and competition while evolution
tends to create communion and unity – one body of life.
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4) The intention towards depth
Our society is focused on materialism while evolution tends to make us
aware that matter is only the thin envelope of a more subtle content.
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The balanced dynamic of constant change
The life–death cycles in nature unlock our freedom and challenge us to
experience life as creative chaos leading towards wisdom.
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List of options (titles and short wordings)
Giving as the law of life
422
Not only sustainably returning to nature its gifts, but feeding everyone with
the inexhaustible energy of love, we receive endlessly.
A strategy for today
424
In a democratic frame the only way to change our relationship with nature is
to implement sustainable ways of life at a grassroots level.
The choice for life
427
The present crisis can be seen either as a problem we have to solve by
imposing severe restrictions or as the precious opportunity to rediscover life.

Chapter 10: Ten commitments for daily life
10 commitments for reconciliation with nature
429
In order to allow reconciliation between nature and humanity to take shape,
here are 10 commitments we may conform to in our daily life.
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